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PREFACE

The Place of Malayalam in the Modern World-

Malayalam, along with its older sister language Tamil,
are the two major members of the South Dravidian subgroup of
languages. The Dravidian language family comprises some 22
separate languages, usually classified into North, Central,
and South Dravidian. The two other major Dravidian languages,
more distantly related to Malayalam than Tamil, are Kannada
and Telugu, the state languages of Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh
in South India respectively: Until recently, it was thought
that the Dravidian language family had existed solely in India,
but careful work by David McAlpin has produced strong evidence
that Elamite, a little known dead language of the Near East
of which only some inscriptions survive, is also of Dravidian
stock.

Whatever its history outside the subcontinent, the Dra-
vidian language family is acknowledged to have had a tremendous
influence on the language of the Indo-Aryan invaders who began
penetrating North India from Iran before 1500 B.C. As they
gradually conquered and settled the whole of North India, the
various forms of Sanskrit spoken by these cousins of the early
Greeks and other predecessors of the Germanic, Latin, and Slavic
peoples eventually took on some of the salient characteristics
of the Dravidian languages with which they came into contact.
Among these assimilated features were retroflex sounds, and a
number of the grammatical features of Malayalam covered in these
lessons.

Malayalam, itself, is recognized from inscriptional evi-
dence to have existed as a separate language from the older
Tamil since the ninth or tenth century A.D. It has a liter-
ature dating from the thirteenth century. Until recently, its
main genres were those of translated Hindu epics and lyric
poetry. The last century ha.3 seen the development of both
serious and popular supposecUy Western genres such as the essay,
short story, novel, detective and love stories, travelogue, and
the like. The successof these new genres was primarily due to
the spread of mass education-in Kerala and the high literacy
rates (over 80% in some parts of the state) which it engendered.
The same trend is in all of the state languages in India, but
Malayalam is so far unique in terms of the degree of mass par-
ticipation in literacy. House servants, peons, boatmen, and
laborers read the daily papers just as avidly as do profes-
sionals, businessmen, civil servants, and educators.

Because of this trend, literacy skills in Malayalam have
become more and more crucial for a scholar to establish rap-
port and credibility if he intends to study or do research in
Kerala. Formerly, English was dominant in many activities.
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Throughout India during the British rule, English was the lan-
guage of most education above the primary level, was required
in all administration above the district level, and was the
dominant language in the print media. Nearly every educated
person in those days, even those trained in the non-English
medium Sanskritic or Quranic schOols and colleges, could read,
write, and speak English with near native fluency. This was
true as much in the princely states of Travancore and Cochin,
which made up much of what is today Kerala, as in those areas
where the British ruled directly.

This pattern held for some time after Independence in
1947, but the 1960s and 1970s have seen the changeover in all
but a few exclusive schools from English to the regional lan-
guage as medium of education. At the same time, the various
state governments of India have progressively brought in the
regional language for use in more and more areas of administra-
tion. In most cases bodies of scholars were set up to develop
the new vocabulary needed for the language to function in these
new areas. Concurrent with these other developments, vernac-
ular press readership has gone up dramatically, while English
language press readership has remained relatively constant.
Malayalam newspapers have the highest circulation figures of

any one-state regional language in the country, exceeded only
by those for Hindi, which is both the national language and
the official language of five states with a combined population
many times that of Kerala's.

As a result of all the foregoing, the present generation
in Kerala is far more at home in Malayalam than in English in

all spheres of activity. English is still studied in most
schools, but the level of competence of secondary school grad-

uates in it is only slightly better than that which U.S. high
school graduates achieve in French. Thus, the proportion of
educated persons who can use English effectively has been
growing much smaller over the past few decades, and continues
to d6 so. Hopefully this makes it very clear why knowledge of
Malayalam is so important for the foreigner wishing to function
outside of the tourist hotels of Kerala.

The expanding uses of Malayalam have, quite naturally,
fostered the growth of the language in terms of the number of
styles and registers available in it. Basically, Malayalam
can be broken down into formal versus informal styles. The
formal style includes the language used in most kinds of writ-
ing, as well, as that employed in most radio programs and for
platform. and other public speaking. There are special sub-
varieties of the language used in government administration,
in the courts, in newspaper articles, in newspaper advertise-
ments, in the very popular love stories, and so forth. Each
new variety you become acquainted with will require some re-
adjustment by way of learning the special vocabulary and modes
of expression unique to it. Once you have learned one subvar-
iety, however, it will be a fairly straightforward matter to
branch out to others. This course seeks to give a student
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command of the basics of the subvariety used in written des-
cription, as well as some exposure to the language of news-
paper ads. It was felt that this provides the best all-purpose
springboard for later moving into the specialized language of
whatever topic or style may interest the individual student.

In terms of the spoken language, Malayalam has both re-
gional and social dialects. The various dialects are charac-
terized by different pronunciation, and somewhat distinct vo-
cabulary. The author has personally found the speech of Central
Kerala, particularly around Trichur, to be the most easily un-
derstood. With some practice, however, you will be able to
converse with educated people from all parts of Kerala.
Malayalis can usually determine not only where someone is
from by his accent and choice of words, but which community
he belongs to as well. The speech of Christians, Hindus, and
Muslims within a single area are distinctive to the practiced
listener. There are even some social dialects within these
major groups. Within the Hindus, for example, the speech of
Brahmins (the highest caste) is distinct from that of Nayars
(a medium high caste), and these, in turn, are distinct from
that of the Iravas (low caste Hindus). Contemporary Malayalam,
like most fully developed and fully used languages--including
American English--is rapidly standardizing today under the in-
fluence of mass education and an oral media which includes
much live programming from the several Kerala stations of All
India Radio, and a highly productive local film industry.'
Television has not yet come on the scene in Kerala, but when
it does, it, too, will play a role in making a single standard-
ized spoken variety of the language with minimal regional and
social variations.

Opportunities to use Malayalam are. not. limited to Kerala
State. India's. Southwest coast has been a cosmopolitan center
of trade for over two thousand years. Archaeological evidence
indicates trade with ancient Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, and
China. Arabs were settled in Kerala even in pre-Islamic times.
It has long been a tradition for Malayalis to seek their for-
tunes elsewhere, often returning to Kerala for retirement.
Today there are large numbers of both professional and working
class Malayalis in other parts of India, particularly in Bombay
and Delhi. Many have gone as engineers, teachers, civil ser-
vants, etc. to the various nations.around the Persian Gulf.
Signs in Malayalam may be found in the airport in Dubai, and
it is reported that Malayalam is an essential, if informal,
language of administration there.

There are, as well, communities of Malayalis who have
settled in other parts of the world. Many of these groups
maintain their language, at least for a few generations. A
Malayalam daily newspaper printed in Singapore sells several
thousand copies there and in Malaysia. The author has found
Malayalam speakers, both former indentured laborers and recent-
ly emigrated professionals, as far away as Fiji in the South
Pacific. Therefore, Malayalam is not only the official language
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of Kerala State, perhaps the most scenically and culturally
varied part of India, and the mother tongue of 98% of its
population, it is also a language of some significance on the
international level. Anyone who seeks to learn and use the
language will find a warm reception from Malayalis in any
corner of the globe. The student will also gain the oppor-
tunity of in-depth exposure to, and eventually some meaning-
ful understanding of, the rich and multifaceted culture for
which Malayalam is the vehicle.



INTRODUCTION

The Course and its Use

The present course was written over the duration of a
single year at the University of Michigan under a grant from
the U.S. Office of Education. Roughly one-third time was de-
voted to the project during the eight-month academic year,
and nearly full time during the four months of summer. The
original proposal for the grant promised 250-300 pages of
materials comprised of some 25 lessons, with brief grammar,
cultural, and pronunciation notes. The end result is more
than double in length, and the text is more complete than
planned in some ways, while less so in others.

The project was originally conceived to meet the need
for a substantive text for American university students seek-
ing to learn Malayalam for academic purposes. Though the au-
thor had participated in the writing of three previous courses
in the language, all were either ad hoc, or had been designed
for teaching the spoken language only, and principally for soc-
ial purposes. Several courses in Malayalam, as well as lin-
guistic descriptions of the language, have been published in
India, but_none of these is readily available, or at all suited
to the needs of the American student studying the language,
particularly with respect to completeness, or sufficiency of
exercises, and adequacy of explanations of the grammar, the
culture within which the language operates, etc.

One aim of the course was to cover all the structures com-
monly encountered in standard written Malayalam. In writing
the notes to explicate these structures, the priucipal author
far exceeded the two to three pages originally planned. This
occured fur two reasons. First, simply teaching the student
the forms of the language does not prepare him in any way to
use them. The forms themselves have no significance outside
of the situations in which they occur. The relevant elements
of the situation in terms of the meaning of utterances are:
a) the roles of the various participants in society and with
respect to one another, b) the circumstances operating at the
moment, c) the function or intent of what has previously taken
place and been. said, and d) the meaning and intended function
of what the speaker wishes to say now as a result of all the
above. Therefore, considerable time was spent in investigating,
and space devoted to explicating, the various circumstances in
which a particular form or structure is appropriate and the
functions it usually fulfills within spoken dialogue or written
discourse, as well as the secondary implications it conveys.

A second reason for the expansion of the text is that there
is nothing more confusing to the student than finding a known
form in an unfamiliar shape. In fact, this often renders the
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form quite unrecognizeable. Therefore, considerable space
was also given to explicating the various configurations which
structures may take in terms of the order of elements, pos-
itive, negative, or question forms, and to the different end-
ings which forms may take indicating case role, grammatical
function, time relationship to other sentences or clauses, and
so on. Examples were included for newly introduced verbforms
in all of the tenses in which it commonly occurs. As a result,
the ten or more pages of grammar notes per lesson, when taken
together, constitute a rather more complete (though still im-
perfect) grammatical sketch of Malayalam than has hitherto been
available. This course, then, also contains an attempted ref-
erence grammar of the language as well as a course for lan-
guage learning, thus partially filling an additional gap which
has long existed in both the U.S. and India.

As the grammar notes expanded, taking both time and space,
they precluded the fulfillment of certain other aspects of the
original plan. Principal among these were the intended exer-
cises on the spoken language. It had been planned to include
both exercises designed to aid the student in improving his pro-
nunciation of the Malayalam sounds as he went along, and de-
tailed notes describing the soundchanges, contractions, assim-
ilations, and deletions which take place when Malayalam is spo-
ken in a casual or rapid manner. Information on the former is
available in the author's text: A Course in S oken Mala alam
for Peace Corps Volunteers avails e rom t e ERI epro uction
STiViZe, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210 (Document number--
ED030093). Casual and rapid speechforms are treated in a tech-
nical manner in the author's dissertation, "A Phonological
Grammar of Style Variation in Malayalam" (University of Wis-
consin, 1973). Occasional notes have been included on*spoken
forms, but in general, the higher priority was given to acqui-
sition of the reading skill which will make the tremendous body
of primary source materials in Malayalam, till now virtually
untapped by Western scholars, available to native English-speak-
ing students of a variety of disciplines.

Each of the 25 lessons contains a vocabulary list, ordered
according to sequence of occurence in the lesson's text. The
vocabulary should be memorized, but not till after one has worked
through, and probably reread, the conversation or written piece
serving as the lesson text. This will provide some initial
feeling for context as one tries to memorize the words and
phrases. In reviewing the vocabulary lists subsequently, the
student should make certain always to think of the line in the
lesson text where it occured, or a sentence from an exercise,
example in a grammar note, or a classroom usage by the teacher
or a fellow student where he has seen it used. With this method,
items are both more learnable and retainable for.most students.

Between the vocabulary and the text of each lesson will be
found a Reading Practice exercise. This is designed to train the
student to recognize visual patterns. Each section of these ex-
ercises focuses on a common item, usually a grammatical marker,
which will be shown connected to a variety of known vocabulary
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items. These should be read as quickly as possible, for eye
training, and part of one's review should be to go back and
regularly scan the Reading Practice exercises from a few ear-
lier lessons.

Some six or seven points of grammar or usage are exempli-
fied in each lesson's text. All the points are discussed in the
grammar notes at the end of ,the lesson. The more important ones
will also be the focus of full exercises providing, usually,
at least ten items. Most lessons have six exercises following
the lesson text. These grammar exercises take the form of'rep-
etition, response, or transformation drills, whichever has been
deemed most appropriate to the point being taught and the level
of the students at the time.

For variety's sake, the order of exercises was occasion-
ally juggled somewhat. In general, however, the fourth exercise
contains a group of Malayalam sentences to be read for comprehen-
sion. These draw together much of the new vocabulary and gram-
mar points of the current lesson, as well as building in as much
review as possible of forms and structures from earlier lessons.
The fifth exercise ordinarily requires English to Malayalam
translation. Though the technique of translation was vastly
overused in many traditional language courses, and linguists
therefore eschewed it for a time, several recent theories of
language acquisition, including Krashen's "Monitor Model" and
the author's "systems perspective," suggest that translation
from the native language can play some meaningful role in the
early stages of second language learning. It must be remembered
that second language learning consists of many stages. At any
one stage, certain well-learned structures will already be part
of one's active competence, capable of being used without con-
scious referral to the rules of grammar or to one's mother
tongue, while other newly encountered, or less frequently used,
structures and forms will still require the laborious process
of conscious composition or decoding and, often, of translation.

The sixth exercise, in most lessons, is designed to pro-
vide practice in forming appropriate responses to stimuli in
Malayalam. This gives the student the opportunity to implement
some of the information on appropriateness in the grammar notes
and exemplified there and/or in the lesson text. It also tests
the student's assimilation of principles exemplified by the text,
but not explicitly treated in the notes (see below). A few of
the lessons also contain a seventh exercise, sometimes bearing
on a point of pronunciation, sometimes featuring a small writ-,
ten assignment involving one of the points of the lesson.

It should be emphasized that beyond the new vocabulary
and the structures and forms, many of the lessons contain much
situational and cultural information, often not directly expli-
cated in the grammar notes. The dialogues illustrate at least
one acceptable way of initiating a particular kind of interaction
for a particular purpose, or of how to respond to a given kind
of initiation, given particular circumstances, of how to accept-
ably carry out functions such as making an offer, contradicting
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another's assertion, giving a scolding, and so on. The student
is expected to soak these in. There are also conventions in
spoken and written Malayalam discourse of leaving out those things
which are either clear from the context, ear which have been pre-
viously stipulated by.the same, or another, speaker. All these
aspects of "the grammar of discourse" are essential to achieving
both passive and active competence in a language. Their mastery
will be greatly aided by actual memorization of many of the les-
son texts so that they furnish a data bank on which the student
can later draw, both consciously and unconsciously, in dealing
with new situations.

Finally, many of the lessons contain a Reference List.
These lists are intended as study aids to help the student put
the forms taught in the lessons, or the information in the
grammar notes, into an organized and outlined form. In general,
these should not be memorized.

With this overview of the structure of the lessons, and of
the suggested uses of each part in mind, the student should plan
to dip into the initial section on the Malayalam Alphabet first.
It would be a mistake, however, to work completely through this
section before embarking on Lesson One. A passive grasp of the
alphabet can be achieved almost overnight. One should then
straightaway begin working through the various parts of Lesson
One, beginning with the vocabulary list, as a teacher, or other
native speaker reads out the words. Move as quickly as possible
into reading the sentences in the conversation as these will give
you a more accurate picture of the Pronunciation. Most Malayalis
have a habit of artificially stressing the final syllable of a
word, sometimes even of .a sentence, when reading it out as an
individual iteu. Under most circumstances, the final syllable
of a word in Malayalam is never stressed. The student should
mentally correct for this if he hears it, or should also ask
native speakers to read sentences in connected dialogue where-
ever possible so as to.get the natural stress and rhythm pat-
terns of the language. Only when writing begins should the stu-
dent look at the tables showing the form and sequence of strokes
for the letters, and then only for those needed at the time.
Similarly, the tables on conjunct letters need not be studied
until individual conjuncts come up in the lessons.

As may be seen, the quantity of material in each lesson
is rather substantial. It is suggested, therefore, that each
lesson be approached as a unit containing several lessons.
First the text should be worked through with the aid of the
vocabulary as outlined above; but without reference to the gram-
mar notes. After working through the text, then reviewing it
one or more times, one should probably first do the Reading
Practice. Next, students should move on to the first grammar
exercise. The models provided for the exercises allow them to
be done without specific reference to the grammar note treating
the particular form or structure they are based on. In a class-
room setting, it is not recommended that time be taken up by
reading the grammar notes. If students have problems with a
specific exercise, the teacher should briefly summarize the

x
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relevant grammatical points. In some cases it might prove help-
ful, either before doing an exercise or when difficulty is en-
countered, to read through the examples in the relevant grammar
note. Detailed reading of the notes themselves should be done
at home as extra study.

Studying the grammar is not necessarily helpful for every
student ol= the language. Many students, steeped as they are in
Western-style rational and analytic thinking, feel much more com-
fort,lule knowing that the forms and structures they are learning
fit into an overall scheme of rules and conventions for the lan-
guage. On the other hand, some students find that the rules only
confuse the issue for them. With all exercises where it is ap-
propriate, a model is provided showing how the items are to be
done, so that it is not necessary to understand the grammar, or
the grammatical terms, in order to do them. Thus the lessons
can be successfully used by both grammar-addicted and grammar-
repelled students. Those in the latter category should study
the examples in the grammar notes, but not the explanations.

For those who would use this text as a reference source on
Malayalam grammar, a word of explanation is also in order. In
trying to make the grammar notes serve two purposes, the results
are less than perfect for either one. The notes are, in many
cases, too long and detailed, and contain too much grammatical
terminology for the language student's purposes. On the other
hand, the requirements of clarity, reinforcement, and translation
of technical labels into lay terms required to make the notes
comprehensible to the student, renders them much longer and more
repetitive than is desirable for the linguist. This is partic-
ularly true for syntacticians, who would prefer to see the des-
criptions distilled down into formulae and diagrams which would
probably prove more mysterious than the Malayalam itself to the
language learner.

Two additional shortcomings of the text deserve mention
which affect the text's overall usefulness from both points of
view. First, it was only possible to include one glossary, in-
stead of two as many texts have. The Malayalam-English glossary
contains all of the items given in the vocabulary lists of the
25 lessons. It does not include extra items used in the refer-
ence lists, appendices, or in the examples in the grammar notes.
Before the English meaning, the number of the lesson is given
in which the item was originally introduced so that, if desired,
the student may quickly look up a context in which the item was
used. An English-Malayalam glossary would have been a useful
addition, but there was neither time nor space to include it.

Secondly, it was also not possible to provide a grammat-
ical index for the book, either in terms of the grammatical la-
bels used in the exercises and notes (stative perfect, embedded
sentence, etc.) or in terms of the Malayalam morphemes having
grammatical functions. Both would have made the text more useful
as a reference grammar for students as well as scholars, but
these, like many other improvements, will have to await a later
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date and work on a revised edition of the course.

The titles of the grammar notes, however, have been tai-
lored to indicate clearly what they deal with. The titles of
all the grammar notes have been included in the Table of Con-
tents so that they may be scanned quickly in order to find a
particular topic of interest. In addition, the grammar notes
were not prepared until the lessons were-nearly complete, so
that it was possible to lace them with rather comprehensive
cross-referencing, giving both the previous and upcoming sec-
tions in which the same and related topics are treated. This

was expressly done to minimize as far as possible the lack of
an index.

In their present form the lessons, appendices, and gram-
mar notes are largely untested. There was no course in Malay-
alam in progress during the year of writing in which they could

be systematically trialed. Some of the early lessons were used
for supplementary study by one student at the University of
Pennsylvania through the offices of David McAlpin and John

Vilanilam. One of the reasons why Malayalam has been so in-

frequently taught at U.S. universities has been the lack of a
substantive text which would allow a teacher to offer the lan-

guage without massive amounts of preparation time. It is hoped
that the present text, imperfect and untested as it is, will
make it possible for departments of South Asian Studies and
departments of linguistics to offer meaningful training in
Malayalam to those who will need to learn the language for
various purposes, but especially for research and scholarly

activity. Any who make use of this text, either as a language
course or as a reference grammar, are requested to send their
reactions to the author at the address below.

Rodney F. Moag

Center for South and
Southeast Asian Studies

University of Michigan

130 Lane Hall

Ann Arbor, MI 48109
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TABLE. II, HOW TO WRITE THE VOWELS
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Malayalam Script
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Malayalam Script
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Malayalam Script Table IV
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Malayalam Script
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CONVERSATION
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EXERCISES

Respond as in the model to questio:111put by the instructor
or by fellow studentsby naming items which they point to
.around the room or depicted on the board.

Model;
Teacher or fellow student:

Student response:

fl-g) rr(5) J ma')
A. cro cJ 61-4

B y, Grd;

a. Answer questions put by the instructor or by fellow students
as in the models. Remember to always use the most respectful
forms when referring to a teacher.

Model

A. Question:

Response:

B. Question:

Response!

ran nj r4 C7 7 sy.ro`"

a0B rI nett MiTrisb nsYbcrri'.
R4perin_no (v3 ?
ran run ro s g5 eSYYO.

4
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Lesson One Exercises

3. Read the following sentences Asking sure you understand
the meaning, then practice them orally by repeating
after the teacher.

2

3

MI+
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Lesson One

4. Translate the following into Malayalam.

1. Who is she?
2. She is Mani.
3. What is this?
4. I am Dill.
5. He is Rajan.
6. Who is Raman?
7. This is a chair.

5. Prepare written responses in Malayalam to the following.

1. -0 mr) ?

2. (Gn CW.(14 nD 61"'b
3. Mr) 6571 G 6) s

Exercises
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Lesson One Exercises

6. Combine the following words with (5e61-03 for writing practice.

52
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Lesson One

GRAMMAR NOTES

1.0. How to Use Grammatical EEplanations.Before reading

the following subsections, make sure you have read and understood

the section, What Good Is Grammar In Language Learning in the
1

introduction to the book. Remember, do not devote too much time

to studying and learning the grammar, even if you find it

irresistibly fascinating; the real focus of your efforts

should always be the language itself. Don't spend any time

learning the grammar if ycu find it unpleasant or inscrutable.

Grammar must be an aid, never an obstacle, to learning In this

interest, every effort has been made to minimize the technical

jargonin the grammar notes. Where technical terms are

unavoidable, I have tried to keep them as simple and straight-

forward as possible.

1.1. The Order of Elements Within the Sentence. The

normal order for the Malayalam sentence is subject, objector com-

plement, verb. The most basic rule is that the verb must appear at

the end of the sentence. This is the case with all the sentences

in the conversation and exercises in this lesson.

1.2. Equative Sentences. The sentences in this lesson are

of the type which is called equational, or equative; that is

--'they make a statement of the type X = Y. The verb in such

sentences is functionally like an equals sign, and is often

called a copula. Remember that the Malayalam sentence seems a

strange equation from our point of view, since the equals sign

appears on the right-hand side, rather than in the middle as

in English, e.g. araCIIA Cb)CrI)Crr0 literally

53
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Lesson One Grammar Notes

he Rajan iS1 In these sentences, the second element is not

an object, but a complement. Sentences with objects, i.e.

those having a regular verb instead of a copula, are introduced

in Lesson Four. A third type of sentence, the existive sentence,

-is introduced in Lesson Three.

1.3. Copula Deletion in Short Sentences Giving Names.

In general, the verb is the most basic and necessary element in

the Malayalam sentence. Ordinarily, it mist be retained when

everything else is dropped off. The one exception is short

sentences which report a name. Thusel4PCUl WON a)arrtis

an acceptable version in informal speech for rutP614 gel.-101 Cb'GA
AO ern emu.

1.4. The Citation or Quotative Particle The telling

of names has another idiosyncracy besides copula verb deletion

in informal speech. The name must be followed by the particle

r4Crib as illustrated by the sentences in the lesson.4Prrili is

a marker indicating that something is being cited, or quoted,

from another, usually earlier, situation. In later lessons

you will find it used as a marker for reported quotes, thoughts,

feelings, and the like.

1.5. Social Dimensions of the Personal Pronouns. Malayalam

has three words for 'he' and two words for 'she'. Which of

the possible words a given speaker chooses depends on that

person's relationship with the person referred to. This

relationship is measured along the two sometimes interacting

dimensions of relative social status and relative social distance.

1
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Age is the prime factor in determining social

status.Whereas social distance is neutralized within the family,

it plays a very important role in thu choice of pronouns to

refer to those outside the family. Thus for those who are

roughly contemporary in age and equal in social standing,(151a5014

and0511741a4Are used for males and females with whom one has mciose

Yektions4, whilegracsaalwill be used to refer for a male

who is a more casual acquaintance.

You will develop a feeling for these words through observing

their use in varied situations. In speaking to Malayalis,

remember that it's always safer to err in the direction of too

much respect rather than too little.Mbelbd,andWbOiDare the

best all-purpose terms f'r 'he' and 'she' and there is. a growing

tendency among many Malayalis to use them all the time.

1.6. MULTIPLE FORMS FOR HE, SHE, AND YOU. Many languages

have two or more words for 'you'. Malayalam has a total of three

Tr one word introduced in this lesson,1445660, is the most
Safely

polite, and may beAused in any situation without fear of insulting

anyone. The other words for 'you' come in subsequent lessons and

are fully covered in Appendix A at the back of the book.

Malayalam also has multiple words for third persons, three

for he, and two for 'she'.CMCISCri) is used for malts who are

socially inferior, i.e. in age or social status, or for equals

with whom yo have a closepersonal relationship. Thus when

the questionMalmillattrAmliappears in the conversation, we can

tell that the questioner regards the person he's asking about

55
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as someone of lower social status, or perhaps a member ofsome

social group marked by equality such as another university student,

hostel mate, or the like. On the other hand, when the same

questioner usesanerjranoin asking the identity of another

individual, it is obvious that he assesses that person as someone

of great importance, sinceeraeSeb_00 is reserved for persons

of truly high station, especially top level personages in

religious,, governmental, or other institutions. A third

masculine pronoun, gn0016 is used for males of the same social

standing and/or age with whom you have a relationship of social

distance.

The two pronouns equivalent to English 'she' pattern

similarlyagraelltkas much like0Mrigin that it refers to social

inferiors or to those social equals with wham one has a familiar

relationship.15WIAis used for social equals.with whom you

have a relationship of social distance, and sometimes for those

of higher social status. In general, however, both males and
females of higher social status are referred to not with pronouns

ubut with proper names' plus titles, c.f.MTWOHnINTI, equivalent to
Mr. Thomas,

56
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We. E SAIJ

ezsm LA- E et-K41 Fat'. ti

CL5rb O-1 et) 7 r)-1 rjb
tkua C. hAckscLL,41..
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Adverbs of Place

Adverbs of Manner

Ezsr3 6) CYO

(csi3 G) CY)

n4) 6g13 M

35

REFERENCE LIST

Adverb Trios

here.

MI ere

Where

Over here. -1.111.3 the dimet

oveY- Mere at Yecb

Where, in (A)k ; cliY ect-i oyx.

Wok)

then

When

to cia-4

4kc1/41.- day

1.01,\i C11

-H. Its uo Like +Lis

ti,Nak w a Li ke +kca

koui, ct, Luctj

58
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VOCABULARY

C6res nen

c")_1.i)6)S Crrn nem
r-a-b

c6Y-9 n11(1501(51;

tk)
D csupo-). ,T4 tb ecuD

kj r.e.spip_ctfi.J.3

szntAl2-rn a.-n , te.a.ch
crsesivi2_ctf 43,

0.R_rttis:
c_42-

11-4e.r-

i-5 ?L cifruesttchrl
foym oc cara,), 6-r-nr3
a Mu,s [Alm mate. not"e.

4.s

rtokt
ct_krn

oc-czcie_.

L close_ 6kp

do ("1.4... 601.0 EY:ec.c3

tt,
4145 use..

1J-3k ere.

Ty ft_ tow h
cia_vritca Kextda_

,59
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6Y-6) D rYlcs

erif3

9,6)-
e-)

Vocabulary

work ob

I.
one Eitick_cA:rIA:

CLYZ.,c,1 e_3

clotrze,e
oiseb, toc

Eexz.ve

Lie, cLu_ rr cd& act_me.

Cc arl IT) 176yt0..nt

teA.. CA.

cvestzo
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A. Note how --(4

38

READING PRACTICE

joins to the following words.
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the following words.

62

Reading Practice

gcthtra_ril crao
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CONVERSATION

(s c-rA cc61--e9 r5_010-4, mrlilels cab gon)?

( 6rbri C2r) S r7srz5-1 c rrn
eTS7-107 c-rS) cr6

Q.cst) Cat cri cs2.)

Conn ca c-\ rYv ) C) 614.
fg....C.1 co 7 a ) crInebt),

c-rn ISM gcr_6) s C.1.161 4-411 r s cst)

el-06-1A r) *%: cD AC-Dr) ei
tOSY3 4.61s e )e-31 rrtn 3 61143

.1ain a C ) n 6Yr-45 .

esTh4r0 c-Lo) c9) ) Ern ? trrrn ) era

Actr6 cu.) .

'2 (4 /1-Q cit re1512C6 3 6Wb1/41 ?

Q_ Q11 ev sAcra nr13 at) n tsw--0`) .

Qs5u 4n s ZSci ctY) , c9)1 ei 6111.

r11 Ca5 46, S --441c-rul., Err-e 2

Crn c6% q5Y9 (Yraj.

63
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EXERCISES

. Respond to questions from the teacher or from classmates by
giving your own home town or state.

Model

A. Teacher:

Student

B. Teacher:

Student:

m1 Gsr3 qns (.141 aTi6)scan?
min GuY,L cal mi 61 a ei Gni'
rna513 s ,acein3 ecnoogra rdre6TY70 ?
aiThem,...111cermGcno cs151(16 (6-r cre6

2. Fort answers to questions from the teacher or from classmates
by giving the occupation of the person referred to. Remember,
English words can be used where Malayalam job titles are unknown.

Models

A. Teacher:

Student:

B. Teacher:

Student:

rdra can ns cIRDeS)
Cara c2)D.ab cvo eir, r)
anairb (10 arV
(mem) rairanials 41 -4A

(1.01 (*MD 6r6j ?
eJ

6Tra .

erf ?
N 67'4

3. Read the following sentences making su.ra you- wutleytAkyl4 meant.:11ktn
practice them orally by repeating after the teacher.

A. an rij (310 ql 41A) eserm
B. ars rl-k Cnd) ado r4) ClAg) CS?) Crirg

c. ran CrS gieen5=1-1)a V5.6)4 (81.'3'4.
D. an..1 (A am) (03 G-rra

reina 4-narrZasvi Noe--11 ag)rrn0 Grr5E.

an e_ r= gcts-vril (1--) n cgt))
G Gl cb calo co a en. GGehroartrrzhIrti re361-61.
H asra air@ rtsb rooern, moo 10(33 ?
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Exercises

4. Match the following English sentences with their Malayalam
equivalents.

t.

2.

s Niv K-C.S! t 4-gan joua tecs-c-k-e-

3. 1-k ,zs a- CI o c-tcr-e-

4 . Is Kis a_ Mck.

5. Ske 0. do c-tcS-1

Zs

b3L5e_ Look. ?

5. Tk_adt-

1 csoL:ck e..4LcLi ?

1D, Tko,t.

65

I: cE5rar2J0c. 6-6a3 cui)ctnl6r6".

2 . ce)Libr-2_1(4 rA)

673)3 63 61 s n ) gnri,

r-r) t csy2, $ r1_19

tf cl") g syr,

6-6-Y7,m ?
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5. Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

Mr.1 625Ths__61 S 6r1-6 C.. Caen 0,.)1 Dgnii

oclohs441s ciA ;;,;.\ (4) (6,119 (15 671nri;J

3 Lrb g rr CS:24 6-WS D ?

4 cars cesyzrpc-b 7 C51, ?
o

F. crIrA G-"zr-6,0 63 cam Cu..) r> > C.6rn ?

L. crC) ISESISto rEray-6-36) s Al n era ?

;. OblfD (-1.1 cab rn) ri)

CGTZ) Cb `; 1°

9. g

10 . Of\ ESTh 46) s

rs-t % 6 s CZ 7 nerci%)-

nn 2.ca min%) l) ?

<-2._j) 61 s CSU 67-rtV ?

,R) 2.2r) ,2441 riD6-1 s 6
6. Practice introducing various class members to the teacher and to

each other as per the model in the conversation. Remember that
in his exalted position, the teacher should be referred to by

cnn 66Y6 10
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Lesson Two Exercises
7. Rewrite the following sentences adding - LE, to the underlined

words as in the model.

ync.: a. : tgra"") (3(7-6 c-)

61-cr))nrb 0 61Cer3 Cui cth ) errs-8'

1/4.2

1 .(1-06r1r-1 e-1-1 c-ipars-1)
GI 0

cNro (-7) 6-v-rA Cr o-) ir'''d p tin 6-)s ctu ?

3. 6sY346-) s ctsl'e_l D

14, MI 61SNo-2,46")S e,-zyY}))(15> 0 (-LI") S D64.

5. a5rbtr,c). c)..4161rIrk Cd13()

cs-rbf" n--)n g n-2(1 62.), c en..n)

67
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Lesson Two

GRAMMAR NOTES

2.1. THE LOCATIVE FORM (CASE' OF NOUNS. In English, locator,

is shown. 63 Otro...tes mule up..op the noun cleric:tins tie place ?rQcedeci.

61 a preposition indicating location, in the house, on the

street, at home, etc. In Malayalam the realtionship between

nouns and the other elements in the sentence, i.e. situation, are

commonly shown by attaching an ending to the word which serves

the same function as our English prepositions.

Location is shown in Malayalam by the ending _tat meaning

in, on, or sometimes at. A list of nouns in their locative

forms appears in section A of the reading exercise for this

lesson.

2.2. SPELLING CHANGES IN ADDING THE LOCATIVE SUFFIX.

No suffix in Malayalam may stand alone; it must always be

attached to a word, the one exception being when you artificially

set them off, as in these lessons, in order to explain them to

foreigners. Certain rules of Malayalam spelling must be observed

when adding these endings. These conventions are summarized

below. They are few, and fairly straightforward, and apply to

all other vowel initial suffixes on nouns, and even to the

frequent habit of writing common combinations of words together

as a single unit. These very basic spelling conventions will

become second nature as you are exposed to more and more wz_tten

Malayalam, but for the time being, you may Tind the explanation

of the system useful.
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Lesson TWO Grammar Notes

The most basic rule of Malayalam script is that all vowels

:'.thin a graphic word, i.e. any unit bounded by a space on either

side, must be carried by a consonant symbol. in other words, all

only dependent vowel symbols may appear within a graphic word.

The sole exception is when a word begins with a vowel and there isitherecafel

precedi n3 consonant which can carry it. Thus, when the

Malayalam word ends in a consonant, the initial vo, ' of the

ending is attached to it, so that it forms a single syllable.
7

WitnessTaclICA , in Trichur,a0orl, in school, etc. When

the final consonant is
f
-a , this changes toCurrn(doubleall), as

inft-.10dho', 'book', 41700alraAnAll'in the book'.

It follows from the rule above that two vowels may never

occur within a graphic word without an intervening consonant,

Therefore, when the Malayalam word ends.mh a vowel, an extra

consonant must be added as a joining device,, serving as a carrier

for the initial vowel of the suffix. The consonant CZ) is the

joinirg device for all vowels , c.f.dNenValchairl, CelePInsCiairt)

'in or on the chair1,040.2 1Cochin'6ldh)tanklin or at Cochin',

-2186130/),IChicago'-0116PCUnalk'in or at Chicago', etc. _The one

exception is when the word ends in the short vowel a_ ; this

vowel always drops and the initial vowel of the suffix (or of

the word being joined is written on the last consonant of

the word, which is now in final position. Thus,Mbcgr 'that or

itlifaracasiVA 'in it, in that', alsotrahcD'a 'notebook161pDx2rrlo

in the notebook'. A list of locative forms of various words

appears in section A of the reading exercise for this lesson.

69
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C 7

2.3. c--) AS A MARKER POK YES-NO QUESTIONS. There are

basically two types of questions which one can ask, information

questions versus yes-no questions. Information type questions contain
am

ciwestion worti) W6a.t) !A./60,0.0ft Iwimn etc ,amci revare. a_nswer uk.c.11 provides

specific information to fill a gap in the premis inherent in the

query. You have had two question words in these lessons so far,

rudYgl'whatl and4VIS.161S1wherel, You will also notice that both

the demonstfttive pronoun and adjective trios, as well as the

adverb trios in the reference list for this lesson contain a

question word as their third member. These are used to request

specific information not presently held by the questioner to fill

that particular gap in his premise or proposition he's working with

at the time. Whichever kind of gap the needed information will

fill, the question word in this type of question always appears

right before the verb in Nialarta.rybl. with heikilz3 in bet4e41.

Yes-no questions, on the other hand, contain no question

word as such, and expect an answer which signifies only whether

the proposition contained in the question is valid or- ,t valid.

"Is your home in Chicago", for instance,A0PafOAS CN-LcihMeul)(541e3,C61m)?

might be restated, 'your home is in Chicago, is that true or not

true?' In English the only cue we have as to whether a proposition

is a statement or a question is the diCi.srence between a falling

or a rising intonation in speech, or the difference between a

period or a question mark in writing. In Malayalam, however, the
4 3

special question marker a -3 is LAded to the verb. In terms of

spelling, this follows he rules just set forth in 2.2 above.
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Note that in the absence of a verb may be -attached to

any kind of word, or pin-rcuste. , which forms an abbreviated

question. Witness, )?'this one ?', 'this ?', also 151,:9c:2(31Qe3")7

'in Cochin?', and so forth.

2.4. VERBAL CUES FOR THE NEAR-FAR DISTINCTION. You can see

from the pronouns and adjectives for 'this' and 'that' in the

vocabulary that Malayalam has a similar "near-far" distinction to that blE44%

You may note from the reference list for this lesson that the

same distinction also operates in adverbs of time and manner.

The distinction itself needs no explanation since it will coincide

with the intuitions you have already developed through English,

but Malayalam is more systematic in that the initial sound of the

word marks clearly whether, the word indicates the "near" or the

"far" alternative. The sound means "near, while(Mn signifies

"far", or perhaps better said "not near" in terms of space, time,

or whatever dimension is in focus.

In Malayalam this distinction is also used with third

person personal pronouns. Thus, though the common form of

the pronoun begins withan thereby indicating that the

referent is not particularly near, it also has a 'near'

counterpart beginning with . These special forms are

only used when the person referred to is a party, active or

passive, to the conversation. Thus in Lesson One MrDCLICA0125MCIAN)

and OrralVikuCkl were used to inquire about persons in the same
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room, but not involved in the present conversation, whereas in

Lesson Two the near formscSUACeis used becanse the person

referred to is listening. These 'near' forms are used, as

you have seen, in introducing people to each other and also

in formal speeches of introduction, commendation, and the like.

All other Occasions take the normal 'far' forms of the pronouns.

2,5, CHANGING THE ORDER OF SENTENCE ELEMENTS FOR EMPHASIS.

You may have noticed that the sentence in ancuiCartA)OrryaNNiicUIX*ANEZ..30

does not follow the customary subject complement verb order,

With equational sentences, it is possible to emphasize any

element in the sentence by moving it to initial position in the

sentence and having the verb immediately follow, Thus, normal

order C13Thril4 COOM715Trti'he is Raman' gived no emphasis,, but

I e"
rinatiba aMTCWW7b He-sgoinan. , (not someone else) ables

emphasis to the complement, Raman. suJaject aseif

be Crlahaz:SFaci VIICLLiN3 the veNi, acitgwr Lt as Zn

mrprIac-mcr4 cb)cirrl, c Its he C. scomeon4L. eisj

L....N1-1c, A. '5 Rc..rri 0_11 Similarly, the normal order

405.1141;1s (N(2) leIVCOIR'is your home in Trichur?', 8;vaS no er+hims;s.

gut CiDacilDtern) Olign4,61S clni: "is it in Trichur that your

home is?" emphasizes the locative phrase bc-b) cub
See also 6rals 'who is this' as opposed to

( 111)("b)01 422se_ 'who(pm25 tell) is this'.
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2.6. SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION CHANGES WHEN JOINING -Zep

The word for 'too,
f

c is always attached to the

preceeding word. follows the conventions for joining the
c CA,
--locative ending given in 2.2:above with one exception.

word-final -o
9

be7-mee, 0-1 as in: (1.-1 COI=c) 'banana',

gli-it3(4 0 'banana, also' and O'd alm-JC)o 'he respected°

c-ragcl.rinr)-A0 'he, too'. You might initially be confused

about words ending in short 1;) . This vowel does drop,

following the general rule, but is replaced by the same vowel
C 7

which is part of ap. Under other conditions this ending also

is used for 'and' (see 3.6).

73
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REFERENCE LIST

Demonstratives

Pronouns T1' Th cne

(6-n Tha±, That ovle

tA) h c 10,3 lex ; ch one.

AcUedives c2 isr9 th

(6-qp that'
o_12 liokck
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VOCABULARY

P\-e.:re, is

bY011-,-e_Y

nrII 61_10

rNA5-21 Ca e. trrn > ?

Is iteA± s ?

tkCs LOCLiej CA/42-19- 2.Y.2,

(17142-CL") C. OM e [pat. COrn17101xE

(p e-) S Lt ckowilDIASEL. Come

ip__Y eftk.ezte"

W Lt. (-one% noel EYLe
o

4-'cirrrl G-t Tsart-t irta.

LOte- cLA, - bout/ 01.4-

So-m ¢ ass C1191 a 043
C-0 Yvvcc=eNtt

14ow acre_ E 604 ?

cAD yrta_yud

Ve:is E c so 'A oane-3

e..

IAJ Li_stvairE

hoc en.u.c
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CD Y1 e

t.t.0 o

-VA.%)

Sven
kt
n e_

te_rn
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Note how acrri joins

Cn
c-6-rb

Cr) D Q

(SYsKITS'

Czn) (2rAs3' cY\J.

54

READING PRACTICE

to the following words.

e4(7-?1)10°

77
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OSUED LLOYZ) cq.9 C,1,9C 

EccOLUVID \---c- c_r,_) :?\kjilr)6)(3p 

c s_AA_91 CU14, 

T2--)073,-CP -9 1-9ck-)c'es)Ls, 
et-J-Ls.(44 

- 

k. 

:c?\uourzs:)11/49 

37 c 5)4 LIT0 " 
`I l9 0.) t-rtv,) GAP-) 

07AJL9( t94 

03-J-) Q.A.9) °1219 LK° re- 
0(2)-)cLaA., °(76YED V.9:3 2JJ cu,S2) oNcrS)U) 

c aso L9-4, cv_As Gag.) cry Q..go T.'s) cto. 

° r.A&9 E-sz 7--" `a fM9 Q.JV ocIcrAZ9 ULA.9 : s?\U 0 rtk.9 
QL9-t# ¶Q To I Cwt 

: 'ikuop) 
Cu.4.9CLA) 9 Qt) (USD 6 t/ 

l9 (w° CIAS)) LWL9 UL) QtC9 ?\*() Cts, 
CLA.k9 C rt.9 ?\#(.7 (V"' C 2 °Q-) (To ;DLL) RAYlirFls) 

cascsu Kco 

1-4-) cfaa)m 

. ccvsas,m. c 03* Wu a.wl ; 
Lk40 bk-0,4'<,o 

Ok..9 
SL9-bc.(15D Q_AV : (1.).As),c,D 

rtuk9 cts : (IA)ft WWI) 

a, C. 049 "1-- L51 CIAK9C 

NOLLVS/MANOD 
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EXERCISES

1. Learning the numbers, 1-10:

A. Study the numbers from one to five, then count aloud when

called on in class without looking at the book.

B. Follow the procedure outlined in A. above for the numbers

six through ten. Picture a written symbol with each number

in order to form a mental :Lssociation between the number

and the Malayalam word which symbolizes it.

C. Go around the calss doing questions and answers as ia the

model with each the student doing the quizing showing

fingers, or the figure written on a piece of paper or on the

boardas a cue to the expected answer.

Model

Student 1: 221a. (141 ke2) coo Gyro ?

Student 2" (ram:
2. Pronoun Practice:

Form sentences as in the model by matching the pronouns in

A. to the kinship terms in B.

Model: ria CU rb cs2)0 Gri0



I*

2.

3'

4.

5.

6

7.

8.

9.

57

Lesson Three Exercises

3. Read the following sentences making sure you understand the
meaning. Then practice them orally by repeating after the teacher.

an QM cs16 Car)..2-?"6 era 0 Agri ( Err5 .

rrn artl&ns end eartrg ra3GIs cep srirai ggri-
(Yu, n1 n re-A (473 1.4-nry(i) at) .4)e 05'3 CerV rD cL- etYria

c9JAMS ces oenJeursilcA GI ar36,
ml 61*A 0 et:13 dirval a 479 £)r (.(1),,

ark:m.4 Gyn ansges (-As 61r1rij

--2-14:1121161s ea..) ad 9i arrn 6-r8i

Cml 6-03 Ans 6)6) ce5 c4VA a..-irn 7 cgd. eriere

c9.),(?) el.4) 614 rei36-erg

IC. a ao)&eainrA. rrwrq zi-E111?6\ ch

(1.6 o ) rtyyrrrg (Ins

4. Practice with G=V_sYYT,

Respond to questions put by the
in the model.

Question:

Answer:

teacher or by classmates as

a Mr) RSY3Aps (1D i)ra-1) s-exs 92-k03 erAf

b rata rlirts1 6) rIA)/)?01 '30 g (616'i ?.

6Th tN\
25n riJ rts"6")S re rx.0 Crt) 1r15 ran (?) ea-1(6364

S
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5. Translate the following into Malayalam,

1. "Who all are at home?"

"Father, mother, and two older brothers.".

2. "Is that ccough?" "Yes, that's enough."

3. "Where's the book?" "It's in my desk."

4. "Do you have money (on you)?" "Yes, I have ten rupees."

5. "Who is that?" "That is James."

6. Mani is his elder sister.

7. Please sit here.

8. "Is mother home?" "Yes, she's here."
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6. .Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

cr) S sTh o d3-) 41m-6 ..2_5-)cv C2 ?

, a5Y0 (LQ cr-\ (.5-6 Y 3 6-) S Me:ilc3) Q J 6 r, D

3, re5rt ra-r-1) s ce) e CYO (b cS2 3 6-r(L.4( ?

(-nal 6- coo ),(51-ra ?

61-1 ) crn ?

(z, 6-> S aSrv) 6 (7) 6") Can 6yr-t)

'2-6) 0 CO trrr% o ....244)

rntl asr-3 61 cs-ro rib re") cs-rr

C8117) r" s, s
p

10 glas-y-66--A,ns Ern...6 dog kCS-ra c53 s 61cez16-Y-rt

82
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7A. Combine the following words with

60
Exercises

short form of 6Yrb

oct 1 cry 6-2.1 0 o'N6 611 Mecoul ').-m, 6-fro .



7.

61
Lesson Three

B.Combine the following words with 1 J 611"3 D

E x a.r,r(e. 11

.

n..161 g .CrY3

84

Exercises
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C, Combine the following pairs of words using Qo as

in the model.
c,ao. orb cy, 05-co C2.100

a 6)119 e cehu-a

2 syln erg) 04\ ISEY3

3 . VO 2 Cel) tY\)ce,

5 C21 7 Cl-.)-"(3.7 2 n--.1 c.

85

COY-6 trap(a-r-D (-1_1
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GRAMMAR NOTES

3.1. EXISTIVE/LOCATIVE SENTENCES WITH CLEY11

In 1.1. the equational type sentence was described, consisting

of a subject, complement, and verb, which is always Cam() 6IYb

or some other form of the verb 'to be'. In this lesson you

meet the 'existive type sentence, which consists of two rather

than three basic elements, i.e. a subject and a verb which will

always be some form of the verb . Whereas the copula
u

(STZD6Trbai, translates as 'am, is' or are',

usually translates as 'there is', 'there are'. Witness:

6-rra 7 ? 'are there any bananas',

galrbellAONbr,y571% !there are two Mr. Keshavans'.

These existive sentences may contain a locative expression

as well, either stated or understood, but this is not a basic

or required part of the existive sentence. For example:
V

CEYB, COOSICAVSYZMIciherrJaManthere are five chairs

in that room'. Or Ceh g CY\--)Ca CS26 6YY3 ?

'are there chairs (in some location known to the conversants) ?'

Since equational sentences may also have a locative

phrase as their second element, or complement, the C87tp6"Yro

sentence type and the a6Y.Irs sentence type often look

alike structurally. There are, in fact, cases where either

may be used interchangeably as in:(ESTarYL C1.161ilei)C1611n,?cy-

C-SYZrrls rj) 1cl sra ? Is m e 77

rrA) al cy(1 6-6-y3 .J.6'I5 6141 c ciDelrL > 2

c,_,zn.?y ce) Cnl 635y34.6-)5 crIna-)40:4 6Yrr) 2 , tc

ou. CUJ g_ 131e.c k ? "b o
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The majority of cases, however, require either one type or the

other; but b., cases Lobese. k,eYe 6.10Lcevi_t Ls serleratUne t

Useesq. You will soon develop a feeling for which sentence

type is required for which situation by working through the

conversations and exercises in this, and following, lessons.

For the time being, here are a few general guidelines for

where must be used.

A. IL asking whether, or stating that, someone is present.

c.f. 6.1%52(.11101-r(aar11614.Cerrbia.s James here?'
4

B. Whenever English requires, or permits, 'there is' or

'there are' as in: ts-rrq, acracs4s-ne.
'there are two tables, CI.IIIOrrt .,16.0{2) gruSC-4336-rri ?

'how many people are (there) at home ?'

C. For expressing possession, where English uses 'have'

(see 3.3. below).

D. For most expressions of physical and emotional

feelings (see' 15.4, 21.3)

3.2. 'ONE OF YOUR'POSSESSIVE PHRASES. Malayalam handles

possessive phrases such as 'one of my books',differently

from English, c.f. (3cr3 e3-4,0?5\ 031 0 in the

conversation for this lesson., literally 'my one book'.

In fact, you will commonly hear phrases such as "my one friend"

in Indian English. This is the only way of rendering such

phrases in Malayalam, and after a little practice, it should

begin to seem quite natural to you.

87 .
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3.3. POSSESSIVE SENTENCES: ALIENABLE. VERSUS INALIENABLE.

Malayalam has no separate verb equivalent to English 'have .

Possession is shown a the sentence level (as opposed to the

phrases covered in the preceeding section) by the verb

in collocation with the appropriate types of noun phrases.

There are two kinds of possession, sometimes referred to as

alienable and inalienable. The fancy terms are, of course, not

necessary, but you must have a feeling for the two kinds of

possession and the different types of phrases they require

in Malayalam.

"Inalienable possession" applies to things which one has

on amore or less permanent basis, or by virtue of who he is Ottcl.
revares the possa4ser to be in The dotive[povomd in 4.5]

Family members, foi example, are yours by virtue of the family

you're born into. Witness: n_ocr4lce" 6105-3

'I have an older brother', and Crrits15133;) & > MredrooCZYDGC1C913Cp6ra?

'do you (respectful) have your father and mother ?

(this questions whether they are still living, not one's

legitimacy). Longterm material possessions are also in this

category, c.f. C;;16WtbJbd)1933 r2.11%6rrt,? 'dc you have

(own) a homer Note how this contrasts with the meaning of
61 Q

QM %V requiring (Gr9cry-0 as in:0")-1451.6)5 C/11; 041441e1)1Veni?

'is your home (place of birth and upbringing) in Cochin?

The parallel sentence C41616161cal:4Alnk (-11AliColyg 2 mewls

'Do you own a house in Cochin?
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The other kind, "alienable possession" refers to Material_ I:114 13s

one has on a more temporary basis, and which can come and go

in the course of everyday life. Sentences expressing this

kind of poasession always have 6161 c23) , literally

'in hand' which., .hough usually not translated, can sometimes

be rendered as 'on you'. Thus when John wants to sorrow some

money in Conversation Three, he asks 61Q 4CSQ064 67161dharA m302

Cf..1 (24 ) qC06),(Y.41 g ErrS 3? 1C1C; you. ; .Tames ten Ru-pe.es [on /15(.43

-which I could take'. It is not essential, however, that the

item be actually on one's person before 6-10dbc(ltActri) is

used. Thus John says to little- brother C8YBC51334_615 616').44111nrL cs hr
6303e166(NytKprill'he has one of my books'. The book may

actually be on a shelf, in a book bag, or anywhere so long as

it is at the moment in James' possession.

The boundary line between permanent and temporary

possession is fairly clearcut. Ordinarily a car is a permanent.

possession

Similarly MrDnictdat,(11-16"nnVriq means 'they have money
%.1

(i.e.,tliey are well off )% while caronsar-661s 6)0440r041 n_A5ync46Yr-4.

means they have money right now'.

This distinction is sometimes reflected in Indian English in

that temporary possession will be rendered by 'with me',

roughly translating 6161cib0 ral as in: 'your money is

with me',-'is that book with you', etc.
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3.4. THE POLITE COMMAND FORM Cl VERBS. Polite command

forms of verbs always end in the long vowel a`9 which is

attached to the stem. The basic form, or citation form, of

the verb ends in glA6 , c.f. c1.141r3c0, 'to come, come'

and CD1 (0-61 dr) 'sit or stay, to sit or stay'.

A list of polite command forms appears in section B of the

reading exercise for Lesson FOUX. The citation forms of some. I:3731 VQ:(65

Ckppi&OXS &n Sectzon A o the reading exercise in Lesson Five.

As in English, the personal pronoun subject of an imperative

Ommmandl sentence is usually omitted. The forms ending in gLep

have C46131360 as the understood subject, hence they are

polite forms and may be sa2ely used with anyone in any

circumstances. Other command forms are introduced later in

the lessons.

3.5. IMPERSONAL EXPRESSIONS FOR HEALTh AND WELFARE.

Physical and emotional feelings inEnglishO.ve expressed with

equational sentences: 'I am fine ,thirsty, angry, depressed,
7

etc. In Malayalam, these are conveyed through indirect

expressions in which the person experiencing the feeling is

not the subject of the sentence, but a kind of indirect

object which requires a dative form of the noun or pronoun.

The dative forms are dealt with in the next leason. For the time
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being it is only necessary to realize that the very common

expression of greeting taught in this lesson Cria6110)e.6r0)?,(16-16 Cen6IT7}.

may not be used with the forms of the pronouns you have

learned so far. When speaking to someone directly, or about

yourself, the person involved is not usually expressed, but

when it is, it must be in the form of C7cl6 grNOce.a

and .1.-.004)

3.6. COORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS: ' 'and° ... 'and'.

When you make a list of two or more things in Malayalam, the

conlunction co must be added to every member of the list,

not just to the final member as in English. Witness

majtrbo CErbC220:240 'father and iroheri , C3YD-z-P7rD0
-2rb

CB-ra cx2. trru,')Cv-b0 'father, mother, and I', etc.

You have already-seen in lesson Two that go_p may occur

attached to only one word in the sentence. In such cases it

means 'too' or 'also°. When you have a series of things,

hoWever, there will always be as many occurrences of

as there are items in the series.

0.0
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Vocabulary

ius, Cme,or vou)
(Z1 Si think
an GIG 6.)rn3. crz0 g or ;1° be ihus ); OK
CS 6) GIS Leo 6666im - thus cesdavnis-let 6.-3

nn" oUshes

6-41d9)D atottj

nu e..1 con rurg sery colt-

amyl rei _11 I'm Co Lim C ciakive)

(1.1 erne _ rn e

crre
ad)»%cn

(1.1 tae

C as e, Lo°u_tu rnIncl Epolit-Iness
rrhaxkq

eve OS a Itt ci. pens
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READING PRACTICE

Note how e5OW joins to the following words.

-41121

Crzr;-) CS1.3



an (in 3 61 cz) (tiros 6-4:11

ar/31 s 6)17:

(Inns ariAM 30 0.61-1-611c

cr)Jm. ?

Ce) (It C2) e Grn ?

araH . rern 4 ezt ftaW

arna cb Pia5D-.43,..eDCEYY" ? *a, 4

e CO, nia m Geti Cet0 ee-...4.1 I njafil .3.15.1c1)367r(a.

6-rri o,rg) 6105)10-fin_i
G,cTh C (1.1 ?

613/c 61700, a 301 C9d ; raffia (11aG)ra

DA' Q1, .

...DJ CO (nci ç rS al 7)e 02))

erg) cb% 61 as stf), nazE) cMi)
(sib ml an 61 rn c6 Q.
V...n riAn4 (1-4) )6 GI) GYri e
(bf cer)) &*1 ceb (11,5
(ess8 n.1 Q rEin, Grra

ru rrg e...1 an') rz m0
tlyb flj cr6 3 et.) G-Nrn 0 arra 6 +TJ,nc&9

cane)
--9-6
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EXERCISES

1. A. Form new sentences by substituting the appropriate form ofthe person words given below.

ri6) oer6i sztv eni) e Gym ?

B. Give responses to the question when put by the teacher orby classmates.

Question: Crq Gra {chi 0.41 6.m.0

Answer: rt4 rfci *red MTh 6'4 ft.1 6Y'no
2. A. Use the person words in 1.A. -above in the appropriate form tomake new sentences according to'the model:

(141) fill 415.; Ca co 00%/g 0705
ran c D ei-c:
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2.B. Form new questions by substituting the words
below, then call on classmates to respond to them.

6(i13

98
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(,L

3. Read the following sentences for reading practice, then
practice orally by repeating after the teacher.

Exercises

16-sn cr-ftvg, rLic 0 .

MeD 05)0 0--0 cerbl rua6)ra

(rs c(1.) 9-) 1 rril ceansq&L.W0arrol

R5-r9 rn tslarb 03)

n (1.421aGY

@c5z.tte, _:21G210-511 oirb-%co,Pe.

(an I CV ai 0-)139 c57a 014
g rue.] oanD (T-1) '141 01.114 f)---164m 6)ormn

(76n s.)) xils No (2), cam faal et al3614.

99
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4.. Make the following sentences into negatives. Be certain that you
understand the meaning of the sentence. before changing it.

1- an n...n o C'rtn 3 fh rY4 (nip est SFSEYYS

2. (1--0 G)ri m ca)2 Grr5
3- ertn3 rnS arDru net G1S -MIA an "4
4. Van GM s rid ote) M1.11 C9)1ej

s. (Zin GrA4 Vac) 43 erg no, srr5.

6 mra ft nispe INA rem am ,cs), Grrg

7. ram0:614q apertaorth rOsptrni.
e.. BYE 102462) S espe ariGilm cop6rrg .

9* a erA rnh nlen rfi nlier4,,
afliims cm cm.

10. rera r1.1 cal n4611 frrb rnA remq can Grr5

5. Translate the following into Malayalam.

1. "Do you like this chutney?" "No,.I like that chutney."
2. Give him this pen.
3. Please give me some more coffee.
4. I like dosa and chutney.
5. What do you want?
6. He's my older brother.
7. She's my Malayalam teacher.
8. "Where's your house?" "It is in Chicago."
9. "What's that?" "That's a mango."

10. "Is he a doctor or a teacher?" "He's a doctor."
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6. Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

01) n (Y ,34) r-)_16)-1-) 0 ?

2. 24 cs2-3 (II 6-rr) ogh -10 eal Can )

3 . m c6rts3 ,-2_4)CT -41 g cyr) c,

r8Y-D 3g610,1(1?)..,c2)n).5--ry) ?

5. csro s ( can Co) rrl) g6Yr)5

e_clo o, (-4 rzn

n'\) D (C) (NrO qtry-I :122n-zscl. eiLl con

5I (Sr?) ca_.3 e (y-o-=> ?

. rn1 res-r-2(ib com--6 «C 6s cf3')

101
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7. A. Join etaglA to the following words.

41 0

g t? LTD

ce"

2 CSL3

r-2_1

(ilb (On

B. Similarly, joinch613to the above words.

Exercises

E xet.n1142.: C3ro 6603 51 rrl ancelin = 61n1 M7(01615

102
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GRAMMAR NOTES

4.1. WISHES AND DESIRES: THE INDIRECT VERB eClicrnct

It was pointed out in 3.5 that physical and emotional feelings

are usually expressed by indirect sentences where the experi-

encer of the feeling must be rendered by a noun or pronoun in

the dative form. The dative forms of the personal pronouns

appear in the reference list for this lesson. The common way

of expressing wants or needs is with the indirect verb eng-n%
'to want or need'. Witness c4Pc/rnara v 630'3 geLICY1 ar2.16YrIc),

want/need a pen'. One irregularity of this verb is that
C

when the question marker g )9 is added,

0)1661-Adhs3 =1"..nmi &lien/rondo you want

the finale0 drops:

teal. The negative

form of Ca.1617)0 is grllign, 'don't want/need'.

Thus F-Oninster -21)CU 4,0-103,'I don't want/need tea'.

4.2. LIKES AND DISLIKES: INDIRECT SENTENCES WITTY gnetca)nya.

Liking in Malayalam is Tendered by the expression 11141a.)671-rij

consisting of the noun 02:241° and the copula csm.)011-b

or some form of the verb 'to be' in an indirect sentence.

Thus the person who has the liking must appear in the dative,

and that for which you have a liking appears in the normal

nominative :dorm. Thus, ts-Ornriar53 cfS),,g g) e1ca)6YY-D

'I like coffee'. Note that sentences in this form cannot be

used to express a liking for a person; These require the person

word to be in the accusative form taught in Lesson Eiet

It must be clearly understood that 7e 6-1-n D ?

is used for habitual liking only, usually rendered in English

as °do you like.

X03
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Be sure not to confuse this with the. similar English expression

'would you like' which. is used to offer someone something on

a specific occasion. Such cases are handled in Malayalam by

4411e1911, as you may see from the conversation for this lesson.

In order to express liking for a specific item that you have

just tried, tasted, heard, seen, etc. for the first time, you

must use the expression 4 Ca cStrA , literally

'liking has taken place'. This illustrates the principle

stated in the introduction to this book that languges often

express the same concept differently and that the specific

mode of expression is arbitrary, not logical. Thus when someone

samples a particular item, the English speaker asks in the
. :

present tense 'do you like it' wheTems. the Malayalam speaker

asks in_the past tense 'did you like it' or, more literally,

'did liking take place'. Note that the person and the thing

liked are both omitted from the Malayalam sentence when they

are clear from the situation, or from earlier sentences.

You will find the omission of known items to be a very common

practice in Malayalam as you go further into the language.

4.3. DIFFERING RESPONSES TO YES-NO QUESTIONS ACCORDING

TO THE VERB. In Malayalam the word for 'yes' C3r2) 61010 can be

used in answers only when the verb is some form of the verb

to be', e.g. 062,61 ,n:1C:13e(sTn-.)? 2 Cafb6NrOl.

. In sentences with all other verbs, an

affirmative answer is given by saying the positive form of the

verb occurring in the question while a negative reply is given

by saying the negative form of the verb in the Tiestion.

Colloquially 6') is often used-in place of the positive
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verbforms. This word must be pronounced with a somewhat

drawn out level midrange pitch. in contrast to the quick low

.falling tone usually given to 'oh' (I seel in English.

Here are the three verbs you have had so far with their

appropriate positive and negative answers.

A. <)Q..OlggCaMbe,ern,G? 'Is that James?'

lk)( brbn Cl3rban 'yes', 'Wo'.

B s Pi s3 -abeeteAS QUM)? as there a teashop there?7

'Yes', INol.

C. ...21alanralq grUCCrn)? 'Do(you)want chutney?'

C(110/lo 'Yes', g r126YYS 'Not

4.4. THE DATIVE FOR INDIRECT OHjECTS. A small group of

verbs like 61631)qcer6Scel 'to give° (to a third person)

are called double object verbs because they have, in addition

to the subject or actor, two objects, one called the direct

object indicating the thing which is given, and anther

called the indirect object indicating the person who gets it.

You can see from the sentence in the conversation CerbelICTI5 garp

a_lcnno 611-o 61c01)*ke163 that the indirect object must be in

the dative form
7
while the direct object appears in the

citation or nominative form.

4.5. DIFFERENCES IN THE DATIVE ENDING. Malayalam has

three variants of the dative ending depending on the final

sound of the word to which the ending is added. These are

summarized below.

..105
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°A. Ce6-6 is added to nouns ending in:

1. All vowels except 4a, (which is rare)

that istafter ren,Ce77
7 -...7_',C)/-44P7 63 E rare-] 7153 7

Note that (BYO) , 63 , and 637 require

the addition of CaS1 before apsiJ

Examples: cgvbc2241,151No or for mother'

Cl6 ")02(.11calS3v'to or for the mango'

&In/ ceps 'to or for the curry'

1&C3 'to or for the woman'

6)6ICO)eal3 j 'to or for the hand'

-L(ANIMIThadidg'to or for Chicago'

2. After human nouns ending in (k)

Example: CerbelLICkicteklto or for her

ategJk>dad 'to or for (the) do r.'

3. After any plural noun, whatever the final sound

Examples: r6.60Algi161513(0OP 'to or for the books'
/

et.z.ISCOOcbcereStito or for the elder brothers'

B. cro is added to words ending in:

1. The echo vowel 4EL , Example lgaF4)('14

'to or for it', (21,-gOcrtt 'to or for the

watch', etc.

2.. Any consonant without an inherent vowel or an

attached vowel except for plural nouns and for

human nouns ending in

Examples: (7t1J eYtij °to or for the

gentlenaner 61^124i1r4 'to or for Bill'

(note the doubling of

416102 p., l CY4°. 'to or for a mile'

106
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3. The high back vowels and
-

Note that the joining device r)-1 is required.

Examples: c-4-1(aa57an 'to or for the cow'

(111 cra .'to or for the queue'

(to word commonly used in British and Indian English

for a lira of people, vehicles, etc. which has been

borrowedinto Malayalam)

C. After word final Cr') the ending -1'10-0 is shortened

to avoid reduplication of the CYL sound, and only the

final vowel is added as in: C1)Dgc-r tRajan'

c ,tsQ (C1,81 'to or for Rajany.

4.6. TWO KINDS OF GIVING: MCC-30S versus

61AD%Cef6di,> . The two Malayalam verbs for give are

distinguished according to the indirect objects they can take,

i.e. according to who gets whatever is given. n5',CIr3ces,

is used only when the recipient is in the first or second

person, that is I, we, or you. 61 0400153 must be

used for all third person recipients, her, him, them, or

one or more persons referred to by name, kinship term, etc.

Thus in the.conversation when Bill wants more chutney, he

says 031 ( C since

'me', is the recipient, but later on when he wants

his Malayali friend to give a tip to the boy working in the

hotel, he says C6Y7)(-1-1CrO IFOr29 11ePrile 631(rib 6):13)7 %(c963

'please give him this money'.! In this lesson you see these

verbs in their command form only, but in subsequent lessons

you will be using them in all tenses. The distinction

spelled out between the two verbs here holds throughout all

of them.
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ola

A male name

room
_ is am, a-fe S

atY) ,are cl DI;i5

_ is , aye sir% Ali Ka
Nreadirtl

- movie 6:11rA, Cinema
- see

am, are coin /

No, C NC laJive (lb uevb2gri)
$WaSteCir T:C7orr;t.

, are no+. Oroftll
maittr

I have Some wank

(rasa k - ,ave rib t.1 0 dR,

( e irm of (env,.
mr1 a-116 -that waj like **AV'

ati,4411cm)4 bui°
cang® - Ma-4100,Am

in)(1) rin nod -num, so
rrn - tom,

6))61" 'ter CM 01)7 Grine -see *iou larks° leme)
Tog
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note the infinitive forms
so far,

CE5-4 CO7

cery7crro cf3-)

e2_3 cr)) da7-5-6 cs3--)

conce-v.

tncer)-)%c61-61c0-)

61 'sl.acj")

c531-).),syr;e.,_1)

61 al.),6Tr-41 c-1 cfb

(-1 62.41 cfb

B. Note the present tense
learned so far.

Po stt(Ve
CY1-0

c-)21

GO) ) isry-b

rte c
ms

L1 c96-3 (1.-r75

61

Cfr6-6 rr'r?)

15-) cf5), cB-62 o-ro

d)-)-, nerl, e CeICYY/5

in cern 6yris ( -rrzs

of the verbs you have learned

o

c14).

Co

cens-)

forms

nc7103()

% c0-15-1)e-r-)(-4

6-yri e ce-)

(f3r C-1- ra

(-1_1 n 6th c-14
of the verbs you have

109



r1-41 s csz a 6r4
(Sy3 cs61 ctms3 cn1

rr1) MD ?

crtr)wy; rrn (1.1 Ern o?.

Mg Ma crICI rn1 Qi ef3,) D V11 a rAl cl--b cerra
(11 C53 e erY)

GYinD .

?Jo
Mr) ce4 da0.4 del.

rL-43D_ g QDe_Clcwo arrg ( alle? cnu1nA® cemenbril

(Ira a)36)rn ("8Nra . C17 6:YN4
ou-1 cert 14) Mn Cehrg C153r4

CC) &IS) E c C23 rn V1-1) c51S1 gtj 7m (":c.41e_tp earl . (1-0 rm Gr5) os)30DerLiaba'

(fa cer) 6 g 6)(yr <61 GM?0.

(Than, Ger)D 6rn 0 ,
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1. Make present tense forms from

88

EXERCISES

the commands below as in the model:

111
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2. Read the following sentences making sure you understand
the meaning, then repeat after the teacher.

Exercises

A. n r/11 g 4:1 ail G1.21 rrrO

B. (gm ri'Ll cel 11 cern cyyD .

c%ri rSID gra7-11

D. CM CMS (1.--1 Cell Crra

E. cd-ra 4Ql cep P mu n col 010\cterta crn.
F. r/.1 (YA C50 (14.2.-1.r1) Gl Cta O Gri ()-1 rtr3 erYZ

G. mra frA (41 Mr) 01 ceo 7 ern rrn.

H. rem csocA n.-O m1 *S3 MI sYS1 al co) ro3 crO.

I. MD (44 asTa ;:so ati (ea ,5)c8)Dpfee3

eJ cpd

3. Change the sentences in 2 above to negAtives as in the model;

crno frra, Gm:), r-Y6 rrn1H

112
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4. Translate the following into Malayalam.

- A. 'I have a little Malayalam to study.

B. He has a little more work.

' C. We (exclusive) have a movie to see.

D. They are to bring coffee and tea.

Exercises

E. Do you have some money to give him?
_

F. We (you and I) are going (in order) to see that house.

G. Two servants are going to bring the table.

H. The family is going to have coffee in the teashop.

I. I don't like to study.

J. Father doesn't like to sit in this room.

K. Mr. Reshavan doesn't like going there.

L. Don't you like to speak Malayalam?

5, Write responses in Malayalam at home to the following questions.

c2_4)mg raj ssmo?

z Oa s Geo) 41 MI 0.4) en--1 &err( ?

(1161.1(31 Ca, ca) Ceb &S bi ?

eOHDn) rep, cn1 reN).1 dzb 6-rn et-m.1,3gal")

rill .ii csi) cera tile:ZIG rent) ?

ne)() 6-ns ogrii (ID a_.(1 (21Dg,cro9 ?

7 n--ee CF 0 6TY)0 M ma oROet:07 ?

8 (C) erau 053 n-md _21 En cr0 en-1 Oerm ?

9 rE511 i s rrk (1-41) Cr n0 6r6j 7

ru n ap ciD arr3 ottli r)..16-1110?10
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6.. Fill in the blanks in the sentences given below using the
appropriate forms of the words in parentheses.

i. 2T c22

2. (-a_13,o

3, (Sra csu )&D GO) :21-111

ca r1-11 D

9.

(23, 61-41 cse 5

Cbc1 ce-6cria [dch (YUej

C6Y1) Cnc)C9.3 rar6) CRJ)6Yrj [5-ler" .,

E_ COB Zirli CO'6C813

an_a_valcib],

61-tn 631-3&) M) ca

at)

)6)1Y1/17»Prat

o'63

7c1}n,y-6 Gt")orbdhj

.5ken),5-)101(33d0

clp Yr)) ? 6-bYA3

)68(1CO253d5(1.111 ce-)

114
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GRAMMAR NOTES

5:1. THE SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE. The present tense in

Malayalam is formed by adding -C7r1r-0
T.

to the verb stem,

thus: ciI31Cenr3crrb you, we, they, and plural noun

subjects drink, am/are drinking' or 'he, she, it, or singular

noun subject drinks, is drinking'. Similarly: 61-216)zerra

'I, you, we, they, or plural noun subject do, are doing;, or

'he, she, it, or singular noun subject does, is doing'.

A list of present tense forms appears in the rseaglins exercise ESec.12 -For

this lesson, in both the positive and negative. You will note

that the present ending is the same no matter what the subject,

so that there is no subject-verb agreement to worry about in

Malayalam.

The simple present may be used for action which is in

progress at the moment, or action which is carried out from time

to time. It may not be used for habitual actions or general

truths; these are handled in Malayalam by the definite future

tense taught in Lesson Seven.

Note that the negative of the simple present is formed by

adding the broad purpose negative particle gILW onto

the present form. Here, as elsewhere, final short a drops

before a vowel-initial ending. Thus: dalatlrYfb positive

dh`116161014.110 'do riot, does not drink, are not, is not

drinking'. Similarly: 61-2-3 (24:1CW-a positive 6/..2-1CACI-,n gt1

'do not, does not do, are not, is not doih..91,

X15
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5.2. THE GERUND AND INFINITIVE OF PURPOSE. The conversation

for this lesson contains three occurrences of a nonfinite verbform

ending in.-;)C-A2 . Nonfinite simply means that it is not

the main verb in the sentence since Malayalam, like many languages,

permits only one finite verb per- clause; Two of these41,-)Crt

forms function as infinitives of purpose:611165YOORUCAtto6171)4e0.1)4(Tra

'we are going (in order) to see a movie' and e-4-4)rnr)ce63 chn-4
QUO-3)&0 c,-.1(10030-06'n9(2 I have some Malayalam (for) to study'.

In general where English uses "to" plus a verb Malayalam will
_ 7

have an --)c-rD form; therefore, no detailed grammatical

description is given, since your English intuition will serve as

an adequate guide. However, this form is also used in some places

where English uses an -ing form. Witness: crialqa dh)6rylx4 IgAdcageAT0Q.,
'don't (you) like seeing films?' Further uses of the ) )Cr6

verbform will come in later lessons, but they will all fit one

or the other of these categories just outlined.

5.3. MORE POSSESSIVES WITH 4D 6-7/31L . In 3.3 it

was explained that English 'have' in the sense of longterm

possession is rendered by the verb f/.611% with the possessor

expressed in the dative, and that temporary possession of materiial .

objects is expressed by along with the

phrase 5161 cjih4Ctr6 with the possessor expressed in the

possessive, either stated in the sentence or understood. The
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conversation for this lesson contains two examples of temporary

possession of nonmaterial things: g-3.410-11),eis3 da3c.I.a.A.6 gIQD e_sqcs286Trl
7

U _

'I have some work' and n-wg)c1:1-)d)-66 CO3C1-40ce3C20 eu.icg)dh.lynorw.11..

Q 3

'I have some Malayalam to study'. This pattern is, in fact, used

for all sorts of nonmaterial possession, whateverits duration.

5.4. CHANGING THE ORDER OF ELEMENTS IN THE SENTENCE FOR

EMPHASIS. The conversation for this lesson contains an example

of an equational sentence which does not have the normal

subject, complement, verb order. This small section is just a

reminder of what was explained in section 2.5 that any element

in the sentence may be emphasized by moving it to the beginning

of the sentence and placing the verb immediately after it. Thus

the interrogative expression cl-(lgp....g)efll is given

emphasis in es-aca toRwa)csmarioi asrbl;what work is it (that

you have to do). The normal order aVrbal es...4ilga. C peog?S1 Yr2),6o 4?

would be unemphatic and would carry no sense of the frustration

or disappointment which the speaker feels at his friend's inability

to join the group for a movie.

5.5. THE NEGATIVE QUESTION MARKER g, . In section

2.3 you learned about the question marker eb--) for yes;no

'questions. It may be stating the obvious to say -tfiat the

proposition implicit in the yes-no questions which take

are stated in the positive: c.f. ClIfarglal ce))6TT)Dcrt) '1..,41C:a3e6rY?../

'do you like seeing movies?', or stated propositionally,

'you like seeing movies, is that trim or untrue?'. In this lesson

you meet the negative question in which the implicit proposition is
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stated negatively: c.f. on.S)erla 2.4icacm
'you don't like seeing movies?' or, stated propositionally,

'you don't like seeing movies, is that so or not so?'.

C,
The negative question marker G. can be added to all

the negative verbforms you have learned so far, and to all those

you will learn subsequently, except for negative commands.

All negative forms end in the short vowel apn, which drops
,./

when the long 6--1 is added. In contrast to 6J
g ' may be added only to verbforms, and never to other

words or phrases. Here is a summary of the four negative 'questions

you should be able to handle at this time. Their appropriate

negative and positive (contradictory) responses are Also given.

A. CBra cb)(cyle, ? 'Isn't that Raman?'

arribSA . 'No.', Cd5ro6K7n9 al)Caln)61111,'Yes, it is.'

B.6)1Q014gra61440ege'Isn't James here?'

M.Srlo 'No.', 63), 112.61/ , 'Yes, he is.'

C. cal) 4.:4) 21 t; 6WS ' Don ' t (you) want coffee ?'

C13 trrrs , 'No.' , 671.> CC116W1 . 'Yes, I do.'

DD. C-n61 C-Ilmarq C.q.;,,1 'Aren't you coming?'
V

g8 'No.', 6-),niagcrn, 611q. 'Yes, I am.'

The emphatic immediate future form CLICW3011D6Trt is easy,

but you need not learn it at this time. It is covered in Lesson

Seventeen. The simple present 0..-111 may also be

used in these answers.
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5.6. THE PLURAL MARKER FOR NOUNS AND ITS SPELLING CHANGES.

The plural form of the noun is not obligatory in Malayalam as it

is in English. When there is some other word in the sentence

which-indicates-more than one -(a-number-or-a quantifyer-like

same, a few, etc.) the singular form of the noun will frequently

be used as in: (inerne CIV1 6101,0111 'there are five rooms'.

Person words, as a rule, however, must take the plural if you

are talking about more than one as in:n.404dV63 Cyrrb e.:21..7glaNtg.FIrt.

'I have three older brothers'.

Malayalam has two basic plural markers depending on the

meaning of the word tobe pluralized. Most human nouns take the

special marker Co.* as in ez-=-1(1=a)(4) older brothers',

(Sra...aArCac:. 'fathers' as in the Syrian Christian or

Catholic Church . All nonhuman nouns take 1604110 . A few

human nouns also take (0)33 as in: ci
61

'woman'

1C0,30 'women',

ichildren!

Some spelling changes result from the addition of the plural
C

marker. Firstly, unlike other endings, 4 is retained

before 4)30 . Note that the half moon symbol must be

removed, since it can only occur before a space. Words ending

in full short require doubling of CO) as in:

4-2--1 Cern tSC, 'cows'. Finally,

7
word-final o changes to 676)1b as in: .ni-lp>141C0,0

'bca0k7. elAnroth 66Y3 33 'books''

119
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As in Englishy there are certain Malayalam nouns which. are

only used in the plural in the generic sense. Thus 111.....19'ev

is always used, no matter how many bananas you may be counting,

and (7-1(ECR5115(ND can only be used in an expression like

cnco o ACS 61EY3 c ci 'two kinds of bananas'.

There are small groups of exceptions to most of the

general rules above, but they are not numerous or systematic

enough to warrant detailed explanation. It is far simpler to

learn them on an item by item basis than to remember several

lists of exceptions. For this reason, the plural forms are

given for all nouns in the vocabularies of SUL1125eipAult 65sor3 4Y ca

nouns where there is an exception, or where there may be doubt.

rJ

5.7. THE HINT OF ly]dij IN THE STEM-FINAL COVr6

The part of the verb remaining after'removing a tense or

mood ending is called the stem. The verb endings taught

so far are: the simple present tense ending -.51"rb

the ending for the polite imperative mood - av, the
non-finite or infinitive ending(-)A7 , and the citation

form with . A number of the verbs in this lesson's
1.2d

reference list have CP15-3 as the final sound in their stem.

Malayalam, much more than English, is written as it is

spoken, and pronounced as it is written. The purpose of

this section is to point out a small pronunciation differ-

ence not reflected in present day Malayalam script.

Ordinarily the 0055 , in terms of length, is

pronounced like the double 'k' sound in English 'bookcover'.
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There will be slight aspiration on the 'k' of 'cover',

however, which should be avoided in Malayalam. This normal

rendition of da063 is exemplified by the forms of

610A,§667Nd7 'to give'. This 616 is produced by the

body (dorsal portion). of the tongue touching the back of

the hard palate, just in front of the velum, or soft palate.

There is a fairly large group of verbs, however, in which
,1

stem-final ceVa is pronounced further forward in the

mouth, and with palatalization, i.e. with a hint of the
v

ly] sound after the GO6N. All verbs having the short vowel

cetgn. before the stem-final ir , as with

Cfdh66C6 , ..A1 ck Ct) and ea--I gni Gels's ch

°in this lesson, have the palatalized Ceg . Further,
ceig

has the hint of fy] in some, but not all, verbs

where it is preceded by the inherent vowel C&

Until recently, it was customary to write a half CS/3

in these verbs as in 0-1 csucet-sch 'to put, place' and
A

OVWDOLIIIMMIlto send'. Recent script reforms in Kerala

now followed by most printers, have ceased this practice so

that these verbs are now written C.1 atri7 A*2 and

OgrBC230e-qa
. A number of verbs with Cara before

CV65 have no palatalization. For example CehriSdirldh
A

'to lie down' has always been written, and pronounced,

without tLe hint of ly] . Since there is no way to tell,

the verbs with vowels other than in their stem-final

syllables which palatalize CadV are marked with the

symbol ly] in the vocabularies of succeeding lessons

and in the glossary.

12i.
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REFERENCE LIST

Genitive of PerSonal Pronouns

Genitive

Cis-Nrb (5.1 s

C-Grb s

cNn CZZ, 6-) S

6/5Y3 15-1 S

0-C1 6'61r3 4_61 s

by-0 6-) S
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C veyb)

rrtr)

newt', close by (dose posi4-;DvN)

next dose to

Thczylce-i-

cre
ern On...11)S _ r;yeti.0,41, hotel

n) cv _d o;t1-
(deaMve siA.1,;jeci-)

rgn rn ca) .1;. tau e4c, know

ctYe. etc.

you 1%+otoJ

LoD raprn

r5.9d

rr an
rZl 644 cern Gro

belNivck 1;1 back

Lk) See.

bet. °NIA , ay% ite Ditto r s de -af .

+Lis s ;de of

- doit, c o i

_atet

SkiTi°

- Sari

- wqr,t bt.u.A

123
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A. Note the command
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READING PRACTICE

forms of the verbs you have learned so far.

B. Note the future potential forms
learned so far.

CO() Cier6-),Q.

61--2-1 C::1 2°

al 0

dil761-rgOe.,_A 76").

(3z)

cen

&PC" -) 0

Cet) 6111)0

C2-1 D 62 Cer6-) 41)

(fr)7 6111 rt).)

ca-6»b

cul Gen,o

of the verbs you have

Ceb Si cfr6)

ct,-) drts)

% cern c>

-1 2 5
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A 61s 16-n (j cY

B ..GrYB Gk.% m67ina c363 1-incs-141

gel-13S rub rg'rb r3

A (Gra n) 6.),0

a ra)(1 6)4 (,N n 63(33 Gracile 9a c0»46Yma.

asTh rz-ra rs^.1 rtrmr) r40 n cer))r6-1:1 "63 cal

rrts) Tryi

A a"Y6r).(.11)s cern s g_gerY37.

co, raxa 0 22grtir ron 66Yluo celsi

erreq ts-rn o r6 f)r4, mu,

A (1-31 G-rn9 r)-1 Errt) cez-g

61n 011°)(8i C1.1 664 cihr) corn

8 0-0-1 en1 1 illni rri9 aS1 G3 rn

GtQ 1-91 crlb Cal Cein S r8mnil\s

A Cla rel a-rb % ern° n..1) ONtil .45)00

126
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EXERCISES

1. Change the present verbforms to future as in the model:

CthD 6YYaCrra It) 2 6Dr) 2-0-

n circra
rtr3 rrro

D(1) ctfIG rrrD

05-a 6-63 erre)

cyra

e G51 r

rJ rrry
61 ceo 6r (""1 era crira

6) ct'.) cYra

mrrrm
(Ira rn rerb
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. Form sentences by inserting appropriate
. in the blanks in the sentences in B.

105

A. . B.

Exercises

person words from A.

6)6), Si Ca
raise (A) de rn rib 0

rn 9.) ncee)D1 tera-)30

6-MAI eme2a le013

M9 Ca)" teni
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Exercises

3. Read the following sentences making sure you understand
the meaning, then repeat them after the teacher.

1. n'46)(A r03mr31 rrul m (Y) (53 avail
6-61,5 ..,avrg

2. n..9 ;)6.1cri /24 rrii 1 GSS ciL

al 89) rrl) nod 624, (Grb rren3.

4 gr Oaf s n 01)144) ralrb-6 GYn 6151(ft

5. (Vat rrb _?)rareb-:1 rt..0) 61 S ev 2 7 trn As osniv:61.

rD.. cSSI mai . A
6 11)13 46...11 3 § a-11 6) % ern Mt ev3 a.cer1)405 alccir*

7 (Li (f cans 023 (es) eips earn iced)

8 . (Y).1 Crrbarll (tri etA et (WM 3 GA ei (16.4.

r(r) S rural_ Gni; corS naiV

GY4-1 ret 20 6) wel tact rnf)erti lievA46°A43""-
rwrbu.

11- b 0 cai awl; 2,. earn, gain 0...e.d)

erro 3 esroD ?

rrn rfurl (bob folos nr1s7Gyiris12.

129
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4. Write Malayalam translations of the following.

1. Little brother is behind you.
2. I will bring a few more chairs from my house.
3. The cloth shop is near the teashop.
4. His office is opposite the school.
5. "Where is her (older sister's) house?" "It's on this side

of the market."
6. "Will you give mother our plates?" "Yes, I will."
7. "Doesn't he (respected) know Malayalam?" "No, he doesn't."
8. "(Don't) you know the Krishna Temple?" "Yes, 13o."

"The school is just beyond it."

5. Give negative answers to the questions below, as in the model

" (r)61 e?-, errnek! D 0-6,3 ert rill en frill&

2. en n%gi ) ge2.11 cekrnir)CW ?

3 rigi;) 15 13) 3°)rets n_larno ?

4. (Via Car5a egg erirb eiNN ?

56 arb2A 410, .535;yet63(4)8

6. ern ana an ca) sces)rub 41)trrif; Cry" db"1

. GQICA 011,0 &Cretin NO ezeo)isirmsrm)gs:i ?
awm2infl) 094 cars rrtn(in nJ 0311315453 rrni OW 7

rr;) 6°6,0Q 44 rl.Md 02.1 ®r con)mlais 7.

10. eat nil 41121 eaf), GM, rUairt-41g

en),106)4 s tyllay096-4 earb n1o1Gi4 ?

130
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6. Prepare written Malayalam responses to the following.

2 . c61-zD ctt, s 023') ctri) dr) -D ce.") ?

.
6-) r)r cs( (-5-6 cro-D

Li- CbW ,-41) e-D 61s c(rr) rbq 6-6'1 Cr(75 ?

E e (32. s ( errz4-16)(Y4>

bra ( Y "alD tsYn corn c syn -) ?

t CY) .013,36> s akZa s cst, 61-rb`i

("Y";) 6,:z cfhcs *1--) r)3 szr-) cerin n-r).

cv-) rev() renn 4 c13-53i 01 c73- e. cm -) ?

cr..) clu d)-) -a-4) caB Geb-1 eNcl ?

(-A-1661-3.k% dh-3) GI LI ) a_o MYb nr) c21-,lo.

131
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7. Make the following words and phrases into questions by
adding al,/ .
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6.1. THE POLITE ASSERTIVE MARKER -05rbtfAD . The

marker -4361DeG), may be attached to any verb. It carries two

main meanings, politeness and assertion. Politeness is the more

basic for it operates in all cases. Whenever there is a negative

or uncomfortable element in the situation such as when you cannot

satisfy someone's wishes, contradict what they have said, or

criticize their conduct (see Lesson 19). -ceracc13 adds an

apologetic note. When, on the other hand, you satisfy someone's

wishes, the addition of -Cgragfl, adds politeness in the form

of an undertone of reassurance and friendliness (see examples below).

The assertive meaning is not preS(Int in all cases, but does

operate in satisfying someone's wishes, contradicting another's

assertion, and in making criticisms. It is not operative when you

deny someone's wishet. The following interchanges will illustrate

these principles.

A. Satisfying someone's wishes:

112POSESMICa6tlelltesSIVegliptis there a clothshop there"

aFfneSti.) 'There sure is', You bet there is', etc.

2. era6$1 sorn n-augpc.ca 'Can you do it that way?'

61..a.1cal3caqa,. 'I certainly cane!

B. Denying someone's wishes; whether expressed or surmised:

1. r21615. atkeelsc4c1 gg,A> 'I'm afraid there's

no teashop around here.*

2. 61'in/r4 ellenr4 rragScA gUrvccrtumatity'm not coining.*

133
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C. Contradicting another's assertion:

1.carag? cracgcm-A. 'That's not right.'

652 Cib(iAC2.3)(frriegrA>a 'Oh but it is', 'Oh yes it is,'

2. (nD)Ca(rbo ge6.1)C01(rib., 'Raman's going, too'.

viirocurr 40.1)4n4egWoh
either.'

no he's not.' 'He isn't

D. Criticizing someone's behavior:

1.0)) g.92[0(1) 61-210ZarrniNegclyy 'You're really not doing

your work', 'I'm afraid you're not doing the work.'

2.A ateiCR.Dgo n-InaelEcleck). 'Unfortunately, you're
not speaking Malayalam,'

Note that final 41p in positive verbforms and final Certi

in negative verbforms drop before- (b gq711) is added.

Note also that when - CePrOgt,j, is used an polite assertion to

satisfy someone's wishes asinaCabove, a special intonation is

required. The whole answer, gagng4))761.alk112CagGA) , etc.,

maintains a high pitch throughout with the final syllable - gt,11)

only very slightly lower in pitch than the preceeding syllables and

ending on a level pitch rather than a falling contour as most

sentence final syllables doe Other cases of - anagr113 have

the normal low falling contour.

6.2. THE NEGATIVE QUESTION AS A SIQMPOSTING AND RHETORICAL

DEVICE. The negative question in Malayalam is often used for a

purpose other than.soliciting information. Thus in this lesson's

conversation, when the passerby who has been asked for directions

starts drawing his verbal map, he says: alrl, (Er.9>naCril tra-CVD41

Cad ( C4efra . This is- equivalent to 'You know the brahman

1 3 4
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hotel', thus establishing a common reference point from which to

proceed. The verb 'to know' need not be used, however. Witness:

a5n1 C-171)6)Z 63(63 , literally, 'isn't there a church

there', 1012 equivalent to English 'you know the church there'.

Such questions assume an answer in the positive such as

literally, 'there is', but functionally equivalent to 'yes, I

know it'. If you happen to be unfamiliar with the landmark, you

signal this not by a negative reply, but by asking rs.*Q...

'which church'.

Negative questions are also used as rhetorical devices in -

which case they do not expect any answer. One such usage is for

the purpose of setting up a topic of conversation or, particularly,

of a story one is about to narrate. WitnessCrU2246115 ecthUatiUY6)314144

equivalent to English 'you know Mr. Keshavanl,'indicating that

the speaker is going to go on and tell something involving him as

the main character. The crIcmegN:s indicates that Mr.

Keshavan is a close acquaintance of both parties. If he were a

more casual acquaintance the natural initiator would be Cgrb)

g CrO elarrt rrO3Cqe..G,4

Such questions are also used to point out information known

to both speaker and listener which bears on the situation at hand.

If someone were chiding a friend for continuing to support a lazy

relative, he might well sayCNTIN11A (4161C4 GibffilatirflGgrit literally,

'isn't he my little brother' but equivalent to English 'he's my

little brother after all', thus reminding the critic of the relevance

of his duty under the Indian joint family system.

.135
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6.3. THE INTENTIVE OR POTENTIAL VERB ENDING -

The ending -
c

occurs on main verbs and has two main

functions. The special case of cern) (11 <sti do, will be

treated in 6.4 below.

When occurring with a nominative subject, )o

indicates the intention to do something. 157n,CAO Mr) ( s) s cal )6)57, b7

'I will look there'. Such stoitments of intentionality are limited

to first person subjects only (I or we) since you cannot

directly state the intentions of another. In question form, the

subject must be second person (iraurgl or cireil 6ET3c10) c.f.

611 ciA (bp eCID ? you came', crS1 . arro11-qC144

Q_cb)d310 at ? 'are you willing to wait for five minutes'.

We generally associate 'will' in English with futurity rather than
C 9

intention, but the -) o forms in Malayalam are best regarded

as expressions about intention rather than future action. This

will became more clear in Lesson Seven when the true future and

habitual ending
(
- a!p is introduced (see 7.1).

When occurring with dative

are usually translated by 'can'.

'can you do it', or ceraawn;

C
subjects, -) o verbf orms

WitnessClcian at)ce.613 Ct-TbQ.

SVCO enrIfYrie Cina7k6-)3401,?

'can he (probably a small child) drink fram a glas416b; usage

indicating ability is clearly distinguished from the intentional

usage above not only by the fact that it takes a, dative as opposed

to a nominative subject, but by the fact that it can take subjects

uof all persons. Witness ani> nalgyud; I can do it',

(44.663000(1) Was:6_ 61.1413 1,
7
' you can do it' Cera CiLD (f/'63-1
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encl 111.21Clpyhe can do it'. The negative 61.-....9 caice)(41.1.

(see 9.41 is used only for the intentional meaning, never for

that of ability. 'Cannot do', etc. is expressed by E).-al C`,11401DrYL

,
(see 13.31.

6.4. THE INDIRECT USES OF C3TDC114:514 . You have

air Q) 61-rb`ialready met impersonal expressions such as

and some uses of , and the verb e,C1...16YrIc) (see

3.3, 4.1, and 4.2). Soma uses of (GTO 16t.,ed7 also require

that what might be regarded as the performer of the action, the

knower, be expressed in the dative. This comes about through the

eccentricity, that Itiost knowing in the present tense must be

expressed by the potential form of the verb which regularly rectuires

that the involved person be in the dative (see 6.3). You may,

in fact, sometimes hear speakers of Indian English. using

'is that place known to you', 'she is not known to me', and the

like.

. Other tenses .of CeraCC)CRAdh take the normal nominative

subject. The simple present form, asnorClarrrb occurs only

in special cases, and the simple past form CeSrbeClarttnn (see

11.11 means to find out. Note that, ris in English, the thing

known or found out (direct objec:L.) may be omitted if previously

stated or clear from context. Conversely, the direct object can

also be stressed by placing it first in the senterr_le as in: <me!
.nweN410,365 atomrrilcsoo 'I know that'. Such objects, when

stated, are always in the nominative form as long as the thing

known is not human. When stating that a person is known, the

accusative form must be used (see 8.1). arb(f)(9,,j)u has the

37_
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Grammar Notes

(see 9.41 as well as the

(see 13.31.

6.5. THE POSTPOSITIONS AND THEIR CASE REQUIREMENTS.

You have already seen that certain basic relationships between

elements in the situation are expressed by endings on the noun,

c.f. ,161 cab the house' , (-111

'for the house', e1.161 5t\ 6-ler 'of the house, the house's'

1Fttrt are seven such case endings, these account for a very

small number of all of the possible relationships one may need to

express. Many additional relationships are expressed by post-

positions. This seemingly strange name simply means that the

relation word is postppsed (placed after' the noun they refer to

just as their English counterpartsr.prepositions, are preposed

(placed be'orel the nouns they are related to. This lesson's

conversation contains four common postpositions:ar C=.
'beyond' or 'on that side of ',n 'on this

cr(-11 cli4)

(40 cen ctS43 'in back of or 'behind'.

side of , 'in front of or 'opposite', and

Every Malayalam postposition requires that its noun have a

particular case ending. Which ending is arbitrary, but at the

Ai
same time, inviolate. The postposition C4\CYrb , for

instance, requires the noun to be in the locative, c.f. CiliW) ea4g
'from the house'. Just as the English preposition 'across'

express the same relationship, but arbitrarily require different

words (equivalent fo Malayalam case endings' with them. The

group of postpositions introduced in this lesson are more flexible

than most in that the related noun can appear in either the
f
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dative or the possessive form. In general, the dative is preferred

in colloquial speech while the possessive is preferred in

formal speeches and writing. However, when the related word is

a pronoun or person word, the possessive form is invariably

used with these four postpositions. These details of usage may

seem complex, but memorizing a few good examples from the lescw1

Should *Amble_ you. to use them without having to think about

the rules.

6.6. THE POSSESSIVE FORM (CASE) OF THE NOUN.

You have already met a number of possessive forms as items in .

proceeding lessons. This form of the noun (often called genitive)

in grammar books) has two functions. One, shows that the noun to

which it_is attached has the relationship of possessor to some

other noun in the sentence. The possessor may be a person or a
A 0

thing. Witness: M226.4611S C-11116

ruartrgl 'your (respectful) name',

'father's officebut also 010)&111n5ZWIS

the chair', n-i,c&611+SIrk MY?, rh-O

'our house',Cri.a)I04

Mirb)malielerg

6)6)ctr, 'the arm of

'the meaning of

the word', and so on. A subset of relationships between things

in which the thing possessed falls completely within the physical
(.1 7

confines of the possessor takes the special ending - ne....1

as in CL151 g61ei Ctsr Cii1 'the rooms of the house' (see

Lesson 16, Exercise 1 and 16.1).

The other principle function of the possessive form is to

go with those postpositions which require it. Examples are:
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OnC-aainfraltSIS nindiAnA°behind little sister', COT7C1)61(41

Ctrbe2t(lOrdi 'on the other side of the car (from here)°,

CarbrI1)CSU61crip Carard 'in front of little brother', etc.

As with the dative, there are three variants of the

possessive ending which are selected according to the final sound,

or letter, of the word. Theie are outlined below.
x. ,,

A. - ae...!:)VS is added to nouns ending in:

1. All vowels except Q._ and (which is

rare) , that is after Cerb, CerlD 7 Q..9 01,4)AC:rare] ,trY)
Note that the joining device C9) is required

after all these vowels save nm-g) which requires qg

Examples: MTh CM NOS 'mother's, of mother'

c23 szsr) (94 ns 'the mango's, of the mango'

COY-1(52461s 'the curry's, of the curry'

C1841N6IS
'the woman's, of the woman'

6V51 09:CV/ 5 'the hand's, of the hand'

enCw1eaD3CIVIS'the radio's, of the radio'

2. After human nouns ending in -00

Examples: (ra 0-1 grr.6-1 S 'her , of her'.

Cadh°41.6nS 'daughter's, of the daught-..tre

3. After any plural noun, whatever the final sound

Examples: rt_ACTAIONCS114.05 'books , of the books'

g_2.15cca)nr3615 'elder brothers , of the

Alder brothers'
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B. - 1 614 is added to words ending in:

1. the echo vowel 42. Examples:

carb(Q41(-44 'its, of it'

(1.1)400(yA 'the watch's, of the watch'

2. Any consonant without an inherent or attached vowel

except for plural nouns and for human nouns ending in

Examples: rt.)..)cllislrili 'gentleman's, of the gentleman'

6Ya41011Crli 'Bill's, of Bill'

(Note the doubling of in Bill).

Q c P.S")61CYA 'peacock's, of the peacock'

3. The high back vowels 4E2_ and . Note that

the joining device (1.1 is required here.

Examples; 01.10.12-(41(1 'cow's, of the cow'

ct.V.U16-VTIA 'queue's, of the queue'

C. After ',ord -final (14) the ending r-1 61('x^

shortened to avoid reduplication of the C11 sound and only

the final syllable 61C1rA is added.

Examples: (15.44tin clrA 'Rajan's, of Rajan'

al.nclk_16-Nr17 'his, of him'

1 41
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- READING PRACTICE

A. Note how -41 arAjoins to these words.

Vocabulary

neceslal ,

O

6 (11 scan eet;) cr'D

ao;)et?

852")est;

crb c5ii (WA ag;)(51,

rrrb 6Thl cap ma 6,;)(71

elD4 6,91 e;),&rs?)

r4 6)g) rifl)

o('3.) 67-re, 6-) ad arkub 6161T3 eia-14

B. Note how -(-rogS8 joins to these words.

1 tie r r
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EXERCISES

1. Change the verbforms below to the "let's type" as in the model.

everb rn Orr: CeD 0

Its sr) anmro
6751 (Deb

.13'n_r61 re-r0

Grin asserro

as9,) G-Las -sett.ra-ra
.43e1 rr`rb u

rif).6) &sierra

2.

rb-rb

Substitute the items below in the model

Mr) drzsg cOn fa erre.

6Yri g_aira,ct-
61(61 on), ri

sentence.

I S

(9jetS .rata rrbjarrla
COID g..-2-1-4,1123A
ars ana (-3(
6(113 Cf°Gcl
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Exe=cises.

3. Telling Time:

A. Form new sentences by substituting different times and
events from the columns below in the frame sentence in
various combinations.

clat orYq certn 6YY6'

qhfrraca6rril

Grt541 91 Err()

24cijts-r$4.1

GrIJ crg 6TY1

B. The teacher, or a student, will draw a clock on the board.
Answer questions by telling the time shown on the clock as
in the model.

flaCT GrA ar)

ra 611 916443, al

151
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4. Read the following sentences making sure you understand the
meaning, then practice them orally by repeating after the
teacher.

1. c)--6) crg r),94 s, ..6.1-48.

2° n-064 )t me) rfria rY63 atria <ins and sg g_23,..

(A 84' g_02.3 CA) ce3 et_s& (CL
3 °

ecn) rrt da491-174,

(120.

4' 6Y-Ii Alefili* 81;3)4 SD 1,11)etch go-12 ce) as .

s. A63'1615 arbli e-1-ten ran eni a.locinTGeg

6. '14 6BY5 Girry CY11 c3o? ns g rrY1

7. ge_frzh een-I ern cm red: ern 'Ali rin razo

8. 6) tcts',V rtrrtneler arni.erno '0.-GAPA4Dut

9/ an am are snoil ousrn) *94 CarrArri°,30 eri) ryl.) ert es t,

ceke.); 12. d 0533 0.

10 a g Eljanyt EEO rzst, ce crb, e. re Do

<gm rtrroti ce(43 rn S ofto rriCs ea---1 Cit° DA/ g

152
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5. Put the following into natural Malayalam.

1. Please call a taxi for me.
2. Mother has lots of saris.
3. The doctor doesn't like watching films.
4. Let's go to have coffee at six o'clock.
5. "Where can (I) get the Guilon bus?"

"(You) can get (it) in front of that shop."

6. If you wish, I'll bring four or five chairs.

7. How many people are sitting in that bus?
8. Let's speak in Malayalam.
9. The movie is at nine o'clock.

10. Let's buy some bananas from that big shop.

Exercises

6. Write responses in Malayalam to the following.

1.
Mn 6/4r3AOS S ntn 0 VII 201* g.1 Erg) CERS)3 674 ?

r1.11 04'. team
?

3.
Erill (-Inert) raD Um, ?

4. ..12(16).5 AA1 Cth >pap- 611-14 cell4e, ?

. &no 6) 4) (ID 2-1 6514 4-0 genre

. m-91 rt gt)r4 .ernr) 63S 6131 rzr6 gio?

7. CrareaVI) rrn 0:114 5? (11V 05)34 G'5--13 &DAS"

8- Mr) 6g446)S 01 Mr)rb4) 14634 r5/ rtS 6-4

9. 6;e63 od,), "2-O
(e0 CVIG Cr-)1G

10.
ern c9n
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Add fayRto the following words.

1

Exercises
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GRAMMAR NOTES
C

7.1. THE GENERAL FUTURE AND HABITUAL VERB ENDING -

(6-41
One of the two major functions of the verb ending - Co is

that of showing general.future mean6lfmxticUlarly with third person

subjects. Witness: arrei2elk Igstiei,Jorlaraloplfather will

come soon' and 01.1,A 6?al gruan 051630. 'the teacher

will give (youl a pen'. With first and second person subjects

/
there is a contrast with the )o

. ending in its intentional

sense. It is not possible to give a simple rule which tells you

which ending to esiect in all cases, but the brief paragraph below

may provide some helpful guidelines to smile students.

In his doctoral dissertation, David McAlpin has suggested

grouping Malayalam'verbforms into 'actual' and 'nonactual' cate-

gories. Other scholars have used the terms 'realis' versus

lirrealis'. The first group, which includes the forms,

covers actions which are real, actual, or certain in the mind of

the speaker and also,' therefore, are communicated to the listener.
c

The second group, including the --.) lrcorrhs , are unreal,

nonactual, or uncertain in the mind of the speaker and, conse-
r

quently, to those who hear-them as well. Thus, forms

are used for first and second person subjects in the nominative

where something is certain to happen, often as a matter of course
C 7

while --Jo forms are employed to Show that the speaker intends

Ooir s. something, but that the possibility exists that it may not
9

be done. Further, often refers to something which

will happen without the performer's active effort to make it

come about, and often refers to actions 1,..7.1re the

performer must make a, special effort.. Witness these examples:
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1. arr).)<Yt )61&. cera cbGedij CbJ Crn 6)dh.)41.(461)cl°

will (make sure to, take the trouble to, etc.1

give then the money tomorrow.'

2. CM >C n'116-10.... ezirr-arlar6cOli ex...16irm o 6-larl,%CetMa

'I will (as a part of my regular activities, as a matter

of course, etc.) give them the money tomorrow.'

c>o
is also used to express the intention to comply with

7
someone's wishes whereas --2=Lp is used to show determination

to do something despite someone's wishes. Witness:

3. CA1 eisrblik) c0-63`) ..11c2..) nem eAn4z, 6Y5brrit mb aliens g(1-1)Gel)a,

'If you. like, I 140

4. cyr.1163y1,606TeJ =4Cirinfr48911e4.:) dro))4) cetb0615 C".13430.

'Even though you don't like it 1 will go there.'

With second person subjects ( ("r)ll or CaRDOC)
these forms most often appear in questions.

Note that there is an important difference in the stress
C

patterns for these two forms. Verbfarms ending' in --ko
7

place primary stress on )o with se Yondary stress on the
7

root syllable of the verb,. The -- 1;lo ending has no stress,

meaning that all tho syllables in the verbform will be louder

more stressed) than the ending. Usually in these cases, except

for certain causatives (see Lesson Twenty), the primary stress

then is on the root syllable, which is usually the first one.

When these appear as cp.astions 2 the- :rest of the verbform

retains its original stress pattern and the G.) gets

secondary stress.
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The distinction between --a-2p and
r10 disappears

in the negativeVilere the citation form of the Verb plus

functions for both.ie this form the --KM' gets primary, and the

root syllable secondary stress.

The second function of the -2.0 ending is to show

habitual action or general truth. You can easily see how these

would also be 'real' to the speaker. These examples will illustrate:

5. asracylo cheavracsfAcIsks

'Father sits in this chair Ombitually).

6. aarvitela Cararaidn47114 64.1) aft; Hindus go to the temple. '

7- a-1%M. onctslo 'The coca styes milk'.
In written Malayalam, the -- CY-rti (simp3e-present) form

is sometimes usod instead for showing habitual action, but the
0ap

form is invariably used in speaking.

<13;) 40)7.2. THE IMPERSONAL VERB . The verb

'to find, get, receive, obtainjwavoiliable,Ratc!.can

only appear in an impersonal construction. This means that the

finder or receiver is expressed in the dative while the thing

which is found or gotten is in the nominative and is the gramma-

tical subject of the sentence. Being a trite impersonal verb,
d)

it can never take the -.00 ending and all future statements

may contain co114,0 only. The simple prasent form dharb
is infrequent, but sometimes occurs. Note that the receiver is

often emitted when it is not important or clear from context as

in: A01104)1 MAN n-Mtgb)° C°)1 'when can (one, or I)

get the Cochin bus'.

157
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7.3. ASKING AND TELLING TIME. Asking and telling the

time mplaffs,thg word canycl , bell(sli along with

the past verbform amp csin , literally 'became' or 'happened'.

Thus 'what time is it' is rendered by al4N!) Cab-rne1623,C0 ?

literally 'how many 1,elis have happened', and 'it is five

o'clock' is rendered by SintireR4 126-142)34, literally

'five 64E6_ ,lave happened'. Note that, unlike English,

present tense is never used in asking or telling what time it is.

Telling what time something will take place, on the other

hand, may use ans 'tense o. anj veyeks.

The time itself must appear in the dative.

Witness IsYllrne n--01769.1(,Caegicels'IdTre 'the bus is at

seven o'clock', 6r01661rbtk, elaegE)0441celag 1z-lei)creSIrat en_bceum

'we go to church at ten o'clock', and so on.

7.4. THE LOCATIVE REQUIREMENT WITH VERBS OF MOTION.

Destinations for coming and going in Malayalam ordinarily

require the locative form of the noun as in:Mt-ball* 614d4:14)CowbdWO,

'they are going to Cochin', 6Y616Z93461S (4(r clitn. 'please

come to our house', etc. More specialized meanings can be added
^ ut

by postpositions such as --e2.41141103 ' but

these are added onto the locative form. Witness:

rtitOgea<0661
7

gnscesp)Q202 'can you walk Call the way) to
.

the school'.

,)
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9
7.5. THE TWO FART QUALIFIER -,--e-x--C9-ACEAr

Themarker - n-TIS2.8,nk 'just, only' is a discontinuous

or two-part item under certain conditions. When it qualifies

a single word as in short answers to questions and the like, it

occurs as a unit with CJ functioning as a joWildevice

between - rua and - tt.) ;1:S1V Witness: Cfh)ragCSUNP
'just coffee', CIY)C2gCY)C4f$3 9 'only Raman°, etc.

More often it occurs with a full seatance. Here, too, if it

qualifies the verb only, it is attached directly to the verb as

a unit, again with CSU acting as a joining device. If it

qualifies any word other than the verb, however, the unit is

split with -ra...6S attached to the word actually limited and

joined onto the verb at the end of the sentence.

Witness: 6T1TY, rY41) e 2'Oto CO) ) CSV Co35I& Ca ern a.9-

'I'm going to drink only coffee now.' You should not attempt to

add -- r1-41C9.4aAr to tenses other than the simple present

at this point; the --
9

and --_)C) verbforms change

significantly when --r3-16SCS4gik' is added (this is

explained systematically in 16.3). Note that when el-43 CSItM4r.

is joined to C:(71-167Yr)C) 7 it changes to eC20611-11;

e raiwithout taking on the negative meaning which 6Yrg.
usually conveys ov catevrio.Ivala Lt oAds to Txta.tve-

ninrYTe Witness: r1.4141106:64 6ai6The.,,I want coffee'

lou,t tun aeons" CO)) CZ) Ca rUari, 5.e4 .eY .14) enfl Cetr1/4) dh)-3-e(2)
CCIAGMEICArrng14. 'I wantonly coffee'. Moreover,*when the verb is

0

R.crri, it is cancelled and replaced by -61a. as in

%.1

C-2-16) jr- ets C --24) csb strrIs. 'older sister is at home', but

cl-Wert e..2.1.0CGUQTYag.,,,only older sister is at hane'.

15,9
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Note that when the verbform is a negative itself, - 11.43N.ag_
cannot separate and the quotative particle must be used as a

linker. Such negative statements generally have an accompanying

follow-up or clarification, either stated or implied. Here are

a few examplesz

1. d5rzsfli 6 s enArra (24Q 01 6-1 rfnc9A4 I pal)041 vbgcstO64.

'It's just that her name is not Mani, the rest is correct.'

2.(ra C5U700 c'f116)S Matt) enn cRti aq,
u

chn--4 ce751owa Nino,

'He's just not here now, but he will come in a little

while.'

3. 4smel( -kT ybb ens cesy61gitrig4.".161 ctgliSitanA WV*
'I'm just not walking all that distance, but I'll

go by bus.'

1
7.6. SPELLING CHANGES WHEN JOINING (3424:5;544.and

es.4\63-IleaV. r2-EFICS14 , either as a unit

or separated into its two parts, is like the dative and possessive

word endings in that in both speaking and writing it is always

attached to the word(s) preceding it. Unlike these endings,

though, it has only one form no matter what the ending of the

preceeding word may be. e2-4 or -- e3-43
"follows the same conventions aseumNrbeeMbrin.

is required as a joining device after all vowel-final words

i.e.

except those ending in a and , and otherwise

it is written onto the final consonant of all consonant final

words with the echo vowel

able part of the qualifier,

rules as

$E) always dropping. The separ-
______

for

, follows the same

being joined to words(see 341.).

1'1
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Note, however, that it does not follow nouns and can only follow

certe.Va types of verbforms. Those you have learned so far include
r V

only forms ending in 0'n or n-Orrrb (other types are

covered in Lesson Sixteen).

The conjunction, cra41 alelist is also a dependent

word in that in speaking or writing it is always joined to the

precetierts word. It follows the spelling conventions in jot/ling

just cited. for
C
--024115CRaP417 above.

7.7.. THE HORTATIVE OR 'LET'S' VERBFORM. The °let us'

verbform occurs only with a first person plural inclusive subject
1

and requires the modal or irrealis ending --)o' . The modal

ending for the verb 'to be' and 'to become' is ariDaY.:*
-, !a

c.f.Cr1C0063 f.;140 rOildhSnetrelet's call a taxi',

CrICRStoks C7tr0).(4rclIZAA gObrOpy'let's sit in that roam',

and crICV)are ilAJD1Ori? Otri)4h2u, 'let's became doctors*.

The usage of this Malayalam form generally parallels that of the

'let's' form in English, hence no explanation is provided here

beyond that suaplied by the examples in this and following

lessons.



Lesson Eight

I. SINGULAR

Case

Nominative

Possessive

Dative

Accusative

Addressive

Locative

Instrumental

II. .PLURAL

Case

-Nom.

poss.

Dat.

Accus.

Addr.

Loc.

Enstr.

139

REFERENCE LIST

All Forms of the Personal Pronouns

1st pers.

Excl.

Second Person

rn61 46ESMA)
leas Zn

Cr1161rik

Arn.coti?

Cr 61err)

2nd mg.

Third Person*

3rd ma.

°: Other
pronouns for he and she appear in III below.
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III. MARKED THIRD SINGULAR PRONOUNS

Case

Masc.

Inferior

Intimate

Fem.

Nom. CCM rYt Cal-b ell 60

C60 r1J4_61s

rarb al 00 d!irsb`s

Poss. C6rb21 Afft,:s

Dat. GrD as eft

Accus (Sr) as 61 cdra

Addr. ()Jgm) (6.1rb r2J

ascbrucrIl rot (6-rbrua_C14Loc.

instr. (Zra rum)frt 16-ra (-1152 (A

sornet: v,e_s s kertia-ri a a.
4p,* sernaternes shortened

140

Reference List

Respected

Distant

Masc. fem.

C61be (1,2_(-) (-6Y.b (1.1

arociA.almali (-6-'n (-ler-66)S

163
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VOCABULARY

eta

- ciao Cfoim'heiY)Cdailve)

Ray; (dived- tobje.ch. cq) v4vb)

Class

io4co stiz orle,s

Qv,* fib Se& m usi see k a ve
Ag,t44 C 140 it. gpeks

4Skarg,)

kappmelt

itati8 possi ble

tiomaorysto

ecay....AdtRat.

t oJelt, a 2,o0e1 wo-j

4-eaek

CPY10Y

Bow.

wog*

tb _sec.

ialtot 0'44
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GA G.) ce3 ert'n (ZID

SrUlaW

eiverin

'b ('PG)

'mot (I) 00, 142i-c_Itti_)042

;liar futve. 44..14,\%.)

ask

READING PRACTICE

A. Read each column in the three sections of the pronoun chart
at the beginning of this lesson, reading from top to bottom.

B. Read each row in the three sections of the pronoun chart at
the beginning of this lesson, reading from left to right.

165
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CONVERSATION

alo c (-rum ;aria ons)6)&3

r" ( If l dU7errrtr ?

Cr) We S /rdb c(,1 d)Srinn ea rvi c§6

61,, an ri)01),Oiggeo. fej° ?
2) m7 rdSTZ (1.161rn ce ern err) es, rg)

.Tra e",-J S rb .51141 1.10 c) , goo ?

aD0,. r2.10 05k1.9i m rarac6v14 e%-i)cf4ereslagi?
rA_Joiln1 . rd-rz Crb tag arrEt0 ea4 cr.),

rb6) 6,11 014 &Ye, PZ'G (Y)/ Ot4) r1161. mg fz-i.Ale-i
01 #3.3.

drzn ern,

GI, , Qi en a elf) &it) 41170 ren rti 411.411 ((6) cern Oo fulSee

Grp rt5nrcb Det. r4 rA-0 (111) Gelfi er2J3 deNsh ft 6-mo ,

rtrb rIDItirrb ab3 e J ern o g Cm ern o.

reb,=t; cm)) (11)V 6)6 -)r11 d% a ra 0 larryzn ez3-1)

rinn

12-8P rrr)) Gr6) qe.._11 &Do%

nr.M Si 6)ern 097r) ern .
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EXERCISES

1. Substitute the correct form of the words provided keeping the
frame sentence constant.

f2--a Mr) ctirg 63(r3 ri du ern

rara c.fi)

an n..'
ens)

crib po 3x.110
alT/7

rbDftrrl
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2. Fill in the blanks with the desiderative form of the infinitive
as in the model.

1. cu-e) rfn An.,== Qi o .3.-1 01 eats-) 6rn o .
2. (a.re r").J cemij (6)

(13!) st) db)
3. MC) re) 811.120e.i 0%De_31 C6L0J1.4)
4. 6rn era A. e 619 mr)r^r\Cb

5. Mleirrla erg rA-g)(D G6Qerg

6. (I'D Oi mOan c erra gib

7. M2Q3 ahrg ern g em .v34 Gles to, to Cm-1014)
8. fl...0M)66g ay-a ea) rartrDe rn54., Ca ..2J) entSca)
9. (*OM arts n..t es an MO4 al C61cfbnealsis)

10. ern ayla cotri' (613 --0-1 cr6) arlela/ et'r)nj C/11°N1 4-4° cr---7--j)a414463A. Substitute the accusative of the person words provided.

e/..6) Mr) Cbr: nrInGest) c ra (11.:08
ara cil)a

(8n r 6) acrtszo
3 tsyyn

nA.)) A.

GehVbrI-lfri

rVa az

C. cit.., 6A-rb

( c1.1 ct4,13,)

1.68
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3. E. Substitute the addressive of the person words provided in
the frame sentence.

6

to, ern o
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Read the following sentences making sure you understand the meaning,
then practice them orally by repeating after the teacher.

1. 4651iscil 054 el-Oerrnii s 61 050 olio 7

2 . 'L-6) NO 64 001 eicgi/aj, mam 1117 al an t;16,31g4

reng_ crol elt) enn Mo :Li S1 a on .

enJ (53 n-rb ( 61a el ern (.11a. ?

4.
(1.00.11 ce4 cA, Ci.S (6Y29 urn Am% ceolfral/IT

Kara cola .3.416)4 6-),...6-)ra-1 trrn 0

Cep Vb re.4 er3)% (2r, (1.116)eJ rrn aftrt er3erfia

(L.-1W° 61 a)) 69 ra, tywin't%

6 q-erry))(15-1 ernper%
,p mcpri;p_rrra ale.:21)/sIce,"ena").

7.
reemar)ergr e cini is nrri nfreav

ryl
63er3 nai) ce) 0

,3-45N crrn Dy (a.doc.psyrsy6S. rt-74)en rrel

s. eutyl vs)04.(aia,
C5) (Z.) cfrat dr, . (1.5

9 (ern .6YA 6orene60

Mi!) q-- LA en-lcrg, PO) 6) 6,1 rtsi)

q.440 u _ e r r ; ) & yr 3 gli6n4)60nt
riv,rom ant (16)neb r= (fa i) 49.0)

Put the following into idiomatic Malayalam;

en't 6r1.11 80) ea

celnernatrol.)?

elD @ill &a-ID cep crrn

1. Do you want to some bananas?
2. Tell him to bring five chairs from the office.
3. Tickets are available right on the bus, where do you want to go?
4. Little brother must not go to school today; he must stay home.
S.. I have 30 rupees. You have a good car, too. Let's go to

Qutten this afternoon.
6. Please take some more tea.
7. The teacher should teach you well in school.

8. I have some cork now. After that we can go for a walk.
9. Tell him (fam.) to look in the next shop.

10. Don't you know the brahman hotel? It's right next to the
bus station.

170
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6. Prepare written responses in Malayalam to the following.

1. ri-D hub %-e)tv QI aril) dB( ( geu.b teban b ?

2. ran .3.612L 61.-)) eaDer (4)re9ctif .1.-1 crap .)-6)%tetrao 2

m Qpicqns ert rz.in ten mt.) el116) an A Jalg ?

4 G) 400 n'Artr rirra OD can era° __6Erth

nr041) ryt;') A," 6) gm) a &Ansi firi) cane ern) ?.

5.

6. arr) e2r5tflo terg _erst45) ted n &.,) 61 ernb

rtr9)
m srrfb c3) ts-rrt7

7.

rr5 Earl a Are c$ r3) vb enigerts
8.

9.
erNan (4'n (2.) grog' ggrunnei &es., els/AL*, rril

10. mytt ft3 ten j) rt1 r 011 61 S 6r1J5 ei))6) 4

(an ?

7. Writing Practice:

A. Write out all the forms .of the name cftwacy6 The

endings will parallel thcac forarbalnifound in section

III of the pronoun chart at the beginning of this lesson.

17.E
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8. Pronunciation Practice:

Practice the Sound associated with the letter E'fll

Exercises

in the

following words. Make sure that your tongue is pulled back

in the mouth so that the tip naturally touches behind the

alveolar ridge. The middle of the tongue should he low in the

back of the mouth as though you were simultaneously pronouncing

the vowel in the word "law."

6-) ci3)51 din erre
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GRAMMAR NOTES

8.1. USES AND FORMS OF THE ACCUSATIVE FORM (CASE). OF THE NOUN.

The accusative form ci the noun is required when a human noun is

used as the direct object of a verb, i.e.for the person directly

affected by the action of the verb. Non-human nouns take the nomin-

ative form. Here are a few comparative examples.

1.6n1)4 cen$P 614h)ar* clIce00 II will bring coffee.'

2. ErtrDek carftinau 61440 einaMe
3. TrIDOTOD el, rairhca co»an30 'We (exclusive) will

see that film.'

4. Mari& cywAlonl cs.1)61we 'We will see (talk to)
the teacher.'

5. ra4Perlefg63, gou0)Sent MIAMI know that

6. ea 71)dig Cann (rbaS9).

that even Cling) Cillh

nominative subject requires its direct object

Note

'I will bring Ravi.'

'to know'

know her.'

hotel.'

when taking no direct

to be.in the accuse-

tive when human. The docurrence of the accusative form is, of course,

limited to that small group of verbs which 'Jan take human objects

Some of them, however, are quite common.

The second use of -the accusative is before a small set of

postpositions which require it. The word en-130e..) occurs as a

noun meaning 'manner' in the phrase Cfl Cet....1,61fj 'well' in

this lesson's conversation, but it is also a postposition meaning

'like' as int

7. g.2.1S6Un fors-bnai # 'Study like older brother.'

8. 041 6/SW5 gel-irrgj el-agThrlh "Irtr: 41) e-JCP"j'en'Ye.
'Your name is like my name.'
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The accusative ending has two forms, depending on the ending

of the preceeding word as follows:

A.
d-(4) is joined to words ending in:

1. all vowels save Q and _...c.9 . Note that , al)
..,

is required as a joining device.

Examples; (26-1-TCA61t3.1 'mani', cssraczpincso 'mother', etc.

0102. Final consonants e.;6 , and

era altlfb 'them,. her°, Mr601616'her' , (Grarlian shim'

. Examples:

C 9
B. -----I61Cr) occurs after words ending in:

1. Any consonant carrying the echo vowel g21...

Example; cenlygp4 'that, it', aprb446Yrn 'that, it' acc.

2. All final consonants except andIA
Here as elsewhere final --- o

1
becomes cum,

418,,tarberifla,42rinfhim,

(ILI as a joining device.

Examples; Cgrbig(10..00

3. Final vowelsaandge,with

6amples:g171c1) QI4q emblipal,'like the guru'

awn e gub 'like a/the queue'.

Lists of accusative forms grouped according to the word ending

appear in Section A of the reading practice for this lesson.

The pronouns 6W),Cr/0 and 011 have special forms e2:06-1 c-rn
6

and(4)61CM1 (see, the Reference List for this lesson).
8.2. ADJECTIVE OR RELATIVE CLAUSES MADE WITH PRESENT VERBFORMS.

Many times a whole sentence is used to describe a noun. Such

descriptive sentences are often embedded within another sentence

as a single adjective like unit, and in such cases it is called a

descriptive or relative clause. This lesson's conversation contains

one relevant example: 611516-dr6Qr61S
;Ap 3 `lc e2-1:cillr3cri1 0,611

'the Ravi who studies in ouT class'. Such clauses can occasionally

occur in the normal adjective position in English, that-is before,
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or to the left of, the noun it describes :a tthe running boy', 'the

fast moving car', etc., but usually it occurs after, i.e. to the

right, of its noun (see examples below)... In Malayalam, the clause

always occurs to the left of the noun. You can see from the follow

ing examples that the order of elements in the embedded sentence

does not change from that which it has as an independent sentence.

Note, however, that the word for which the sentence acts as an

adjective is always dropped when the sentence is embedded in order

to avoid needless duplication. The only ether change is that the

ending on the present tense ver6 form is replaced by the

adjective marker -(n. The word described mayhave a variety of

functions (subject, object ox indirect object) both in the main

sentence and in the embedded sentence. Witness these examples.

Cb Ca 6111 6 lMq_61s tpracrt, ruacillsocon . rn .

'Ravi studies in our class. Ravi is coming.'

is`nn 615Y14_6)S 0)alcirt, celfbnni Cb Cc.%) rr6Scrro

'Ravi, who studies in our class, is coming.'

2 . Crin QMLk) O cu3 Ca)) (al graalCMYRI dh)Q, (y1) P. 64c613 ae1 o.

'We are buying a car. We will get the car at four o'clock.'

6115) arr3 r217 615y0 drzsrin dhl 01.74 co-;1%,

'We 1411 get the car that we are buying at four o'clock.'

L)' (faii Gan nrwit)%p erlIGTria. ek4rYAlcolo oarntns Qtgi
'You want a book. The book is not here.'

CarbnA,COg CIO-16'n (273(r4Oho

'The book you want is not hie.'

4. 63c 11-1 (119A remrllt615 =caSKinyb.revep el_123cd,? rlleau dto

'A boy is sitting over there. Give the boy this money.'

0.(3151.5 Q5P1 'tees cm calr83 4sZ e9 &Ann 6) c0)'>

'Give the boy sitting over there this money.'

Q.46-1s. grl
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V

5. CYCI freSels Anc841 a64 ark ea, 6m gniers.
'You have some cloth. I don't want that cloth.'

C1C) asn46)5 6) 61c0-40 ;ma Q.54 e2-4114 c& foalCMS
'I don't WOJilt the cloth which you have.'

Note that when the verb CaldIlle becomes an adjective, it

takes the form 41472.167113, but does not have the negative meaning

which that form conveys as a main verb. Further, when ..691

becomes an adjective, it takes the form _____ Not all verb-

forms can be made into adjectives in this way, but the negative

forms, and other tenses which can will be treated in later lessons.

8.3. THE ADDRESSIVE OR ASSOCIATIVE FORM OF THE NOUN. Malayalam
%.6

has a separate form of the noun whose characteristic ending is -G-7)56

which may be called the addiessive or associative form (or case).

Its main use is with the indirect object of verbs of telling

asking, and the like. Such verbs are double object verbs since they

have a direct object, the thing which is told or asked,(always a

direct or indirect quote), and an indirect object, the person who

is told or asked. Note the addressive ending on the indirect object,

or addressee, in these examples.

1.6TONA Cirratal>eQ.)3(21.1a3n4Linabo 'I will tell him to come.'

2.45115))4 6.1;413cri4G014 n4FigoCiA (11nRo6la14 g....1)414:06)615.

'Shall I ask James when he is coming?'

Note that in English indirect objects have the sameirorm after all

verbs whereas in Malayalam verbs cf giving ( 47.61c1410147 and

41(11h2446346 ) require the dative form while those of address

require the associative.

i7
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The addressive or associative is required in a few other cases

as well. It is obligatory with the postposition and subordinate

conjunction C) 01=1* 'along with, at the same level as, at the

same time as', and required in some expressions with the postposition

P.515 'with'. It is also required with the direct object of

the verb 4L.741C,Mcgll in the meaning of 'match' (see Conversa-

tion Nine). The other meaning of -2-1CISCO1 is 'to fit'

whose object must take the dative. Witness:

3. <WV.114 4eM1)AS)Zo 611(4144ffra. 'He is sitting alongside

Owen with). me.'
(1

4. Sttil24° (615 6115") 6-6)s Q..ens 1-1 Qt2-13;) rx)m..) 3 re, 14Arrfa

'With this, we end our program.' (standard closing for many

Malayalam broadcasts)

5- '7 act t: cycltrins4613 g cav3;1 lzrn *ins t -21(7S 0

'This shirt matches your coat.'

6. Iggo.:17 a A IC r ;) 6-6.sa 00cols3 e. _au (ZS 0 A.

'This shirt fits you well.'

The associative has two possible forms depending on the ending

of the word, paralleling the accusative forms as follows.

A. -- C,)% occurs after:

1. All word final vowels except and 4F227 with

.) required as a joining device.

Examples: orDec521, 'Ravi, to Ravi, with Ravi'

cEDICEIC6cu, Si 'mother, to mother, with mother'

2. Flnal consonants 44) , LI) , and C146 Examples:

cati8Y3 g?._?

aranitcb,%`:,
cp) Ca een )

'you, to you, with you'

'them, to them, for them'

'Raman, to Raman, with Raman°

177
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B. +-1g(n) occurs after nouns ending in:

1. all consonants save etS , CA) , and CA Examples

As elsewhere final
C
-0 becomes C5M) . Examples:

0011)vielistorrQg"24. 'him, to him, with him (respected)

Can, cat4 e 'Thomas, to Thomas, with Thomas'

ern)( 'Bill, to Bill, with Bill'

(Note the doubling of J .)

2. All consonants carrying the echo vowel . Examples

=a541 err) 'it, to it, 'with it'

3. vowels a and gL27 with C1-1 required as a joining device.

Examples: V)C15"ViDecn, 1a/the guru, to/with the guru'

CQ1)0"11 Cs (-1C-11)C(Y1)4 'Montague, to, with Montague'

In general the personal pronoulLs also follow these rules but, as

el:awhere, c1r() 'I' and CI) 'you (familiar)' have the

special forms r4 ern ) and c4)4-07Y)=a (see the reference

list for this lesson)

8.4. THE DESIDERATIVE FORM OF THE VERB WITH --OM>

Malayalam expresses the ideas of 'want to', 'have to', 'should°,

'must' and the like with a special form of the verb, often called

the desiderative. It is perhaps best thought of as verb pluse511141110.

verbstem plus -(aYbena.

lesson contains a list

verbform, the desider-

There is a single form for all verbs, i.e.

Section C of the Reading Practice for this

of desiderative forms. Like the --.:)c)

ative is a nonactual, or irrealis, form since the action is only

potential, and not real, in the mind of the speaker.

1 78
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Another similarity with the verbform is that the

desiderative can occur with either a nominative or dative subject.

The dative subject expresses a requirement springing from forces

internal to the individual such as his personal desires, or his

needs relating to what he wants to accomplish. Such cases are

usually translated by 'want' or 'need' in English. The nominative

subject with a desiderative, on the other hand, expresses a

requirement springing from forces external to the individual,

i.e. what other peopleldwitoYconditions in general force him to

do. Both of these structures may occur in the negative as well

as the positive. The negative is formed by adding -ara6703 to
AI

the verbstem. Bern are some contrasting examples.

1 - ote acqcfrin )no

2. 6rIbrr6 ¢leis nS M.6)&616"-F20

3.ta6arati011ets3 erarc3615 go1 jhan3I'Dcn't you want to
(-1

4.0110'1366 (meals geLi7dh6W s.lyou must not, are

go there.'

.1_
(i5raniwcfir3 65m nib tan ohyrinenria, She

6.WWILA 63(1 rubtan dh)61nUrrne 'She is required to

doctor.'
C I

Note that when the positive question marker

9 ,/
added, is dropped and --Rv-1 is written on theOrn,.

'I want to be, stay, here.'

'L am to, have to, stay here.'

wants to see a

go there?'

not to

doctor.

see a

is
Thus:

7.(Q6M1N ker4 itra0.2541-2-1431g6n4/Do you want to do it?'

8. CA161517600 1-1_1Crle-Engfirri)?'Are you supposed to study?'
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The negative question is formed by dropping the final ma and
4*

adding nig)

It is stated in 4.2 an appropriate response to such

yes-no positive or negative questions is with an appropriate

form of the verb. This also holds true for the desiderative.

Sometimes, however, gral6rno or g1711613 may be used , but

they actually ref2r to a physical object in the situation rather

than to the action of the verb. Witness:
L 4

9.0166Y3UNN (11405 Ca)04400W4Do you want to buy

mangos?° Orliarg (short for 4a)651V galar4
Note that the desiderative is not used in Malayalam to

offer someone souiething or to invite someone to do something

as it is _n English.galefttn? is used for offering things,

and the simple present is used to invite someone to do something

as in!

10. C67re1 1: 1/4 (;-. alb (44Q ci31).freo4 ge=i3eftlayb. rilnacrin,T
'We Aulusive) are going to see a movie; do you want to

come a:.ong ?'

8.5. REPORTED COMMANDS WITH THE INFINITIVE. Several uses

6 C141 7of the form (gerund or infinitive) were described

in 5.2, including the infinitive of purpose, and the gerund

acting as suoject or object of the sentence. This lesson's

c*nversation contains yet another usage, i.e. that of reported

speech or indirect quotation. Most indirect quotes are marked

by the quotative or citation marker 4.0(11r1) , but when the

verb in the original speech being reported is a command

180
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(see 3.4 and 17.41, the infinitive may be used instead. Witness:

1. an )cyto cirri) cia elm); tettl 6u0736.tri, eJ, ce)) rrb n_10
'I will tell him to take away the plates.'

It's also possible to use n..010 to report commands, c.f.

2. 6115))4 arrarligt07% OCON)6111 g 4jyrra ft_vicabe.

'I will tell him, "take away the plates" (less common).'

or, 'I will tell him to take away the plates.'

Note that cases like Example 2 can be taken as either direct

or indirect quotes. The distinction is really not significant
ti?

since there is only one way of quoting, i.e. with n.)( re)

for all cases except those containing commands. One constraint

is that, unlike English, the verb 'to ask' C:,-.2..1z(10c0-63 eD,

is never used in Malayalam to report a command. In such cases

only niolizitch is permitted. Thus Example 1 above

ir.;. also equivalent to 'I asked him to take away the plates.'

18j
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READING PRACTICE

toward) andf-Uk enftwo(from)

6.leucesg

cesra 0-1-1 ct3-6-1)

cesij

6-) co) cstc\eei 0903

40--.111c51.)1Q,e..1

6T2imcijlet,4 euileeJ

Cr -2_01(1,61C ei

e t Ce63-3

dab-6'
4 _s tiaz

cfb s cae ce-ts--)

c:52.(3) cotsij
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written versus colloquial forms
verbforms.

421 csZtVa)

6)_m_vagfh

636.'6 cgr)
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cfcs65/
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61dh aV353&)

J363 ah

e ea) 60 Gelb cfh
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(2..1 7On cetS3
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ce1566)
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CONVERSATION

M s1 (y\.)) QZ) ) cry-) g

C-6-YD) (-D3 5 nryD 6-r-r0

csze S

co cnrrn rD I U6 crr-0
ran CA.) ran e ) ?

CE5Ya Sc4 ) . cm) tryns

6163-) 6"-J1 e 6-Yritzs Cn 0-1-1 061(0,Mari

arc CY1r1 c.6-11-1 ?
ex"-rn Cr11 7 e 7 ?

?
neN CM "7 CO riA &IS-60 e, C27Y37

e2-4) `-1--1 C5:2° ?cY c2LZ

CrIrD n gd 6Y-Zn ^2-6) 0

rgl (7;1 Cf

63-6-1 7) r`rt ch CO 6=6.

6-Yoml "7 IY1?)° cc " C73:1 M2 e_2302,61a)

c-6 e__& co-), (-2_1 Lin o . )4) cry

0%) QI (9) CA 7 Mr) onqce-63' em_s 2 cer))0.

trz,(0E) 6r .730 rin ) n CeTh
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EXERCISES

& Change the adjectives to nouns in the following sentences,
making other necessary changes, as in the model

1. rrIN CYO r ra)a, csrro, reJlers) 110)6%!) Is, 2 frellb+.)
,41

2. (arbli (153) a a anDes-ry'12.

3. 05rbAj r--1 n_ez, ;al egne

G") (9.) car.) s cs13

5. c r?-le-1) n95)68-84

6. rarb ra-rb cSVG-55 ex-j rAGOD 6 rr731

ea--anni ceo,r5arr13'.

8. rarzo: c36 rOs., crrrr

9. ra7g-b GiRI271-1A1) sl4r

10. ggptsrt""erk cfb '24.=indziptsv-fr

ev,-)tryi elIrn a"61-fr

umber. Practice:

B. Practice counting from eleven to twenty until you know the
numbers by heart.
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Exercises

2. A . The teacher will show figures or flashcards or on the 14ogxd.
Respond to his questions as'in 'the model.

Question:

Response:

A.J. the)m ?.

rte` 05-1 6rrt

B. Practice counting up to one hundred by tens until you have
committed the numbers to memory.

3. Change the verbsb:1:1the following sentences to the definite future
foarm as in

6r6), re% rem r2-1 ea el.-, 6°) -1,0 cete) srn, m-rtra.16.21..i81

1. mon046 errfte etr3 to70

2. ran rep Vet ran16) g n-JD iftrreo.

g 146 erir6) relb 0-9 /4)rated era 0 vie.s abme era (3)a) 0

4 ova cSd -.DJ Cal Crtol cam 3 daDebr)ceirarrea .

5. m),() 'a-6) ga-', %)-0 g22, a 6 fron csarekimezosereb .

6 Grin arstit, ran el, 6-3 rr3.7G) rffZev;) an04) efts'3,"1 Otodle.uluto

r r 60 cab;) (On 0

8. es) bn ern rb 0 dft) Grol4 r ,(00 Tlere, .

10. rn 1.)0 era g ra-ra 6 giwz enn ern cfb, en,70 .

11. q t 0 a.2.1 N rep onli evlo ;1501 (-119 011;) cOs; wra .

12.
fl.J0)6) cb_lk db (;) eqoNs cm), rib) PA ararvvb

1 0 rk
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Read the following making sure you understand the meaning, then
practice them orally by repeating after the teacher.

CZYZ %carnr) ra TICO") 0

2 . crk.) rro cau-15 6--v-D a0

(I() c5(1: ry,-) cs.(3)excl ce.61n-fD . csrt. 6-1 'In %c0"6") ° '
el-N,C) e.g.\ Q L19153-) ("IAJ 2 CSLIC2l ,c_12c1 . Li,

rr\dou c-orl ee-,rlert, cm) try()

(In rzi 3 .

g rrY-b5 .

(Ern el a 61-rn oTh53.3 ru rtr), ,

6-nr. n_an az-) c& sl 03-61 0

4.

Cc) 614 en_Igb1 em 6.1 _2_1 tic-z)) frrylegz1,.
%.3

?

<5. 61 cc/[31 n cy\S) 6-1 rv-,01 Zra C7,2 -a_l n)(5:2.)

02 C9S) erlo cet.:10

co-)(1 6-1 a e0)175-1) crIn crtC6 021 6-1-n .c.

r(;) 0'1 6fh5"). On l Y-Y1 arl Co 2 a .

60; ce;) eo-nrrt irirn0

61 ) crrin') cr15j -=-1 9 661) o

190
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5. Put the following into Malayalam.

1. Please give me the big one.
2. If we don't find good bananas, what will father do?"

"He won't do anything."
3. Their family has two houses, both are very nice.
4. Which school does your little brother ao to?
5. I'll look in this shop; buy from here.
6. The time hao come. Everything is ready. Come, let's go.
7. She has to teach at seven o'clock. Tell her to walk fast.
8. That car is a good one. Who is sitting in it?
9. "Where are you going?" "I'm going to the market, can you

come, too?" "Yes, I'll be ready right away."
10. "Does your friend drink tea?" "No, he drinkm only coffee."
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Lesson Nine Exercises

5. Prepare written Malayalam responses to the following.

c--)J CR.) c5 el-61 rn-) c0-63 e rer6 e

2. -)_....13csz) (sr?) r)--/A e_10 7 6rr6, on')

-=-61 (-ID S 6.)-115j ?

3. rr -1-411 61-(;\ asya, .,C1(-61 glew-%ti

?
4. ra-br-Li rvi9`) -44 a z 61 61-n ,a);) CLI r" Ca

Je, (2,vbCR?).0 cfh (- r17 cst3r) rbri c13-63 rf-e-z5

k) . __....r) (IN) , ( (11r) m dfSf-e3) CY-1 rY,r) cc) nr)cezr1c) .

6, e-A,, n-6 ra-C) OR.) 61-1r)7 eYN; a nlIn 15 do-2-1 rela-'--

% ce-s3 (1-e41 e

,___.1 t5) 0.1 (-, a. 6.e-rb (---y--O ,._ n cur.. (-6no (-)Jej)oz;

-61'1) eY2-1 .2-1 PL.6Yrij ?sii t p5S coc. Cts-r-s-)n c-D-1) .2--6) CD

1 rg) M &63) 61 r)

d3-6-1 6-rn

192
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Exercises
c ,

7. A. Write the plural of the following words using - 09)6c. -

(tq.d)),co(1

e ,-,earl C1,6Mr7:6,
_

(1-L3 (4] 21-215r4A

ONS

cVC1
C211 %)

4131-6°
g CI (XD

&) CiN.Vb
e..2-_1(Y1

B. Write the plural of the following words using - 681Y630

Note that the final -cs- is removed from the word in forming
the 'plural.

rnetIM 0
(-3_1

c51-0 rr2i

ctC. Write the plural of the following words using -- CA,

19
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GRAMMAR NOTES

9.1. MAKING PRONOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES FROM ADJECTIVES.

Any adjective in Malayalam may be made into a noun simply by

the addition of the neuter pronounrang) Possessive adjec-

tives end in 4) and Most other adjectives in the language end

in am whether they are basic adjectives or complex adjectives

derived from nouns or verbs. With all adjectives, when

adding Vgreln , the initialerb- is lost leaving the form
s.(d.,

--ggl . The addition of -AIL yields a pronoun in the case

of a possessive adjective, and a noun phrase in the case of

basic adjectives, and a verbal noun or noun phrase in the case

of a verbal adjective. Witness:

1. Cat) 6-8V3 00 'your', 66Y3fe S 1 yours ' .

2. n.110 I CM 'new', el-4Ca1 CSL=Ij 'a, the new one'.

3. (1136/5131061an 'buying, who, which is buying'

0.1)6443463tnig)tbuying, the one who is buying, that which

being bought'

Only the first two types are discussed here; verbal nouns are

treated in 15.4 and 18.2.

The use. of the possessive pronouns parallels that of

English. This is confusing, however, for outside c the personal

prounouns (mine, yours, etc.) the adjective and the pronoun

are identical in form in English. We falsely assume that the

form 'sister's/ in "this is sister's blouse" and "this blouse

is sister's" represent the same form because they look alike.
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Actually Malayalam and'English have the same rule that if the

predicate shows-possession, it must be in the form of a pronoun.

These examples may help to cut through the confusing grammatical

terminology.

4.1:411, (16.161110 (2404VIdINC3),6Y4:. 'This money is mine.' (not my)

5.0S, 71Ce51q1Cleri1)C94g5r41)61rOv. 'That ticket is Mani's.'

Leaving possessives aside, the predicate adjective is a

regular feature of English sentences as in 'the house is small',

'the church is old', etc. This rule must be kept in your

English bag of tricks only, for Malayalam requires a noun

phrase in all predicates of equative sentences. Witness:

6. Ceraou,46IS &)C) CMacairn) 6Yrb 'His car is big'

literally 'His car is a big one.'

These derived nouns can fulfill every other grammatical function,

. in the full range of sentence types. Moreover, they can

take all of the endings which other nouns take. Witness:

7. cncalscoog cfli.,c) c2.00sibicory..,Let, buy a good one.'

8. 116.9040Je Crlacy1)4ffri:

9. 61-al CSV crau ".4.) Qa5 (16-1 ).1r21 nr) 4L

'How much do you want for the little one?'

These forms ordinarily show no difference for singular and

plural.

'The old one is nice.'

One basic adjective does not accept Cereim., hence have

the same form as adjective or noun phrase.

10. glra stiICWTU1 ce"):),Ci2))671r4j,

11. Q., cih, ,g) 95-rt7 c50) srri".

195

Witness:

'This is bad coffee.'

'This coffee is bad.'
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Malayalam actually contains very few true adjectives. The

vast majority of adjectives must be derived from other' words.

The common means for making adjectives from nouns is with the
C

present participle of &crr 41/25215... Thus the noun

y 'literally 'speed', which functions as the adverb

°fast, rapidly' becomes ° fast, rapid'.

12. CaCrir)cRes ce)3cS3 criacnqatzsy)EY-ra

'Mani's car is a fast one.'

9.2. THE COMPLEX VERB (1410)4(41011Nd) . This

lesson's conversation contains the special phraseM(1)(52,ACildtiurra.

1. g2f9 CW,CrOl Cl1CM0d6)4c0f;CYru 'This sari is nice.'

Here, Cncllro is a special form equivalent toaliaal

Note that it is a noun phrase only and never occurs as an
el el

adjective. The use of the verb eSTL,CSOIC11463dh gives a

temporary meaning, referring to the qualities of an item, in

this case the sari, in a specific situation only, not in general.

In other cases,01119dgg)415a, means 'has become (par-

ticularly in the very recent past)'. Witness:

2. .9f tlrayablasera:she (respected) has become

&doctor.'

3,ay8gi fil..1514(RiCn4314)006;an,'It has gotten old.'

The most basic element in the meaning of Cen)(SCINCtedb in

such. cases is a change of state. .

9.3. TEMPORARY VERSUS INHERENT GOOD. There can be some

confusion as to when to use CIINeln) 6Thrrb versus (11c11.1)

rra, since both may be rendered as 'good' or 'nice'.

196
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Example 1.with either alternative refers to the quality

which something will have in a specific situation at a parti-

cular and limited time.

1. auxil marl,acccetsfyra.or cy0.b1 relgoroc5f.14dyranro.
'This sari is good, nice.'

This means that is will be nice on a particular person on a

specific occasion. Example 2, in contrast, refers to the

inherent quality of the sari without respect to time or

situation. Thus,

2. rr; osQ)41 on Om) trrri 'This sari is a good one.'

means that the sari is good, whoever wears it, on whatever

occasion. This distinction does not hold in some cases, such
as in the case of niDC`re;ica, s Movie.

9.4. THE SPECIAL EXPRESSION nday)g....a.) 0 . The

intentive /potential form 61C017gP_.)0 is also used to
1/4/

render certain senses of 'that's good'. Whereas CY)W6I76,1%

and OleM,QtabirVVY2$ refer to the inherent or situational

qualities of a physical object, 6)(4'9.Q.,o is generally

used to refer to something intangible such as a fact, an

idea, an arrangement, or the like. Thus in this lessons

conversation the use of 6ICO))&11)42 reflects approval

of the information about the saris, not of the saris themselves.

A very common use of this form is in approving a plan of

actions where it is often interchangeable with Ceirb)461=5

(see lesson Five). Witness:

1. (r)44,Ima Mayra (a6Y1'Ya 0170))4e Let' s meet at six o'clock.'

Cenla61dh3g_2?erthat's fine, that will be good.'
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Note that EIC01)&731g20 can be used in the question form

to.ask if a proposed course of action is acceptable, whereas

<ft!)dbdr)IS can occur only as a statement.

The verb 61floggph in the sense just descrtbod

does not occur in any other form except Indt)),gka?c, The

basic meaning of the verb elsewhere is 'to fit inside of some-

thing' or 'to stick (as an arrow)'.

Other special uses of 6.1dS)gA:ce) will be treated in

later lessons.

9.5. THE GENERIC MEANING OP THE PARTICLE -4E0
4

Besides being a conjunction (see 3.5) - o has other

functions. One of these is as a particle adding a generic

meaning to a statement or question. Hence when a positive or

negative statement of an all-inclusive nature is made, it

must contain a generic word carrying the suffix

Thus 'nothing' , 615(rbo , in this lesson's conversation

may be thought of as ( creie plus: 7Similarly, 'never',

d241:0151-2440 .is made up of 'once', 6-6CtVertnt1343 plus - Q..07

In seveL.S.1.

cases, generic forms are made lip of question words which

loose their interrogative meaning in collocation with -Op
Thus cal.9(5 'who' becomes CeM)CtS-34, 'nobody' and

ra.Mg)60 'when' becomes ft-gUlcia,!ito 'always' Note:

1. (451-Orliert C3rO)Olgle-ap QS2:1)615 cl1ns6cfncs25)

'He never. comes here.'

2. 051" CiSCCI CSZS1C63 CrID 3Cal0
'There's no one in that room.'

3.0DipaiC clamp isUcittrairIs.IThey are doing nothing.''

198
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Note that -&.1.? can be used as a conjunction in negative

sentences, but only with respect to a specific item. Thus:

4. Gm arcbg? e. ueg, They are not doing that,

either.'

The generic meaning of - also operates in

positive statements. Witness:

5. %ramie-rt. f:pn ci0 (rip. 'He always comes here.'

6.1456)(11030 sarilistsc9664 'Everyone is here. '

*7
. CinC11( ei..6)Perl ) 0 61-21 %ma. They are doing everything.'

As may be seen, the generic word is often different for

positive and and negative sentences (see Lesson Nineteen).

Note that -7&&e must always be the final element_in the

generic word, occuring after all ,-,ther elements including

case endings. Witness:

8. PINIV Cettp cie +ISA:I:616M 'No one wants to study today.'

9. 4011.1diSa 41403aa)CaEveryone liked the film.'

10. (SYDOrnejallyareSMIaifyia. 'It's no one's.'

11: Mer, 0.4wth0 raxs As aelle, ciivhcsi4j
'That book is not available in any shop.'

1 .61"6))(A o-1Crno Ci(1 eto ancei)ad ."I won't give any money.'

Vtrbforms themselves cannot take Pp unless they

carry the conditional suffix 'if'. Witness:

13. AM116D 0.1)66saftS610$30e4ittalWXY1 017041d0V3dheichj,

'Even if you buy, I won't.' (Note deleted object.)

14. (boic4 gais innelPez\e, moat, orm nicbdye ,c34 ncil)%66-16rno
u% 1

'Even if they don't want, we ought to give them tea.'

* 44-4Po is composed of r1-61) 'all' plus4...A;

** (from previous page),Note()) becomes T before

1 99
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Koyacl.

#PTesen* 45.4. (d'ilyth 41? (a up,103 a.

boyukaa. ecip....zvavvcr rrn 674

Setk4L

'5(74

(fbi

(kn. n MC) crAnS rr)

people

Z)e. wssee

Wes

e stern

side

Sea

Yea, a om Sea.

pen ay..)

Ea.

Ecare y

1-cam inounda.61 yetis.

lit.t. Zahia M OUTilra;bS
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S o
(Waal

'le,' MO

to ix S i4-tx. cat lo ccrfred__

d ; s y; c. E sd .1;st-ea]

po*, iftetrbor

ctaiL ,c(htter

(actiat* ve)

n 0Y+L.
Cabe frirl Journey

61(5 -7(4) -Fra in

(;) 0--i 0-\J

nrS) re) nil, TT; vamoireinc

Crivetolav frYk-)

( m..16,ris
1.6 k P 1"5 C fct.kas ott. ilked-ive)

CZA 04- Qpprox;

Le heek

eCtS8,-.

2Q2
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READING PRACTICE

Note how the locative forms pattern in the sentences below.

rdrb rm., d rlt rel ra e7r) Qj Lidrns3 m.

Lesson Ten

6-) C) j rt.)(1 creyra rrn

no, c) r*6) 061 cm'

( J fl.1 c:4) arC cm" Qt 0-61 (a-630,n

Erin c0j n" ol rvOr)caG rrrb

(ern) (-11- r6 c= <151-76) rub cn, a ("es rram

203
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TEXT

e on o Cr() c52 61 S ctti4 czt.c_r-7 cm-a; 6-rra,1/4)

,feal' c-o3 c-n g.r7V1 rig c-7,-e-z, .clinceN

CM 219 c5-) s (27 Jo carp S3 m.C1 cfrzb3 rrnr
g 09-) Ca s cb-rtil ere 4.2_4.A) errety-rn (-2 cis yr) rarer .05Thrt crag
dan s .1!)- cm ts. certs-- Lip cane14)

(11,26) q") Sera . Po cfh c-b r21(46.013ei.,X

R,) 4)-1 ceroctra C-as m 0-0-) Cb,c, 61 cfh

g (5,2)) s dz.) 0 (0011 cs-rz 3 -241ns-in

CD ad) ,2_1? $2_1 6) 7 %, I g cet).D cenD%"), Caei .t)nta
d)) ggyii r2.4 rre-n ;"2-i CSU 6-yr-bu sdrialde,L. gefhrogyari)cat21
iNnya cst) s . cZra ra.1 0551(33e2J

0? ca c) 6-11;15 ece,),9,1 caceni: eynle2., csoark'.
crtr-1.8 c-b cz, srrov (11.2.DrY> =b 61 di, -3:11 63cts6

0_51 ct 6'2_1 Ca c5-cr-otj , cnyznel 014-i (2(ag
(man 6")-rau g (0) (S1 (r5 Ce-tr) 4:2 63CD3 61_1 ?

6)65 cebi) 67,11? cerD(030...frncral#2.4cac,
g cz).carznr)ts--r\ ctr1 c15-rts nc) Carol 6-ryu gel') CDcS
arrni 6-10. (Li S e chc) Ma) (-) n rarer Eri-OU c& 6Yr1 cto
c-611 CZT) (73_1rri cm) ca raxn 01-D° (e-) G7r, c-13 61ca (Yiaci

qp-rD ct 6.16-1(-11c7z4 rya 0 , C.M1 rzT- 0-131-.430

Cri) (Yrbi cf)-) WO cella e g-4--J d3-),c-r-6, C1-1 Q.61 rts a )614:

Q_()) CA30 ceirgj 6KS (52.0 r fl.8)0 6-1"2i er1e4.
ca3 cZ1 ch.3 o (t-c"). ti
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EXERCISES

1. Provide the proper locative forms in the frame sentence below
as in the model.

eyDo (_ecyrir-liryleetn.raz

6-rn, one) <-11 re) rres) ea_j, cebD

cYlsts

0504:3

61ceo5 Edo.

ca gate o

e.1-3.4c?

se CM, 43ao

(941)14 .
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2. A. Using the map of Kerala at the beginning of this lesson as a
reference, state the location of the second district, or city,
in the pair in relation to the first member of the placename
pair as in the model.

oci CO) 7 C6-10) e-S

asrve.s ta and, (1300-

er-9 ea -)._Vy call el-1 0-Wetn-,4Cb

C Cth Cti 0 7 cfrt"el

Azit. , cfter)D

cengvb gca) Tel clan ,%`'.

04) n e5Yri ce-a Cara) e 1,4(8

61ancthsID61--rD ,

B. Now do the reverse by giving the location of the first
district, or city, in relation to the second member of the
placename pairs above as in the model.

Mocicas 61 cp., 7 crs-ra) (5)

_BS) mrc)e-a At9cgo-6 &tn., Gm.

3. A. Make the following sentences more formal by
to ((sap escri-0

1. c61-0 G (1.-2-0arrAl

changing (r?) D6-frb

,-2.4)crel-)15 -rr-0

2 .
caxcici ei czno s5n cr6 ruic:D86-) s (-1.1 s cfrts)

carp cin cum) 7 errre
. 3 . a co) uz, <1_1(4 6Dar3 m P Cu.) cs-,.Q) G-rnj

4. 6Yj r 051-0 CT2-1 ea-.1 t33 'SU on

5. Cr) Oct S QL°I nn 673Y3 i c-y-) - Qlnl Catr)"2 Crrlj

B. Make the following sentences more formal by replacing (GraDG-rnj

with. c-1-u.01c-tr)1

L. e1L-Cc) m2 24 r-11 Cal c, sr5 (.726 ruak2rt4 d) S C j (1)timm51)01.,

2 . chi_s) can, 61 S OisraTtn Ca ci. ubrzrrn

z, _a &Is)r s6-rn 0
all I cihs-gi R.3 Lc) ("inn 6-rre

g 6'233 0 e1612-1 crit, 11-AzWQ-It 615 ;)6-1-urn )(-1 )c.n (raI )
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4. Read the following, making sure you understand the meaning, then
practice them by repeating after the teacher.

can-1 rt c1246-)s 0511,094 rasri (J csil el-1 am (Meld) 24.

CO) (A S e2-9 rriC) r zw, avri; ran el..1 cMG3r3cil

idraCQJ rbl cein et )S cen 4) as o 6.) nil (e o.; .6""rnn ""'(?)e

cft) s .

g 09),c.p carre) tj er3 Sena) ( 611 Q. ern-e, A.,161 &lt

arb,d, C8-) rn 2

14 ...S. as) 5 Cgrb o.J e2-Q1 arri Col) 5 ra% () rry3 !

ma a (3,cra 6) cf")) n-te t

6-41 QJeJ age.° a, -e342:4 ey 41rn ?

arbe en, 17-...43')-% e4TO--.1) Cede_

G (1")6) cm Tilos% Gets cr03.1.-1.M..)-G/ et03 cak2CCIVA.

crp,co,s-urniairA aora5°

/ (Ma ea ralen dans a aid (;ci) rrrepo6wrA mAertrb Gkn

cts) Cr s) rum cnert- r rOge.J Orb rdl

G)rlit-PJ 0 On.' errirn 7

Car ()r-1.1 cYJD Q. 4)) .

("4 89a cz6 rirolagau-arp snictil

. rao nift50

16 dabCj 6) -A-I 3crl (11 cesij (z) cl, 6re

207
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5. Translate the following into Malayalam.

Exercises

1. There is ocean on both sides of India.
2. This trio will Le very nice, won't it?
3. "Do you need my car?" "That's not necessary, we will walk."
4. Please give me ten rupees for the work.
5. There are three districts' in North Kerala; these are

Calicut, Malapuram, and. Cannanore.
6. He will come after three days.
7. The Rocky Mountains are in the Western part of America.
8. "Will you go by (in) train?" "No, by bus will be all right."
9. After Alleppy the next city is Ernakulam,
10. Cannanore District is at the. northern end of Kerala:.

6. Prepare written Ma lair41a,m responses at hone to the following.

1. re- -4mA es g ern crrt6)ral) rA.Gle) (dc,Icetic/i) awoi
ava u

2. can g rbt) drn garjl is-3 (43 6-rt'S 612-) rag .1.

3"cP. ert erS ce6)1) (Oda .3431 dosrab 011-6\PIN)°24;r1.

4. Zarb ate n cti ex 143nrayrrrg ()Jena) Jgarrol

5. er361 =ern) rli)Cli L...6),4 g.a.5

er;)(5)rvit? OCT) Ct tlfla 12-etS etV3rnet erft

7. 6? r1! Geh me) ao rnasieDA fri9 1_0 rar 0.pisto

8. Odirf (nal mio cCDtPersrzau ate' en o C-2iSrao eceoxl

n..tc-43 e
9- caetr: rualr6 i)ne 63.60 0.6410 randeso)

10. cv;)cariqrns .ora., it1 g rip e.11,o-.11,rrra.

208
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7. Writing Practice:

A. Write the following phrases as single units, joining the
words together.

(.3

CZY5) ceerri5.
.

Clcen cstS)est asra) ce3 crra

aczn ro-t,

CZ5r6) cnrra`"

.209
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GRAMMAR NOTES

10.1. SPECIAL LOCATIVE FORMS FOR KERALA PLACENAMES.

With the exception of 61a-07:a 'Cochin' , Gg)

ITrichur',0v9e14 'Alleppy', and CCp

'Cannanore' the names of the districts and large towns in

Kerala do not form their locative in the regular way with -Ion,'

A list of the irregular locative forms appears in the Reading

Practice for this lesson and should be committed to memory.

These two fairly obvious principles may aid the learning

process. First, placenames ending in .0 form their,

locative in -5g2.1 as in 614:131146- 1 Quilon',

4.a

61(61) yin Quilon, to Quilonl Secondly, those

ending in a single stop with echo vowel double the stop in

6) 4)the ldcative, c.f. tu_De.i 4) 'Palghat',

d3to > lin, to Palghat',

10.2. MARKERS OF FORMAL STYLE MN MALAYALAM. The text

of thin lesson provides an introduction to the more formal

style of Malayalam used in most kinds of writing and in

platform and most radio speaking. Two main features

distinguish it from the casual style used in everyday speech

and in friendly letters. Firstly, the sentences tend to be

longer and more complex, with subordinate or coordinate

clauses linked by appropriate conjunctions. The second

sentence in the text, containing two clauses linked by cs-161c e23

'but', and the third sentence, made up of two sentences
Ar0

linked by -o ,'and', are examples. Another feature of

formal style is the use of fancy and exalted words, two of

which appear in this lesson. The quickest sign that a person
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is speaking or writing formally will often be the replacement

ofel477b with the regular form0147,CD3Crfb 'am, is, are'.

This substitution can be made whereverialDEAsoccurs.

This lesson's text also substitutes (VIJIS)CQ 61=.195irrib

'is located' in the third sentence where gyrri might

have been used in less formal conversation. This substitution

works only where refers to the location of a

physical object and cannot, of course, operate'where it is

used in the existive meaning or in indirect sentences

expressing possession, feelings, etc. Other samples of more

formal style appear in later lessons having texts instead of

conversations.

10.3. THE DATIVE IN EXPRESSIONS OF DIRECTION. In

English we use the possessive in stating the location of one

place relative to another, c.f. "New York is North of

Washington." In Malayalam, the dative ending is required on

the place which serves as the reference point with the'direction

occurring afterward. Witness:

1.g40§60117% 61074(85; flIsdhooralcancut is North of Cochin.

Intermediate directions between the cardinal ones are

made in a straightforward manner by simply joining the two

direction words, as in English. Witness:

2. ( ESre..14cs Gahaslarrrasl.ril Elonce61 fa-4MM ,n )6yra

'Alleppy is Southwest of Kottayam.'

21_1
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10.4. SPECIAL ADJECTIVE FORMS OF THE DIRECTIONS.

Whem:eas the majority of Malayalam adjectives end in arra
(see 9.11, the adjectival forms of the directions, like the

possessives, end in *-675 . Witness:

1. 61en ecetra, 'Southern'

2. 6)(111464) ClWADRCXXE) ''on at the Eastern edge'

Note thataMPItMrequires the adjectival form while

0.3(17).. and c",(..nc.. permit either form. Witness:
-v-

3.61anc&63 C3.xn orOcince6 am= ;on the Eastern side'

tit
10.5. THE CITATION MARKER ca-PCIrra WITH A SERIES.

Section 1.4 discusses the use of the citation marker n...0 Crrg

in sentences giving a name.. This lesson's text contains two.

examples of the use ofra4era as a citation marker for a

series of items, one in the list of districts, the other in
u

the list of the major cities of Kerala. Note that r24perrb
is required only once in a series, immediately after the last

member of the group cited. Such a series does not require

the coordinate conjunction -Alp

10.6. EXPRESSIONS OF DISTANCE. Distance in Malayalam

is expressed with 1261nri . The measure ofdistance appears

in the nominative singular form followed byrybo 'distance'.

Witness:

1. Cerbrli CabnS C2-11. (1-16)rb 6.) 61Ca rick rya errij

'It is ten miles to their house., (literally, 'There

is ten miles distance to their-house.')
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10.7. THE DmRTION OF HALFMOON IN CONNECTED TEXT.

In the majority of cases, words ending in the echo vowelcg21

loose this vowel when written together with a following word.

Witness:

1. CESY250..... CeroC01,6IrrO 'That's it.'

2.61dhpWs12 'in Quilmy ATICN)graCtraY1)6Yrb

'It's in Quilon.'

In certain cases, however, the echo vowel is retained. One

such case is the joining of the postposition 'from'

to the special locative forms of Kerala placenames as in:
J

3. g4h)!4461,46 'in Calicut;1440MTWWfrom Calicut'

Note that the halfmoon symbol must be dropped in these cases.

This resu:_ts in the vowel them having the spoken as well as

written value of regular short sa.

213
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Infinitive

r2-14::()) dh53ce,

CeST1 cet5 Ce)

C")--% 0063 CO)

cfhzdh

(Ill es's() cels0-,

e cg.cas3c6-1

c0;1 5,cel

m 7 ceits cal

(-4\ eals5

cfhp%ats-3 cfr?

dhs ce-1

n csz4p1

aril
s casbcfh.

-c731 Ce)

e &L) CetS6dh

61Y-0

tea'
Irregular Cases

ce>

Ctrb &)
e ce-bcjh

C6r9 cell di,

191

REFERENCE LIST

Past Tense Endings

Past Tense

<-2_1

C1_1

C CO*
sis-r-j*

Meaning

Lr
Ote
ke_pt

Ye.G1-4

bete
a. skst.d.

h a-ppert.2A

Sot

t00

Kok
3 oak

LU °Ye.

3cIA:ct

tkreiti a-f/Jcuel

kr1,2_U-3

Wo-tkAa.41

S car

heo-yd

Sam)

did
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61 cei %cp-tr,

Wcts, we_re. L10-st ttr CavD6Yr0

tc..) 2--kt
Se. rit

'471- L 7

me

et- 5 :At tko,t, E:K.0

k-R-44 EA: ,t-ra. s

Y0.14 CA& E C cp Ys.10 o ut..).41 irioj

Ev 0 2 xpy-42_s=s-e.

OY cr,r
c;leat:,.c.,-, kA.s.se_ck MY )71 ca4-
soczol. cry- A.:,,Pe_vichrs.

c.e.v"ca.e..s =4) sl A2% r.e.4 3

Tkor loutch v'N-A-A-A6

S c=. Aema-

amuck as
a cts muck ccs-tkat

Sot
bad

v-DtAaN7kt.

look.GLA

Lh2Ylz L,0 as '1%z-A E sit
h 2 v.e.

owe- ,U) ertj
2/is
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c?s, cab

asro e.q:) D t.

61(1.1Q en cin

cth 6-Yra12,,

eJ___AD.cU)6-)s

nyr, e4 0

X01
(0) rn 0-J (963 cff, EY3

el
cd) Tc) dais

cl 6-YY-)

d51) 00

cfh S7 ?

cero s1 e ?

193 Vocabulary

Lk cf:4 rnu.c rtItAck yr 0Y-

J2._)<ck.

f 4
A.A.SszAe-s,sta tet.ca 04-2_

yEF-c.,42.c.k -.13

(z2t) czt) 4-o,

caluxua Oen k

aCw
tfmck.k.e._

oat,

sp2stk

/U

0LA ?

Caorn tenon e9Dre ssiopg

do Co) u, Wad ct_ hkiz
CGorvArro.vt ASP-A 60_

Sckize. I k_Q-Y3 ct-v1/4-01..
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READING PRACTICE

Note the double consonants which have occurred in the lessons
so far, and how they are formed.

"=.

=
CI -I- Ca (221

. ctrl (-61)

crn

CA) -1-- cm.)

011 t S CYYS

6W1 + 6=1

M tc

az LA

0.s

0.S

as

as c v1

as -

cSra 3c) 7 -d1=h r2-6) 3c)

61c0-y.,

rn caaJo rero c2za

.P---fl rtrrn CE5ro %orrtn Cirro c-n1 crYTC\

m ry11 7 CiA(Tr6 Crrb ea-.41 CYn 7 rol 61 frn

'COL E _=_1Scrt)

ez-1 Cl e srtyrry ? CfS e 6Y01,71, ? :Ls rl srinir,cat

....q1,40 CS71) gzi ex.0 c3

egra cyt, e ,as-rs) ?

COel cOts-p cr1) 6 rr6-j7 naqi)Get" 0 e ) (fin

Q 5 C6-Yb e 7 1 ci70 CM (Pn3001)1

Gts

S

0.s

aig
7 (PO Crizi etal kl(1 ?

a-4
) c9(1) twb crr6 e (-24 6YrS 2.5. 61T5

.)
CISSrl) 6=4 ^3-1 etnr/ tYi SYM.A.

5'13(1
rro-)D .61-rati

'271 erAr) ck) 0

217
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CONVERSATION

(C5Th c93 c arojcsa-n ,

Q_e czs-ro (J 6-? fl 61-Yo erril -g,c4 ,-16) ())16) S

g .3_1? esor)

CZErb cra 6-nn r asra 21 61 (Y1 Crtnc0 Cat etsra CU -A I

1) ; 6:6.) J e-41 ranri ry-1 a3ra 02.)

Zra al . -a0 0)1 n.-1) en.4 ) (NS) . csrt
(`Li 661-11 con m 6wb ( zisyz c9J ,

e_23 :(1) csy--0 21 crt asy-b c-)1c-o-3

6Vril

(worn() cs;) c-r6 ; c1.1 675rg) . ce-Al cura <h&j 0._

oehigc0g,i .

e_234) Cra11 cr1-) era 041 a1
61 ceh 76r1i2-1crne.

casarnlcsury4) : 6mory4) _m_.1 (-1-6106) "o e (Y) '7Ce-trn

aril cr7-3 .

ca-n ry-tij zl s1 cer) D %("zr ?
cesrarn1 a2.3 04) : ea--1 Crg Crt sr ca --A-4

_a:11 051-1) C. cap C61-b C1_J C1) )6-rn CSA D.

Cara COCS241c, c-2)6-Iczn ,j3-).6yrry-En eag4 I)

CC57-0C2C2/ ; ea--1 min., csr-o _2(-75yer)cug,d,
ce) nr) ()--1 din D o . 2.1 e,- )30 CrIMI D caole63c,.
ern '<A cf3-4 catgIcih 6,a6 7,(3315-r>,.

asy-occhg. calm GZ3Y3 61 Cr) ern cth 041 ill certsj
c51 g errrp

18
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EXERCISES

1. A. Change the past tense verbforms to present as in the models.

Mo dels:0) Cbc-2-C) g ("2-1e...1 cri caraj a.31 ar3ern) .

Ca(In .er-)..1e) crti CS1.11) err-aj

Cb22 c1ft)615 6-rr3 (5(31 rercrra
ca Q;arAn s erre.

cgya 2 30 earl C Carl eriCYY2) .

2. (ail d-/ (-14 c13-3 cm" cstcl rep, cry-a .

6"Yzn sisrsgfil s el Gels, z %LI CSreDcgn .

CESrb (-2-1 61 (41 61 61 dalSc9 nris 0.31C-trICrtly .

3. CW'rer, Cr%) r1r1 e cr) can mil recs crra . rarbs-itrA

6. t art rca ) a___Grrt cst)1 rzscrra.

aYzi) ry rril cntd cap trzt '04(0 c-tsc-rre ,

. c a Cal czn err3 erre:

B. Change the present tense verbforms to past as in the models.

a) --.4x0 CD3 trrri:

"2:4)(0 e ris Errs 'an cos c-rv-b ?
c6 ea) 7 c93 ca, CIA [c ,e GarnmY4v1.3 Ce) CbcS arm/lei, erfisj

rg) 2 c6 Ca Cbri ece)a),S CZYrbil e. i cRS)rernot, .

1. curs g el .-s..C1 cartri) ry-e ( crt-rt (01, ca crrs:',

2. ca-rw, _A s.... 6-1*-^ c"rrc) cA uJ ca CrA.e. ati, :Et d',14_6-7-y-e

3 . C'Srbc-i-irt% ns ra.jYe) 61 ce.) , .4 csaei trrrii,

if-, arra ev-) gen P

a .4nci ni 6161 ceS %Pcat gr).-16In a .-Airrt CSL( P4 .

e. (Grp ell) -241Colel 02.3 re), Erni' .

c --1-r,n, El. r . r,-,1, (114., cen 0 cr) (I-pc, cui col ce-Gz crrt .

15 .C61-0 g ..,....n > sefil car rr,%.i ce)D -,g cs2ci 6-11:".

219
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2. Change the following past tense sentences to present tense as in the
model.

rr)61 -2-41 ("3 6, 5 g(-4_1 az.1 ?

-A-6) r)S16-3 s c133a-rb

'3-6) M ,15) 6Yr% ?

.2. car?) cup ao 21 cr j n 6-Yzryal
c'esr6 cSo c(h, cf)30-.S .

c-6-ro cr cm.r_t1 s-Ls czrarreo .

5. ZY3cNo r2-41rizr, e

SACr() CE2-1

T. .

s . C-6

9 . cs-Tb3 CZ:r6 Ci5i

10. e) 61-4 fr) rs-1) (-)'% CeP) ce cZ Dcsa__*,
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3. Change the following present tense sentences to past tense as
in the model.

Mc:NA

c5ro rJ orb ri.Acab or° ,

Cra Jo <-2.s rrYls ,

, gren Crt r<511) az) cercs3nra

2. C6yo c-6 e:19...) Ca, ci)cets3 0-r73 ?

(15" g SSC A 6) Id)) syr-4 ,A--1 cfr6crrb ,

asy-a

5. care (az c-gyz 6-r c5Z8 c-rrb

Con 63T rer" cram at co) 6111 verb e 2-.] ,08,&Yrb

7. crtn -5 ert) eJ ca.) >. rry-45

. rrri e 6015- 0-ra .

resra ca2 (01n) r-21 cets3 Ora ,

10. ran crb rril (Y (Y) %cels-b Crr6

221
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4. A. Change the past tense sentences in exercise 2 above to the
cleft type as in the model.

cr161 ..,..41ria en S a -2I Mc) ?
ern ..-6) SO) 6we as 2_1 'au

B. Change the present tense sentences in Exercise 3 above to the
cleft type as in the model.

CZ6rb cv rrt r1-1 C 0,^11 .

cisra eL.4* 6 (77-6 ow, ..1)
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5. Translate the following into Malayalam.

1. What is it you're doing?
2. My friend came at five o'clock.
3. Mr. Thomas went to Kottayam.
4. His father was a doctor.
5. That hotel was very good.
6. The boy took away all the plates.
7. How many days is it that you traveled?
8. I am afraid, the coffee has run out, would you like tea?
9. Hey James, did you see that?

10. Let (it) go, I will teach him, (do you) hear.

6. Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

C.6-Tb es41 ran 61 cet)D crrzn ?

2. .C.r) ca C15`r:Dcb errrti) ru CESYl ?

3 . casrbnicrt goth uo riirry.0 ? Cb nigen v am) 6161 r)....1 (533

g creN co a ?
rn _ 6S13 (K.1 crn ? crn ca..) a cer-r),

Ci) (SU an ?

5 C20 asra e2.4p ra cs-ra au cps? M 7 6yyT,

6-rt ?(-3_3, n-En

(7 . c-r-161 crall rn 61-r;0) earb 61573 61 en 6-% CIA cra. 77

CeNiszn g.gc) ry-ln,

$ cb (Q c o -4) nevis csu 6.1"1-8 4163) C-1-1() 6/ 5

9 . bra EIS) s, s cz-ry Cb 'ZS& (CS re-rD ?

10 Cart run crb rret Can reb cam, ?

223
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7. A. Join ceiS to these words, making sure to double the CO) .

_=Lloca.)

g2!s'n c

sal

4)
B. Write out the numbers 21 to 25 in Malayalam words, making

sure to double the r) in gps-agmhi:', as in the model.

M::8 C1577D = -3-1.Cerrac\ Ca), eS:

(._Ctrb cr6e'rrie

Mr% 4- c-aa-rri:

Clj-rrr

4- cr,,e4;

pc)' MrbtsMail =

C. The word n...1(9cmin its generic meaning of 'fruit' is often
joined to the names of a few common fruits. Join cullWo to
the items indicated below, making sure to double the initial ea_.1.

ce-n Texck-c-fult3

(2.D C L 110,,t3

cis) c53-6)).(11 L to yr,

ornn 1_150-Y\cOra ca_ Used 0,

224
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GRAMMAR NOTES

11.1. THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE FORM OF THE VERB.

A list of past tense forms appears in the Reference List in

this lesion. Note that while Malayalam does not have large

numbers of irregular verbs as English does, it has several

groups, each taking a somewhat different ending. One major

group forms the past tense in 1ga , while the remaining

groups form the past with a double consonant (stop or nasal)

or in a consonant cluster plus.the short vowel:SI. A-few

exceptions show only a single consonant in the past as in

rinan 'fell' from ClIcV) 'to fall'. Also,

the Reference.List contains only verbs which have occurred so

far in these lessons. Though these represent the most common

past tense endings, it does not cover all the possibilities

as to consonant clusters. The remaining'ones are given in

later lessons as example verbs came up.

Any set of rules describing how these past tenses

are formed are too complicated and have too many exceptions

to be useful. Therefore, the best policy is to learn the

past form of each verb individually. This is probably in

large measure what the native speaker does while learning

the language as a child. The simple past is given for each

new verb introduced in the vocabulary in the lessons from

here on. The irregular past forms of the copula and the

existive verbs are given in 11.5 below.

225
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One general rule, however, is of practical help

in learning the past forms, namely that those verbs whose

present stems contain double din pronounced with the

"hint of y" (see 5.61 invariably take

The simple past in Malayalam, as in other languages; is

used to refer to a single action completed in past time.

11.2. THE CLEFT SENTENCE AS A MEANS OF FOCUS. In

2.5 and 5.4 it was shown howiim normal order in equative

sentences may be changed for purposes of emphasis-tor focus,

This is done by moving the copula 017)6111 which usually

occurs at the end of the sentence, to the left to immediately

follow the item to be focused, with the-remaining elements

then falling to the right of C2Prlry6Yra . Normal order as:

C g4hcbgeman,migq, home is in Kerala:.

shows the normal situation of the subject being in focus.

The cleft version of the sentence, however, makes the locative

phrase 'in Kerala' in focus, viz.

- 2.445)0W0gItannl n41eliraa'It's in Kerala that my home is.

This same mechanism is used with verbal sentences

by, in effect, making them into cleft type equative sentences.

Here, as beforeparrrrea is placed immediately after the

element to be focused (usually, though. not necessarily

appearing at the beginning of the sentence) with the remaining

elements, including the sentence verb, becoming a predicate

for the newly created equative sentence. In order to fulfill

the rule that the predicate contain a nominal, it is then

226
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necessary to make the former verb of the sentence into a noun

by adding Ceng51 .(see 9.11. Some examples will clarify.

3.A n..10)cal t.711)( ;r1 ie 'What did you buy?'

4.04) ,14km)6yrrknairaAeg What did you buy?' or

'What 215 it that you bought?'

5.0-01)4 arbimu)egOrtme7g. 'I sent him.'

6.6Tabn1)64 O6IGU3MWMrba I am the one who sent him.'

7.CerbnIrt cer, %Atilt-bleat:els/Ira:They are sitting in that roam.'

8.051104(97 Cialile064&ack3MICA'It is in that room that

they are sitting.'

As may be seen, sentences containing both simple present

and simple past verbforms may be made into cleft sentences.

This sentence type is really much more common in Malayalai

AI:Ilan in English (see this lesson's conversation) because the

grammatical equivalent in English is used mainly for emphasis

which is much less common thah is focus. Change of focus in

English, on the other hand, is usually shown by stressing

the focused word. It can be seen that this mechanism is

particularly called into use in Malayalam by question and

answer sequences (see examples above and in the conversation).

Even the subject, already in focus in normal sentence order,

is put into cleft constructions(see example 6 above).Besides

the simple present and past, most other verbforms cannot

take part in a cleft construction. The principle other form

which participates in cleft constructions is the desiderative,

which is covered in 19.7.

227
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11.3. THE COMPOUND VERB WITH:THE COMPLETIVE MEANING.

This lesson contains an item, 0311C4b CA....i)CSLEA

'finished, ran out', where two past tense forms appear to

follow each other back to back. This is actually an

instance of a compound verb, a common occurrence in

Malayalam, in which the main verb is followed by a modifier

verb which adds a further detail or shade of meaning.

Compound verbs are more fully treated in 21.6. As a

preview, you should know that the main verb (always the first

of the two) here is <141C1rr0 'finished, ran out'.

The addition of the modifier gew.-1, emphasizes the

completion of the action, or the finality of the circum-

stances. It is important to realize that the meaning of a

verb functioning as a modifier is quite distinct from that

which it has as a main verb. Thus the modifier 4"..1)dhca,
should be considered as a separate entity from the main

verb gni) abdh .

As a modifier verb, (Or J) with its completive

meaning can only occur with main verbs which ate intransitive

and which show a change of state. In this lesson

CAM COI denotes a change from a condition of something

being present (as with meat) or in progress (as with a

meeting) to a condition in which it is not present,' or not

taking place. enI,ChCe") as a modifier does occur

with transitive verbs, but in such cases it has an entirely

different meaning, i.e. that of lack of volition, or intent,

on the part of the actor (see 21.6D. )
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11,4. IRREGULAR PAST FORMS OF ( n)6nrrb ANDAD6111.

The verbt) (,C0) has two meanings, 'to be' and

'to become'. A list of its forms appears in the Reference

List for Lesson Twelve. (03 c0) has the irregular past

form Cfrr9cSarA , but this functions only with the meaning

'became'. The past tense of the 'be' meaning, i.e. 'was,

were', is handled by

of arD6C31({)litecicth
Z)C6ICY11

which in its own

, the past form

present tense.form

means 'has recently become' (see 9.2). Witness:

1. n-Ot)D- CilACSU7

out right.'

242514 ...ZCWVISYCMWekno. 'The meat went bad.'

3.06Y'0016)Ci Wine CD3Catt ti@Cril,Cla 'His name became. Raman.

4. ar0().1 61 (NA eft-infe coca .-3.40 ern 9 CStIf c c'rTb
'His name was Raman.'

5.0.T.ta.Me,ciCisyNatryyrb, 'This was, used to be, mine.'

6-ergi4Ci CrIcrn)COCOIrrrb. 'The movie was good.'

'Everything became, turned

The past negatives of 'be' and 'became' are formed in

the normal way by adding - to the positive past

forms just set forth. Thus:

7.Q.C1-g .2.1Fra6140)(19-r 'The meat did not go bad.'

8.pm. n4)gqciwcfActsciAw., wasn't mine.'

The locative/existive verb glirri% has no past

tense of its own. Therefore, past tense forms of the
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N1V.),C$5(01complex verb &...(r Ito occur, come into

being' and the less commonaerr3)44063441to be, or

have just been, taking place' are used. A similar distinc-

tion in meaning exists here with gl6in1 7CSM used to

refer to a change of state, and aerrt)Calanrra used

for the ordinary past tense senses of 'be', 'exist', 'have',

etc. Witness:

9. reiS6rnCtrrtACA 63 c CESibn_JC131 cV a-n-s

'An accident occurred in the city.'

10 . glen?) CO)rfanej rh.4)471dra cerbAsorimi&syr3)4.
'My little sister was born this morning' (literally,

to little sister was born to me this morning.')

11. erre asyb isu cesti Ern O osrrs, u 0.4
'It's now that he has come into money.'

12. ei-g incTil, 6161614 CD r2-.1 4WD 2CaCiaerreb

'I had money (with mel then.'

13. .Aciz actor ciiictrt . 2CLCr3 CYrts -
I

'The teacher was at school today.'

14. Mb e 33% Qelf1161S 6Irn -3-1)CQMen 5 6rrt)Ca15301-O

'There was a teashop here at.that time.'

Note that forms its negative in the

usual way by adding 4E9364 . The negative of

CntiCZ1(57however, takes the special form S.paCtranrrb .

15. 6106 'Nothing happened.'

16. 6 1--ic1 2;) Cr": tacuk, Qs51., ents1 cyra .

'The teacher was not at school today.'

230
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11.5. THE PAST TENSE OF DES1DERATIVE FORMS.

Any desiderative may be put into the past by adding

(619ariSrYYZI to the positive or negative desiderative

forrh. The distinction between desire and obligation,

represented by dative versus nominative subject, still

holds as these examples illustrate.

1. 411"Aceer r11eb6TIN eactqcria: I wanted to come.'

2.61nibcrb 01(b6rnGt7asran was supposed to come.'

3-44)4061 (1106TMLOSICA-6.1I didn't want to come.'

4 Prn,efi7 al Ca era,ran(Ira was not required to come.

A slightly different emphatic form is fairly frequently

used in which the desiderative is embedded within a

carrier sentence using -41-61r1Th with the main verb
.1

. Here are the emphatic equivalents for Examples

1 to 4 above.

5. eti..Mcrc) :O raa Cb en-in 6)Q cYtra 7 Mr)) cra (Deb

'I wanted to came.'

6. crzri) cril ell CI inY". GICryb Cre$ h") ern .
'I was supposed to come.'

r4DCR ce151 CIA rb61ert'7 Q1 rn 6YY3 7 CSC))MS rera .
'I didn't want to came.'

8. tif6),(4 cLi('beyrt)cicsoryntrreg3cactry-nea,

'I was not required to come.'
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REFERENCE LIST

Simple Forms of the Verb

Positive

443Q
ErAm:Ai:4g

ice% sl cos t pou.4.3
cob Lesvrrte

Future/
Potential

Future/definite/
Habitual

Past

Desiderative/
Obligational

Permissive

Command

Present

Simple Forms of (1344o, To

ict5111),ebe

etc.
, Gsurz2 71°b

[`-'19670074 s s are,
G3n, coarrn Goy
ase3arita3aya Becomes,

Future/
Potential

Future Definite/
Habitutl

Past

Desiderative/
Obligational

Permissive

CSTOj cf

cerD cfs

Ctrt)cr.Arsserva Was, were,

cls-)79ca .Became,

agreo ce,Ern

Negative

d):sSidm E.0.6ytift, s.e.vere.

c96s1 ces)6rs C pc. U. a 3

ceb dig% cri)gd

gl dhs-6caustrligj

cfizzscer$ mr) gs;

ce a .59 '41

cea sl cern syd

Be,

cc5r9 et)

etc.
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Become

cen9cOlcisbcml Ea.bmptiSeveYefarg
csres)ertesyys

can) cfr;rg C-Fortr.13
care n

csro)
cye-ro

rr-41 fsici

raTr" ce:s cal car.hra

cz-t-v) c a ors c?-nn sci

co &I)

CS-9 cff) errrs
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0:017 6Yrt cth

Past tame t Mtn 611% )43

-3-4n (710-D

CaYb M.,erIcih,sYY%

C.X.S1 Grilso

r_txst tense 3JJ3

ncCn'tsTri, 7 (2) ert)

Cf17D 6"rn 67ns

233
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S tCoe"C1/4

stok.v_n 4.Clors 4 616121 c6 -6errn o

IA Qs 13.4;:tp,1-

10a.ht
na4L0l ita
halm- t
cuA..0t-mstor, rytotyk.a_y- krAuuzria..A

tze ev
cv-To t clt-tO/N

11NAr ZS W Lso tiVEYe:al...-

04.r: Y1

uja-kt rum-GM, kekve_ t A

(.1) tuo

aobZ wa.vt. t s adz_
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as's,

63 arb J

e cft rin czni cro
1

rri4j

61 cfNer% eJ ra 6-3 S

.-45D 6rrs ce-tr
Past tens e. : a6cy3 '3 CfrInel3

cers0 61 oth 7 6ylsr)...1 no a

211

t bl CY-Q-0. s,-e.

Vocabulary

11,26 .642.

p 1.1 Ore,

txt-v Cc, bin rrto
Most 44

SOAL.A..k..it4s A Oy cx-120,.± Aka.

wok
a IA O LJ4 kt Cc.

c1.4:14 E. PI.J, c63 s1cD,L3c3

tuck. to.kes a ss.0 < 4:ekte-d noun
loss ess

acaz,

sou T by,t , Ler he.t:

mr3..k 0.if1.4t YA:ra
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READING PRACTICE
v

how Airmis joined to the end of quotes in the following.

ry), el

m 7 610._

3. 61a.

1+. rn)ng-
arrb

caraga_b.

9.

( eb, 61 Q cm) -2_1 n 6-rrrnra ,

zs cos ca (WV n 6Yrrza

snrn52,

zl n normal

rt..> err) 61 fa tYYD''

ro 6'n3 :not) rrro

vb glob) 6'1 6/"Y1 rrYil en--1 n era-roa ,

VD Cat) 00 61 q1 rrn; arty-ma

cry rbr)csu ) cstc\ns36vrri rnB isseproz, ,

Vb en a C5.(31;t:i ass 61 a erri;1 ertrrsa

4-61 csti 6-10.1 tyro'

ns rrril ell g) frets

'I 1 rrn t-r6 rn-:1 t,c1 nou ry4 e

n trrims2)

g . u3) 0)a.° Cr osrp 4rcel opernrrys cry-01

13.

(1 errv-roa

6"&"714a3 21 ra g 61 CAJ cm`' 141

2,7
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B. Note the desiderative/obligational forms of these verbs.

It441.101 VC:qv_
act:EA:ye.

6-5r31dfits1 6Yr3

aro CU clikl 61n

ri_tql..d351
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CONVERSATION

-.:PC:21) en S C3.4133 cosgi gz) 6-J_I On Fs,

,Cs., s-b 1 rill dry-tn s'Yo-renel qs,z) g gd awe

eb"`Irb rrt 6-3-..1 a

Cgcalln ra-lj (-2-1 C2-3 Clla C1547 d CYN.8 6-2-S CI .6-rre . (Srer a-1 61,._S reft)

ale) ceNr) ca,.-0 (.() ciA 61:06yrt

g dth o-rn 61 at rr-re c.) tea, . r*-161Ai

cretr

61ce, ,67-4)
g d") 61110

mr) (063 0-1 c-rs e cv46"hil (Ea fm.

6-) .;') 6no Cd5rapr...D1M2 evi

. cfrsg" rgrb rxa cS &wan% ea.1.) eta,:

(3.7Cg : .-241) rYcl ca6S%-) ant-2.1 ce>"):3 era rY:31 rni CI

ce)167Ths-rn , m,61A_ Tice-) )errt g ,c5L3 art Cann/ ect4 2?
athn (1-r1J : ry-fi 4...errt, ern r,n 1 ch ern errs' . crrb causlirr,

n41 ctsra C.1 an est ndf, 69,
b 11 7 cfh am o. crra 67 szi ej341 nit csrb (-1.1 V o cefls6°

(bid (r% 6-3-1 C43 ss a .7 Cstil CZ;) cats3 .

Cact): c4:1 4, .1.0 ern g Zl nrre)
m..S1 a cols-6%) In 4:01 arr% C21 ?
Ern crlt ern 6-) (Yr) 61 cf)) 6YY36 ) digs v , =2,

(Grp C9:31 cfe6.) cr6 a%) GLICR467%

cycl rn cets- c :O cfh4.61S Et 61 S .2_1 ceh Ca e gc1

("?D .41 cm, art 0151.6 693 c21 ) cO 6 . e-2-Isert
asy-9,2_01 g & rInr) era (e,( )-4 61.5))4
cee) 61 deb ) criet ra ins

ci 2as s. Gt3) .

e, Ctrt 67n) rr4 ..._ts-rrsd)tr)r) cf)7,6rft

237
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1. Form phrases by adding 4g56VS and putting the words provided
into the appropriate (possessive) form as in the model.

meat. t can COara-Ci* osra cerraCI 61 ("T 5

gan3arn3InN) 3 A
ea-arigICel 0
Carp MS 00

crt)

6-1 cads clip

Ca Ern

cSra, cEtb Sr)

(7511) el-I crib

2. Change the following sentences to negative as in the model.

)11044 el: fu-g) 041 any Cent 15-1-1n Cm0

'241) aw: czrb C2.3 ce),drn 6w-s .

cft alc/31 cD rrtnerc)ca cols awl crel

2 ml c m e a. .3 61 cs ki.0 cfro

3 61Tri 66-r LID &'63" ara 2-6nrIrl CSU Ce, 7 eij (1-1 ) trarSq Cern 6W-1 c,

cru 3 en re-y; c-on ce-rn e ern ?

S. m;) (5Th r>.- ere 6 %car) 67r, >

6 e2-41 041 cersbu Caei ) .-2-1 CD cell Ern 0

, Crn EGY3 6 > art .-3.1 el (SU ere) 0

m_c-v-v-b CA Sinn 0 .

(tr1 6 2 60 an n 7 co-) ern 0

10 ' 3C. 6-)s can is-).-/,7,

61 Ce7 trYll g -2_1) ceh 611-10

238
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3. Make the quotes below into reported speech by adding
and using either ra_lricravtra or g-Al2(314as appropriate.

n_IF(11 ,

.
(-2_1 orb e.

3. 661'5 Jo cidfir: ceo elemn, ?

14. , ern) an eb o
5. Cerra CU ,0

b enrkfrk cYcl

(-Grp ti ra-cri ("L) v7 S car La (-4 c063 0 ?

en)n isms &lac:2)6w)

ch rg) celij g 6-n-S .

40 Caro (m... glsa.." ca
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4. Read the following sentences, making sure you understand the
meaning, then practice them orally repeating after the teacher.

i. CInst:Ijcas-b%j Cro CY1 can.)c, ,

2. <IA), (CI nei :r-Ls csu c"?,j (Srb 9-S1 C2) .

3 C?I'd),° 1 a6)1-19 Ce5i4 C an rill 5 g -2..1,6)6173 ,

ck ci) en-n ctb 616Trs errij 6yara2, .

S. calm & CWO cza c;;J cyl s carat rzt
6)&17 7 dh e ita

, isrt cri) cry, o Cb1 c-o b7 s ?

__CD en CtErxiu ,41-1 ra_ncri S J 61-e-ge CM CB l c'..1)
rti carte a el-infrou Q e_, cp (.2_1(1 C5t.1 ert

.Cgra nri ck.) Trn v

9 co 15-Yrs"' (-6-yr ,sh 6 nrres c-61-11 au ) ao 6-rr"%o Cal arl .

10 - m cOTS3Q (b) 6161 el% Ca(41 rtrt rrr54

rndn cel -.4) 4, (On 61,-) ,

24a

6-6 MB
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5. Translate into Malayalam.

1. You can see him tomorrow.
a.You shouldn't speak to the teacher that way.

3. The doctor's wife is not well, did you know that?
4. Is your child a son or a daughter?
6. You ought to know how to write.Malayalam.
7. Can you teach us to make curry?
8. I want to call my husband.
9. He said I should not do (any) work today.

10. Are you able to walk as far as the hospital?

6. Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

6rtn2 evio rarD e*J-1 e % zl c3)&15/6'% ?
492 ,Lierncrtro v.3_1 r1 csrayn cm.`"

3 . Cb) cib ceS 614 ?

myv 211 cart 02-61b r;) c26 Fri)

rA1 6'ns) 61313 4_67 S s 2t (-0'6 c-t-rasISI rain, dh)

12. Mrb Z 61 C1 C6rb 45")-10 ;) c2.), ?

asyv cal 67 s csu Q (-1.1 csu Cb > 6YYD ?

. 66r3u\o cy4, 6n e,7 6y; g.2_17d5 gori?

. c4s-fb el-I dhs- .4\ d3 cth

i0 (y-, cep 6-)^1-5 2 cf)zr) C2,D

7. Write out all/the simple forms of the verbs below. (See the
reference list at the beginning of this lesson.)

C{SrD C9.1 ce61(07

M cetca deS

dh 5-1524 Cel

24.1
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GRAMMAR NOTES

12.1. CONSONANT DOUBLING IN CASEFORMS OF WORDS IN (1

It was seen in 2.1 that certain words double their final

consonant before adding case endings as with. eln

'house', Cal i)03-16 'at home, in the house'. The same

words ending in ( Theprinciple operates for' some

doubled form of 0 , , is pronounced

like English Jt, in the word "sighting," but without any

aspiration. Thus the locative form of cucsa)
'stomach' is ClICSL)6)(14 'in the stomach'. Similarly,

one word for 'river' ct3)r6 , which looks and sounds

exactly like the number 'six', forms it's locative as

("6")441105t'at, in the river'. Not all words ending in Cg
follow this rule, however. Thus lit0c-iN 'car' makes its

forms normally, i.e. dDY)Cc)(1A 'in the car'.

V
12.2 INDIRECT QUOTES WITH THE QUOTATIVE MARKER4krb .

It was pointed out in 8.5 that there are two ways of reporting

someone else's words in Malayalam: using the infinitive

4-3 crh 7 form of the verb for commands, and the quotative

imarker rugrnii for all other kinds of statements, questions,

etc. Indirect quotes of this kind are even more common in

Malayalam than in English since direct quotes using printed

quotation marks is used only in some English influenced

kinds of writing. What actually happens in these reported

speech cases is that the indirect quote is embedded within

the reporting sentence, becoming the direct object of the

reporting verb. Following the normal order of elements

242
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within the sentence, the reported. sentence (object) falls

between the subject and the verb of the reporting (main)

sentence. An indirect objectyindicating who the quote was

originally addressed tolis always present in the mind of

the speaker and of the hearer, though it is frequently

omitted in the report. If stated, the indirect object is
.1) 7

easily recognized by its addressive ending -6-0%

(see 8.31. The indirect object, and any adverbswill

normally came in the early part of the sentence, perhaps

before, perhaps after the subject, but in any case, to the

left of the reported sentence object. For stylistic reasons

the normal order of elements is sometimes changed, prittQnq

the embedded quote either first or last in the sentence

the other elements relocated accordingly (always keeping the

basic rules that the subject may only precede, and never

follow the verb, and that the verb must occupy the last

possible position consonant with the overall structure of

the sentence). Examples 1-3 below are all acceptable versions

of the same report:

1. Ce5rb 2,1 crt (MM. (re) CitI ow 61 sYncTrb

'He said it was all right.'

2. aPriogl CfbriC)ICSI/5616YrICTYb Qirbt 1.1 crizi

1

°It was all right, he said.'

3* cgrbc1.1c-ri, eu_...incrtrrrs? Ub 41csaJJ616--mc-fra.
'He said it was all right.'

n 6113YZia

n_I n 6rsnsa,

243
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In reported speech in Malayalam, the verb tense used in

the original speeah. act Is preserved, never changed in the

report as in English. The timeframe in which the original

speech act took place, or will take place, is signaled by

the main (reporting) verb only. Thus a past tense verb in a

reported quote means that the person quoted was speaking of

past time in reference to when he was speaking as in:

4 . <Z3ra Cal cr CZSYZ) M (CA CR-) calScra 4I ara es-1n 6rary52.

'He said that was all right.'

You will probably have no difficulty in understanding the

time relationship between the reporting verb and the

reported speech when you hear or read these indirect quotes

in Malayalam, but you will have to be careful in speaking or

writing, particularly in the early stages of learning, not to

transfer your well ingrained English habit of changing the

verb tenses in the reported speech to coincide with those of

the reporting verb. Also on those rare occasions when you

translate Malayalam into English - -- to be used sparingly in

.languagelearning-- make sure to readjust the verb tenses

in reported speech according to English rules. You may

notice speakers of Indian English transferring their

Malayalam conventions in indirect quotes such as "I thought

I will came and see you," "We will find out where did they

go," and the like. Ycu can see from this, and from example

6 below that Malayalam preserves the original word order in

reported questions rather than rearranging them as in Englsh.
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It may further be seen that the citation or quotative marker

11-04701r must always be present in Malayalam and may never

be dropped as with_ 'that' in English.

Malayalam is like English, however, in that it usually

changes the pronouns in reported speech to fit the frame of

reference of the reporting speaker and listener. Thus if a

respected female speaker says mAg)gitih5I 4to me', this

will be changed to canciiiices6 'to her' when her speech

is reported; if a speaker says C1c16761100 'you', it

becomes 6117'04 'I' in the report; and so on. Witness:

5. car) ce-trb`i crr eu-in ishrIfy-a.

'She said she didn't like it.'
j 0

6. 14Cter5)) r'24 61rn2 s t"._1')c9.) (6)62)Nrb CI-21);1416141

'Won't my husband ask where I went?'

7. (1prb(i g si 01) GI gtplOnsbC1? 61ca) rrra IE..2, 16)S?

'Shall I ask them.if they can come, tomorrow ?'

8. CBraC51300 6 Ica crrC's . CI TarrarB .

'He said he would do it..

9. aertSu (116')& c3-41e#_ C5Y7D (g52.64
#51.:61) srri, g (2-1 dh 6Yri Ca cr4 e2-61c4lc 063 MTh (11 eS2J Chle .

'I would like to know which hospital.sistet wants to

take her to.'

Note that reported sentences with ft..(PC`Ifro , as with

all others in Malayalam, omit subjects, objects, and other

. 245
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elements which are clear from the context..

-4.)
Any indirect quote may be clefted by placing caroysra

4after the quotative marker es-Orn , and making the
U,

reporting verb into a past or present verbal noun with -051-412.

These embedded sentences with n41)(WO are used not only

to report what others say, but also for thoughts, feelings,

doubts, fears (see 17.21 and for things which one wishes to

find out (example 9 above). They are, therefore, a very

important aspect of the language to master.

12.3. NORMS OF ADDRESS AND REFERENCE FOR HUSBANDS AND

WIVES. It was traditional in Kerala, and throughout much of
1

India, for wives not to speak their husband's name. In the

generation of those who are now grandparents, Hindu wives

used e°-a-ISC both in addressing and referring to

their husbands while Christian wives used orro-a.pcszic-ft

or the given name plus CeYb-i>egirr) . The term

C'ESI615 Obi literally 'the children's

father' was also in use, particularly among Christians. Many

traditional practices are changing under the impact of mass

education and Westernization. Hence, some wives in the former

generation, and many in the present one, both call their

husbands by name and refer to them by name while talking 'to

others.. This is spreading rapidly among the current genera-

tion, thaugh the extent varies with community, social class,

and even individual family.
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Husbands of all communities traditionally rf3ferred to

their wives by name or 'by 'wife'. Very

colloquially, and among or to members of the lower social

classes the temnaaffrAgkiliagoiageiiliterally 'female

child' is; used for wife/pith. its corresponding male term

4:0,241! used for husband as reference terms only.

In addressing the wife, the pronoun <14) is traditional

and, as this lesson's conversation shows, is still in common

use. The feminine form of the familiar vocative particle

41 51 literally 'hey, you', was common but is now going

out of use. Both 041 and ri-41S1 signify

intimacy as well as social inferiority so that opinions vary

as to the question of which meaning dominates in the rise of

these forms from husbands to wives. In any event, there is

a growing tendency now to avoid these marked forms and keep

to the relative safety of calling one's wife by name.

12.4. VERBAL NOUNS WITH POSTI-OSITIONS. When a verbal

noun is governed by a postposition, it is subject to the

same rules as other nouns in terms of carrying the ending

which the postposition requires. Thus when the verbal noun

ge161,011Willigi occurs with the postposition gragi

'before' in this lesson's conversation, it must carry the

dative ending, yielding the phrase enA,ChCrn(Qerb

'before going'. These 17erbal nouns act:tinily represent

sentences which are embedded as what English grammar would

call the object of the postposition. Note'that the other

elementt in the embedded-sentence are also a part of the

postpositional Orase as in:

24 7
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1. 6161n.kere Wm coo an-j) crtri)ast gniDchrynt-Qcfb Crnij
'before going to the office this afternoon'

2. c c:LI c(111,4u era) -..At-ts;) rya g (fa rat

'after having asked them'

Note that either present or past tense verbal nouns may occur in

these phrases. Ordinarily the subject of the naminalized verb

is included in the postposittonal phrase only if it is not clear

from context, or if it differs from the subject of the main

verb of the sentence. Witness:

3. ailVIrt, CZYD%..611C4Ctit C'AICY'r" C1117151(1141(4cM

°C ralci >rro cet C"( CjC el) .
'Let me.make the curry before my husband comes (borne) from

the office.'

12.5. TRH PERMISSIVE FORM OF THE VERB. The permissive has
ta_

the same form for all verbs, i.e. the present stem plus -tra61§.
g

It may be formed by removing - Stria from the simple present
I

and replacing it with -along. Examples appear in this and

in succeeding lessons.

The permissive occurs most often with first person

subjects, particulaxlyarnni , and in these cases is usually

translated as 'let', 'shall', or 'may'. As may be seen, it is

most often a question. Its most common occurrence is that in

the last line of Lesson Eight's conversation, OnT))4 gc2.17ce1

literally 'may I go'. This reflects a rather different convention

from that operating in English-speaking cultures, but at the
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deeper level, both are forms of courtesy. In English, we soften

the blow of terminating a conversation by apologetically stating

some reason which constrains us reluctantly to leave. The

Malayali softens the blow by deferentially requesting the host's

permission to go. The outmoded English expression "I take your

leave* shows that our politeness mechanisms were once much closer.

Malayalam also has a more straightforward means of leavetaking

as inarMY1 grAIDA(yra 'I am going', which may be used in

very informal situations or, especially, when it has been

previously been established that you will be leaving.

In other eases the permissive reflects a more genuine

request or expression of personal desire. Witness:

1.6)10)4 ge, azytAilhar414616)§qiey I take this book?'

2. arrb461S nen al S nj fee ell 3614 CO'6161S

'There's a shop over there; let me buy some bananas.'

3. i3C1 .2t5 ns -11,4:13 C11)(061.S "Shall I give (you) some

more tea?'

Note that the first person, which is the subject in tb,2

Malayalam construction in all meanings, is the object in the 'let'

construction in English. This 'let' meaning is the only one

when this form is used with the third person. Witness:

4. (15(2FM e,n.1)(fhnS. 'let it go', i.e. 'Nevermind.'

5. (aSYber66\rn) arl,dhldIs

6. osra(114 glrallSg( MICS'Let him stay here.'

'Let it be (thus) '

The permissive has no negative, and the question form with -Co)

is rarely used.
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bag .F0-(xe eax

IzextehAl ss c)

hove crt-btn. ta.1c....2.K

ho 'J e A2-42-4

a_ 1) yess-L"aa

cfr te_ htesitIT
LLA ,

I ak o vult kiN.,2,c,o, kz.vie_

V1 -eta-

I Lodi msE oro,43t to
ou_ .

, J reV tous

Qi_ke as
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READING

)A. Note how 14 combines with.

col &sue) I ea-IQ-3D

(11)eigiceeS81) I r2-b4134
AVitt I dhlS144:

ernanletr314:3CM cOSSeih

%,d31P4c01 -2.41%rown

61(00%4634h 610)13Vrvrilt61

es_t csitth i n-in m-4ij

B. Note how 11 err% joins

;:n -a=9 Crre

Ma 3 453%31ail rn
dhl Sr\ CIA

g ceei) mit 6-rr-i2

,34)1 orrinel

cnv, %ctrrvii4hircrl:j

(1--i Cve-Yrn 1.6^rir15)

My-0 (41 era-nrnirsou

ens (-rill 6-r<
cy-f-C1 4,s-ry36

g <DIsrl (Tyre

PRACTICE

the ,following verbs.

to these verbs.

6Yril %Irrr"4:

e 4sCrrr4:2

c-2_1 (-Ern crrr4:)
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CONVERSATION

c2)1,-)(1-141 g &re') rtio en.) el16nrn csIrrra 61-r) 6Yr ,

rsn) nen 4) ,6-rn rr M16 -Ey30 go-1061am)
Cerb rrz r-L.1 ("3 0 szsY2Z ?

Ca) u. 21 rr) f trc) . sl 63,94 6'3 ras

ct%7(-1: errnqrrlij C1\3 3 C116rrl CO) ;Ern )0-) (5)1-r-o

crt ,

)(406$51: cr.)) 2 g )k-\() 6("r5b A16-zsQU)64,
CZ,6) At) 6-6Y.,`" trnrrb--71 03 Alert.°

( 1 3 Q t C 9 . 3 g s y y s 6 1 c u (ley') e3'`U nIcst) > c4
AN.) Cc) ger% )%) ortn)net 0

ceh 6-yznra-)V

01)) ) do s3 LSO rbrA , cn) 61s-r-sclo (0.6"-Z nr.) (1161(n

ce), cm,

Qi) Lk.) ry-lo rn emk,coo rY\1 Ofh (5:1 6-Ynevl areD11

oev 3 tsro-ron 76l e...1 2 CESrayab

(2 c-3-3 cls"Irsn c8-e3 (-23 rrt
6 1 - 2 ) , 3 (4 Cr' t crr-v-D`)

nnib MD et ; (SO rec) .61 n ,Cdai a qvz) ).z ert
rb() CR3 63-6-c) . rfn 6-encoo t 3 C136)/ 1514

61 61 cfh SAC)r4 (Y)r) Ma <-2_1 (.11.13 c5t6 6-) 5

6)-r)
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Conversation

asyb 04") (Thnsao

C ry-1 ca) fyyn (Ssra at.) D

6\ en flper) rnr\ cry-a-C) 023()Ar*" 4);14)c

dh 6Y1) einetS0 I Mr1) k-10 ern" r147

(6rD C5t3 7 63 % rnfl artsc.-o ce,ss'a el

ren CYQ 5 <-6 . Tray) Ch (PA nen
cstn cems-re, s

eagm,e4 ry.0)A1 21 CD&_\ cz (-821)

p.,_,1 .7 el rzry-crq ert, dieVzarYkl

ev>13e1 ele1.15 cetr) (rel o rerrb_elj

pi 5 et .cps.\ 6-)ci slyer r2r-i
-2-13 n o CA %63.6-7 4y4n a ,

C,tt)21ry-t) Crin r era 616e3, rn (bra >17.) 61 s

(h.)
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EXERCISES

1. A. Repeat after the teacher, counting by tens from ten to one
hundred.

B. The teacher will assign specific decades. Practice counting,
using all the numbers up to the following decade (say from
30-40, for example), so that you can recite than fluently
when called on. Use the list of numbers in the reference
list at the begtnning.of Lesson Seven for help. Keep in
mind that final'Onr'is single in the names 2f the decades,
thus a voiced fricative sound, but doubled culmq4when the
integers are added, thus becoming a voiceless stop sound.

2. A. Give the Malayalam for the following numbers.

25 38 53 21
33 44 99 87
75 , 66 35 59

B. The teacher will call on individual students. Each student,
in turn, calls on another student, giving him two numbers
between twenty and one hundred, hopefully not too far apart.
The designated student must then count from the lower to

higher number, with no mistakes or omissions. Note, if a
higher number is given followed by a lower number, the
designated student must count backwards.

3. Make the pairs of senttncesj41 each item below into a single
complex sentence using " Note that this will require
dropping of the connecting word at the beginning of the
second sentence.

. CM, calb eyrD rrn C VD Cel4) ,

2. me CS1.1 ')& o m g e_i ,s 161 rrn

4:4 cihn crrn

3. crU,(416-1rn cfs 6ry-L, csrb Dc.) c$6))0

IF. (en) 'D 30 15"lecrl j c-cr)r) Cerl c-trrzgl -2--5

4-34) n CAA g Ca Lira CRS) eZt r1-1

c-r) 6150)30 ..c-on ce-61 . 161 crn 6-r, ev7

e eR 2e..11 cal 6Tha
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tcrin 64nr6Lo e .

CY15-1 Can c-54)

(Th-.1 Co 3 c. ,*

. reyb el-r-1)6-1 s e .

(Sr?) 03:2 a esti 6srn c".--1 7 68Y3( eurikrrn

615Thr) ce-n e-rt 13 ,CS ,

Cr411 I (._8 (Inn az) rr <7C) .

r2-21 61ern 6-) s c71_J cln-a ,

O. ces cru ca csa) 0 (14 00 6%G . earl cY-r)

c&co ti 61 ra a@-inD

6
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4. Read the following making sure you understand the meaning,
tive.n practice orally by repeating after the teacher.

1. LA1 can CI cu ce-a 6-1*Yir) ry-Ir\ rZ6) s c-a4)

ce-)6Yr)

2 crcl 6-6Nr6z, ce6-6`) c83 n co, 41
coy, cry) ,c. .

3 ei ce-ts--6`) C-234

rYin ce-3J g cszi()

4. (-1-61s 4,1 (-4) ca, 7 "S.4\ Ch 44) 46°

CZYbrn..1-e_l an-Q(1A C

61rn

5 . (1-41rorl da-s3) cer3 n* a-1 EInn rtrAcrirY" (15YVel.iviq46 rri:
cyi D (i) resYb 7 eser-1 cb 0

cneb,t.Ca, ?
ce,c, ges ! cts rill 6>S e. rr
Mre. nr) CR.) g Ca 7 7

GlSrb ri) D eN-L ti.J s1 qrj , relra c2r2t C. csti

eas err-14 ri\-3 erl ' cs-srai e-r-O zJ
c\

Eros 2:1 14 21 ra ) o .

S. Ist..0 6,-15-en e e-,-) QM)
col ) d3-511

6) 6-1 cf,> Cara 1r04) CO

257
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Q4 c:;6 e-n_u

vb earl dc) 62.31 6-Yri%)

%.Jo. .2-0rnel c136-6 rEn 6, 5 en /Ern 4-6 0.*N431 ryLi

g sl ncel 6nsial b c2 I

! ern 6-6-Y333 rtr-o) z.Q o ca-11

61c$>>6 11To . 61-zr1 ) 4 (75Nrb (193) ro
cfhp.s.)-n1 ,

5. Match the appropriate_translation from B. with the Malayalam
sentences in A. below.

A.

2.

3,

Cera rrt) -24) a, rrn (31 1/41 crArcia) 0

cO S)4 rr o3.6-)

675Y2n Celn ,0 .

6-rn 675Y630 ce),).g icft;14`) e ce, 7

5, cc -Yzi) crq rnq s ce-6-rysl e6Ins ?

0
6 . r" errerrerlel all1) (-1-1 ("1_6c-trt ) cc

25s
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(-n1 orrb GO) c51 ce-61 6-y3 t---rrr2a rrre° c0 6Yr) 0 ,

e.00)

2 . cam c13;1 C. e-3 281 68Ysl--46146)6Yrtex.1) ,

. ( 0 e co)s(1%° ..2.41&1 7C

VD rot ) &rig .

1o. 611S1 rY-10 e r3 ,t-ro Qi-ns, .0;1 csaS1

ry-1(1 661-2,30 6 cam'? g, ce-s1 o Cb .

B.

1. When the gentleman heard of the matter, he fixed everything.

2. He asked me before taking the book.

3. I can make dosas for all of you.

4. Let's buy the tickets after we get on the bus.

5. Don't eat standiver up. Sit down to eat, hear!

6. Have you seen that movie?

7. I'll go into this shop and look,

8. We'll go after we've had coffee.

9. Get two kilos of meat from the market.

10. They went home after they said this.

t
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. Prepare written Malayalam responses to the following.

rr CZM-)ctrz ENS (-6-t-b CY-b c=.

-01)6Qcentsrti ?

Z. ct%srl

3. ca e 6-rrs ?

eXX conl

61E% 4391 acilert 6-)ccfm-, 6-1-r ?
(7)) csq, o &IQ cR ons ci)4= al, Clip

Cfh Sr) iCrrYS ?
CT) , aro) ra csu ts-Yrb°

Ca"6-rn-DrA (-1-1 rrnj
cri 6-11- erlq CR.) ,z-ij nr>?il o nen

tl %%)ts-rn 61c0-1, 6-rrt ca 6- ?
S. cf))

Qv
resy-ron_ic./zA eisra ?

9. nruDar) (5,4 (211 cr.cl 6154' ) rtrn ?
fo . dih _s-try-641 ez.)1 Errs 7

Exercises
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o fl

7. Add --11 and ai-lerti, to the following past tense forms.

c)..J

W))

Rt.)

rv-1 5 cwt
6Th

CIS") CT-Y-25
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GRAMMAR NOTES

13.1. THE PRESENT PERFECT FORM OF THE VERB. The present

perfect form of the verb is made up of the conjunctive verbform
C v 9

(partici.ple)., plus the perfective marker - I , plus

glpx-4- . Conjunctive verbforms end either in or or in

the echo vowel 41 (see 13.2). Note that when it ends in
6

the joining device Cg) is required before - 1%. . In

d
all other cases, the echo vowel drops before -1 is

added. Witness:

1. ,r6 1%4 61CM ace, ()O Ct& CIrre2CL\@4 b.
'Has the clerk corrected the mistakes?'

2- ea, tra CO)4144 giSiS) ?

'Have you ever eaten dose' ?:

Note that the two exceptions which do not take CID are e"...)(97))

°went' and Carly:5n 'became, which loose their final

before:-117 , c.f.

3. ccrb 0-1cri Can) Alst CO foGY M ?

'Has he ever been to Madras?'
.3

4.

'The meat has gone bad, is spoiled.'

The present perfect is used somewhat livis often in Malayalam

than its counterpart. in English, It is tmed to describe a

completed event (hence the necessity of the completive marker

) in past time, but one whose effects are still

significantly in force in the preser.._ Many events which are

reported by present perfect verbforms in English,such as 'the

taxi has come' , 'they have had to study a lot this week', etc.

2 62
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are reported by simple past tense verbs in Malayalam, viz.$)4)
M.") arc, asyboxb A-1Ceexurncoeflcovn. etc.

Malayalam present perfect forms are often not equivalent in

meaning to their English counterpart. This is particularly

evident with same intransitive verbs as in:

Cetins rrnfl %.6-Ynu.

'The cloth shop is open.'

6. gOcILS) g CZ) c-fb({51 az) ) ca)) 6Yrij

'Tba radio is fixed.'

This usage is also very common with transitive verbs in which

case the object of the verb is usually in focus, though the

subject can also be included for clarity. Witness:
.)

7. COICC) n_14 %pc% 'The curry is made.'

CM, cr6 cli-11%4Trfi, 'I've made the curry'

or 'I've got the curry made.'

The present perfect is also used in 'have you ever ...'

and 'hzve you ... before' sentences. In such questions there

is more emphasis on the results flowing from the action than on

the fact of having done it. The real intent of example 2, for

instance, is whether the person is familiar with what a dosa is,

how it tastes, and so on rather than the fact of having eaten

one. The importance of the results are also clear in these

examples.

9. dhe(YUCtdb6152 61651 cm.°) ("S" c7-1-*(11VYi
'The chairs, and everything, have been put into that room'

(Indian English s... have been kept in that room.')

10 C7.51-b) riNSA rir1 ca cen rnfil 67rg

'Have you seen that movie?'

'263
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The negative of the present perfect is made simply by

replacing with Q..trj . For purposes of

a narrative, the focus may be placed on the results of an

action at some point in past, rather than present time by

replacing g16)11 with its past foria,06Yrg,(SOCUICYrb .

Sentences with present perfect verbs may .1.,c clefted by placing

63116 ITO after the desired element and replacing Err%

with its present verbal noun . Witness:

11. CirS)antkl r%.(ng esS) 36'4 r1.4)e.rniZ 41 maim rt.-in ?

'When have you told me that?'

ielQuestions containing verbforms may be

answered with the full positive or negative present perfect

form of the verb appearing in the question, but are just as

frequently answered by the short forms QICYr4 or aw .

13.2. THE CONJUNCTIVE VEREFORM (PARTICIPLE). You have

already seen in 13.1 above that the conjunctive verbform is used

in forming the present perfect and past perfect verbforms. It

is also used in the coordinate and subordinate clauses of

complex sentences (see 13.3) hence with all these functions, it

is very common in the language. It is formed from the past

tense in a very straightforward manner. Past forms ending in

lashow no change. Those ending in the vowela. reduce-it
14,

to the echo vowel. The perfective marker

always follows a conjunctive verbform in the mind of the speaker

of Malayalam, though often omitted in actual use. When 1.1i

is present, it is joined according to the rules in 13.1.
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The two exceptions, gn....1)(126) and CIMT)4.1)5) , are also

treated in 13.1. Further examples of the use of the

conjunctive participle a1:)ar in 13.3 below.

13.3. THE CONJUNCTIVE VERBFORM IN COMPLEX SENTENCES.

It is very common in spoken, as well as written, language to

join two sentences together into a single complex sentence.

.English has different ways of marking the relationship between

the sentences joined in this way: 'and', 'before', 'after',

and others not relevant here. Malayalam has a single device,

the conjunctive verbform (or participle) capable of expressing

all three of the relationships just mentioned.

language also contains. words for 'before'

CUZInalo ,which can be used to show the relation-

Though the

and

'after'

ship between such claUses (see 12.4), the commonest means of

doing so is with the conjunctive participle.

The common element inthese three situations is the

sequence of time, i.e. that the action of the verb in the

first sentence takes place, and is completed, before the

action of the verb in the second sentence. When joined into

a complex sentence, the verb of the first sentence appears in
4 en

the conjunctive.form, with the perfective marker - 14

understood if not stated, and the verb of the former second

sentence appears in the normal verb slot at the end of the

sentence and carries the verb endings indicating tense, etc.

This suggests that the second verb is the main verb and that

the conjunctive verbform is somehow subsidiary, but this is

.often not the case. In many instances, the two sentences being

265
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joined are of equal importance, and the use of the conjunctive

participle as a linking device simply shows that the two

actions happen in sequence rather than simultaneously. The

resulting complex sentences are equivalent to English compound

sentences joined by 'and', and ihe endings denoting tense, mood,

etc. on the second verb also apply to the first. Note that in

the compound sentences, both verbs must have the same subject.

This otter results in the verbs from the two sentences occurring

immediately after one another in the complex sentence. Witness:

1. dn.-Ina% gCn3 'Go and see.'

2. craleri) <mi.)) g rn ci_10 ()Db.

'I will ask the boss and let you know.' .

3. CZTrb sns 0(ncrAll ca 0 rs.....icQel,..41 (trig)ns
May I sit over there and fill out the form?'

You will find some examples where Malayalam expresses

something in terms of two serial actions but which your English

sense leads you to view as a single action. When our language

uses a single word to represent a complex set of actions, we

tend to regard it as a unitary whole, ignoring its constituent

parts. Thus the final sentence of Conversation Twelve:

4. ca..g.kin)cat 7 e s r t n Crt Q...6rft 6) (0) 6 c")Arb )0 .
literally, 'Then I.will make and bring. (coffee) right away.'

would appear most naturally in English as either 'I will make

(coffee) right away' or 'I will-biing (coffee) right away'.

Perhaps the most common instance of this is the standard

leavetaking

5. g ca.1)Ca CI-kb 6)S 'Let me go and (then) come.'
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In contrast to the compound sentences, there are many

conjoined or complex sentences when one of the two sentences

is clearly subordinate to the other fiom the point of view of

meaning. It is in such cases that the linking devices 'before'

and 'after' are required in the English equivalents. Note that

the complex sentence contains no structural cue as to which

of the two sentences is dominant, and which is subordinate in

meaning. This can only be deduced from other factors such as

one's general knowledge, the specific situation, and sometimes

from the meaning of the two sentences. Thus:
r1

6. co (-21 61 an cchst-rt 0r.("cri)CA c0.63 to ) 0 .

literally 'We'll see Ravi and go to a movie.'

may be rendered either 'we'll go to the movie after we see

Ravi', or 'we'll see Ravi before we go to the movie',

depending on what has been said previously. See also:

7* (14-)61cYni dh)erra.4 IvAll cfravriii 61610N9grol och,lcebuTN.

'You should show it too me before giving it to the clerk.'

8 cert rtelm.rb c-11(-41 6-6)6Brako cel 7.N I chati63e
'We have coffee after coming (back) from church.'

All manner of endings, positive and negative, mayoccur

on the second verb of the complex sentence. Note that when

the second verb carries a negative, this often does not apply

to the first (conjunctive) verb, ac in:

9. CsNrei C JC g cD..r;\ rucrnlgrij .
'He left, but he hasn't come (back).'

Even these complex sentences may be clefted by adding Mn5D6r1rrij

2 7
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after and making the second verb into a verbal
4 a,e

noun. Note that I is required when clefting, and

that this structure places strong emphasis on the first of

the tux, sentences.

10. Ern54 OM PaCENA) en 61"I't 61 ad crra gym,ciAnnay6Yrd

CZYb C 461 S ctheg c-A C 6 Y r -61ceY7 c

'I did check for mistakes before I gave it to him.'

It is also possible to add the emphatic -r4416

with a similar, but even more precise meaning as in:

11. 61031 POI 30 &_.0 ert, CU be g %OA) ciaC5 (CM )eY1)

(Sr) CSU 34615 67 61d) carilccrt

'It was only after correcting the mistakes that I gave it

to him.'

n
13.4. THE INTENSIFYING PREFIX cera cal 1 -. The prefix

1

(811=1el - can be added to same words to intensify their meaning.

For example (SY3)C11 IS-g* 'need° , CEST"b rtli ) C21 Lre) j*

'great, extreme need'. Note that the short E) vowel has
W

be tome CMJ before the initial CS1) of casr!)(1.1(go .

The it in this lesson's conversation CM CIS 03 C11
'very, extremely necessary' is the adjective formed

the final 0
1

from the noun (see 15.2).

to predict which words will accept CesYwarnel

There

SO

by removing

is no way

this

information is mainly for your passive rather than active

vocabulary. Two other cases

forms mr091)3k.D.Jno

EVII(Iicrl 'pain' which forms

are MTZ9e1S)°
'extreme dr.sire,

and

'desire' which

covetousness',

acY0 rzYCI g OICIM
'intense pain'. Malayalam, like English, has a number of

prefixes and suffixes which are used to form derived nouns.
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Some of the more comm.= ones are treated

and Twenty-Three.

Grammar Notes

in Lessons Twenty-Two

13.5. THE PAST VERBAL ADJECTIVE. It was shown in 8.2

how adjectives may be formed from simple present tense verb-

forms by changing the final to Cara . Adjectives may

also be made from past tense vezbforms. Those ending in

replace with an (just as the present forms), while

those ending in require the joining device CS2)

adding the adjectival ending Mb .. Witness:

1. c14)6Inrrol cesrq>2_1 'last week'

2. g UNt2 akrn cmb ri) 'the gentleman who just came'

3, MT &r2.1CDNo Aihco snamig the. bui (we)

before

As the abc2v, examples illustrate, these forms

got that day'

sometimes

appear as simple adjectives, sometimes as the verbal element

of a relative clause.

13.6. EXCEPTIONS TO POSTPOSITIONS REQUIRING ENDINGS.

In 8.1 it was shown that the postpositiongo-1)61U 'like'

requires the accusative .'ending on its preceding noun. This

holds true for all nouns except for those cont?Aning -CerbM

including verbal nouns, which retain the nominative form. See:

1. CC M) g nl) 6)e...3 'like that' like it'.

2. C) (CI(SUM Cez....1361ei 'like the little one'

my) c "in 6-rarna.e....tuto as you (respected) said'

One other postposition,

which also requires the

5 61c7S/ ' besides ' ,

accusative form of receding nouns,
9

behaves similarly with respect to nouns in -opn)gl. Thus:
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4. ctsrbQ_ (ts)6.-)cti>
5. /1-4C-SS) CS23 S)6115)

6. CA3)(10 a...106 r,90.
said'

All other postpositions require

preceding nouns as described in

247
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'besides that', 'besides'

'besides the new one°

S)0041besides what you (respected)

case endings on their

12.4.
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Section Titles in Mal,,yalam Newspapers

01) <-2..1,cer;-tnco-,(>0 ....2zctscanctrfAlart

bj cps R grin serra5-6-1,

Z. a.) rZI)ar)-1,,u-narla
15) nit) Cul CD sLin

3. rtf-1 CO CDtki

, (971:!, C1-1CO

7, a) r".1_1_ cyflYeJ rzi
S. a) cr) I to can Cb CSS)

c)
Cb t)c)

Q cb 6Yr) c j.) siren

q- ane_IcraID D Cr) C1-13.nn ceA

10 - (EMT) --,-(-11rnmraticsaJo

el4ozg.1d)~7..) re/ C9..)

12. D 6)arren .

3 ..1) ()D Un ea--1 cettS" niir4
b) Q66-11 CYk.) o (r).0

CFI) e..9) Cbo

i 5. Cam, n-11) (5:-2)1

271

2vJ s n

Weci Sect Con

ft at.v.,-(t.s.e...yrve_i,t

Sc_a_ne. .

ricucket QtAceris

Ayts ScQr

L-Zte.Ycur Section
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era CYCII CIO Cbcs c.n

Cr) 'D C*0 Lo

(-1..1,cosfin cenlo

eiGad)) rib ariirma,

2 5. cb) (-414

272

Reference List

Ee+pyt

C6LSSL'cLg4t- AtA S A

1 Scd

Muse. -PcNy

M exty.Zrn ct)rx (ca.,

lootc. -sty
AYinCgAil Cefr1 ia.nts

"k9....mclexs Lar-e-YS

ts ScLane_

P.t: I rn,s, Ft (rn Scene

'sty Qei,us

kiews

R0. c40 t41 e_tcd0 I e.
Proarcky"

Wyk j S re.c101
Week encl. Stipp lemcrit

Liea_kencl: E cUtZoi)
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()C
Col &IC) B

(Pa

tcyr)

riS)a_t eusC)

C94, (1_1 'D (-14[ft.t9111)(06)(0)43

agni rzs-i) Eft , (Srannc601@

CO0 (f)

Cbc

cYCI eJ
c-4) (bey) crn

(21 C15 Th

AS

Crtr)

eal CS2J

CCM Cgr) CZ 0

n--1 Cir:01r3-1? .1

273

e_vJ s

BTA1 gp_c

Or%

Look
e_

Stzze. S ra_c_t:a-v

leACt-Nrri Q4 1,-exso Y. S

rr

IAJcz wt. ay\

Sc
tu-sA::me.ss iTrazie

Stire.75dunteon,Statutara

Tkz,

5L1-61j.ext

1:2A:mizzvx. 9 CrAl te.c..svn

ryoara_ei
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Vocabulary

s 0,..12.e..:(

G GLZte.y

100 tit. annLLvJ

SI2J2-12.c-trt

kyt
extu_ye-

VaX A.:OULS,

To rnaka kili-010 PI

kid l 2 tvvtou-n cs2Yruukt

Rte: c

Laizte=r

Tc=. itzLba,

2 74-
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ca.)) Cb4:,

CM)Cb)n....D.Do

i)g,(31.411 ce)

D CO o

crb

1-1 tc

p;)

cr-1) 01.,1

(;t1) -6*-27

Cl..1,0251_3rA,c_tr6
rn ce-b-3 ce-)

252

27,5

Vocabulary

s to-1-
p cLth

A:0 n

[Ai e-e-k

E

dike_ LA3 U_ 41.4:3,A.

t.t.)L C ke_
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READING PRACTICE

A. Read through the refe--nce list placing an A;beside each of
the four section ti ontaining the word Irlbetrrin

B. Read through the re.
beside each of the -L.

a list again, this time placing a B
section titles containing the word geLlari

C. Read through the reference list once again, this time placing
a C beside each' of the five section titles containing the
word "CZ) trio
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CONVERSATION

rrn ra___1 c r)-1 C9S) COtc) 6--rn orb D ca

25)75) C1780

rerrb CC) cs?...)P . ('-6V-tic\ CAI 41%42()A7 Caitna/g.0

C Cr\JC) ) en c)-1 czsr:rs-) coo _A7yrb ,

08 czn1 cal 30 &is. n2r) diti .

Ce'D 1515Y-4 3c) cszgn_l Co 0 V) ancr)14

Cia ) ce-c) 0 Ce"? SuC4(7) 0 Ln nrarcinst

Cet) ar e1 61 ru-'rtn 4h4_6-nre.

rfc)cyl Ce4 CYQ Cr)1 eireYin p(:) at.)
ei cso rqt) cu rcs-rti rc,:\csu 6111 6)C2t etrt

rtL) r)-1 eicsU cel ca otr)
(22 cUrl ort Gong . C D CO, L-0

)C5:23(),- C-5-C) j raaC916)&.

t C24) zo Cen C".0 6-ds73 rfc) cz5rb Cl 1 oup

e1 nrroTh CDr) C:Un cab Yri arril art

crrb rin s d1/42ari-n oN 7 c"-&) Cl

0.31 cilt.c) .

cis Ctr'CIA.A ctA Cb rr taTh c,

C'en co cb 0 Cb CY0ej 6SY3 CA)
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(-D c-trt 6-61-3,_0 61. nin_i D-A_Sincin

(Th CY'Oej 41).673-114:):.. ,u_pcy-zn) !

7a) cacylcZ ) csgl

.) rnn crvg.,;) syrt e3-61rs-ra ..05-Y>

) C9n I
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EXERCISES

1. Use the items below to form answers to questions put by the
teacher or by classmates as in the model.

Question: (414WrOzi es41015),01-6 c-1-17/caft6730-n

reTrartt 7..)10063C1-nce1?Answer : cren3 (A,

0-) CMal cirlgacn ClapCZr?-tr) Ce) 00
b) Q ceth c:11%1

nctor) tau
4) cel,ei 7C13:r9-0

tnel ...xi) ten
-p) ci).) 6) CO a Lilo

ariln 01111 COI

'PO cap D rb o

cl*c4}, o
) cb .,..,i0

2. Form the plurarrof

ca cr.3c) 6-ar30

the singular nouns below.

cfr) 5

ce3 SE1
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3. Read the following making sure you understand the meaning.

-2-41 6I (-31 acei C(ba celat al 040 .c")-17)
61 61 (LI ces cm cb 0 (-LT) mAc-tncb cfr

2. CD) Ql 614 e I nst g).(y)cettn16-16yy)cf4i,
(rpm ctrt, (1_9> Co cY\5j o ..._6Yr4,1.

rn cots-B) (dm ) 6-Errl cer6-) nern

cla ) 1 ssen ?e,r6 c0-63Q 4CI) trrn?,
r2,1 61 Cerli n,lana g( gerr3

3 . crIncs-Nctrrtn cszr).-i 40563 a
ozsq (1-.1 c9-15., nap c9-610 r1-"-1( rerMCI

&es ou). nv Cer,C-2-1(-61 Cf)-bo LA 07

(y6) a nro o .-2.4)(y-rn r1J 2 Min cao3n71
ga, 6-Tr-Du

r 1 s 1 P_J K y 1.3 1 ) ( 1 , ) C1J ) rrr;in cth 3z) r)-1 ? cu) D (754)

cal) (13 c--11 cThn cv-tn -2 ra ter_ (Y) s cfhs3 rrn
ctt) OSY6 .6") aSrzl ) 0 (-6-Y-b cs) .

6-1 rirro-)
0e1/43 n94 or)r)osycJI0

e ) ? mm)cOatiat-nn.
ru m emir`

280
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(D. C)nru..(31 e a) 2 rincri-n -24) rLD (2164 (015) )6)01(4
cerbQcsD)c.c2i, ? .

r241 C7r4 6M(i) m)'j.

asYbeoz..)30 c14.10o)at C1J Csz)) syn
tepl eatu ra..1 ) csv ) ?

CA _.,94j

(74) nn) . rtnr) en ) 15-1-v41 ,

-7 g rb arMr7111 Crt 3) elr) Cb

6-45T2n co-)9c,

s . rctse) rrIn e24 Cf) 6rrei CYTO gj c-n
asa cfh e tniet, ?

6rrre alert) 15 rr;)
cfb s 06) rtria e tner),04, 6-eg-Q cihn
myti 6-xce-)) 0

coca ry-, rK) ) rrv)cfh(-6y-z5;) ry)

p;) cMc cericu asm cutQl )6-wou.
lo clews, (-1.1, cans) cer)

-7-6(15 (5)IncIrr15%-(1) CSU aea) ?

as`ro .-L1-( e4 cter63

(21:50 C219 irc)

rgy-6 coo

28/
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GRAMMAR NOTES
4

14.1. THE GENERALIZING PARTICLE 1.1)! WITH 'ALL' AND OTHER

POSITIVE EXPRESSIONS. The use of -o in negative expressions is

treated in 9.5.

permit -af'
n414)

Some positive expressions also either require or

Most notable of these is the irregular adjective

'all' which requires -lap at the end of its noun

phrase. When

'everything', then 1E151

being lost in the process.

functions as a pronoun, meaning 'all' or

is joined directly to it, with-gip

(Note that one of the ways in which

n4g) is irregular is that is does not form a noun or pronoun

with aWbe.) On the other hand, if .4%7 functions as an

adjective modifying a separate noun in the phrase, then -&0 is

joined to the end of the noun, but only after all other endings

which the noun may take such as plural marker and/or case endings.

Witness:

1. 61177>ert es4) 4)6)11k 'I saw everything.'

2. er6u6iar3LA, el44\54, CI1e6)(& S frrri 66Y340 C#W)11,

'We saw all the large cities.'

3°CrC51 41 41W (tiCe"taCjila c4r/C11(e4 D--41Q76Y4.
'I like all your friends.'

Note that4PalaBoieverybodyl consists (Jfa4443 plus the
11 4 1

human plural marker plus .-2? . The use of -& in indefinite

pronouns will be_treated later (see 22:1).

C -

The particle -gl!, is also required with words of quantity

where it carries a kind of emphgtic sense. Lesson Eleven's

conversation contains the sentence:

4. (Vrb(294,201c WIAQOall dhe6111nrCW14.,

'You wasted that much money' literally, as muJh money as that.

282
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5. M.°22 0 C205)1eCS23)
'Is this much enough?'

literally,'is as much as this enough.'

14.2. USES OF PRESENT CONDITIONAL SENTENCES. Conditional

sentences consist of two parts, the clause containing the condition,

and the clause containing the expected result. When the timeframe

of the conditional sentence is future, the verbform is followed by

the conjunction Witness:

1. cl5vb t ciY1) cent 61.3 6-1 caat\ cot 61n, (Y16 nicz))0
'If he sends the car, I will come.'

Roughly the same meaning is conveyed by a conditional sentence

having a present timeframe. Here the 'if' clause must contain the
C cut /

past tense form of the verb followed by the coiljunction

also meaning 'if°. Witness:

2. Censt2b0C3 C6)(14 rer6a0 6111/ 5°1) r)1(b °
'If he sent the car, I would come.'

Conditionals in the past tense timeframe are covered in 23.2.

Though the present and future 'if' clauses are inter-

changeable, there are certain instances where they are not. The

present conditional is conventionally the only one used with a few

very frequent one-word result classes including 6)C01,a.g.)es

°it would be good' or
;
often, 'it would be better', and QicisSi

'it is enough' or often, 'just,'or ''simply'. These deserve

special mention as they are used ih Malayalam in cases where our

English sense would not suggest the use of a conditional at all.

Witness:

3. enOrrib Crr C ea-0n ef%) ) o CnCb 61 ?
'Should I give the form to you (polite)?'

283
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) CO scerQ orYil 6)61&Kau tildhytcvn, cs-6 c arCI .

'Just give it to the clerk.'

4. Can e...)t)to Mrbylin Natrt 6)1MNI) Mfrrb (limos ?
'Then, should 7Z came to your office today?'

Cn)Q a naCITWA SIdhlggP2/40Tomorrow would be better .

14.3. TEE'EITIErl OR' CONSTRUCTION. 'Either ... or' is han-

dled similarly to the -Jonjunction 'and' (see 3.5). Instead of

-acb the marker is
...

, and it must be joined to both

alternatives cited. Witness:

1. crflasadzi con' ecuctrsc ay.) ci6,3 e 1?

'Do you want tea or coffee?'

Sometimes, instead of juxtaposing two nouns, the alternatives

are stated in separate phrases of even clauses. Thus:

2. cTc166Th Ce-63 gale COI/ g (1-1 C6YrD ?

'Do you want tea, or do you want coffee?'

3.grZergibn-lesMa> Can coqerela) CCM) 4014 es-10a'2:1& ?
'Is it Keshavan, or is it Rajan that you taught?'

Note that e- Cr") like other conjunctions, is always the final

element in the clause or phrase.

14.4. RELATIVE AND DESCRIPTIVE CLAUSES FORMED WITH

It was already mentioned in 9.1 that Malayalam contains a relatively

small number of simple or real adjectives, i.e. those consisting

of a single basic word. In the majority of cases, adjectives are

made from other types of words by making them into clauses. The

function of an adjective is to describe or qualify a noun. When

a clause is made into an adjective, its verb must carry the

adjective marker -615n.This process is described for present
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tense verbforms, including desideratives,

tense verbforms in 13.4.

When the verb of the clause is

or word is to be adjectivized, -g2_15,1-2is required.

the present participle of the verb a5rrrii,

Oplq in those clauses which would have that verb in

independent form. Thus the sentence (0-1)10'61ral,f3d6 eilAR
%,/

&MA 'the young people have jobs' is made into a descriptive

c.lause as:

1.KpeliCkaak Nabcomaxt 'young
(-7\

Note that the subject, or other word, in the independent version

of the clause is deleted since it alcm appears in the main sentence

as the head noun of the noun phrase into which the adjective

Grammar Notes

in 8.2, and for past

, or when a phrase

This is

, thus it replaces

their

people who have jobs'

clause has been incorporated. Such adjective, or descriptive

clauses are often called "relative clauses" because they relate to

one particular noun within the larger sentence. Note that the

relative clause always occurs to the left of its noun in Malayalam,

never to the right of it as in English. Sentences whose main

verb isrerarre are made into relative clauses with

not -Aggi s.e 21.1). In the case of those expressions which

may either take p162gi or reilrirb , the latter is used more

often in the formation of adjective clauses, c.f.

2..1404104 g4c3lIgk cOAdhao

'curries (whichi I like'

In English, prepositional phrases and words may be made into

adjectives without the overt use of a verb or relative pronoun, 14h e',

29.5
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'which' or 'that: In Malayalam, no relative pronoun.is required,

but an adjectivized form of the verb, usually _aaa , must

be.used. In reality, then, all adjectives which are not simple

adjectives in Malayalam are by definition relative clauses.

3.461116) Ce4161 Af)naq. (111(6*;ZAdh

4.(425,,rialsb;qtwagarnbachaolsaris
crierrey, rz,-,an

6. 610,144gelcoa5, 541061 9:1
7. (nevi cen)rroaa_ et-e)7bce4676-13,0o

'news about games'

from Madras'

'a happy (bit of) news'

'tickets to Cochin'

'books to be sold'

As may be seen, a wide variety of phrases and words may be made

into adjectives in this way including phrases ending in a post-

position, nouns bearing case endings, and infinitives.

.14.5. IRREGULAR POSSESSIVE FORMS IN -6vzsyn A few

groups of words take the irregular possessive ending -6)errn

These include one set of time adverbs, one set of place adverbs,

and a few nouns ending in`0 , Here are some examples:

1. airbrrns-vrirn 'that day's program'

2. OrrbrOVOTTII, 'the churches there'

literally, 'the churches of that niece.'
geN, C

Note that the final mei offerbaOS becomes before C
-ofarra).

3. orn!)906101.11c, dalo luip first game'

The number of words taking this ending is very snall, but some of

them are very coma in. Since there is no way to tell which words

require this special ending, they must simply be learned as items.

Note that they are all nouns in one way or the other. Evenrr..1)615

is actuallyDp? 'this' plus ICE) So 'place with the special

colloquial locative ending -ri-0 (see. 18.1).
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REFERENCE LIST

Forms of the Verbal Noun

NOTE: Meanings given here apply only when the verbal nouns
appear without postposition.

Case

Nomin-
ative

Posses-
sive

Dative

Accus-
* ative

Addres -
sive

Locative

Instru-
** mental

Present I Past

GLID Cft (rn c Icz!>Wm_

ga.bcomyncalriA

gm..1,4yarnuisC

6)(1)?

1.0 milt:

deN,

gni 7 cpbrync@tsirn CU en lArr,

CIO eS hit

g ce-6 crn rat

g eL..1 ceIrrn 4(113(4

em...1)egiasch-l)

en...1)csarticIrnxIst

Meaning

going, having
gone

of going, having
gone

for, in going,
having gone

In going, having
gone; to go, to
have gone

'because of going,
lhaving gone

* Occurs only with postpositions: like, than, about, etc.

** The instrumental meaning of by, by means of, applies only to
ordinary nouns, not to verbal nouns.

237
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VOCABULARY

6rLi (-4 roV, (14) n_k())

<1_1 u°,1 r1-3

CereD

eica)a'Jr-t CY) 7 C5U

CO) LD c5Z) c0753ce) N3

(v) CO 6Th 5

Ceri cYlel 0

an o 4calc.cih

6-T1q, e
titcaLkso,..tve ; en 6)(-0 csto'l

cfficsun,ce-,,
east : co) (a) cc

Nr C> L bps stop.

238

'Itri C2-4

tO 0111,t
7

.e_v\te_r
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Crr).1CZAZI &S.-6 Cfh

[ Pant ita-nge cryo

crip -3--n 0

Ce24 CYC\ Ce.60 (1e63CD '2j)

r)4\) (32)

cerb cer)

ERLst rThfliv-i_00.(313

e CSZi

239

Vocabulary

t Y

EV2-d6 1.12..X.Itke3
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CY1r)f) CL

g(15 Cl'rb Cf)

[Vast -n.re gal3errqj

arb ex_1(16)(yyl C6Y9dhiS)S

ctr)Vbc-r-rtn ce4

. VocAbulary

hou-.N1

fLz_Kk. ge_at
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READING PRACTICE

A. Read the past conditional forms of the verbs below.

cruc, cru D cal

crrb CSU

CSU C-1.) .

a an )

c1-6)

ceh % cz);

es-1 CI 47rvin%

relri rrrei
nr1 (Yr;

dt);
cfh 6YYS czrt

B. Read the locative verbal nouns (present tense) of the verbs
from A. above.

n starts-)
cr) CYY) > C154)

CY) 5 CYY,

Ceb CIAO

ON.) cY\3 7 C151 rtsi) erA)

(6nrb CR3 c4r)
dhC501))CSUCErqcrst

nr) CU ra-c) c-5-17

crrrn rtri) rtrt
61dh, %man cznn rist
e2-2 n As-risrs-1 czr>r)

Cnr\ cr.-1 crq ctrt
Cr ).s rr-r-) Ctr)r) (5-&

e (DI curl
cii-) 6-Yrs c-154) orb

291
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C. Read the present and past tensa verbal adjectives below.

Present

crti 0 cn3) Cbr) GO-CYYNO
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6121CY1J CTWpcn)MS)6")ELI

C)--1 q01-4 aSY-p

63c Ca e crl

tC01 Vb rij

nn C9.3 Ca 6m g gz) CYCLES (ail 615

Ern D 61r14A 0 cal ger) Melt0

r" rt8 csu c 0 n cen 1(i) a:Lige-1 cetsj
M.) a-Y-6 cszi cer6) D(4 Z1c r:C tn 6rr-z1/431,

Cadhcrb 0 ) a8 OZxl a ?

Qr9 CS()) S CO) e_g 6srn 0 chi)
GIce-)croc. C3 pc13cRICADA6m,, (61-611/6ra

Coors g c cszg 0 ts-rv-1D

GtEhrYV gv.,?

arra c-a-T) CESY-0, ev-t
) L O celCiicl, crrzr tO

.24) ris act, r7-1 6-r-4 . (6n) (-2_161

tqn cen`l m c-crt cfi-ta crn t 6-rrg

( rb cad .

(Gra r-)-16-%e-b c--06-y-r% Inc---acsq 0

co) crr3aril cat C-Thi Co cYVC cyn) -all .

c'Ero Cc-a ITU 0 cY0 ci;66)6m 61 c2 (rY-Dj

r2_614 ca6-6`) QM.) ,

cLi 6Th ctial e )3,0 r2-61(4) cro-6
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CrOCACUC2inc,8. gcerl'al-3c-zrrlc-Y.z)
Trn

()%a.cso e c0,-) csz) ns-r\ c-r-"
s5"b (-03 6-rL_1 -r\\ Cm') SIrr-T -24)
CZ5r/5 rE1)

Cs-ra c&I 760 i5D (,-(-1 61 So'

(Mr) CY'ro r)-1n cs-r-D cyy,

g cer)s <a) rry-A-1 cr-% ) carJ1 crYb C?3Y1) ,C151-15`)

tX1/ C4 RAF) Q 6-1-4 ( c

da41.6-y-errn 6") 61-Y1 ('r14:" czn)n-rb (ry-25

(ens) (Y.(3) ra()Iciar6 (re) ayoj&I-r1 %`'
)rist (r0 co()

ON) c J o as-roc-c) ,

ed3Y-ts .s.11) crel c-b-sraA

474) rr-r) Cf}6-61/4) Crq tra-rs 4r) S Cice)C,rn.).

cbd csz» (won%) .) con o-

lacol c154) cr) (2 ce.63j anakt51,05
rru anicrincoc: rels cab-)
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EXERCISES

1. A. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form of the verbs
in parentheses as in the model.

Mocle.1: cars, Jo (-alp ca) Ey'rou

Es- c zr -5 dig

g 00 ructs3rrn cln-0)&, ca, 6-1114)

(4.1, cere9 cb-) s g e_i cfrks-2:1

("3 CL3 451-rrY dh cJQcb r)42,

arB CX21 ,% CS>'"D

On5.1 024. 6 S Cerrae_)55..._ (-2.1) e_i, ins
ctn m 07S-166-3cm dhs 3ce-g

(61-6) db Cat515 CRS) rt4 e_c")3 .

(xce-73

4. CeEr-e? era CStr1,6") S ce-t) %c-01 (S.rzDio
rfs rts--6 (IA) 0Z) . E &LS d3-C

_ _ _rrrrt. cro )(LA 6, 6, ce, c2:in crt cr rry-te5 - alk,

090-Icen ca-reD

(i crt CSU 6.-Yr1 e 6.61,413
Fill in the blanks with the apptopriate.form (past verbal
adjective) provided as in the model.

Mc,c e.1 0: (-Gyp (sy-er Cb 7 Trrb
E_ (Thi as--,cfh3

c-6-rop t3o (X) rb ) is-rre .

CZSYZ (air) c->s cz57-0-) a--)1.4\

C -2-1(T13 6-r4 . E
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. (GY-9 e Qv?) csz. ost rrre f-%-8 cetIc

6,60 ( 15yoc.dycz-i (G-roAc5t.)3c(21,?Er:A46-752Ai

3. ry)1 ar.r.rg ns)raneJ rr1' GO-) 0

a a 04A rz-»rrrz`). E co> a_Nrch3

14- . c-Ty-D") rn6) Cr-) C6ra (22a

(2_1) -6-rnsj , c0-6-063

611n CY6 gym CY'n

Q' e, 6m) ? C cir) c-zr-cf)-3

2. Combine the pairs of sentences using a verbal adjective as
in the model.

6-)Mme 6rzs-6 ti Ern" c6-ra Ora (Y) d),d6rrs>?

clirry, (61 61 az) c?-1) .6ftyys

crn cria Cts C (Th crtrrtrl
(.1

Sns Mn V1) ri;) cs2J ce-6) I CSU

2. art, cel (NJ rb ct(31 co-t (Cb) Jo AM' .ca'S crro mra CZ AO

es-6\ 61 nit (6113 ("I'D cn) Erre .

)30 16' opo 01..,?)1/4j CS-(;) rd-r 6n-14
codhczczsrtrcl (In

g s( c5z.; 0

crl-rrn csn rowyr),

5, czY9 sr-d) ,canr,e() rat 63c

61 -2-I CA5(Yr0 , CS'iTh OL) .3 cJ4 ei3.6i

L.

3.

296
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063ctr cs4S1 (-z5.\: oa) au cicr-rzs ,

CZYZ cio -2,10c)k) )6-t-rb")

cry ck, is-6 re-6 r1.4 Ns, orleh 'DCO co-61 cry?)

CE5Tb -7-- (fl) 6-y-re .

ts" cts-b cYS (r a c-118.

q.

Cih")611e-Yrrt.

ry) ts-a-ro 61"r3

csz8 S r1.1 S ce63 c.f nrrrt-jj

(--);71 an o c--sr) Rs() (6Y7) X1614

e co ran-, ts-yrou

io . (6Y-a rum

c-N-er) (r*-6° cz) 6-1-nr) azYsn cf)-6-3 ryyt, . C r1-1 rb

6-; syy-Du .

3. Transpose the following sentences as in the model

61 r r c Ch s trtcstn
Q!!")

14 04 42_1 : Ma e). D Jo . r11 no 6-1c2, ahl c-pyb . ry0 ) cc) 61 re) ch) 6/Mo.

Q C ,. . ) 3o r 2-1 c r n , c 64 cro , ril 6- r-r-1 ce-))6yri '0.

i .
clrq A 0@63 61 <2, 411 rt-t) 6'214 GlankcA.

(erziaj 6 ct (-6 ref-6 25-1ce , crq ril cis a.6) C eO
2.

rzfl)

crra cia (06 ay c. rrn .C, D c0-3 a

3. onqssil, (Yvnlicr).%° e, . . m _1 ., c-4 &a- 1® ac11,rerlo

)) rE80 (6Ya (116b) 0

cs_ral cfrn , 45-la ecr)rirrylo rh.)(ilsvr

CS-Y-0 (-)1-c)6-)S

n ry%) 9 C52) 0

cehl

5 , 60( -1_1 '011) 61 e90 ast (-6Nra.:1 6, ,-r)

ce-r) trm
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(010-Dceba.)(ncsa())rzyt crl)(-re on-) c137,51G21 89;)ra-e,

Ca 6'n't d3-)sart) c3 67a
rri) 6\ rill rp (6-ns 6$sb° cos 6Iczt

Ocer13..._6a20

8 P cArr;15 cis 6.) ca ealel rt4 6Ytn erL

rt-ts 06) nst csdn 6-6Y31 6") cfh) 6YY-43

CLI 0

Q. 61 (5 CUnrril (-A )(D 6 c±46-1C1 69114
rest 4-3-6) 2 6y-r-e

10 . 43 2 (A) eS") ati csv l rtsItsvy) ellrg
eas-) cc, CrY1 C56) CFI (Y`r0

4. Read the foliowing making sure you understand the meaning, then
practice orally by repeating after the teacher.

ff

c6rO cb '3 C3fl co ca

el-61 r-L) 61 s 6-Yr C2513(;) cr\S) cehrs 0.-r) 6Th c-cf- cr-r-rI

(Srb AA 04) .

crcl tss-1--6 (k) e---4.1CY"Y" C-Crq Ctrt

ariS 30 6319j r-p_i p...S1 C-r0 r. Yr) D Ci 3 CO 4,

3. ran (-36-1 S Gehr 3 CW) C52.) CrC) ca-)

M (m trrin rt-Y-b`) e co-)

a5rop 0.\.)a (SI) r-C6-7 OZ..) 6o. ctrtrj ) (Y-Lzij

21s(10315-)Drrt) n\.)Qaucncl.,1 D (-753 crya

298'



vitteelesson r.

Cocr.),

ry3

216

(Th c,
ri...SreNt0

(15-11r1

(fY1

CrrO

CY
Ctc\

rN\6.1 rrt
Crn rA)

Carts

Ctrl(N161.3

crriCam'

rrm

c_tct

C6r6
(6(6)

1-.

cr
66(1)

r).0 r\ern

cp-3,

6n7
ev (1)

S
rA) (S\(6-rb rt 61-)-1A--\

C1r1-0 c>et..96(6\VEY6r're8)'6`)
'11-)r.rt

(1 c-riT*(6I>

rtorrotc\ cSiorx-\ (3r12,

CYN c> rn Cr))

fyg\ \(\
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5. Translate into Malayalam.

1. Who is the woman who made coffee?
2. I think Mr. Menem will come to the office tomorrow.
3. May I take that book which you got previously?
4. Do they both know that older sister won't be coming?
S. I wish to tell him what you said.
6. I am very happy to know that.
7. "Did you see what's going on in the street?" "No, I

didn't; let me go look."
8. "What price did you tell him for the chair?" "I said that

we needed one hundred rupees for it, but I fe,it that he
didn't have that much money on him." "I felt that way, too.,"

6. Prepare written Malayalam responses at home to the following.

1. Dc) cn6-1--1c0gc-i-rIc-b 0 r-1.1.) ers-rbl--a:\ ru----1( 0

crra crr-c) . ru41 n_an 6Th s ) r)csurry--Et`'

(ZS-IDA) Cam,

2, cis1-6) %carsj ("trio X53 rrn CQJ vo
(15-rar) Ca .6rr15° ?

3. rnr) 6-z6Y-?, ,-,41 6Th cri,01 Q c-r)-)

0,\) 0 ra) D czr1 c875.16-r-r-1 g 7 ?
crn 68yn, cbc)csaJ r 116m S act) Dc-vyio)

c cs2i
5. cs-rb cyn u(?) g ?

u-n cy.6. b CYO 7 Croo m421

nouni ?

Q_c-r-r nrrn (4) c-L.1 ()JD g127

300-
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s.

94

n"ln SZSY.)ic, CO',53) g c) 6D rcril
IIN)CaCZ g Crr3 ?
rin ry\)) ntri 6-) cy-t) 05Y-6

,2.41 % ?r),

cr)) ry-rz;j

tY\8 -24) c s cth6-Ypaqa8ora]

101 eDrlk

n!"..)e-,_.1)csu
7. Using the reference list at the beginning of this lesson as

a guide, write out full sets of caseforms of the verbal nouns
formed from the infinitives below.

aSro cSU cB12:)ceh

cfh

) Crrb

301
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GRAMMAR NOTES

15.1. CLEFT SENTENCES WITH NON-EMPHATIC ORDER. In 5.4 it was

shown how the normal order of a sentence may be rearranged to

emphasize, focus, or foreground a particular element in it by
4

placing the copula IYYt immediately after it. Section 11.2

showed how the same mechanism operates in sentences containing

normal verbs through the process of clefting. In such cases, the

main verb is made into a noun by adding($T bQ, and the copula

is placed after the element of the sentence to be emphasized, or

brought into focus. This emphatic order always finds 6M11

somewhere in the middle of the sentence, and the verbal noun at the

end. Witness:

1- 6Tin 3 rr1 6 cuy)-Lce4 cth)nel) 6T caa (
'I (really) came in order to go to Cochin.'

This lessons conversation contains an example of what might

be called unemphatic order where the copula appears at the very

end of the sentence, after the verbal noun as in:

2. 61151)4 41)61(i aCef)61MCV4c. C)Caoe.)610:SUCRies 6)&1)4-a get&In Ca) e Ma 02.3d361)ert clacrri cal> arre

'I came to 'see my son and (his) wife off to Cochin.'

Cleft sentences with this order are neutral with respect to

emphasis and focus, and are often more or less equivalent to their

uncleft counterpart in tone and meaning. Their use, :lowever, may

act as a kind of softener imparting a tone of offhandedness or

apology to the utterance. Witness:

2 Ern ) rr6 (rrb CU a Cb)3 n)(01&61 )eYD ez (twain') )6Trg.
'I just went to talk with them.'

Examples of this usage are found in Lesson Nineteen's conversation.
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C 1

15.2. THE DISCONTINUMS -glo REQUIRED WITH 'BOTH'.

The vocabulary of Lesson Nine gave the item (15010 as 'both'.
v

You can easily see that it is composed of (156111; 'two' plus
C-p . . As a unit, clwrq 0 functions as a noun, but when

f ,
it is an adjective in a noun phrase, the -2:10 separates and

attaches to the end of the noun being modified. This works the
e 4

same as the -g...o which is required with the adjective el-Olt))
C I

'all' (see 14.1). Here, too, the -....0 must go at the very end

of the phrase, after any markers of pluralness or case role which

the noun may carry. Witness:

1. co 6-rri cfh i"") c0-16.)&Ars cra

'Both the children are playing.'

2. as-r-orith) (-boy% e_1(6 Co 00-3 n c0,7,a s) g 0.-1 6Th0

'Both of them want some more coffee.'

Note that using (7561nit as an adjective in a noun phrase without

the -01! has the meaning of 'two' as in:

3. ca 6yr% cQ cfr,
J

'There are two children.'

15.3. THE VERBAL ADJECTIVE IN RELATIVE CLAUSES. Making verbal

adjectives from present tense verbforms was described in 8.2, and

from past tense verbforms in 13.5. These are only used in relative

clauses which function as adjectives and give a more detailed

description of the nouns which follow them. Several examples of

their usage appear in this lesson's conversation. Note that whereas

such relatives always follow the noun in English and are accompanied

by a relative pronoun (who, which, or that), they precede the

noun in Malayalam and have no relative pronoun. Witness:

1.a5Y-29 611.1 eg-ri\art ce)CSLI rlirr)CiU)Ot%

'the man getting into the bus.' 303
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2. asTa(-1.1@cc)) ft-4,c1 col)rtrk) cA cut c2.61(W)

the woman (who is? standing behind him.'

3. Cn61 O_Crri ei (-31 c6 )Ce4)

'the matter (which) you asked (about) yesterday'

4. CrS)M d3151 D_Srn 61 Pi 'LOC) g 0

'the newspaper (that) you got yesterday'

Note that the noun which is described by such a relative clause may

serve any role within the sentence, carrying the ending appropriate

to that role. For example:

5. S ces c-n) cm, e
'Ask the gentleman (who is) sitting over there.'

6. Mn ezIC156) Ctial 41 csu ril(Irri) o Caron-14
'He came the day that you wrote your exam.'

15.4. INDIRECT EXPRESSIONS OF PLEASURE AND DESIRE. Pleasure

in Malayalam in expressed by Crk)ecyn) plus some form of

DISN1-% or ftrih . All expressions are indirect, i.e. take

a dative subject. The cause of the pleasure is always expressed

by an embedded sentence, or a noun with a locative ending. Thus:

1. (15Taa51E)CA 124)(4)Certril Cr) (Y/51.2 r9:1 43)6/fqj.
'I am very pleased, happy about that.'

2.2srarli61roceN6 ra(Qnsk 41144-61 cllaDcb memn)19,64.
'I am very happy to see them.'

Note that when the cause of happiness is given in an embedded

sentence, its verb is generally made into a noun with a locative

ending. In the majority of cases you will find this to be a past

verbal noun, since the cause of the happiness is assumed to precede

the emotion itself. These expressions may take either

oraPaya, with approximately the same meaning. Thus another

304
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version of Example 2 would be:

en-L3.(61-balvb cehts-rrs eug>m cfir ro mn ) 7c0.

'I am very happy, pleased to see them.'

Such expressions are put into the past by changing

t4al61 a7 acts3rri3 or *agri9C5LICT3(V(b

the main verb

A present verbal noun will be used instead when the timeframe

of the expression is future. Note, however, that futurity will not

be shown in the main verb. Witness:

4.c6Torli6leb cey)errorrnctrf;) art) .-34)(406-1, (Llano CYO g rftw al 6Arij.

'I will be very happy to see them.'

Finally, when the same expression is used with

main verb instead of glpnni

6Trb as the

(also very common), then the

verb of the embedded sentence expressing the cause of happiness

may be an infinitive. Thus:

5. Cer50.16)(7) d9y) Err), e 1%.6) r83 cerau CA) ).-11 C211 61Y .

'I am very happy to see them.'

This may be put into the.past by changing .frocsay:2c5.3rrra.

Desires are expressed in Malayalam by, the desiderative verbform

form with a dative subject (see 8.4). They may also be expressed

by the nounanyOrtneedesire' plusg_ , again in an indirect

or dative subject construction. In such cases, the action you want

to perform is expressed by the infinitive or gerund. Witness:

6. M &5' a r r b r -1 Ce0 % () cy) cbL4 erl 6rf) 0
'I want to talk with them.' ( desiderative) or:

v.7. et.4) &Ca CiRro gcb NO? cern ) (8T90-.-C)C66Yril

'I igant to talk with them.' (embedded desire in carrier sentence)

'305
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It is even possible to make a kind of "double desire" statement

by embedding a desiderative verbform within a carrier sentence.

Note that here the quotative marker` Onnra is required, c.f.

8.A-0(41) asrarucaol, rroorroaalcom anocirni? aft,(9,..ocasni:
'I want to talk with them.'

15.5. THE INDIRECT VERB e(-0.)nrrO(to) . 'Think' in the

sense of 'to hold an opinion' is usually expressed by the verb

01)(7ybdh. In such uses, it always takes a dative subject, and

the opinion, idea, or feeling held appears in the form of an

indirect quote which takes the quotative marker mglrrra
roughly corresponding to the English 'that'. Witness:

1. ( irra Ilarrtl) 6-riscna,) (Gyp tsYmc arc) &Imo erncrra
'I think the next bus is at five o'clock.'

The dative subject is often omitted when it is clear from context.

g cen cyrb ma

Past thoughts are reported with garbrric) , the past of

gamrtra de) . There is a general rule with indirect quotes that the

original verb tense in the thought, quote, desire, etc. is kept

unchanged no matter whether the report is couched in terms of the

past, present, or future. It is only in English that the tense

changes. See for example:

2. cera-=-1 cit rl1 (3 61 GI, rrri; e2.41Mr)&61 g CDT?criq -

' I thought that father would came.'

3.0;16r513%)40,4 46Irrn dh76-rn61( n (214 rea rtarS gC0)4)
'They thought you wanted to see me.'

4. ararrCidUrtrnil) Cei....1)61CU(rrtV r34 (-41 .09-6 a an )

'I thought little sister had gone.'

Note that these reports are indirect only in the sense that the

6
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pronouns are changed to fit the. perspective of the present

reporter and listener.

In connected dialogue, indirect quotes are not generally

repeated. Unlike other direct objects of verbs, however, they

may not be completely omitted either. In sentences with g( 51)(Yrb<00)

the adverb(GYUZY3601 'that way', 'like that' is usually used to

stand for a quote or thought which has already been stated. This

is sometimes transferred into Indian English in sentences such as

'don't say like that', translating CaPrbalnnal

Witness:

5. A Anbelir656.15 6161celrtr4 fvitral6\6Yarrii: nOrtqctiril GM)Cricia

'I thought they had money on them.'
e\

B.A43YrnIketa am morn enwrn;) taw. II didn't think so.'

.6.en68113,6101 .e.an)rtrawin ofertInst M.11fr'hm)i raAa)rA cel )g.5)°'
'If you think that, it would be good to ask the boss.'

Note that Car),Crra may also be used in the sense of 'to

occur to' in which case it can take a regular pronoun as its

object. (Object in these cases means the logical object, for the

thought which you hold or the idea that occurs to you is grammatic-

ally the subject of the,Malayalam sentence). Witness:

7.,41)(4101h$V 6?),1I dey,ceym gru)j04).
'Something occurred to me.'

8.01bfa 0.0raftee (;(10)4;), 'that occurred to me, .too.'

The verb VU1)0/11c01 is also used, still in an indirect

construction, to express physical feelings of hunger, thirst, heat,

and cold (see 21.3) The idea of 'think' in the sense of 'to go

through the peocess of mulling something over' requires a separate

307
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verb raml'ePdhedbo It takes a direct construction, i.e. a

nominative rather than dative subject, and has its object represen-
t/

ted in connected conversation by Mr-aM It is also used

in the sense of 'to be thinking of, planning to' with embedded

sentences taking . Witness:

9 . CM) n'13 (zSrbaacei3 otro 3 0 ri-61ins161Y1 61 CA errb 0(..1)-W,C(6)&non.
'I am thinking of writing mother a letter.'

15.6. INFLECTED FORMS OF THE VERBAL NOUN. This lesson's

Reference List shows the full roster of case endings which a verbal

noun may take. Like other nouns, these inflected forms of the

verbal noun have two basic functions: to indicate the relationship

of that item to the other elements in the sentence, and to meet the

requirements of postpositions. These verbal nouns always represent

potentially separate sentences which are brought in to play some

secondary role within the main sentence. As such, the verbal

nouns have their own subject which may be the same as, or different

from the subject of the main verb of the sentence. These nominal -

ized verbs also frequently have other elements relating to their

original sentence -- direct and indirect objects, and adverbs of

all kinds. Just how much of the full sentence comes along with

the verbal noun depends, as it does with every sentence in Malayalam,

main or embedded, on just how much is previously stated, or

implicit in the context, and how much is required therefore for the

sake of clarity. Witness:

1.annirtalg MrbgL nce6,V6.1errwQrro 9pl crn
r2-0 geni) ) rc) can 6Th Ca cSS)carrrb .

'You should have asked me before giving her that.'

8
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Note that verbal nouns in the accusative form occur

only as objects of a-postposition. They can never occur as the

direct object of a verb since only animate nouns require the

accusative ending in the role of direct object, and verbal nouns

are by definition inanimate. Note also that the dative form in

certain cases is interchangeable with the infinitive. Witness:

2. dh;1418cm (ICIera ea4Dcrea.16-rn2or ceS cihn )nt el-61 filiern2
'What do you want to drink?'

The instrumental form of the verbal noun has a single and

special function. It means only because' and is never used in

the senses in which regular nouns in the instrumental are, i,e.

in the sense of 'by means of (see 16.6) or to express the active

subject in the passive constructions formed with nru-iMr)

(see see 20.5). Witness:

3.6rtnril) OP, g%)e) c)=.1 9iftfArn )14 .2.610&ta drinAn-lano
'Because of doing that work, I received some money.'

No postposijion requires the instrumental, so that verbal nouns

cannot occur in this usage.
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CYO > L ) 6Yr-)

Vocabulary

(>101> Ce7r-ro-r. o rt

Lts Ut. la- c-ra-1 ve-3

cYUo ov_n,m0
3

(.0 -y-Lt

s CO U tAlYette-in

AA: 0-

State-
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054) d3-63 GO>

Inkst Clc) dch c5.1

thcff

Cal csu (-6

-43
.-2-43c2tp 4_ 3

.(Y4)(1-0,)crt e.2-64k

0_0 P71

CZA C.Jj\ Ctn Cbr Cie 6-3 dal

D U-VIS e. &NAC1(1.3f1 ctc-0-20

&,,)(1 (321 cer)(b() cen ;.c)"r6

m.) 0

cts .) 6

cL.s.)1(Y

cC9rao-()1 dr)

ok) 0
ri_Og,c)) Q_c) 41W0

Vocabulary.

Es osovz

as ce)e.i
cal d3-6-Icth3

S

)32-11"12 f<4-rri,

ENre
/t-ak-trAtt-

Vuto s 1,010-02(

tpc-Jiak_42.5
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note how the nouns in the left-hand column drop final/ 0
7

in
-order to form adjectives in, the phrases in the right-hand column.

B. Note the various
added

(Z5Y-b (-1.1 A
changes, including in
to these sentences.

cet cslt

2 . on-trl cg) m 3363

com n13 te-7

3 csa ry° cle) s coos rr-rb

Cl-1B CelS1 cs-ro

4 61--in 0. G&Ls-n , orb-) Crilo

sane verbforms, when

c)..4 ctrbe..

crlrb 3 0

ceieb c-L

trtr-)D cy4 gezr)

csn 0 g0,0

e, cetni c9.1 C9.8 ZA.-

5 . cr-) czsra 2t 6'1 ce) ) 6rn 61m . cnn asn 21 6)a
ca 3(D t dr)) frro a.4

6 . scO> (-Iry csa-rt
ce)t riA3 (1) MS) ce-6-1.)

313
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TEXT

gofj,coa_CzrrtA)c zs-lo Cirldh5-)

(.2_,6)&:) (LI (-15' o eu-6") crr-b c. II, 21 ) C561 c1163o

CtSrb c/.) 6Th s (-)_.1 ei mel Csu Cr) Mr630

g Ce")CDQ___ a)r7 CiSCO Qgrn

C3) cad (..g Ca() 6") CS23 6°1-4 osranfi)4 cyzry-a)

(yrro c-1_20 cSU e3_3(D 6zsYD,

az()) (-6-1) el ccm c-D

-(1.3 CO+Zr) cep '&3 R5Yb--.4

cro? CY'rl C5.3 Can CS1q5 (Yin CO ) 461 021

r1-3 C13-6-) ceqt_c> mei ) nshn co-)

(ETD cti 6-1(71-r-zn g 0

e, ) co-1 15-)co-y-am e(8» 6-mn-e40 Olsca6Icyr
-091)0 en---1 2(1 Quoca.))&k°33,21carz4

(-2,1 05-4, D cels-yx

CESYD C,C2i Cor) cihn (5") el co
6Nr cr1"6161 cyy4)

csS\ cr-L c-141LZ riF3 c)

tQiN-L Qfzr3nlczn-Qcbari
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(-YU e> CY\ 6-6Y-2, c recICYV-0 o C)ef ca

neo oeg-0 (-Y-1 rts-rx5-C) 6) J ru-C11 cs-r-r) C

%r1 t"el ce-)Le-D4' CICVN-6C-d)96-_____ Q-1) Qren(33')&)

c- CBS) cf clneb o e,_41 ar)

CSYZ7) Czno
cyrb

(6-y-eo ce-ls CJ ) (1.no ce>\ con 6W) Qxyro

(SIT) rtri) g(Y cfrnn C32.) C/s40 CSY-6(;) M../ )0 .

Crq CGY2 6c) ceisi) r->--On (rib-) 5.-)1e4,0

n-a) 6br6() cern rrn 61 a a5c1 Po eJ) c%415vr-zn an go

C).S)c?rt 45-61 6-YY1 ism C2 Aei), c-b cy\). 6ZYS t3c)

cy-c) 2 ms d9 -63 Me?) 21 nen c

c _crrkQ S cyyz; o QfYie) narral

ri_.2 (ICA (1_3 Ca3n (1st day)-6wa

dIct66-)elJDQ0

D\) 6W CSZ.) cszin e ce-) rb &I 51.3

csun. sTh .e-S) d3-15-)

d3" C54- C Ca Cirrt7ln
31



Cith-:1 7 CZYM COgInIS CNCiTn7 0,,(D g0

ni n-10 cy-L 8,3° CY%) Clkij C51c1 S

) 1cYS) cel (C Th 6l C)'(? . cko3

68Y11C-23- C75-)

gd)(b___C7rrQ CA) rt-1)(Y'r63

IsTh spncls)

a(s, r,,SA nezi) 24 0 Q..ca)s
cig)0

CCs QSY00 CS 61(-n C-11 6-) Co

(BYO L),(.)3 cer) 0 c33, cs23 0}11.) cOm 4.0
ado s,G) ,19:1;) cv\As ce> oha cne6C6

e24) -t,1 ev)___10 6I-Nr3 e4c, 051n
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EzEgCZ$E$

1. Join the words in the pairs below as in the model.

M ciel co vsNr2,

cCtIcv co-1-6>) asNrs cSo

g &Ica y zJ ca 68YOZ+

2) cria at) 7 CCS`re0 qrceN

3) csfb g a coctho ,2_1 s6-yr psy&f.dio

5)

_ cti ...2z,S) 2 CLI crt;r1
--m-1 Clein Cit% S db

6) rian
*), CESYZ

cs_.te 7 Pc) (46

) CYO c 9 63 c6-3 Cbou'I

10) asYts) -2_01 necl`), ch ct cets3`)
I I) aro) Le) 7 CU) ) cb
12)) cErb CA Mr) cOn , e3-2 CA rEs-) 0

e u ce) c 9 cth s an L>cts

2. Change the phrases below as in the model.

Modal: ea-1(D 6-6Y311 0

-3-41 4 (.2_1 6 1 -e.4.0

i) (-2_1 s 6-rn 66Y3 <-04) cri) nrrn .qs1,-)

2.) aceNcb_cortrq 6) giv) ch

C2 a Sc:5ti 6 c c0-1 coo co61 -g,c1 0

,241 61 ckY) 6-1n) (5 c52.s c7c) ) 0

W)178 C361 asr6 2.166-Nr 6-)

crt) akk) (511 ei cru 0 (Ala) gzsm61 0

7.) (nr) C6 CL.3 (Ytrl (-2_6ro 61 irrn qce.) 6 ec:,,) 3

cfchi--)cay-ty, ei cc A) ;re) z's e 01q6YYY)

317
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3. Read the following making sure you understand the meaning.

cntl 6GY2J(..No ..4) ern, 6-Nrr-b 4,.? CZ.),

(g) csu ?
.2_61 rt-cl (0.6-6`1 CI .2(0 e cfr6 *Ict3is")*) (-24 ?ak.

tcrd',2 r&rocca.4 sca.1 e2--A n_Mcv:raso
ce c.rtren (8,(0) erc, arb
21(s-r0

3) r)7 ")S (1st OS-NI 15-6T63.0&63 Ctr) Co 0

Crzf) ct=h4)an Do.
(2.41 rrn rely sYrn cyt:. 6Cfret Cm)606) 615 .

f) rem ern co 2 41 crtrzn cerl cgrtr) ) ts-Nrr-bu

C21 i ) gei 00633 on C21

CS4errt

0--41cri\ 63-6-3? re5Y-0 nn C93 )

5 -61c-f-cA Q 6 zsle r-n61 ?

can (4-'nf) %8 , CSNerb 6Y-D4 cy,r) dhcsrl 6-rrYrg)

aril tsrn 0 C6r0 Jo 6-6YR. 61 cif) ) Prn)0 ,

Crt71 C5211 611e1 c0-) s 00A
4_0 crtparrolcb0 0\1)cg) clhoo oth35yyz o .
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gGewb r2_1 r cr-) (4) 4(-1 C:04COrl iftC0
(En5 C, e3..-C-1 Cr-rrs-c) t(3 DV?) C:Sqo CO) e,41 CQ4

2...6-reS 2 cetril ca.) D (-at

as-r-b n_(.1)6-.)5 3 C:S.cl4: CZSYt) Cad

Cle30 Cr\.) Cbr).att ?
ern c-ft ce-r15 ra 6-> s CZ1

030 CYQ ). C-141

4. Change the sentences below by adding:10454as in the models.
The word to be emphasized is either underlined or folla7077 caxa)0.

e, I A: Cr 1n2 63 caS .2-1M

6tin, cr.') 15), (63 e 4-3_1 NI e aZ) )6ZYD-45_4.

Model fr. re) clin Q o r I r-trIcrra .
CO ritil g cso rtra cyrb -

dal ce-b--)6-rno.e.1 c

2 crs)Dryt ca-ra r-)1 gra, %`3_. C`n.) 0 M3 (159

5. CEsre c-nrA 619r6 stertS3 cs-rn co-)S CSS)c-04)

4- inns, cer>, c.b.;\ en-i) ch)o

5 CES-r0 (ert. cmr)
,

6-1-ts-rzr1

.
rne?,13-) 0 ) C;)1

3.19
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a .)( g ,1D cftrins

8. 6'yn7 -Y4) (sy-a (YD 61(19), An)

as'is ,(D a r)-(4 ce-63( ira .

fo. GYO crtA oil r-z4) 5Yrt (C)

5. Form proper phrases from the word pairs below by making the
first word into an adjective as in A of the Reading Exercise.

066 7 6T400

CA3OCA113,(ne. (13,0291

el.1 3 CO 0 9 Cne.) C7-1 D (

Q ctosyy) 0 D C-MASI

nek3 e2...nC)

C13370.) n_1(ljo

e-%--c\cYlIch0

'320
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GRAMMAR NOTES

16.1. THE SPECIAL ADJECTIVE FORM OF -0 FINAL NOUNS.
f

Many nouns in Malayalam end in -0 . These came from Sanskrit.

Those which can be used in an attributive relationship with another

noun form a kind of adjective for this purpose by dropping the

f
final -0 . This leaves, the word ending inara which is the

standard marker for adjectives in the language. Section A of

the reading practice for this lesson contains a representative

list of these adjectives. In some cases the adjective is very

similar in meaning to, and could be replaced by, its noun in the

possessive as in:

1. CrLlo ertio Cr) (1) Ctreral COI 00 'state news'

ClUprilajp)MICMQ6110 (11>rr*hl"
In other cases, however, the two are quite different in meaning,

2. CtriZ90-1LW CfY 3 Cbei 'a necessary matter.'

CSTiVeLlUZeyrr6Unik 016)(130

'a matter relating to the necessity'

'news of the state'

16.2. THE SUBJECTLESS CONSTRUCTION WITH ()RIC:5d)

C f

There are occasions when we wish to focus attention of the object

of a verb, and where the subject is unimportant, or even immaterial.

In English we use the so-called passive voice in such cases. "The

house will be sold," is much more to the point in certain situations

than "they are going to sell the house." In such cases, putting

the subject into the passive sentence, i.e. "... by them" would be

both unnatural and distracting. Malayalam has a passive form much

like our English passive which permits inclusion of the active

subject, if desired, which will be described later (see 20.5).

321
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16.3. THE USE OF da776171Ce) AS A SUBJECTLESS VERB.

A construction similar to that described in 16.2 above may be

formed with COparadh . The verb then has the sense of

'to find' or, more properly stated 'to be found', instead of

its meaning in normal active sentences of 'to see'. It, too,

focuses on what would be the object of a transitive verb, but

it does not require the auxiliary verb 0.1(15-6 dh . it

is used only with the future/habitual endinc;
9

, and

unlike the subjectless construction with (1,..Irr3 Cel human

nouns do not show the accusative ending. Witness:

1. )g,A) cli)arr-al cf3S00 ea-41Q ) (0 rtsYQ cel)6Yret7

'District news is found in all the newspapers.'

2. cA.1)(1, cm 61g CZY?)euttneAAmt cfh)6Yrbea,
'Will you (polite) be in the office tomorrow.'

This usage may also occur in the negative, c.f.:

3. ealrbrA3eiMS30 ailrlpre)firra) va_1(616 cem6YrOce1cagxl,

'Ads are not (found) on the first page.'

16.4. THE SPECIAL POSSESSIVE ENDING - 6)(Li FOR

PLACEWORDS. Placenames and certain words denoting places have
el 1

a special possessive form ending in - IGIELA . In most

expressions only this special ending is permitted, though the

regular possessive form ending in -16Vi or S
is sometimes also permitted. Witness:

1. githCbactr461ei eu...156Ynasy3 Jo 'the cities of Kerala'

2.050gGic1C46143161t1 nahn.to) cnaX00 'the states of America'

3. Q.CYba4ly53)6)ei (b) el rail orarrtwr161S Co
'the president of India'
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This section describes a-construction which not only brings

the object of a transitive verb into focus, but precludes any

overt mention of the subject as well. It is formed by the past

participle (conjunctive verbform) of the verb plus an appropriate

form of the verb Clicalcch acting as an auxiliary. It is

471jar3 ctr) , of course, which carries the endings denoting tense

and aspect. The construction commonly occurs with either the

future/habitual -Q2-0 ending and less commonly with the past

or past perfect (see 17.3) showing habitual action in the past.

Its subjectless nature prohibits verb endings such as the

potential/intentive, the imperative, the permissive, etc. though

the desiderative may occur in rare cases. Witness:

1. 'JILTarfarat cla)(545)&00 ctra.a4

'Regional news is printed in the newspapers.'

- eD.R.,es) 4 ...613r661rY) -2...WE c-2-1 c-tr, oral

IThe.job is being done thus.'.

,Qc-a6-15 cifh PJ )6.1m 0) (3J & cb c1115 cliNac) ci c7Aennris
'Wedding feasts used to be held here.'

Though this construction is mainly used for talking about

things when animate objects are involved the reason for the name

"subjectless construction" comes clear, for unlike the passive, the

noun in focus retains the accusative ending which marks it as the

direct object of the verb. Witness:

4. e3151ceis)A rst 01-'0) m (13-N 61.._cen rrirt c-13(63(Yrb .
'Elephants are seen in Thekkady' (a game preserve).
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C 1

16.5. ADDING - 4". , ---.a...44... TO VERBFORMS.

The discontinuous qualifier
C
r1.0... .....254 ?

was

discussed in 7.5. When an item is qualified in a restrictive

sense within a sentence containing a normal verb (not

or gajrrno ) the - g2_1=.1_ attaches

45117)

directly to the end of the verb. When the verbform ends in
ir 9
-L(present and some past forms), this r.41' drops and

is added directly with no other change to the verbform itself.

All other verbforms require some change in the form itself

when -Q1.51Z-1. is added. If the original unrestricted

sentence verb is an imperative or desiderative, its character-

istic ending is replaced by -) (l - to which -Zp

is then joined. If the original verb ending' is potential/
e 9

intentive or the future/habitual , then

it is replaced by the citation form, to which the joining

device -C2) - is added before _Qp.,4,. Section B of the

Reading Practice for this lesson contains examples of pairs

of sentences illustrating all three types just described.

Note that -n41-gnpannot be directly joined to

a sentence whose verbform is emphatic (see 17.5) or a progres-

sive (see 21.4). These must be embedded in a carrier thus:

1.mbas erla ai CO1dhSCITD OTIS rrn(9444a-64)6senza Qcif4 e)coson)sa .
'He merely reads; he doesn't understand anything.'

2. enn trise C8117 Sofil 61el oni ) 409) g cn CihrPert
ct3 dlea.) '<sum e ad a.64. 'elan 0 al )Mafria eel cagcl .

'We're only going to look at saris in that shop, not to

buy anything.'

3-24-
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6-az, c-rn o

g 3c)

tici)is"Nri

302

VOCABULARY

a5ai) 6") S

co-b cAn 4

-c zy.t.
@kcat --Pby rro

ce,

0._ He.,ctu_

o

in col,

a: 14ALv...L.k. -P-e-v-mai Q. name
CZSYl C2121

(LS ukskit ex.ALL-01. rynct_r

fa_rrscvle. VA ct..Pme s 4.5 try
cetle eD csa 0:23

a_ t a u3 v d. rt Sou...1Zez r
PCA-'( e 1C--e:f cao

gt.JA CeIrrk04e_fte_

stue_a ESQ t sit
-Rey vv-N aS,Ceh)O,

it4 Ye-Yrs e_yr\.10 -0_Nr

325
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(--)_1(A d1-151d91

Cps,

rt)

Erti_st eq.iesse.

Vocabulary

17(r..L. 4 (cer,) ct-Dryt.,
4,ce-) c-D1
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A. Note how(6700, half past
joins to the whole numbers

61crro i-a
N.)ort cb-rb c-75

ctsrb
c",-)-e_..);" 4- cz'n)
cSro frm.g + casira c-b
OSI-o) clsrb CZ,

asy-t.

304

READING PRACTICE

(for time), half, or plus one half,

c-rrl CO
(rrrt (-7)

gin-, Co

asy-b 6 1co
c'Es1.-tp cm CM

CE CZ)

c3_4,cp Cb-rz t"-0 cb
63,-A 4_1 c.. c-Grb Cb = 63 c^r-6 C5> CO

e-tsj 4- Oar") Cb ctrYa>
elIrv-1°16ml (-rt.) r.,-.1-`1, 1 (6"n) CD rz (-5n1 6-1rn ")cm CD

(rre-e ran) ra 7---1

1

erry.3 (75
B. Note howgwv. is added when egl,c6 quarter past (for time) or

plus one quarter, andScBoxvi, 45 'minutes past (for time) or
plus three quarters, are joined to whole numbers.

trfy.1 cel)c-v-6 6-Bei.ern cbdt''
cb cornet c67 0s-17

444ce..crel d37)()
CYl )te_.1 cer)rtrt,

arnt IFN= c#17(.14.

(4-rt9e0C0")) Cr()

c-143 e?a,'")etrC

e7-01gSCtezr

6,r.rt ni-ecnd-wa-t.
e.crrincer) c-a-L

ner)) gCM, ce) scab

r")-1( eSTY3c:th> r54

grn d5) ("rA

ccra Cid-to)
ciecvn Gsdis->--) eirt

CY1 1e RscsyD rls4
an) e 6-rmi 4061) ort

06-1-0?an

e2-(1 9,(M)etrto

ParrLi tC17> ittr) rirt.

e,rzr-rb, (Rohs) (-4

,,2051 161ef)).gonc28certn ) (-A

Val) ro-17,

Q.rtr" 0f) clIcets) ref-6

3 2
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CONVERSATION

Crr) 7o CaoLnc)

CZrejahCago QCfhPa...o

(Sri C221 cyai, ea_ gei cr;) 61c-ri; 41--2ticCI
cams) ?

ei-o 6-) ri-k 41t 4614
4ret) e_g 6-1-1-;\ cuaca (2-61) CY'r, 7 ,

Cet) D cm() cso Cia t 6Yin> cab (75-re els"

C6cY44 C,cfht1)^irgi C,)>
S61 Cq 61f-r1 r")-11 61-21 cti`13 crre,cb

05Y5 crnD CO", ? CM) rZSnCa

ex..4-1rrNr) clY63 cm-r6 nri ck.) ) 61 ca cw-bu g C77)' orb rwa
c--;4ps cy4) g

cthe&.1.) I-rill 152.3 asa cry-r, ,s-ry-DJ

c-2-1 -25S o CI-4j cu_6) 6-1

3 ns 61 -=.1 n-r-D c4
e3 cis3 6'4. 6 el, 6-1-4A csd cza (rrb

Lk) r&ro elrrn CS/P, e1.1 D

r3-0 6n rrtel

crn 63(153 cfr) ca) 0, 6'1=-1% CCM.;

C1-) c-C ce ('i-113 6 -rrS) el-OrrrOj

cs-y.a) 6.) 4.-norYt )61 &

-6161,rr
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Cal goo Ca0c_n0

CESYZ) '%Ccran (3)c-21

e.26) cs-r-0 gcn CZSM CC:CZ, cz5), cr,) cge. &) d5k1 etsrn

0g51 asyli aca 4 cz 63(151 car

cr-N 61...216a3nict 616)1t6.11c-11,

cz6n CM 9. (TO e;`ex.'Doo 6-rn) c-.4) Qsrr) ral_IDeDrLaim

01) cbr) cs D carA r v-ro . (0) e2.1 ) 6mg) ez5z.)c2a (41

s c. 42 o ex% (4 rtrl r..icarn). ,(Av,

CLA 1 :7 c:CA c 672r) ,6-6c6L3o r-x1.0 CD)

V e i > , rb c -6- y -9 c0 ren, cy-rb .

ei cc) C'1 cesrb cza 61csa.3 c 76Yr) 6 rn 61<2

elACIE:nrcua ,

CESYDCZ2 e-n1 (frac. ca-ra rx.a 171 r dry, E rn 15-yr

cr161 c e33.) CS2) C22, 6 a) CY) ) ern 6>r-rrN

ct312:1 6.1eY(\ . crrtr, 7 rA,/

5").x61( C17:2 Cer) Co o .

(2_1 c-try-tr) (-b c ts"Nrrl c0-tr3j c.:161-22 A/ rn

Get) 7 61-r0 Crrb "TTY'S CGY71 ti cif,Va O') Q CSa C1616YrS8ICZI6) ncewl cr% b Cer7) ct55- eL4") 61 rYY1

(-1.1 eSA c9J nge ca 7 .6-Yrbj

C6Nrb CNI-v-vD (-trio ("&91) 45) en CZ ncs
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EXERCISES

1. Change the following commands to the familiar form as in the
model.

Mock!: g .D (-0

c9.3 a _2_1? (-0 catru.

s .(-)3

2 (-63, ez.--1 &.) cfh (
. e ("Li onctrb Ca), C.Zo Jo 'CCU) t.30

4 . c-en rrn 61 ate, crrtt
cr\61 rry Al 61 rn a7-9:16),11 ,

6 . c2 cv-f-C) c

$ . (-6ya) rarr§1 .% c? roP' orn1

9 . c-14) 6161 ct)-) CY're cfh trw-C1

cry, rb10 6-1 n__1 cf). rey, cstig (-14

U'
2. Chahge the verbs in the following sentences to end in -crrbeYrt dr'Ir

rtYzi e Errs ?

1. tS1-tn cr6 cth ati (-3-41 6, e-Y-)34 ce) rarinler)silo.el
2 . al c-t) n.4; ,5-) (-AA 2c 3z) ei csLi .)a.

va (.1 eso c5t.;1 (-1_10 ezrrr) 7 ?

crn ESY3 30 61-rn )cart c-) C94 rrn cr6 cti) ce61 Cm's) 2

5.

4. ) 5 Olg,a c52-)n q:j 61=1Calo.

6117), crt) C?. C,On n't rA)--)-n) cr")

Ch 6)131 (gra cro (1.J (3 D C37 dhs1 0 .
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6 cf,41 ez, (--4) 6-6y-6 4_61 arrtzr) (-4
61 C:i5rr,f1 Is% nn sicti Dc) (41,68^13 c-ko (Z5Y-7) cyrrn ) ?

6m30 63a3 c-Y\C1 Mn at ce)' crv."r*) C1-1

e ea_.1 3 cliy crra , err)) 6-6-v3cNo . eThecYrr, ?

8 6yin cA) ( caa ce-66 )61& 66a$I (Is .-2.6)%m,0

ryr)) 6-6-Y00 nrl er71-1 ?
i 0 6rrli nn -) dna_ 63033 CI-e-1 Ca.)

in .crris (75-3

3. Change the verbs in the sentences below to remote past-as in
the model.

9.

V/1001 et 6175-) r4 rd5r0 rr'b r1-) c3 a

.015-) ) rrt Can rat rxi 3 (3 0 allcern .Z) t3 tYr1 ,

rrinD4 :11 -*) 4/-13 CY\) g vb ELI Cr"Ou

CGraj 62)(1 CD CIMA Cer0 61 arlq
6")cfsfi):czr-rts--)

2. 61 (7) ) c4 (1-14° coca 0 L.n6) ets--)

(1-1 rn15

3, c-b (ran r--351)--0 rn-au e
(LS nom).

. ca .R Crt tronr)r-ro Q( assCs1.31 cut

rnr) Cm° n Co-A-1 Cr) ) 6e5%r2:1 .

S. Curb (11 6 Co 6Yr Ya cat 6v-nr") -4,(7s1.) 6Tra .

3 3
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G . 6rEn asr660 (34) 0130.. ( (1e J cY\3

or) <pa (-Li m crel _.4 ca r2i- g

7. eSY7) rr-1 d3)t5)(1 es-nr)-tr ran-9 t

Crb rn Co eTrb

8 . CAA 6-6-Thav 0_0 e e-rn- ..e ( s") ror-1.1 cr1/43 0

cycl 66-te- 4_615 nil slv-1) n_lcb )4 rJ_J n 6-1-D-rir

9 . 6Ytn) n-1) (gra el..1 inrb co .6-Yll e ...inn) CV,C)
6-6 C6) al ...3: ,-,...1 ._.2 c52.(1) rtriD cth 61'7% .

io . 6 1 gge s z1, eyq 6 1 e yA () e a., 1 3 -x.50- -0 Cfb)C1 Az

c; ey4 6Wn )C4 t051 4).

4. Read the following making sure you understand the meaning.
.

j. tSYD*) eft CeSYZ rIfil trl 5 ey.a, a61 cm &ID c--L-). cyfi
c6Yb ru en, ; ,-"a c1 C 6Y-r-ren ) 9

2. e ctbc.rb n..1 A rt.) 3A mire) 6> e_i cana.-34, r c?-ljerrri- ,

alien f eJ ( Li rirnlgici , .....e-Ilif-i? 63 erne?) Ca crell d3.65Q

0.361 1 rzs4
o

e-a-1 r ern. o 6-rra cry-o (1-1 n4-Y-5--rtrl ,

5 . cYCI ( mr 5 ukci (STD %orrn C2.3 D a j 61 c' ...f.0 62(.1) etrt.

Bra gczn . ex-4)61(4A tam Clen ( d e oarbld315) OS) ae) cazci.

CS)) r&rb CZ co-61_, c-4 6101)ert Cl__I ) djb (roe?) trrq`j.
4 , E rr (-1...i 3.1, (-CI -=4 4-1 es'EST-JA X161 (-yr)

63.) A &v.) dh Me) en Sj /WI rrlel cssy2J 61 _..6-1 ern 631rvinrin()CA
e1-6) rn) Ce.r6 rug_ol rb cK.) eosin, -1.11 c. .

32
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5. cero e-1-1 (Grp 6Y 61Yl ec) 610cY14) -2-Org.) &SI

g (Yr-b erra6714 ,

C6Y0 ru, (1) 619o, 61 rr nrzsrn cts1 J Cb-rb (221. 7

Pr-IDA edh3eS6,
caot cl co-6-6 enry,

,41 err. ern)(1,,, ewe .

j4a 7 CS' e")-1 4 Cale-Yr) fon Eyn)ryt, &, 6yys g fra

7. crn cpr-) J (r crts c 1 C C 0617610

#3.41 e141) en 6--Yr.e Q27 cst(3)(24 cfh CCU csu ?

CrtrY, erto n\.1 CC\ Con (Grp ert S g-2.1.7 C24(1)(bil

()Nil

8. isyn, ("4. Escirrirl frit r)-1 estio tstlestAd)63

or, csu ?

ern ey.t

4-% Cy.ern c0-6) )

ex.0)6e-vv, cih)frrn iner)

9, (b.) Q, cY161 ( ^irty nn (Yr-) e cfh, 3 cb

) ar) sir asybQom( nem port

ru Cb irrY1 e, ,

io, ) 61-41 CSU Cf21 C:Se S Ca ch-1&:,(1-i tz

(tns 2 5 trmo it.)ant) 4e)ar3rYY)

333
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5. Match the English sentences from A. with their Malayalam
equtvalents in B.

A. 1. She said she remembers me.
2. 'That:. occurred to John.
3. I think he knows me.
4. She said she remembered me.
5. Had you seen him before this?
6. John is considering the matter.
7. She is coming here at 3 :15.
8. Have you ever seen him before?
9. She will come here at 3:15.

10. I think I know him.

B.

0- CCM QJ, C)0 (Ate -416'1 cv-r) asra C1 csz) > 61 C2,crrbj
e)C2s) ) c-rra Crrb

b. (aro Vcrn oll)ork) ca4r4c0-6 Isns

rlanclzcrro nerij

C . czy-ar-21()0 ei41 in ern Cb "cit. cop 'en 61ernev-y-e

a5.8-0 (-1_1 00 el-.1 .'6%nrri51

d. rrfl 60.5:41 erb c er24 (73(3 CR) ) cth crr V6/Y3 )2

e.. trA ctb.Dc114)(-zr-rrr) c-a±i .

ctsg asra co, aby-bc-c) ca.), 61 ca cm)

ern ')erra cyra ,

ry-4 a54ra D.4"1.... cihrlY31c-a-3 Cern, ?
u

g trrn 1 Cr D Ma) fIctr) rrnn.
FF

L. c-,ronit...o (3.-0 61 46) CO 6l CrY/51 (WTI° 2111

j
Gt577) c).1 A) cm c- 1n 7 c CierrA cO asle.
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6. Prepare written responses at home in Malayalam to the following.

0
ry,C\) el 26\ t4 61 rrn cfh 7 6tY1

0%)

CY) ScIrtil) fc,

saw COISIi ea-11 7n rag Car) rib

czsro er\ c9i C2i ) ?

3 crcl a5r3 6-1(17-r6-7 Cr25> e-1.1 es6D

cstril ? c'Sra on en cc] col CVO° &flu

.1.4) cv-trN (tr.' C21. ISY4

cap cyt; . csyrrn. c)-1 Sd 0 rEsn ealb) con ceks

e f3J 7 cs1S1 (31. arm ).12 cOrb 6-) 5 e--A Inns,c4,0

"(1-.1 6YY1 C&IS ce-) rrei,

5. cfli an co) rdre, 0-(3) c-o-L c&I Diner% 4-4_1 7 at

?
0511,) (1), trrro

. cISYZ) <LI-cry cbro Cerz) QC/ cat5-6(yy-3

o)trb csv ) g trrn, Cb c

g\p^rt cola rm Gpcfb CR) 6Yr% CCP) q)CZCI ewe'

e othcbco-rtrqrb-L ca.431 ah cal ce-O

ru:-1 6-Tr3 s,s cr3 c& ti\> r1-.01 cp_ofh

. g te trb c 161r* at (*>6--) my-0),:b trrrzY ,n(u),_00
ce)c5rIcerCS cm Q"") ?

c-nr\ 6-6r6 30 reSrb ,23.:1 0 o5) 4,1 cvn'tsil,

e..1 czai (9,) ck) ce.ts- ca ?

lo. e2--1 cn-mt.6 csls rp-sfisij Cr ste ri_S 30 ,1-4)

61.,_3 ern 6-) a rn-o ) cbg ce41s3 n-rb ?
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GRAMMAR NOTES

17.1. HALF AND QUARTER HOURS, AND OTHER PRECISE TIMES.

Section 7.3 covt-rs the asking and telling of time for exact

hours only. Sections A, B, and C of this lesson's Reading

Practice give examples of 'halfpast', 'quarter past', and

'quarter till' the hours. 'Halfpast' is expressed by adding

-041n100 'plus one half' to the number for the hour which has

already struck. Note that the final echo vawelg. of the number

is lost in the joining (or sandhi). Thus:

1. Erna) '12:30, halfpast twelve'

'Quarter past' the hour is expressed by adding -dhxzr6
'plus one quarter' to the number of the hour which as most

recently struck. 'Quarter to' is expressed in terms of the

preceding'hour (not the upcoming hour as in English) by the

addition of 44006)roD 'plus three quarters'to the number

for that hour. Note that in both these cases the final echo

vowel of the number becomes long . Thus:

2. 441g5 cerl) culb 'Quarter past eight, 8:15'

3. Cb G), 6.;nrC .6quarter to three, 2:45'

Any such expression may be followed by an when telling

the present time, or by a-C)4Ni' when giving the time

at which something will take place.

More precise times may be given in one of several ways.

In giving train and bus times as well as radio program times,

precise times tend to be given as in English simply by

tacking the number indicating the minutes onto that indicating

the hour. The resulting compound number may take a dative
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ending, with no need for (26rrSYte63 , in stating the time

at which something happens. Witneds:

4. CISYQCSU 6=i) '10:35'

5. linn-Qc-4 'at 6:10'

6. cznfl CCy) ciu Mob 0.4),j CB cyrrau
'17:53, i.e. 5:53 p.m.'

In giving the present time, two other conventions are in

general use. The adverb CD-ggiorrtn 'after, past' is

often inserted between the hour and the minutes, c.f.:

6-6CYL-10. 444 Cnnell mc.,,trrasu,'- 8)Ai a5,a.
'It's twenty-five past nine.'

When it is close to the succeeding hour, the number for the

upcoming hour is expressed in the dative, with the number of

minutes stated along with ...6'erti . Alternatively, the

infinitive verbform asr9cewyllo may be used instead of the

dative ending. Thus:

8. arra 6MrACTia C) Cr))a &En-%

(8"ra 6=.1 ce))eck) rAl
'It's ter, minutes to five.'

C 1 4 1 t
--

19
Note that arroCa.,. -- OVICEPD*4 -c4144,03(5t are also

used with other measures. Witness:

9. co6VISCI ill gel, Q(1-1) 'two and a half kilos of meat'

10. ('r) ) c ei GLortAn) etri) mrb 'four and three quarter feet'

11. 63 gcrricpprA dAgelag 40 'one and a quarter kilometers'

17.2. ORDINAL OR ADJECTIVAL FORMS OF THE NUMBERS.

The adjectival forms of the numbers are made by adding the

337
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suffix -)CanaffUl to the number in question. Note that the

final echo vowel of the number is lost. In some cases, the

short form
C-)o is used instead, particularly with 'class',

'lesson', and a few other words. Witness:

1. gyfr), sat61erns" (In 61-61 63-nW, s 7ern)
'The third house is ours.'

2CeYbACSUCITTA) 61c-n_irtn, 13) (044 "-if; 4-63erra

'Little sister is (studying) in ninth class.'

These adjectives, like most others, are made into pronouns by

adding -make Note that the. final vowel of the adjective

ending -,a6V579) becomes long. Thus:

czerrs)Cascarnmw (711;ACW,)617:e.

'The second one is nice.'

ceranzat)cheactran csIA s cal erre.
'The fifth one is Ravi's.'

Further, the adjectival forms of the numbers cannot be used

as is to show the sequence in which things will be done. They

must be made into nouns,

(see 22.5). With

onto the -) 6

followed by the adverb marker

Cen,CS6) , the -rerzi. is added

form and forms with -7 a61 CIrrIn are not

used. Witness:

5.61^( \!Crl,e1)EaCirl,CC.)\ r>1.)0 raN.1)4\cello -

'James will speak fourth.'

6. g21-ZI CAr (1:r1) 6 (rn )(am csrA rk-17 FQ )0S) .

'Older sister passed first in her class.'

17.3. THE REMOTE PAST VERBFORM. The remote past verbform

is made up of the conjunctive verbform (past participle) plus

111910Vb , the past form ofig.coldhr6er(b which here
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acts as an auxiliary verb. The spelling changes which occur

in the final syllable of the conjunctive verbform when ar3era>

is added are exactly the same as those which apply when
o

dl is joined to fOrm the present perfect verbform

(see 13.2). That is:
C

A. Conjunctive verbforms ending in g.1. drop it.

Example:(17))(2(764Cnirn2 'lived, had lived,

used to live'

B. Those ending inglell takeCa-as a joining

device. Example: (t5cacitclarni

'entered, had entered.°
ft

C. A couple of irregular verbs loose tlaw3= .

Example: ges..1,C4.)(111(Yra' 'went, had gone.'

In English the remote past is clearly distinguished from

the simple past in that it can only be used to show that

something occurred prior to another event 1:1 the past that has

already been stated or suggested in the previous discourse.

In Malayalam, the remote past may be used simply to report a

past event, without any reference to any other event in the

past which it predates. Thus it is often interchangeable

with the simple past in reporting events and its use only

signifies that the reported event took place some time ago

rather than in the immediate past. Witness:

1. 611313 orb cl3raC52.1)Q61S 661S 6161 gartst n--Oarnen
'I studied with him in high school.'
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2. 1SITherb OSYBOU)46-15 61$ 6161n...0 t trat n--1a-4
'I studied with him in high school (fairly recently).1

Note. that the remote past is sometimes used to refer to rather

extended events in the distant past. Witness:

3. 61-81areb czil en cum (y51) el4ca eca vurl ..141elm ern .

'We used to live in Trivandrum.'

True habitual action in past time is most commOhly shown with

the future/habitual -42. ending plus Groyzazsma as in:

4 GAO alert) Caft9 g1.r Sealr6 41 ...aelm crra

'Madhavan used to eat in that hotel.'

The verbs g?...err% and crirOpird; have no separate

remote past forms. They usearnS7431C7Therrb andrer9CCIVVYral

respectively for both simple and remote past. You can now

recognize that both of these forms are actually remote past

in that they are made up of the conjunctive verbforms

Cii3) and Certlykl plus ,StSICYY73 respectively.

17.4. FAMILIAR AND FORMAL COMMANDS. The polite command
1

form made by adding _gle9 to the present stem of the verb

was covered in 3.4. This lesson's conversation contains

examples of the familiar command form made by adding the
C

echo vowel 42. to the present stem. Whereas polite command

forms assume the use of the pronoun 4116311014 , familiar

command forms are used only with those persons with whom the

pronoun CY1) is permitted. In modern Kerala life, there

is a tendency to expand the territory of (I and

its corresponding polite command forms and to restrict that

of 04) and, hence, of its corresponding familiar command
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forms (see 1.61. Nevertheless, CT)) is still generally used

for younger siblings and for one's own children, but decreasingly

for others who are clearly inferior in age or social status.

It is probably safer not to use them with servants, especially

adult ones, though many Keralites still do.

All of the familiar command forms are regular except for

a few very common verbs that have special short forms, e.g.

(1..i)sls c1.1, a 16ome here.'

2.v3race3)Qps c.ers Ces.1110. 'Go with him.'

3. n....VDD lkilatY1)4 0517. 'Give the newspaper here, i.e.

to me'.

Complex verbs made from CU Oa Ce) and e dYize)-

also show these forms as in:

4 .0014 chma 61dhu1rrin.1).

5-1, ftvaao ndh7sri
These familiar commands are often used along with the

particle 11.4.15 for male or 4)41 for female

addressees. This, tot is limited to persons with whom C141

is permitted. It may be used to call to someone to get his

attention as 'hey', or it may be added to the end of any

sentence as a marker of the intimate and/or superior relationship

which exists between the speaker and the addressee. It can,

therefore, carry a full range of possible meanings from

endearment to derogatiori. Here are some examples with familiar

commands:

6. Cerraa6)5 g2CadWI5) ., (you fem.) 'Sit down there.'

7. eorlIUU n1 S 6)46) s> (you Misc.) 'Walk fast.°

'Bring two coffees.'

'Take away these plates.'

4
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With a few verbs, the actual verb stem is sometimes used as a

familiar command as well as the more usual form. Cases in point

are gl2p'.14$61cds and (11500616) . Witness.these

alternatives to Examples 6 and 7.(withoutn0S)).

8. 4131-01rOns 1p;) 'Sit there.'

9. s 'Walk fast.'

A very formal command form is made from the past stem of

the verb plus -.re . This results in forms which

appear identical to the present conditional verbforms treated

in 14.2. There is no confusion, however, for the conditional

always occurs in the middle of a complex sentence, while the

formal command form always appears at the very end of a simple

Cone clause) sentence. These command forms were traditionally

used with persons of very high status and are oaming to be

regarded as somewhat archaic and artificial today. Neverthe-

less, you may comp across then in reading or in very formal

situations. Eliere are some examples of typical usages:

10. rillpdtldhOO Q.raSIS Q.nMetn)e4b.
'Lord (master), please sit here.'

11. czn() rts eQenq (Yr) 3 e40

'Would your holiness please come in' (to a bishop)..

The desiderative verbform is quite,c6ften used as a command,

more or less equivalent to the polite command form in
C-gly

It is sometimes used in situations where the speaker is

somewhat superior to the addressee as a boss to an employee, a

government officer to a clerk, or the like. Witness:

342
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12. (B-rocsupeQ7,4,' (-71>6'ig Cb 02.3 67r) o

'Tell him to come tomorrow.'

These desideratives, needl,ess to say, have the nominative rather

than the dative subject, though it is usually omitted.

The corresponding negatives of these desiderative command

forms are, not surprisingly, formed with 6Yra . The

formal command form has no negative, and familiar negative

commands are covered in 19.2 and polite ones' in 18.5.

v,
17.5. THE EMPHATIC PRESENT VERBFORM WITH -CYrbtrrei,

A present tense verbform may be made emphatic by adding VIII
_or

Note that the final of the ending drops when bit
is added. One very specific use of this form is to give a

contrary answer to a negative_ question (see 5.5) as in:

1. A. rrtn651300 E(l r0r2C1 c21)6Vn,rirklo te,....1)GeVYY-

M6-1 C2.1 ca3C-4) e ?5,1 ?

'We're going to see movie. Do you want to come?'

(literally, aren't you coming)

CrtrOrit narcrI(1ylisylr4 'Yes, I do.'

It can also be used whenever one wants to lay some stress on

the fact that something is being done, or is about to be,done

in the immediate future. Witness:

2 . Carl 6GY3O4 Cry) ssIA. Ca5).rcreel ce.63 cfr rnia 671:
'We're going to Madras tomorrow.'

3 . Cen 6 ES40 cfr63) eG)ta &Errs )ce6-3 cyro
'Mother is making dosas for us.'

The emphatic form is also frequently used in questions, as in:

343
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4. arra 0.1 rr6 Jo co -61 m esgra) ?
IIs he studying now?'

Note that Example 4 can either mean, 'is he doing his

homework at the moment', or 'is he enrolled in a course of

some kind'.
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VOCABULARY

c6Y-0 c4). (50 61(in

Act e etu-Le_e_v-)

tr\ta. (A) rna.zh
Lovztapa

st: Yr1 c)Y-e. rvi 0 Y -e-.

kou.ser7 nlovi:s2. ttect.taar

.=k (=A") ni-att

Lo.tf. 4:5 to 121-

1.0,2_46.7 per,
Yo

GL:seto.J102_ ex.C:

'NO(
4/51R- - J

Yc 0.-dt

0.yr itaie. Yx-Ata-e.k.

ca alto Laik,Y
In ascza to

srtarzynex& AAA-

0- 1-k.e.toy (NO

Ls At . Lt; k:t ?
LU Lir% u.t k. lex o \AJ
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Vocabulary

els hot 112_vleA to

_p, [tkes 06d ec.t
A.n v

flee

riZ...011

C clZs tc1/4."

tatia.

ra.."1214>r)
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note how, -4001joins to verb
participle.

Cf?CYY176-lon

214 Cern, Olon

CO3 dbn fl Cr)

n
eAl 00 ct6)761m1

e-2-1) GIN" a, Cw-)

B. Note 4ow) joins to preceding

stems to form the negative

cthcz ) nn
cri cr\en

Cj.1) an ctn cnr27)

e st,c\idin is-Irn
6.-6 coin -6-v-tr)

dhcstl cSZ.) .61 (In

consonants in these examples.

`n.) ctrio

Lr Ce6w9 () en
LP. c3,c til

OS .t...rt

as 1.-n

0.S 4.^%,

as- Z."

as

e.k.) 2 ern GI

Mira errth, cZl uNc)
co ero)ej

clx.1 C).1 czn 0

cb D erzs

C. Nnte how
c 11

joins to preceding consonants in these examples.

Cfl 4- CI =- k.D as

41- (-tr.)

ans

.1

INI
mama

MM.
01010=0

111

(5
VI CE5rtD (1/4.... ".-C-) c,

cks AI pi 61 CS alriAr-I-L

as Zr, e3-61 LC,
a. s Ldr. CE5v-a 41 (..... , (zoo
ck. 5 I:. $." ( ) -a 2 crn t n-C1 3Yrrip

Can rien Cb D 114 CS2j0{..S

o 's

I

r%
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CONVERSATION

efl 2 J c5z11,6 5 c2.4e-ei oef(3) c"---141c1g("A.)j

Q.erlic96. (Ilan(?) Cyr) cie e. 6-Yr& ?

iac5,8 (A6)---4c-t) a5YED r4rrelia,uzpe_
cihrnsfit-S cr Q 051 ilarryozu 45-r

dhsnabiscre ct)-6-) 0 c0)436Y5reij

anyyzi-1 cm.) Cbt-rrt )ektnj

rfl s ern )(-27-b 3411c. 0 .
q6\--c-1) e eJ e..1 e-,_.\cl6-113-r=r1c`1 `lit rvcIrriroi

C1-161 dam" (4)17) s, ,ce cam ,z_fart, .e.1 3. (r)%3

va...41crn tc1/2 ?

4) rnn)(NA reroAl ce )6v-tr) ancylpar,
csd . &IS> ("re) (81S) d3-)

21)rfA ("1.1rrrtrq ea-11, 01,24 e-3...0 (4) e_1) 0 Lna cm?

carro e
ce).ej

6y-tr) )CYC M
c3 c . car?) c2c2 eff-6-3 c--461__aA 461(y)

ceb Ism (4 ,2-41 oh )(141 cs87 nrrn erm ?
r)-6\ (-(4) c o 031,60, oat 6102.1 cY4)

L C122 asYtD ex_S) Getsyr . CbcYr% -Glencamt

ons ey-0 0 Car) )04 rzn n, ITYY-OU

neer) %cfA 6-Inen
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EXERCISES

1. Change the verbs to negative commands in the following sentences
as in the model.

rnocle..t: .n2.1 c0cwt. ch csu

nil c-516 cf4g.).<1 6-1cs .

. 611 Ce*rb c-S\61 s C.6 .

2. (-bp (1-L

3. ct)) a e3 c"SY9 c-Ng, ce,e, n..a ) csaS1

4. C. Ca 7 e&_1 cYfi ) C63 .C\C .

5, c6n, (*A N..3)(1-1.4ou tr3C
th)D

L. (r rem.a co ...I
7. e, nine Ms V.
a. cs-rb 615Y1 (-11 .

9. C?3'fb 6%.s

40. c-v-161 ccqra_. 6) 2-1 (z

Fill in the blanks with the negative participle of the verb
in parenthesis as in the model.

made (1-4) rrn 6111%)c-r6 C ru..1 -) dr-6 cihez2-qc\
c ce-616.0

(1_0 inrrn o)al ce-0) In can nen) CYt

C**6 Cfh C5(41

CYO CC) e, :74'3

iriCh (sun 6113

2. mro 6-)5

3 . C21) Sri 61C')

rrz) (71_1) (Be.

ce-ts dh3
C) cgs) , g4-1,6314):

61-61) rrt, (.1nryrcicm) . cZ6cD)]

349
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(nr&ca 61ail.prft a-Cla cfh)nr-)D nib

en.....12dhcwilgr4 , Loir6-1 c6-0

5. Q_Y en_a.cmc do-0 vy, cznsd
CiAr6 cto

. ren-t et4.0.3 at) (g cl_.\ck try-ts--)>

Arn 0--16-11#10 as? ctsb cenen. C61__=-1 vi-7]

RI) cfrn tra_S inn CA c az] el ts-rrs .Eccasl &ace]

S . cf)S7e3-1 C4- (761r61-al (44 e e2--1 awl .
d)--6

el_C) ts) s cit) irrn

Gertc cel curl , Le2-01c=_Gtss]

(OP ("Sea csz...)2 erns, P ;T-1) cg) 6-6-srs

ca() 6.63 ceh C56\-&) o L Caq (frta d3°,3

3. Change the negative questions below to positive statements
an in the model.

rn.i Ce) u r)-1 crt cu.), a n 543
g (DKr?) (2-1 )c-t) cep, 6-yr?,s

L . nen co 6") ei zs1 GO>, 6 Cileo 6>Can-Y15

e2--1 n 6Y31734-1 g
Sc

2. -U) 0.61 da153" 4 614 mr-e-e,..

(-zr (11 Cai C-1..1 C57-)1 ?

3. (...T cal 416YiNiri assro) ciz316-).12....)

Cerd g ?

9. c6r6 o...1
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CC6r79 CrrU)rA rarb CCI') Sc) ?

ey()% (dray rr9r)crA Q rex-ij r25.6

6p tyj c e evS1 eg_c)

6. irrzn )er6 o cetnridu cn1 c Sia 65)
rxr(ilk ) ce-7 r2.1 cz462713do

Cf5Y1) Sr)- 4 r)--1 ci3-, cs2Sle.s,3 ?

qrrYz,ri:8. cch 9FF;c1 (1161c-a

mn Can't rcz) 42(1 P ?

mcc14._ns g c-b....so--rarN9e2st 0-0°1-0- r_uAret.

,24-itor14) (2.09 cal cal etc) vPnriCgcl?

io. a r6) u-o cszi3 s CS41 s _23 =tenni d4cezZAcsiSiggli

4. Draw a map depicting the route described in the conversation
below. Label the landmarks in Malayalam.

"e(a : Maas) rtS) crri C-cfhCb gm,_,n,se..11 eJ ce-ta

g cftcYT-1 rilc3r) ea-e czn, tr-r-f-ou ?

cb)carb qM.c17 0-1 gam! i5c153 #-A.1) et) ei M SCMA
6 C13 erst CO 6 are, 021:11 (-4) COY) IS-Y ) e

Cb asro caeic32.), trn,caca ra_lal m714

asya g,4

cb )42 mracco--) . ran ce-7c;16liri cals'ir61 ca-56
ry

(Sol c8-1)6yr))0 cs-rb rzfIrla> ei

) 0 c-ns erY-1)(-134, acn szszi

2S YD rn-1 e...1 0 d3() err) -) 0 . (81-0 er2J ai 0 cqsrerriq

C21 c")-1c-ro e>rerrn c&ti-Sw rtnrIcz(1 c9i nerm e2..116Ww

35j
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61(61 Catrin e6 C.nij Cr/ S CM.) eat tr.!1C-0:3

g c);91 7 euilln-orl 6-)ert Cl 5rd4crabu e2-{Pc a

g ?Vn7eL.Q1,.396) (l am Grmrj

ah ea_c),sc-w-6
5. Put the following into Malayalam.

1. "How much further is it to the movie theater?"
"What's the matter, do you want to stop for a little while?"
"I don't want to stop, let's go."

2. He does everything without thinking.
3. You know the doctor who lives near your- house, didn't he

live in Madras previously?
4. They arrived at quarter to eleven.
5. It's impossible to teach him; he doesn't want to learn

anything.
6. "What / said was that from home the market .is one mile;

didn't you hear?" "What I heard was half a mile."

6. Prepare written Malayalam responses to the following.

61cm, es.61 ec-1_16-rrn o ?

2. ( 4-6 s I c13-6 can 1 Ertl

3. cr)6 Lk gcrsco sleirezn Cn 3 C1161rri Cd16"neil 6r1S

" ea-4)cirenq cs2-)11° cal-Dori s nnce, cg) crrti

6) ter, Cen 6-rrl m ?
5. cv,nel et-, , cr1611 czara <1_1 cb, cerb

6-r-v-rw-1 ? r"-11 3 rtC con-) (-6-) cn....tri 6-rznif

CO..) rtrr, crrrl 7 ?
6 . rr orrb o calcii detscl-ri) Tral ? el-0 cm ) cib) (-1)00.

0111.8 ry9) 6-LJ carh ?
el2 61-140eIrgj fD 5 ) ,14

co, ), ers,1&1 . 6-rrVYY-1 CS-y(40wea-,
8. on ) dr) cmdl ce-51 n-altD crrn) cen 6-ry-zj

4 .

352
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q. 63r re cet)0 cet, )61 czn cth, 61 CU') ,

C6srb CX2t M.451on ,F) o C-41 (In cets'i ....6)r'3%ettrasbrin

c-LA 0521 -p.)art cerb r3 6-12 CI, 6-Yr 210. 4P" 1 A4e2-

05%re9 c5291cA 61 ce)16Y9 cfh

Exercises
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GRAMMAR NOTES
45. 9

18.1. THE COLLOQUIAL LOCATIVE ENDING -4 This lesson's

conversation contains two examples of a special short locative

ending -ca-lor-n-4)

1. 0 c 'in the middle'

(short for Caajicerrlig:;\cT06

2. i) ea c) 'on, along the road'

(short for (-214)CLCtrip

Only a few items permit this ending, and those which do also
g

take the more regular locative form with -ICA or -53ED

These special forms are limited to colloquial speech only,

Lout they may optionally be used in all of the functions that

-locative nouns serve including that of the destination of

verbs of motion (see 7. ). Witness:

3. C oil es re-rtr14c, cRoi gyal ct) s myb (41 cm) ea) 1?

'Do you kno4 the shop near the temple?'

HOW TO TELL YOUR LEFT HAND FROM YOUR RIGHT.

The basic adjectives for 'right' and 'left' can be seen in

the following:

1. 6161c0)

2. 21 61 61db
They are also used in expressions

3. 4MSOL 616N641C1r6

4. c1105

This lesson's conversation contains the complex expression:

5. Co(ISM nol41 41 0110

'along the road going to the left'

You can recognize glS2.11 as the adjective 'left' and

'left hand°

'right hand'

such as:

'on the left (hand)'

'on the right side'

54
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111.41.11 as the marker of a relative clause (see 14.4), The

unknown element in the middle, - 6-), , is a formant

meaning-'in the direction of'. It never stands alone, but it

is also found in the trio aCan)4u 'in this direction',
v

this way', ( einaTIS)4 'in that direction, that way', and

ni-1,11)CAZN3)1i 'in which direction, which way' .(see Reference List

in Lesson Two }.

- The difference between.the right andleft hand is of

tremendous cultural significance in India. Traditionally one

eats with the right hand rather than with implements. The

left hand is kept completely apart from one's food because,

being used for toilet functions, it is ritually polluting,

even though washing is strictly obserVed. It is for this reason,

too, that:things are given and received with the right hand only

wherever possible:, Also related to the concept of ritual

pollution are Indian bathing customs.' According to these, no

part of the body is put into a container of Water to be washed.

Instead, water is dipped out of.a.buekei in a small vessel and

poured over the particular part of the anatomy to be washed. Hindus,

in whose religion these concepts of pollution are highly

defined, will also protect themselves against the pollution

of a drinking vessel or a cold drink bottle by deftly pouring

the contents into the mouth without ever touching the lips to

the container.

18.3. USING THE NAME AS A TERM OF ADDRESS. This lesson's

conversation contains the sentence:

355
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1. e ei t-2-1(1674"61.- r1-40
'Didn't you say 000

that Leela said.)

0 010 wile - --
?'(literally, isn't it ...

Here the teacher is speaking directly to Leela, but following

the common convention in Malayalam of using the personal name

as a term of address in place of the pronoun rr6)67SY-WO or

cy161 . Here are a few other examples to sensitize you^to

this usage:

2. Crtl)A1 61erip ondhcanst -mcoIcterme e2-41 rrtn,614.2
'What's that in your (polite) hand?' (literally,

the gentleman's hand).

3. izti_aace-)c-rbw cp-iArn Cca a

'Do you want to go, teacher?'

in

18.4. THE NEGATIVE CONJUNCTIVE VERBFORM. The use of the

conjunctive verbform as a means of joining two sentences into

a single complex sentence.was treated in 13.3. Section 13.2

shows how the positive conjunctive verbform is made from the
f

past stem of the verb plus the echo vowel where the verb

ends in g41, or by a "zero" ending, i.e. no change, whan the

past form ends in i . The positive conjunctive is only

used when the verb in the first of the two sentences to be

conjoined is a positive verbform of some kind.

It is also possible to conjoin two sentences when the

verb in the first is a negative. This requires the negative

conjunctive verbform which is made from the present varbstem
.1

plus the ending -)6101) Whereas the positive conjunctive

accounts for concepts which in English are handled by 'and',

356
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'before', and lzftee, the negative conjunctive i3 used for

concepts wriich English renders as 'without', 'not', 'unless',

and Witness:

dhilth!)0 Clara* .0406psuin (Seia
'The children went to school without eating a thing.'

2. ei-061ern dh)ren)61etr) Mb/IAA rara'i
'Not seeing me he was worried.'

3°ClaCafSZPCa% es-16100361cn C1-1al es_bctio,dh6cam.
'You won't pass the exam unless you have studied well.'

The negative verbfo=s (' ragj 2p21,A , and

gai6113 may all takeC) 61On I but only 61a0
is a conjunctive. Witneisr"

4. ;1,:eina 416,1hs1e5Q,slan 610119krik6 &Id/mon
'Don't enter the bus unless you. have (your) ticket in

(your) hand.'

The forman1W6lar) is a postposition meaning 'other than°

(see Appendix D) . The form VII6YYS)61(15I serves as a
e

baseform, as all forms in -1)6741(17)
/

do, for negative

adjectival clauses and noun phrases (see 19,51.

18.5. POLITE NEGATIVE COMMANDS. Besides serving as tbe

negative conjunctive, yerbforms ending in -)0114are also used

as polite negative commands. They are roughly equal in tone

to positive commands formed with 1:121,(see 3.4), and are mostly

used when someone is already engaged in'the act being forbidden.

Section A of the Reading Practice for this lesson has a list of

these forms. There are no irregulars. Exercise 1 of this

lesson provides ample exampl0; 357
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18.6. COMPOUND VERBS SHOWING UNINTENTIONAL INVOLVEMENT.

A transitive verb may form a compoUnd with ebru-1,(thNCON

signifying that the action of the verb took place without the

willful participation of the subject. For example, this

lesson's conversation contains the sentence:

1. Al svin > curb ctsrbr716/.37 man Jri onn gru )(bw) syb.
'Oh teacher, I just said (that)' (without meaning to).

We often convey this meaning in English by using a psuedo

passive construction with 'got', leaving the subject

unspecified. Witness:

2. A. 6311) E$ dh th@Ct63: Oth 6'1 cth *dam trYCS .

'Don't give that small child coffee.'

B. (6121e) C/43 I 6-TM) ( 61 ) g ? cS2-3 ryci

'Oh oh, I gave him some without realizing.'

It will be remembered (see 11.3) that when intransitive verbs

form a compound with enbdriCO) , it denotes completion

of tba action of the verb.

18.7. EQUATIONAL AND CLEFT SENTENCES WITH -111.1-u:EL

It will be remembered that the predicate of an equational

sentence in Malayalam must be a noun, not an adjective.

Therefore, when possessive adjectives (see 9.1) and the few

real adjectives in the language fe:JII:m the predicate on an
NJ

equative sentence, they must add - alragl before the

copula 031)6In
%.)

, or any other form of the verbRn.)03,16

Similarly, words,phrases, or clauses, made into adjectives

by the addition of -ag047 (see 14.4) must also be made
v7

into noun phrases by the addition of -Cirrb in such cases.

Witness:
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1. agea,Ozo cf141i1c2,) <lb rtrh) riVerin,alqgarin)64.
'The news I have just received is a happy one.'

2. Q.IY) (YU 3t) Gilf1D,tv@e-ri) CW176Yrip.

'These saris are front Madras.'

3.
fl,419 gnagQ) rk_161,1-1,E1 childh61g, ill aW1/1)64

'This radio program is about sports.'

4* Qi9 db)rag chQ.c17.3, rro paCtn 3 6Nryb
'This coffee is to be thrown out.'

Note that only nouns are required to take
gt..%

Postpositions and infinitives may occur without it. Thus,

Examples 2-4 may be alternatively rendered:

50 grz19 (.1%.1)(-g4100 Q(S34\c-tri, 4;lcyly,svelb.
V

'These saris are from Madras.'

6. nciAS) c ) el-1raj,4g) OthilteNcla:8 140_1)61A,
'This radio program is about sports.'

7 4Q() CO))rag celfgcs2.) On, 6Yre,

'This coffee is to be thrown out.'

When a sentence containing such a phrase is clefted so

as to stress the item which has been made into an adjectival

clause (or relative clause), then (tr9crib is interposed
v.)

between that item and -025a.6a.M . This accounts for

the example in this lesson's conversation:

8.05179 61dh (113 (WIC:105411(-5-14 (mea (2-D cbe)ot/I)erfra

'In all it is really of four furlongs.'

The normal order would, of course, be:

9 Mr, 61 co, eu, rhylirrosc61) Cr) ) el_fltei) Au) ( ...aara))6rib
,... it is four furlongs.'

359
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18.8. RHETORICAL QUESTIONS AS EMPHATIC STATEMENTS.

This lesson's conversation contains the sentence:

i.asracocer; p,1...a4c;)61m dh)6yn34 40 61ae»rasch6,6niemi)!
'Mother is so eager to see you!' (literally, do you know

how eager mother is to see you).

This question is unusual in two ways. Firstly, it is a

question in form only. Functionally, it is making an emphatic

statement. Secondly, as is common with this kind of

rhetorical question, the main verb of the sentencearrOA)CRJ3C($1

'do you know' is omitted, and the question marker is attached

to the qmotative marker ei.41)rrb which ends the sentence.

This further proves that this is an embedded sentence within

a carrier sentence (the deletedarbil)02.DeQ) ) since a

question word, which marks an information type question, and a

the question marker -ci-- , which marks a yes/no question,

cannot occur within the same clause. The question word is

generally n.4).. , but the tense of the verb varies

according to the circumstances, c.f.:

2. non 613r3 Q61s 3(D n-411M. Cb cr) (1) 61(3)c.rincrn arm,
'What a fun trip we hadl'

r1
3. Q_cts) Irra ".(1) rrb-N el CZ) a COrl &CI 61 Ca g Om, t.c=e.

'It must be very costly.'

These questions take a special intonation pattern, with the

pitch rising to a high layel after er2-6) , then falling

only to a medium pitch with a level contour on the final

syllable -Car)7 . The final syllable is also somewhat

stressed.

360
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This type of rhetorical question conveys what the

speaker feels is new information to the addressee, i.e.

pointing out ,thing which he is not aware of, but the

speaker is. This situation contrasts to that where the

speaker supposes that the listener also shares his view. In

these cases, an exclamation takes the form of a statement

with -Cirrbe4113? . Witness:

4 . Q. C ^ re c k i Pi ca.) 6-rn e,N)I
'This is so high. priced'. (isn't it).

This could either be used to a fellow shopper, or to the

shopkeeper whom, one would assume, also realizes how

elevated his prices are.
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6anDrn767ra'
61-m-1 a 3:16YrSc'es"

63), c-rrl

enno ceILD c9160

-171,4)cartnm.
6--r<

gq)a in-2-1S:ke-141
CA sl 1:52) 6--r-V-atj

04))ri17 C5ki 24b

-17;2rArl CR4S-% CAC-2n

Vocabulary

0-r Y. one. tA3k

as adz VINO ....Min 0111.1 MIMI&

Es tkA..t So 1 Isa-mA.stcc3

a_ clic- cc..rert st-erc,
Leo.c_K tt:y).-#23

be_c_o_i-ts42. (4 i-lot .00 a. MI

belte.c

I ikaAp?...

-V1,2_1LAk)

4 ea-1%1min e3

Ltu

dtdatt-vi e S v._6 Jactri

Ye.LL.c.tant IAA w LIAIK23_

Lo w oYk ELuLtt
eve S Se, Ct.]

a

crovr
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note how the nounarlei60'peoples may be replaced in the follow-

ing phrases by the plural relative pronoun( 004"those who".

CX) ciaBQ ce-630-Y1 a5ra)

CR) COB ter67.. err) (-2.1 (1)

2 ,6Th P-2-1 czn rrt r. 1 cabc-ryl as-re)) 3c)

r-Ligt:,1 r-trb 60%-lx10- cm c-6

3. thl ethC.31=\ MY-9 Rsztht3t)

dhe-067tY1a CO) c53(1. (-114)

4. 9. (-) (;\ re5rar-),0

5. ri-x>oc-C16-1eri &) a CSYY") IS-YrN 6Th CY-rb C-S-Y-0)4:(9)(30

CVN.) (4) 6-1 er1 C:191 cl-rn irm C) ca crlrb

B. Note how the nouns referring to male and female persons may be

replaced in the following phrases by the singular relative

pronoundereintanderar200respectively. Note that respected

female persons take the plural pronounCerOf116.

, C. r3 ,Lf7i 61Q -1 6Yr4,C-21Crr-) .

aa) Ls-a 61 coo 6rr-4. c-)_1 (-rn cYt

2. e-es-rb s (-211 art) e.)7e-CA 6-1--n-19)1

carbril r152)615 atilt-v-1a CS)(-1()C)

3. ran iszsy- e-3_4) d3-61cry-1 cc-A6)

ern 65-ri c:C1 car& rw> rai ric)

4 k(4,:a 9:1 6108 6-yr4 2 co).c-rn 00),1

e et,c) 6\131, 6Yr, dra rrn 2.1 rYt
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gOtcn3A:

g ot".1 cA61

ern xacne,

m )cart

343

CONVERSATION

4105"1, Ct. 0 Cr) c)

cca e, co (-NA)) c-6 (23 emcrA)
Clocv-rt) (In - cbce4

czn C21 .

Gcn)ca gm) re1r) 63r6 t.)() el...4) n..061 s
csol con Gere2J dtIcs4).) csacl cos cyrz

61(11 rici czn 63t rra (-)..agr)csncat gam, 06m
0%)

ran S are, runcl oarri) c-115__61

Mrb (.01 d}.) 0 g.D.4 61-L1 e212eYb6YrStErc)7
Et2 CS4, 0 eq, ZOOM-11CD delf24

ova csu ostra AtIsThav
arra cr-e) rxi)CN al 54 ') 4r1r nn..igr:Icsi.) 1 c-g

-2.0n-eau crul 3 crt 0-IncrEri;))il CSA ?

: r2:1)crb cry.11j r-Ligj 15-S(YrD 064 'dkr)
Minn 01.)) en .

: arra CZ) 30 ig) se:361;16n s 6-1

gsrbri 2 CO), trriFi (J)(p c-) . cer6

C 47 I csq= n a3,1e40

)

._cEmine`ne\ (M) t cop di) ) Cb 64n1 66)3 60 -a---16)771-4
c s z ) l a st, 0 1 3 eSsyyn n-rn 7 rn) 6Y4

C no) StA, el.=.1ez 6-1Y'S



cal, encro ev >aril> en 5ce)(4)
v v

C2.-1 Carr) tog) ror150 (-1%) (ESYD021Dizces2

r4.6)anrrn 4-VcalGA Derrn 61dh-,6-Yru

Can cnrel S'aj a Cc--a d91 LO cfh arnittrosirl4

gagrO)nt csairt csiArrn..L'i Caen C52.) csaal ceA0
Cisrb ? (-41(-141 ce.6g (-)1)(st21 telf0 t%o-y.re.

6-6-rbt.6 as-yrocsQ col (0.63 e,

cyA) ®`u0 ank erz) 0 d3f-)2).ty-rr) .

crrA 6-6yw.13 ce-sS' c6-4 ) 41....zia:peA

c5b cryi: tail) crea ( s)3 .

trzn) ca ri\44 : czsra e cap 6-selecr4 n'1/4) , en') V.

6Ytrl ;1 CaA MPcja ex-a) gam' z:Vb 6itmer6

to% a c\_=..1 ca cr\ cap en 6-Nrn)',

eagm rA ine&xal CZ") 6 6Th Irt nn C) E) C.3.4) CertC&j

t an ,erra C56) eitZ Q.CYCNOCird\

ts,.3e(i) 6'_.21CsA trrYs ary) cvihr) Lai A02.3NciIiig2

cry csa.) s46-rne. cfsm nsj eac1eb-6

rugler;\ ce-s3' ern 6aY3 6-1 OA) ell Cp,PYsezn, csra

0.1 c-610

g CIF) a : s , c-voD cn # 6NrIer$

Ca, pi r an I 6rn (-4) a, nein s: ,-241

ca8 D Ln) cbrl csz..),a to
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EXERCISES

1. Change the following to negal:ive commands as in the model.
Mode 1: c-r-ti ...(--1..i) 6-1s Cae)cars" Errio:

CY.9 ID (-IS) d S Era. ("1.1 ( a

(1 L7 114Sgar) a Crin ,

e"1..,e11, 45-15

i. CC) 6E5Th OC) r16,S C G8 6-Yr1
2 CD 3Q,eyt 15"/_aj, SI6YY3,
3, Cr-11

4- /21 caAr-r-t (6y-75D col C-bd.)a czyb
c).-1.C1 C9-.16Yr1

5. 4-.....C10) (-6 can 6-C133Z) ..c'r%qCale, cayb (-1_Itsmtg_

deh Ern') erra .
6. C.r)(1 ev cal ;. Cr16) ceraczacst,Ins 6161 cit> c:11141 enl rrbli

eu_asYn o c-i-17 trerrbl

(En el a21 ea-10E CX) CO-), Caj ) 6ar3c 6-3CYra

ek) &In 61-is

8 Qs ra-rzi1 a ca.ea_ (-1_141 cf1g.e..\ (ob) an ran csu tea,

9. g a 3 C. ? tnm 4:27 m4'1c_ienaln"

c45-rb csLy) cks Ced 6errb o 61 dh7 &1$-I6-yy5 ,
2. A. Change the complex verbal adjectives in the phrases below

is simple verbal adjectives as in the model.

: 61,0 2 rY) dh 6TYSel E3 cA,Is) tray-i b1 ..)r-r-f-a

cri) 6-sratiz, .
tnin eyt, oen 6-ry-t (1111) e_lasY2,151 )nrr-a 4 0116E5Y4L)a

ce>61-rsis'i gj .
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C3 CU ceBildh D.$2
r1.4 CVAICel 0 ru 7 Can ,C-15) 61131

2. 6%--6)0 1-4 Mr-b ) ale 61091)qleznr-6-0

4-3-C\ 61c^rrt Cerl 6Ncar)-4 and csu 260 c 6-y-trrel.

6. An'n ,crio nra 6%=1cizarkgm_
ay)%ja-ring_ga ) c, co aen sari) cO 6Wb

6115 Crt ra-ro caci)) celsitsC3)rirt) ( (re-ot) e3-4)61e-r1

(.7 Cbei ceS3.) '4 (E "C ce1 r=dh o-a. &)'0
Mrb c22 CLI C5triL. 4

B. Combine the two sentences in the pairs below using a
7

locative plus 2-2Las in the model.

Mocle t ceslea) ceZcsOrtrt, cfhteN)ra &Prei:).
(6`ro oisn, ctb.DErr-4, 21t5

C612 (C-)6Q2t-fle1la

atrn,
61e-;4g16T"r.i..

Cb dal Lk>

3 (fa e_i csirj) assay) q_ce)3c)

ca-rb rurg`t mos crsQ, PoZ.1CZS3 eckbacora,a82.

2. c6Nra) c6--re ,21161 er:))rtrib 63 (63 la 3-4 ce-r6j Erril
czsr-b csu,4615 616\ ce-4nriz, .6'r)

(13-," 6N-no .

5, 05-r, csu, S 6-161 ditl C 61 ro-3 .-2----PA-,c1}-2

czY-b m`j. arriA etr) CDS) rICA c,

,u4s) 6 \ c-a_161 n r-rD 63

e_c\ cs0 ceAs cs/! 61nij . csvz 61033 cons
riSsro ErrDu
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C. Rewrite the sentences below changing the noun phrases

which are underlined to include _ g_aa as in .the model.

trnocL21 CdFra) _IS-Y1-C)d}n5 (C6-rb ri) 66) e sa y

(5'r6) cstEP coln rdra;-\1:srilg24

i. gam, gcets),%' tGar ( 11 c% Q.(196-2_1,2-1S6171

Cea) crtri)
--

2. 6 0"s Cf71,f78 133 tCYYZ41/4) .

3. Cnq cO (Paral nic16 cOr)cArzsThrinen

(&rb e res-Yri\ gen o%`) 6rOorK) )rb ,thn6yno.

14" rt.9e, crul ) rat n-3 rts+25-) eft ) C2%, 6rx-r)(4
tp_rrre 63 etrl csz)1

3. A. Make cleft sentences from the following by nominalizing

the desiderative verbforms ari adding the copula as in the model.

044 Azi CrIn 615Y6OC) arts 6-) -=--\ 61-1, 4
M.) 6 6Y5 3.0 asy-b /11_123 ea/ w c,7rerb,,

Cb as-ra 6-15 ri3-) 6-rn ery-0`)
C616-6

2 e-re g col -7 Q, el-1/46 `') en1 ctn., arzvraelbr3,
ce-6) ffrn 0 .

3. ea) e rni rzra g3 CZ51 c0-61 cD-c CO2-A c93nlinrC1 n13

CheNQ csrecs-vy, icIrr( diwrn Oro,
CA 6-6Y:560 .p0o 6(SY3 61 CY) C)s 6Yr)

- el-41 rrra o O o ncfh 57rip3 an, (yr) rirn fY)

(Z5YbDgi4c-2:4) inGOD%ce.6-16*mo.

37o
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3. B. Make cleft sentences again, this time by placing the ()moo
after the underlined word and changing the verb accordingly.

Yrlc>ae-k er) 7 c-43 csra 451c-n-C4 7 b 6Th-=-1 c&I Ts''')o 46

6'r ) 6Nry-S' am cln Scl o el_2.1 C. J 6-rr3 j .

Cd5'rb a5Nrb C2C3, cliZ) cesYD) cs61c2r/0

(Nen .7 -Lel rrno.
2 . cl-o) rt) 6ran_i U3 cs2) Q(341 4616Yno,

s sc21 D resyb csx) g Qi7 WC) 62J)csih
61-2-1 Si 7 eY4) CSU 6-Yr)

I+. 4-2-6161rirrl c$1)iinrnfl:i) asra c31). (k) (354

cty, rrin
crq tssr-c.k) (Gro car-d-c)nrn csufi

051, SYn irrn .

C. Combine the sentences in the pairs below by making the

first into an adjective phrase as in the model.

0,=1 ct6V ,63 c-ts1 (y.) 7 Clc) 615Y1r1 09-61611)0

OGY*9 ON)) c-an _ an .

(2.-Ornr\&4 rz-A 6-6Y0 cen o-Yn ryo
&IS eN8

crc\rxyx, t\io 6-;c _) 6Th 6-rn

C65-''b c-i.r% t5-1 __al Cad el-41) 4./3'22
a ca D rY-bu ('br) 0-24 rYAill`le-) csu) at-61 rrn .as

rn 2_3 CR) r2-4 rY)..ince-) 6-tre
371
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5 . rrli da) c).exerol tG cab C1'014) Ca- cOMCY/1 6r0o

Q.:)) ek\C)ry) c:SZ.0 ark^r1

LJ(Y cp.
c-14) 6SY3c3o (6-6

5.

c66'16n0.

nc, r72 cd5r-D 4"3831 er*1 ce)r )..%0

e-)4)rfl s ey-1 ,c8c,
t-Li el (936Y n o . czNraci C--v-LaT ) c) Oo ceInrzcSj

b tsQc9S) 0

cu.) co, c-i) 6-vr7

06) (2, -e..1 6-1 csu -6-1D cm

cfh 6141 co-Is-5 0 e-ri, 6\66 9 fIrr-4,

e ce") 6Yri no t GYM C9-) ) Pls 4

pct o r)-1c-rit> cSL1 (TY-% ,

4. A. Combine the sentences in the pairs below by making the

into a dependent 'because' clause as in the model.

110art.: Mat c-?..!.Ct) %erre 6-15 C)..105YY(3 (erbE6k6)764
61111)rrt, ceraran S ) cfN c-erCtsI. -

asra rb n-eD. crs3crik-5_6\dh7SYCZ

61-1)-wYt MTh d.:1161S 4-2-1 (ft-6crn Syt:

1. (GTZ) _a:16'ton rrtriDr-rt tn.)) c-a-L

41cth76T1 c9S1 . ("Orb c&V) -32i 3 uc)

Cerra cv-D") n-106 EIrri:

20 cro) sCh n ) Cs2.3 A .osra sail
dct di» ,-341 cris 6w3

3. en CE213Q ecuu)0 m $ ch 3 Nra . Cr sa C )
of O (7) sync's) 611-2.1cruu0A 7 rr3 cvnc-st c-L-MrW__o

3-72
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4, ets-rije a. On r 610-nn d")41n-zrrui . asyboldh)15-ree-

n-03)mr) car n_11 c-6t

5. asra cst.1) c.)o 6Y 2e:116) est) g;a Cfb()(1Zi car3)4 6)...,-Letrra

( crIcey) e2.4"), cfozr33 n#\.) ens-) .-29:1Q76-Trou.

4. B. Combine the sentences in the pairs as in A above changing

D 61n to -;eZ5 as in the model.

n-C) db.zs`' era cs> 3 6-)A_ c"-A-(1)(121 'D CYO Ci45%rre

cSYbD,_ fct,r)o-rij1/43 non 'art. an) tSloaodic3`3 63 rip,

q,7e51 61A-3

el-01m(1 CTST"bC2J cm) Ctaatp_Q0064,
61-6))043 CSYZ dits3 6103 Cm gpein cON

Ca 2C3 rro`j (2.1a_enc-13 cz-ra LA-C) dr) e=w eir) cstery-:
e5ra zs% erre CS`rb (SU ) clans cy-n1 .

tl_c) cZ11 cn,61a_ 63cErl cf}a csa
(-dna 6-yre csy-bc23 cA c l cYrb

66:2136-) cst.)1 .

3 ei 13-re L.0 cz7 30 6Y r1
611-41)

CSYB tko ca63) Gr) 0_1, 6n Ce6))c.
c7(1) CO-6-7u Cer10 -24 0'0 a cz c66yrij CS115 Q.6169-06yril

61-Ery)CrC 6-CtG .-27.12{1?..V1) ca3 cs2C1 D

&) cso crrb .

ta?, ni L3c1 csuc) (-A nig,4 Crnr) t-D d3153 as.rba6-1d),,t5yri-:

e We. C)-1 s des-) e4 9C;e') C5)

373
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5. Translate into Malayalam.

Exercises

1. This is the one he wants.
2. The manager feels that I am the one to write the letter.
3. 'It's the peon who wastes all the time in this office.
4. I have no faith in him at all.
5. Anyway, I am ready to transfer him right now, if he wishes.
6. At Uvula when there is no work to do you may gc out after

telling the clerk only, but at times when there's work to
do, you must stay here; %aye you got that?

7. Because we had run out of meat, I had sent Mani to the
market.

8. The children[habitually]arrive at the school at eight o"clock.
9. I never tell any stories at all. You know that

10. I am the one who has to complete this form. You don't have
to complete anything, so don't take this pen.

6. Read thd following making sure you understand the meaning.

65r6 Jo cm...es-y661er) 61 crvat csuo eihgannin,rzst
®) ern c.k) (11'1_21, c-A ceiszo crq aso.z
61-21 (4) C;) csu ,616-rn rrri?.

2. crt, mcrr, Cana?, encni cfh, ern,
dh af-6-7; e, 7 C9S) . rrac.

e g cen efr3 Cs-), GLS)Calerrb . r2--1 dal n-Orri) cbEij

c2,1s,c) rum cs2S1e7c)-

3. 4"1=.6) Ce) CcIts) 7Ctrrn m_encfh, crrij 2416-IrriA

dr4dh 00 (In sem, swe s`1 cat P r 2_3) cheyv,

11-. cal (41 ..cr"r-r1r1 t > C/- )eralchnS c9C1

Cnr)crn cstilrbr) GO-630 )66M9-.ca ris-YD ?
Gera (151

csu can (5(31 c-Dr)cthrs c . Ci5Nrci 0.3 3(30 elecl rn-)

ef) earl -= -glans On 3 ryyD nyz,
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5 . is c:EA (-Y° `)-6) ne-0 s ge2-170QC1CD1d)Er3 CO) CV )67);j

C'
.v1 61-2-1 erz C))a 623 C7s.:' (Y (J61 r

c13) `j"trra ea-) csaq sz) . 15) <TN es-64 co-> cal (...

2-6ncfro° 6Y5 ert etrivzigero
c2,10 Vern Cr) .7 ewe°,

6 . C219 &L$10-.1)(1, Cael Ace.) C csug

ce) ) 7 ,6Y ,J. ex_cl di (4 en%) an (1_16)g_ C1-1 'CR-)

43 Ca 7 0 trYnc)- tar) 711 n) t - G- cnq cOsij gaT13075 rm&j

(sn c J f-rt aro r2.-1 Aen a cf))4) d)7r1

ca) AQsce61961s e ca),s cz c)-1 no el

Cc's g ? 63073 C5rini (Yu 0 ,24) enn 010-14

Oth ) ern met ,

8. a5Nro gas2 , ,24) dizrP) cfb 63-61orr& c65 Cs9c13-6-) 7 4
0_1 c7a cac, car, .

(2) LIB OSYYS, ce-09 cmels t5)s

tn 0 . ra_.1 &.9:1 _=_Icazyytnel csatc3 7 n ge214,11.

vacc,) .4 ern.34) Trrio caNco Do .

cn(1 063u gc-1.1 Isra cy0 n41 m616) 4e4g6)11,1

lo. 6)))6.0, 7-en 6-3o 6"))

cal r1.4) CEY) &6--) 6-rn°

375
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GRAMMAR NOTES

19.1. MILDNESS AND DEFERENCE DURING CONFRONTATION.

This lesson's conversation exemplifies some of the verbal

devices used in Malayalam to moderate the effects of

unpleasant things which must be said. Every so often, the

office manager makes sure to soften his critical statements of

the peon through the use of the politeness marker
0-C6Taggxj)

(see 6.1). This sometimes adds a tone of mildness, hard to

represent by words ,in English, and sometimes directly softens

the force of a statement. Witness:

1.Q.K.ACIs MIT, 1-.AU al`. (erbadho c,Q,e.$) 61-2112pero6Y13g9.

'There (really) is a great deal to do here in the office.'

2 C-71) 635-1230 CO-6-14 g %, 61 (22)IY13 Ca S 1 C$LI ) 61 Eflrife
g )erra cm %,,%)
'I am afraid you have an aversion to work.'

The manager tones. down two of his statements by using a verb

showing probability,(MT)COC) Ch6® , instead of the more

definitely assertive CalIDOTO . Witness:

3.Cr), (2.)(1) 1%-.1n (rno: Ub CCU) MS) ria) 6-610
°What Nair says is probably, must be right.'

4 - A6Bnao Q.66N361m csb)csxi) fAct)-6 o (\ aw. dhaysttrmQ.
rIt!s, probably-So-that you are wasting (your) time totally.'

The manager also makes some of his criticisms less direct

by putting them into a carrier sentence with V5))(7rbara ,

'I think' (see 15.5), thus placing them within the realm of

opinions rather than facts. Witness Example 2 above and also:

5. dbal MTh 61SY3 ocn 00% 41 CA) cfh4 gam ma, rrn&.
'But I don't think that's so.'

376
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For his part, the peon also tries to soften his retorts

to the manager's questions and criticisms. Firstly, he uses
V

the softener 675CYrb to sfiow deference. Also the use of

the nonemphatic order in cleft sentences (see 15.1) gives his

statements a milder, less assertive tone. Witness:

6.6)(11V(.01 anero 61a.110c rot tau...170pro) Nun() .

61 just went out, that's all' (note that inn...wanes)
does not mean here 'for no purpose' in the specific sense

but rather carries the idea of 'happened too).

dhUlceln)nt gni )011(61) OWe07. (-1(.11ibri414;' fllsvm.0
'I got hungry, and just went to eat something, sir.'

On the other hand, the peon does nothing to soften the

categorical statements he makes about his good qualities, and

lack of bad ones. He does, however, when confronted with the

sudden prospect of being transferred, add a pleading, submissive

tone to his final statement by adding -ftato the verbform

(Pee 23.51. Witness:

8.r4DrAcoe-6 vr3 chcstAc) mOgrial)(6),6
tsrtn)crt C.Q, erl 6,...2.1 cap er6 capn 6-rre?.
01 am not one bit lazy; I am always ready to do the work.'

9.61-51)4 0141a40 41frA) tEp)amotsbastivsk6)..2iq,c0i,
'From now on I will do all tasks well' (pleadingly).

19.2. THE FAMILIAR/FORCEFUL NEGATIVE COMMAND FORM. The

strongest type of negative command possible in Malayalam is
14

made by adding -(lipracTMIL to the present verbstem. Note that

all forms with -08mrsIv2
w 9

are regular without exception

while this type of command forms tend to be used more

377
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with persons with whom On9 is permitted,(hence the title

"familiar negative command"),its use is broader than this.

Since one of the components of its meaning is a forceful tone,

it can be used with persons with whom only(71l 681 00 is

permitted, and even to social superiors, when the situation

warrants. The peon, for instance, lowest on the office social

hierarchy, is able to use it with the office manager to convey

the strength of his feelings when he says:

1 .<sib caw (IV gn eigThrrn cylme a3 cans).

'Good lord, sir, don't transfer me.'

The milder negative command form(a)Ren (see 17.4).would

simply not be forceful enough for the peon'S present

purposes.

tui 1

19.3. SUMMING UP THE USES OF THE VERBAL NOUN IN _sne.
So far, you have seen verbal nouns primarily in cleft sentences

(see 11.2 and 15.1) and as objects of postpositions (see 13.5).

This lesson's conversation provides a representative sample of

some of these, plus other usages alluded to in earlier grammar

notes. The cleft sentences with unemphatic order have already

been cited in Examples 6 and 7 ia 19.1 above. In addition,

there are two examples of cleft sentences with normale emphatic

order, c.f.:

1.a 61 ern Eril cn, 61ra %n1)6VW 61.2.1t516rtfls
'Then it is me who has to do all the work.'

Another is cited in Example 4 of 19.1.

In two other examples, the verbal noun is used to make

a clause into a phrase so that it may then serve a functional

role within another sentence. Witness:.
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2. 'at b a rn, (SU r3-1 n ORAMI (aril)au g4 (N.)) 6 .

'What this Raman Nair says is not true, sir.'
u

3. (4n,c1)(6 eLJC108ringl. 1bCbM2.),COCCI C0630.

'What Nair says is probably right.'

Note that this same process occurs with cleft sentences. The

only difference is that the part of the sentence following

the word to be emphasized or focused is made into

a noun phrase, and its functional role is to serve as the

predicate, not the subject of the sentence. Nominalized

sentences may also serve a variety of case roles within a

larger sentence, in which case they bear the ending appropriate

to that role--dative, locative, or what have you. These are

exemplified in 15.5.

Verbal nouns also take dative, locative, and other endings

when governed by a postposition. Nj examples occur in this

lesson's conversation, but those'in 13.5 should suffice.

Finally, there is one example of a verbal noun being used in

the functional role of adverb, with the adverb marker 1.

Witness:

tharra 61gig93 (74 4) cril difIS 0116iprS61Q CYDeio Q) srGcm QC oiesle.
'It may become necessary for me to transfer you.'

This usage will be treated in 24.6.

V
19.4. THE REPETITIVE VERBFORM WITH -;)C-16-Yr%

True habitual action and general truth is handled by the -glo

verb ending covered in 7.1, and sometimes by the simple present

ending -cTro , particularly in writing. A verbform is

introduced in this lesson which serves for cases of repeated

action over time, but which can be regarded as habitual.

37
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This concept is usually expressed in English. by 'has been ...1

in the present orientation and by 'had been or 'used to

...1 in the past timeframe. Witness:

1. Ct5Th Cam! ce-61-Nns Q,6 61 6M-0
go.-.1"ch,q 6-yri31 (19Vmn.

.

'He has been going out like this from time to time, sir.'

2. 6Th as.fra C23 Ca al 61 M c0.6) )(1611:
'I have been teaching his son.'

This verbform is put into the past by usingg2trnr1DC9a051Wre,

It may also occur as a supposition with probability expressed

by the desiderative&M,VIACKerno. See:

3* 6/Ca )g.1 icy crh crol 6sr6Oo 61 rug: caierat
eiC) ctris cf34) ce-6Y7 C-16rrS C95\MS Cr ea
'For a week we were eating out in hotels.'

4 gal el dap)mot mOnno dan-24 rulerrle 4-141(60)(61-(3)cailctioang.
'The servant must have been taking a little money

every day.'

--I
The present verbstem plus -.7E0 - is also used withaSTZDOSI

to make a verbform expressing the idea of 'about.to ...' (see

22.6).

19.5. NEGATIVE ADJECTIVES AND NOUNS. In Lesson Eighteen

you learned the negative conjunctive verbform (see 18.4).

These forms, ending in -:)41(111
/
, are grammatically adverbs.

They may be made into adjectives by doubling the consonant of

nr..../
the ending and changing the440 to the adjectival marker -IMO.

Witness:

1. Gal cra)aren cfh3cN6Sr; /unwanted matters/
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2.
t rit n-1 Ch/ rtrrtn d6> too

'children who don't go to school'

These should be regarded, like their positive counterpc.ts
k"" 4.7"J

formed with.
A

, as relative clauses.

Once a negative verbform hasbeen made into an adjective,

it may then be made into a noun by the normal process cf adding
6c

They may then be used in any functions which a noun

phrase may serve, including the object of a postpositiou, c.f.:

3 n4 ®! a nrasi 6) al) 6T
'because of not liking me' (literally, because that he

does not like me)

1 61 dh) 41Y3 cl-Trb CYClacr3b0 g ex-.13 COI? arm')

°Why aren't you going?' (literally, because of what is it

that you are not going).

Positive verbal adjectivesland nouns made from thempmay

show ei1-hrir present or past tense, depending on which verbstem

they are made from (see 8.2 and 13.4 respectively). Negative

adjectives and nouns can only be made from the conjunctive

verbform, which itself can be made from the present verbstem

only. It is possible, however, to show the contrast between

present and past in negative verbal adjectives and nouns

through an embedding process. Witness:

5. CA CSra 41 Q. gyp, crflIcern)6-lan Qs1:11 <INS'S rm

va ar:1 grci

'It's not good that you are not inviting him.'

3si
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6.0161 ( sybcsu)61g dihIrrqco-61)61col gps6lo/142;1
u-drE0 csu F7/1

'It's not good that you didn't invite him.'

In these examples, CPICCer) is brought in as the main

verb of a carrier sentence which can show tense,, and the

negative sentence is embedded within it, with the negative

verb taking the form of an adverb with the, ending .

Colloquially, there is an alternative means of expressing a

negative verbal noun in the past without a carrier sentence, c.f.:

7.Crl (t5Tb sal )46'1 S (S61 S C ce) b-rerran Lrb ctrIlati .

'It's not good that you didn't go with him.'

Like the other negative endings, -:)41CTIO is added to the

present verbal stem.

It is further possible, as with all adjectives, to add

the human relative pronouns as welltto negative verbal adjectives

in order to form relative clauses. Witness:

cam ctrl TscarN caw,cirrtn r-x M 7 61-rti

'I am unemployed' (literally, I am one who is unemployed).

9 . P6 >ea 61 orris-) c- L16), (b MID ei Ca p ao
'Those who don't work will be transferred.'

10.c" 61Crra a am n I tn.) carts)c-1-1 JO rey96-yrau.

'That woman doesn't know daything.' (This can refer either

t;,, innocence or ignorance.)

Positive relative clauses with these pronouns are treated in

the following section.

19.6. RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH PERSONAL RELATIVE. PRONOUNS.

Section 15.3 discussed relative clauses. These are embedded

q ci
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sentences which function as adjectives. They maintain the

original order of elements within them, but instead of one of

the normal verb endings their verb must carry the adjective
C 7

marker -03rb, which can only be attached to the simple present

or to the simple past verbforms. Most of the relative clauses

in Lesson Fifteen described people, hence had a word denoting

a person, or persons, as the headword of the noun phrase of

which the relative clause is a part. It is also possible to

make such noun phrases using a personal pronoun as th6 headword.

In such cases, the pronoun is attached directly to the verbal

adjective. Section A of this lesson's Reading Practice contains

a set of examples where the plural pronoun -CIA' 'those

who' is substituted for thejlead noun abop'people'.

Section B shows examples where the singular feminine pronoun

elatle'she who and the singular male pronoun C-Okfghe who'

take the place of nouns denoting female and male referents.

These, of course are very much like the noun phrases which are
w 7

made from a relative clause plus the neuter pronoun -Mb

'that which'. Note that Malayalam has no separate item

equivalent to the English relative pronouns 'who', 'which', or
C 17 e r _1,

'that'. The personal pronouns -CUM, -MO, and -airTOmay be

called relative pronouns since they occur only with relative

clauses. Noun phrases consisting of a relative clause and a

personal pronoun headword are much more common in Malayalam

thn in English. Should you be translating Malayalam into

English, for a research paper, literary publication, or whatever,

you will have to treat such noun phrases loosely rather than
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according to strict word for word equivalance. Witness:

1. J g dt)-) circa)

'those. who are attending school'

2. d3fe06Yno CES4))--2ACIA

'Those who are married' (literally, those who have

completed marriage)

3. (b$ Crth fq erA s 0.50 cer 071 ell 0°
'the lady, girl sitting with that gentleman'

4. M.ee?30 6-1 n..1gN7S) cs.) r)-1

'the person (male) who has just gone out'

Several types of clauses are relativized through the

use of . Firstly, those whose main verb is

as in:

5. q.)0(314aa_ellet 'those who have jobs'

Secondly, sentences containing verbforms other than simple

present or past must be embedded in a carrier sentence whose

main verb is ....6%/Y% whose adjectival form is g.22.
Witness:

6. n-0 CC ;%1 ra.lgjo 6Tr)61CMYYbO____51-1(t

'those who want to ask mo something'

Noun phrases comprised of a relative clause plus a

relative pronoun may serve all of the functions which ordinary

nouns serve in a sentence. They may be the subject or predicate,

as they stand. They may become adverbs with the addition of

the adverb marker -(11.0)ta (see 23.6). They may also serve

various case rolez,with the addition of the appropriate dative,

3si
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accusative, possessive, or other ending.

19.7. THE PRESENT PERFECT VERBFORM. Section 13.1 treats
C rl u

the stative perfect verbform marked by the ending - 14FrIg

This section describes a verbform which may initially appear

very similar to the stative perfect, and then seeks to clarify

several ways in which the two verbforms are quite distinct.

The present perfect is made from the conjunctive plus the

Q.031 ce6S dhauxiliary verb in one of several forms. The

present tense and present progressive endings on the auxiliary

are most cammon. Witness:

1. oweCZICD currarg) & rrrb
'They have came'

2.0sregs2J3Eklf cer6-)p1 02)6actiMnt Cr)) dh ?On -

'He has gone to buy the tickets.'

The English leads one to think that the stative and present

perfect forms are identical in meaning. Actually, the two forms

are complementary in most usages, and distinct in meaning under

most conditions. In a simple statement with no time adverbials,

the two forms are equivalent, and interchangeable. Thus

Example 1 above and Example 3 below mean some people have come

and are still present.

3. CSYZni A) CI-1(g)Vrri " 'They have come.'

Similarly, Example 2 above and Example 4 below are roughly equal

in meaning, though the former would tend to be used to indicate

that the person is not he4e at the moment, while Example 4 would

tend to be used to indicate that someone else has gone to buy

tickets, hence you need not go.
335
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4. ( T CO.) ) Cal) CIA)664 Cern ) 40 gra...$)ock6yyi.
'He has gone to buy the tickets.'

The two forms are very different in terms of their use in

questions. Firstly, the present perfect is preferred in

information type questions, i.e. those containing a question

word, as in:

5- czsyzyclA et_e ges_n,51.11(-640 celcurcicarOccnoya?
'Which hotel did they enter, have they entered?'

C)-1C6 Carb62i)6-la osyzw.gcbl &1st cyrb?
'Why has she sent him?'

In terms of yes-no questions, only the stative perfect

) form can be used to express 'have

ever ...1 questions Csee 13.1). The present perfect, on the

other hand, is used to inquire about a specific event pursuant

to some topic already introduced into the discourse and which

has taken place in the very immediate past. Witness:

7. a 1 ) ( 1 1 ( ) g e t -0 7S e. .31 0 5 ) d h ( s U c i aS 1 c e f i s 3 ( Y ?
'Have they gone into that hotel?'

el v 7
It will be further recalled, that the - 1 FiWy form

is used for stative expressions in statements as well ;..s yes-no

questions such as:

8. co4 r crr c%Cr)1 &,...errS3cQ(II Vrrj"
'The curry is made.'

9. CYY-6 chsc6*.o aneo s_aci) 4.6yy-4,

'All the shops are closed today.'

The present perfect cannot be used at all in such expressions.
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When adverbs denoting past time are used, the -

verbform may be used interchangeably with the simple past , c.f.:

10. Mal CX)?310 Qs6))(YZ 9r1.6 t1)2(3)61.5

rcri) 6YYta

'He came here before.'

The present perfect may not. be used.with past time adverbials

at all, only with those denoting the present, in which case it

is interchangeable with the stative perfect. Witness:

11. ( MMID6z) 6-M6b*(161a gr121g4t1>a) (rD)c)C4cg)c0(3ren,

MOW )00 61-61 MS GIL e Cr CsUr1-2An sa 619-riu.

'He has just now informed us.'

Finally, the present perfect may, though it seems a contra-

diction, take the. progressive aspect (see 21.4), whereas the
el$

6/11 .. form may not. Adding the progressive aspect

indicates that the results of the action, rather than its

completion, are in focus, and that these results are still in

force. Witness:

12. 01) A) ag #1.") nr).1a32.1-)(rh ni a c Q.)) 6/ra

(literally, the boss has just gone out, but best rendered),

'the boss is out right now.'

Not all verbs may take the progressive aspect in their present

perfect form in this way. Many verbs represent a single action

with no continuing results to them. Note also that the progressive

aspect form may also be put into the past when the focus is on

ae results of an action in the immediate past. It is for this

reason that the office manager in thiS lesson's conversation

elects to use the past progressive form in asking the peon:

3S
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13 C1'11 G-InS6; ft-6) n-1EIS CS2 I C.e-r1 Cer) CJ D I Ctra nerb ?
(literally, where have you gone, but best rendered),

'where have you been?'

3S&
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REFERENCE LIST

Causative Verbs

Trans./First

Causative

gr..1 )scer- aira (2) ceecib
cl_an claa cEh

CtrarC)Ncer)
61..n1 ce-)

cE5NroD (13fr6 amp dad,
cfh c5Z) (Ice) cfh c9..)

rldh f Ca>
To a-rts,e) moire] (" C1) clothseicv

dr) Ceir)

Qerrn cts1c01
t To Wake u4,2
.2.1 Cs3cer7

canrtiSdh

63r6°0)
ET(' sce)4.1

(105-sce)

01)

certs3cfb

cznic Gess ce-)

cetS d)

Second Causative

339

tau Rel cc+)

cnco-nfOncects-Ice)

Q-41 'nce',
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VOCABULARY

Part

Onat-my Kea-et k_ Ho-yuest
-Pst 141..v a-L

KcLYVest
--Pe_ste.Vcd.

tk.a.k 4kixs Lint-re.st
Lntre.s t"

nn )%43-
o

Ohe teme Once
1111k4chd.

ciNcurck_cE2_,c%

an171-exc:3Y

3°a
/ace_

Q- cc oraA

O.f'A:n44.1 C'
nockyi

C (=Yet

prrec.0-GLv.st

c."Lr

C teeNtaii?
grAct alLneterY]

One czc kr-e-a.
44A,,au. 3oas_ rotectoy
cJui cky-P
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P

crix2c2ireAr) (1-6)(39--)

U.nse (Yuconsi)

p s 6v-n
<) (13,, crbe)

Q9-94c0), treo ertran

[1711:t teane C-11(4)rrY73

61ce,)

CS-TbiZt6-3 _

Cpctst -Cake cesca&c-rril

c ncrien

carl

Vocabulary, Part I

'St+ 7 I:lc:Lc-fa/Foot Ern eagiAY.g

oocl C.

f.rn v)1,e_c:14%-o-tela

1A-p CrY aS .co-r as s Ica

U.) Or Or 6kir:sexyls
has' VIOS nOrt1 nateve3

rnexA-s u.x

tg-zrd.

biz-nerikpt 'te botrorn

to GWR.S, 1AAsk
sornetk.z.v1, cl c:.v...ws.

Orc en) crto ,
3e-ic is crr ovJr1
OLc-corcLvto,

rno
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CGT9g.e23D .S110-63cth ce_k e.b-ro-te-
r_ro,st csny.".0).39:11-43

12tufa.0.1. ot#.6) OoJ

3 92

4:6_11 ce.

c I otke..s ,chess

to be eLpp_

fe-a-st
1 cl. , crzmcki.L.c-t, r.t.n ,etc,

tke r" 0 V1 ti'%. of C
E Parts 1=4-

Se.f

c ot.0 e:r

0-471
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Etka-ycis n_i-Sirryfifitkg

Vocabulary, Part II

C1/2.,S1.-8 v19 0.1 so 'Mg-
atAStAc_iot.L.-% c=6 S.4.q N ato.t.lirt

b 44 ten Ctv,S ON trNA- a/r("4"
,c-f-0".t. 4 trk.a.

to de. ccorazte.

Li-Thipcoctct..0.%t oaAjj

YeLu aY

bcLck u3c1/4-te-Nrs

1:7 oat C cock@ 2Co-Ploe.

boat gra-C.Q.
42.z)rr.p.e_itt.t.tcov%

tro...h Sit. t:

0
etc. 1 441. , to 17At u-ti

-to sit 6qt

Ve.ys

Ca ..t..y,..t.et AJDYK.42-6-v-4

Usa.;91, 't Yoe-9-2-Y

Ke2rolc._ 1,8 '111 Aar-Ls

1-1 2.:km1A4_
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Ca)
READING PRACTICE

/lead 0 (alowing adjective and noun forms of

LLYTI

Ckr,Zst.t.:01.t1

kJ:114 G;LS ii. GPM rn I.A.Ykrta..s

VIM CA.

're! L3 Lon

ci Lb-cc/2:62.nc.ta. cks t& t.:0 ri

ettax-

ca_tec,r)

F4Yst

&ace, vIA

"Tki..r4

'Cote

frC9() 61Orrn
,45(g' ca6,,ren
r6) be-trrtrI 'A=61'1/4ttk

Tacit,) (libc1 nrisro-)

rfr1 Tray&

the ordinal numbers.

Pronoun

6-cm Dave. Tri ge:yst.

errt)ca TKL Secov4
Ica ( Tk tkAl-rd.

01-) ei )(A e_ .-ceu_Netl

as'n 6TM.I.) Tke_ er4=

aCrby>)(2 eike. Sex tk
(43 c6 Dca cmL) To_ Seve_AIL

(1_0) Qh.-.1 76_ .Ezatot

csAth

Cr)171' ) (72 te"ti,
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Reading Practice

Read Ole N10141.13q P4rases in Which the adjectives formed with

Ceeki replaced by

CNN40) 41 c52) C511 ) a 02) 4, Cbal)Ca 7 CZ CO,

e4c\a I db (3 cyke. cr-r)?d ,5) C. r.r,go
c.,,(90.1(rzsAcpcso n.s 1) 0 e2.4PQ-1- ,C32) Po 742

C5-09C7°:,02e-1 e°C)ct.
cts-r901-.1 and4

tP4IN,f aloe"

ot, (just)

'6_ctrAPks-,, G fie,,
u`r-

lo'`e.7()ticfPg7(5k1 ecencDQ!aul

K-1Lkt,5
ckf,c4vt

%.)4/eNC1cfPW'
v4 Nttlt yyotY-4-. geyise

fr ° ck cco-"°') ;d-°` Cloa

q co)
ct\-av'r 766 cth)ei()

("tkk -fi.)` teCt

395

make different meanings .

Dr).

-Por tA3 n. tYki3 take CO.

ca-ranh

Ck"NOV110.40",

61%j)(410)W-
gdhrb CsUrt) -cLas
net prtoa-e- ,

(6)N)yen)cibg0_. Noel.

1LC42, 1,ZL.sise. 0-- Int.ftet"

of tr,a_ thmruitcrP+ care
re's °°.%

el--x0 GS) 2402 rliqc
the. bocce c ca.."es ,

CSrOuS)di)C 4aca., ce)2A
94 c_oc-ae_ tt,:x

OT ikaun. Y1 se ce SS 0.4
tkx.1- nrtat ;Y LS 1C tovey,
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Note that the following take only the form.

(211C915 a_ea_ Caa (*YID e 6-)co.) cs1,6_4a.

6) c63 ctig)C(il%cerj-zcleve_frie.s0

csza 003 ere-A a E.,3-6(nsai = mowalta, neu.)Nass1

ritc5C1M35.._ E.__Ic.sca.oldness

Note that the following can take only -crasii .

sc4 nry, (56 co, *.%.-1 Cnel OVA rila? al 2

Cb a%) cth 09da Mc)Cgai ODV3Inm 7esti .%.-4Z10-62

CD Volt) ) cam cO)C2 e...1 6)&17MCICUM CO -3-1;) &I ofh

T . S ta t _ . MAI L_ reArstir. 6 1 ctb cznr) csU .,c93 Qcirn1)

C Ascill)c-nr) --;11 = . WN 61Ach-x-611 ez) (-A] J.

owbA-) CLI VSZ) 0-1ar.r6C1

C6`rD eC (Z1rft) = a_ male 12Z-YS crvl tia-Z iS. W (Sej

cam)) U.) ca trrn 613 611 01)0, a 2-1c) &A-5 e" CNZ)

eacsz.io Cis Cn CSIJ !CA d)63), a AI )cs.)

n...1D "2_4 cri1(9.1rin cv\3
LaLlick 4.1s

niz_ix.i3 (2_3 (6 eszs ns\--; csu clar) g)t) (1_4(.3

cm..3

396
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TEXT, PART I

6-6) ern ccrrenel 6-) Cal LO

61:: ern CI csk)Deldn 4251s c-;:6)rilq14,
arru cu o CsY-0)GY're a ) 6101-1 ca 1st (-13 .-2_(;)(1-41 rz-)

63C Ca (Ne1 ca)cb csz) di) LC cszerre owe c3c-61 co-ncatl
n-C) e_q /1.4) 61ryn D c-tp, )4cenYa

(Sr?) Ccle"nc-zsylni)e)c-rti ce) c'tsj e'-4J (gYZA51}4ces30
OVnia 'CO c1r1Crrb o e,r1r2ICQc)rt:. ctes
aexalc)ni-)W°

MI-W/3(636i CZSYbXD (.cer) ) Co
Ca c-3_C), 61-23a 61 CC2..) Ge161 s can,nib n_r_0A,

Ca1 e%_n, 61-)-leS1 cszles> s aft
c-rrb gcm cY110 e_10 czn ca C.ca, -241 n-r-bu

aSra ,us) Orrts-)") rocrcA (-Lyn
rzphrCi arra cro aca m) _a Qs 6)(n

cisrl 1.46 assr9 ce)) tCann, &.c. .

cb6ra s not>,6YrZ r2-ngil D cel 61513 e.

0812 (yhrl D to 61 mar) rE5ro s 61 dr) 76/4

Ca 60 (5Cal &e E) MS\ aei ct3-61

cry) grzn() 096) ....6`ftrn76 . Cen etTC)ryz Cer1-6° (tiro

of;) 44.0 /1-111 ern tj (251196'rr3n 63 d3k5-)Ctrt, CES)6Yrji

MR)) 4cth 6N; r)--Irrrb c01')61-rl'Dcr13 rro (1-1)(So
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g -al) (31 .,4 . r)(--1)1-4 aSrOpr) rY0C2C21 ceY/ --al .

r ki
i

(-8Th cal (- rYN1 int. I-. Ma9 6Yr0crlei,calcOln cat

Ora_n , 6Y)le1 C-Tn 4 crsy-9 4c1b616 th, 9 t5-4-ri -) ry-t,

r1-1 nr3 (W? ,241ern 1 67rOu t ctIrb l CIVrn 615 nail )(h.)0 .

CM C (e)_C) 61 rtr'-nn (1,0 Cern.) ,29d1 e3_4-1 ctts321 , ni , 6Yrbt)

cans 6 631 ern 0 agt9-g.,41 X109 r ca _.-.).

TEXT, PART II

(2) 6N-1n my-ro gru_33 6 z5GL),

_.2.2660,,c-yortsrb-Cie_i") 6-vrtij (GI 6W)

C6r9 cen % rnn m":" (1_1616Y)3) cells)

Ca )(I-Utz am-)4515)00

C6r9 cs2.4) 0 , esJ 1 CS; 3 CO) 0 0-2-4C7n1 CSZ)

Cla C6 195Th 60 c-(= ervarrn ) c51 c-yrb .

MO 14? % Cer, e-60 6216-rn rnscbQcszeil rawm.
Oic) cesr-o cis cs)). (Gm LLil co-,0

CGra) 211a'3Ca pnr.kayrsc6)eJ
63 col Gr.) (-Ls rni0 ) cis ca., trrrou dh (-01
(6-0) gsfh ti\t, 63)) 6yr o asyt9 e,r4i c&63 0-n

n-6) nr-n 0 , a nen czn-siky-b° rt_lc-cryT) (j (o

C2i1r4 C2rtric-trlo c--)._161% ceri.)r5-1) cens") Qtr )
Car?) 831 Cbn 3 (YYZ 6 C751Vr-0° 6, ) 6)11,(4-3
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ei-Orm 6-rrb° rls-6`3 S 61 elTh 6-67 CYY1 arY416)4

(),N a (soet: -.t cfh <a arrn1 6>ei LA31 m aS")(2`134.ed
csz) e4c043 0 co) 60 c-r1 5 crrnr)

C11 CA?) &.( CtseCer)Co CSO a c6Y-u ca 646Y3 C.00

Cb?oNfYI)rril Cot'S') gs:DI cl) q)c-reb

63 61,1 ice's) ct3 S1 6° die
C, (LI 6yr3rA r6 r13) q_co) 216) 6N-zsynx-6-1

(Inn )sert Q ca» ce,

ov csact. cr ro4 21 eV3 rrrt. Cs2..1

orl di, 30 25-Nrrs, cesn ,24) -) 7 rai ce)
ceqc8r) o961 Crrb

Mid cn, &vs') 4_0 (A361 (SZY24_0 iVilegraOts
)(751(\ka n5") C.C.g (3Carl grj 76. C61 )6Yr) 0

CST-?D g ) 6)153 Crre) cer66-61361r1 6761110

CVICIrrn Z52 61-rq oz.,.2)6c) cf;hc-/5.."71 c5z3 rzsl s
e (m6) (32). .

3 :) 9
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EXERCISES

1. Make the first noun in each pair into an adjective describing the

second noun by using -CgrepCia) as in the Reading Practice.

nrts) .%--4-) ria), csrbu(Adalc 7 -.2t C2C2 crtr)) ;

a5rb CC)) GAtA y r3-04 ,2 ;

c)-1)(Yqnni dr> t-41 ..--ICD3t.s,S3,%-.1(6, gagemot 0.0)/(c1;

co O,(thrt)c., CY*Clbo CC5r0 r.))(-1-rri.lrft
(3-0 6ue 5T)_ L)

ncth)nrc\ C crt r)....1

2. Make the following sentences into causatives, making the necessary

changes. When a new subject is needed, it is provided in

parenthesis as'in the model.

In1 1 c)-m elcu c0q14er =L. L ct3
.-I-parrn acts kffincrt carY) ce.t :

cam (1 a3r0") 413- fikel CS280
czrianasun 6;41)6y-re arr) &nu) csn tatslo

cera) cesil c ri-6)cre-t3 0

c"1-1 (54;\ co-63 ca .
ry

2 , cetcvijtslei)61el "eB, Geh cyN)cb csa-75-1,

e.._.ccr ern
5. c-1.1 (-2,a)(14) cf4 n_ac-ojsrnr) (.2_1) to

r1.-1 e-rn ca-t-trir) e, e1 cfk3u te271, dacrrz, Etnin cf1/41

r.21 C CMYED (101 Cra ("i1 Cla :1) Can rtrt, (-1.1a6Iro
csrouSlcfh 0 ai%rt)gco.nk, %cyra eCa cm >cri) co 4)3
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5. CI5Nra 21 rris cn s cO-EsT) c) 7 (sa
6. csYb"c9.) ic) ,Eprr-qcov; .-2-115)-no cincvcca>? Len1(613
7. aro cli6o csyzr) -3-,scrAcoNcr-rolltsvn J Rr) crIg.,11

arb c.,__a)cvnn . ri
asrb) a ;) az)nn,du c 6VbqcOneic e%-.1 01 c0.63 sod,

Elnin 'MO

9 . (c2 e_N 61w db, 6Y) y,eyb ,61(41(0-67;) (50 -).)'2)6/1.3°
C make_ (6).76-Yry7A /Into C-xk.u.,scutate v 6 k R.-re

{o. (rb r arb 6-) cts) 7 CI roN.1c5 S
3. Change the passive verbs in the following sentences to active

ones. Where needed subjects are given in parentheses.

m oda. ) cia.)0 Q_615Y36Irricsti crre)
ce or) crn m`"

cu,arrA ce) CO 7 dz) D Mstsrtislen c$2) ) 6srrZ7%)

el--61V22.1r.fnce*

0-1c3 Ull ry,C1m, 61 02:1015 g
cso Cr1.59b g_a an c66

ca If rq) 61.E c\
csu 7 cf3Ct g___L-zr) 7 mile63 Cra)

i C%rn cu-6 cri5") cr) 3 c%--c)(1)40`)° 678 -Y7 orb

2. a) erno --ni trIc:21,)cY.1 currActst. aryexe37,2(diceiga.
Egahal6S, ccza(63

3. e efi) ....6-1-G.6IrrNicw mi.' 61_21 c&f in ea %cm

cerb 02,c2..)3A c011:1 91 161.85., 6)rts) 94130 arra> cOGoi

401
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3. -43-1()c4 col 6Th)09151 61 3 ctro Co 71574.

6 cialcs232 M7 co Ca ect3).) a"ra4) can 6),2._ %cm.
T. Cr 6-e) au coo cs3 or) gj cs-ry

ca-roci) tsu cm, . Lex--(pf5,43 n_lar30,3

cf))s csz( art) RG) e-4-6( )Ace.) carac)c)

n.(11 ctri, celn
9 . c a - r o ca..1 curb c e v y 2.1 rn i c Q 3 Gyb car co-6) ale.) cvAJ

cgT0 6-6146, .
(b. sri Gain ner) (5c`1 )b61_=.1 Sell al (I)

(ty-D n (Yr9z, % °
4. Translate the following into Malayalam.

1. Long ago Kerala was under the sea. Even the Sahya Mountains
did not exist.

2. When he heard what the god who had become a small boy asked,
the emperor immediately agreed to it.

3. According to your wish, I shall go to see than once a week.
4. Besides Onam, Keralites hold other festivals as well.
5. Malayalam is the state language of Kerala, but it is not

the national language of India.
6. On the tenth. day of the month, you should come to get them.

(i.e. take them away) .

7. "Does she (your. daughter) know how to dance and sing?"
"Yes, she knows both."

8. The main sports in America are football and baseball, but
the sport I like is soccer.

9. Soccer is interesting; in Kerala it is known by the name cf
football.

10. In those days; Onam was celebrated for ten days; nowadays,
it is only one day that people celebrate.

5. Rewrite the sentences in part B. of the Reading Practice replacing

(8115cw with -
6. Read through the full text for this lesson, picking out all. of the

words containing the sound . Practice these words aloud.
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GRAMMAR NOTES
/

20.1. ADJECTIVAL /RELATIVE CLAUSES FORMED WITH - VW.

Many relative clauses are formed with -45:1-4.2z..2 (see 14.4).

--1,
This lesson introduces those formed with - Oki . This

note will try to clarify some of the distinguishing features of

the two types and their usage.

The participle C is

and - QUJ is derived from

the former is a present participle,

a past participle is not relevant

.1

derived from...1Y45
%.)

6-Ir rb . The fact that
19

and that - MY0)UL) is

in most cases. What is

relevant is 11 the kind of sentence being made into an adjective,

i.e. 2) the types of elements occurring in the

sentence particularly the predicate, and 31 the role of. the

head noun which the clause modifies within that clause itself.

Existive and locative sentences, whose main verb is

7
generally &6`f`r usually takes

'X
Witness:

1 c2.Lbl sl rrb sd34-711 rc5Nrot..1 Eft)) rb 0

'the decorations (which are) at the top of the house'

2. cwirb)Q4130 rimm-gE).u.ea. o__IliosynemA)

'cities near rivers'

Existive sentences with a dative subject are of two types:

those expressing physical possession, and those expressing

emotion or physical feeling. Physical possession is always

handled with
C

as in:

c-AQP.5:4, (6-6) Pc,
'people who have boats'

`.4 0 3
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Feelings are dealt with below.

In general,

an equative sentence. It will be

predicate of an eruative sentence

used to make an adjective from

remembered that the

in Malayalam must be a noun

(see 9.1, 11.2, 15.1, and 18.5). Therefore, when a relative

, it is bounded on both sidesclause is formed with

by a noun. The noun on the left is the predicate noun of the

equative sentence being relativized, and the noun on the right

is the headword of the noun phrase within which the relative

clause now serves as an adjective. Ordinarily, the headword is

also the subject of the relativized clause. Witness:

4. A. 051 grci cliCn

'The Emperor is (a) good (person).' becomes:

B. CY) M raiI5C)
'the good Emperor'

%.1

5. A. exl g &i CO el 1:23LelellAIN1M1 cm 15WD .
Reralites are Christians. becomes:

a.t1n*iam6Jlg.2cRJ golt (861) (R 1c')
1Reralites who are Christians'

Section B of this lesson's Reading Practice contains examples
4-1 C/

where and tau may be used interchangeably.

This does not mean, however, that the original sentences with

g)2nrio and Marro which they are made from are identical

in all cases. It is often the cammonest.items in a language

which are most prone to be exceptions. Witness:

7. A. 6Q n, <I) )(0 61_21 ap rrtj cvli cria .
'This trip is pleasant.'_becomes

B. C46)1 c2-1 (M 'pleasant trip'
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This sentence has a general meaning with no specific subject.

When &..yrr4 is substituted, the sentence changes meaning

and must have a specific personal subject, c.f.:

8 . Mroc.523) 6044 fp 02.) c1:15 rrt csrl%sli c #rr .

'He is healthy enough to make this trip.'

This is obviously not the basis for Crqn-klabaa_CSai,LM

'pleasant trip', still this phrase is permitted though there

is no independent sentence which it can be derived from. This

is a minor point primarily of interest to linguists. Most

students will want to learn the acceptable combinations, and

not worry about their derivation.

Section C 'f the Reading Practice shows examples where

bothcalagand C9) are possible, but with distinct

meanings. These relate to whether the original sentence is an

equative or a possessive(existive) one. Witness:

9. A. Q, b e7.fl) C.) 0 6') c 7 prrb .
'This form is wrong.' becomes:

B. 61 CIS) ) est.1 Pces-a)no 'wrong form'

10. A. cirrts>) nct5496y1-t%.)

'There are mistakes in this form.'

B. non 9,a,Q._ no
'the form which has mistakes'

When CIO occurs with a locative phrase, it derives from

a locative sentence where the main verb is CST9C31-fil 'became',

notranp-rb. Thus:

11. A . MTh CSZ.b461 r1-40 Cecl crrb
'His boat has fallen behind.' becomes:

B. 404e.1)(13 iliggio'the boat which has fallen behind'

40
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Note that the °became' meaning may also apply where the

predicate is a noun rather than a locative phrase, as in:

12. A. rOtAla 6-i Col C").13 Ca en rn, taci).
'Vishnu became a dwarf.' becomes:

B. 01,Gen OnDad n-1)441
'Vishnu, who had beCiome a dwarf,'

You have already learned that many common emotions

are expressed with plus a dative subject (see 15.2).

Same others are covered in 21.3. The same structure is used

with certain character traits such as Caf)% 'cleverness'

and (A''E) 'laziness'. In many cases it is possible to

substitute CtraysYn in such sentences. in a few common, but

exceptional, cases shown in Section B of the reading Practice,

such sentences may also be relativized with either or

f(gieas in:

13. A.acfriVgp_a Jalloor CTrz9a. .)CDJ eslisrno

°the necessary money'
%.1

As a general rule, however, even when both 26? and
u,

(441794717b are permitted in the original sentence, only glaa

is acceptable in the relative clause. Thus:

14. A. l )rb l rf Cd S 1 CZ> 6sra or etchsr"))rrtr )0S2(1611I
'The clerk is lazy.' becomes only

B. E)csa,ve ce-di 'thelazy clerk'

This type of clause is exemplified in Section D of the Reading

Practice. Since the name of an attribute cannot be juxtaposed

with a person in an equative sentence, just as we cannot say

'John is laziness' in English, CS2J can never occur with

06
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an attribute name in a relative clause. Equative sentences

stating a person's attributes must have a predicate consisting

of a noun phrase with one of the personal relative pronouns4-0_1(44
9Irlia or-grbet). Thus, CU can only appear in a relative

clause with this type of noun phrase. Witness:

15. A. glit (-to seffi slan t2a ,76-yrov.
'The clerk is (a) lazy (person).' becomes:

B CSU cr) (313 DA cell° 'the lazy clerk'

Section E of the Reading Practice shows this type of clause.

9

Finally, it can be seen that -(en)CW is used to form a

relative clause only when the noun modified plays the role of

subject in the relativized clause. The one exception seems to

be sentences with D 4e) where the headword is the

direct object, as in:

16. A.A141(4)cm am) cgIncal

'I like that woman.' becomes:

B.n4IrrIef3 gLILCiPe>cil'the woman (whom) I like'

It is impossible to make the indirect objectri-OrlqUUD the

.mi,
headword of a noun phrase with -C151.9%.x..) as the relativizing

participle as 'the boy who likes that woman'.(see below).

ce-3.-..7
Relative clauses made with -;Ers2V, on the other hand,

may modify a noun which functions as indirect object within them.

'The headword may even be the noun of a locative phrase. Witness:

17. A. Ma, (gi C9'61 r'-ie)96--rrN) 61 Cr) 6Trb

'that woman likes the peon.' becomes:

B.n...46QQ(11 DApaa 1'the woman who likes the peon'

C c i -4 6 1Q6 r n D - who has taken a liking to --'

407
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cst.tmoelStr.)1 Czri) gE51(3ktrTO(atm% our) 0110 ) 681300 _6`rvIl.

'There are twenty-two states in India.' becomes:

0' .c.trIvi arrsclro Nu() nnID )01 asyl4 ...1141 (we.)
z4diar which has twenty-two states,'

As "3'-et exanples have shown, the headword for relative
4NonkA.-scia00B 11144e with.

9-aenkze. may also function as subject or

object of the reiati7ized sentence.

tket
e that a few nouns which appear as the predicate nouns

in 0e4tive sentences do not take relativization with -MTTDCSD

d 2_
uas

'Ae
expected. A case in point is Ciargl 1 , usually

ranc1"1 in English by the adjectives 'right', 'correct', and

so xt is not an adjective in Malayalam, since it cannot

bore noun. The only way Y to express an adjectival

Immantils with a complex relative with -45..25kg. , as in:

19.0111Zki., 62))4aa. (113CaePtio 'the correct time;' or

60 time
which is proper'

2;° -. ANOTHER IMPERSONAL EXPRESSION OF LIKING. You have

already leazaed (4.2) that statements of habitual liking may be

exPre°sP 'with an indirect sentence using either (131)Trrb or

4g- As.
re ?)-d With els same type of sentence, but with the verb

etradejilaPPenedi or 'became'. This lesson's conversation

eontiS another structure for expressing like, or dislike,

fts rag. seeing, or trying 'something. This is comprised

Of * plus the intransitive verb 61(1.-.1V116 'to

int01.The expression is most often used in the

AaSt,
t4Otlia4 may also be used in the future in anticipation

:rid that liking of a specific item after trying it is
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of 000eNts someeling. Witness:

1 O'rac.07(bcoll; ctroc,26,
oie lived hat,

.ysGacy-trri) (64_24

*Or tax1.0 cbulr; you 1/j-11 it.

t)ds-

Grammar Notes

0.4*k a "Ill-illative
subject may be heard.

ticne. zoll°412

Note phisphis
eg9rssion is always written together, and that

the WaI of 121.110 drops before the following

6)
eQ00 ,3%

eopoxf%°111 )4 -015
voiced (isle. pronounced like a lb]) it is

4gL). 0101e the r1--"3
Ilce0- to ao

0.3.
SPP`"

.,f_nl:Ny CHANGES WITHn.....1 INITIAL POSTPOSITIONS.

The gOle t)ttxceog of final''''' deletion and doubling of the eL-1X ...i

4.7 ° Then in order to keep the intervocalic

just cl°kkbecl
ZLAPIS)tiC0/ above also occurs withdot

at le" 04 0040'sition binning withe when joined to a
p

4C1110 e¢ 4 4g ir!AO.49 '6 Note that this is only possible with a

130ste°N0;4 fegul"rtng the
nominative form of the noun.

WitIle°2

1. tiric3n S Oh) ra 0

0.0,1Ing to their wish°

013°
it is not necessary to double the n6.11 since

its

14

V° 1%s Pr
oaunciation Will be maintained because of its

cluster with (--)
qt)QctN

4.n
cluster

20'4% 1DISRUMENTAL FORM of THE NOUN, AND THE

418041114aNt coO ALE IN TSZ SENTENCE. These notes have. dealt

Ilitja
all tprao of tile noun Save the instrumental. it is formed

409
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1 1

by' adding -)CVD , or alternatively -1(n)(49 , to the noun.

The spelling changes in making these forms should be second

nature by this

reviewed for

(2.1) and for

time, so will
_ /

)(Erb in the

rrl) in

not be restated here. They can be-

section on the locative ending

the section on the accusative

(8.1). The instrumental forms of the noun may be used to fill

the instrumental case role in the sentence, i.e. to express the

thing by means of which the action of the verb was accomplished.

Witness:

'stick'

(u 5l co) etsb 'with or by means of a stick°

2. CaYogrfuno the(reepectfulP

ceiYas epri cisertnrIc-n) c-151 'by (through) him'

3. (Th_1)::/ 'sword'.

cts-tti 'with, by means of a sword'

Here is how these words fill the instrumental case role:

4- Crn)C2-) D OC) r1.4161cro c-11 Li ;")

'He beat me with a stick'

50 m-ro ( nc) carta CY) art) r') ce.n > arrn
(&) 6-isn c-3 rrrb cal frA

'There is nothing that can't be done by (through) him.'

6. (1-4) q:,&61c-rn rai CA r )0..)crrt an 6) an CA rret) cer610.

'Those who take up the sword die by the sword.'

The use of the instrumental in such expressions, though

still found in written Malayalam, is conning to be regarded as

somewhat stilted and archaic. The preference in modern spoken

Malayalam is to use the postposition 6)CB))67Y% 'with, by means of

410
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along with. the noun (the instrumentl in the nominative, except

for animate nouns which appear in the accusative. Thus, the

more common alternatives for Examples 4-6 above are:

7. CCM Cal) r4161trn (2.1.(s) nal) mss)
'He beat me with a stick.'

8. C?5Tb ctmtr) 6-1(Y 61 di)36rri) rn) co-0 (-man
zjesre-0 6irn-6 0:2 g,A

'There's nothing that can't be done by (through) him.'

9.C/1)4 1'4 %Celfgrncurd) db70"rt (Inn ca(c), ciy6I0

'Those who take up the sword die by the sword.'

The instrumental case role may also be filled with an

embedded sentence whose verb isimade into a noun. The verb may
U

either take the instrumental ending, or the postposition6)CWN.

The resulting clauses are often rendered in English by 'because

of .../, but they still should be regarded as instrumental in role.

Witness:

10.6'r ryt cu 61 rO a5a2d310 @lea 61--3-196m_
tsiesA ?at( gnatewcaceag.a

got the money for the radio by, because of doing lots

of work.'

The item or clause filling the instrumental case role, as with

any other element in the sentence, may be brought into focus

through the device of clefting (see 11.2). Consider:

11. 61151 C-74) c-8-0 ft i1-1, ;`) ..2.3 cerv)6111)en`i

Mrag( D r41 Clen i 0 Q (9_3(c-,
'It was because of asking the boss that he transferred me.'

The instrumental form of the noun is the required form for

4.11
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the real subject in the passive voice construction described

below (20.5). There are no postpositions requiring the instru-

mental form of the noun.

20.5. THE PASSIVE VOICE CONSTRUCTION. There are several

ways of foregrounding, focusing, or emphasizing, the direct

object of a verbal sentence. In speaking, it may be simply

stressed with the voice. In speaking or writing, a sentence may
V

be clefted (see 11.2) with 67n placed immediately after the

direct object. There is also the subjectless construction

using the verb nicndh (see 16.2). A fourth means is

a construction much like the English passive voice in which the

object of the active sentence is made the apparent subject of

the passive sentence. This can be most clearly seen with

animate objects which lose their accusative ending when the

sentence is passivized, and which then appear in the

nominative form in the initial slot in the sentence

where the subject is ordinarily found. The former subject of

the active sentence is often omitted, but if included, must be

in the instrumental form. It will usually appear in the second

slot in the sentence, after the new passive subject (former

object).

The verb must also be changed when a sentence changes from

active to passive. The verb takes the present stem form, and

is followed by sane form of the verb Oel.....1%deeh , which carries

the endings for tense and aspect. Obviously, only those verbs
4

which can take a direct object can be passivized. Witness:

412
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1. ("448 3 n..61) 4A Q, 63 Err ()-0 a an ri`'
C effinC) deg)E, Vrra
'All the houses are decorated at the Onam s' son.'

2. Q_e)) gQ7e-S1 a1 (23g8)0 63rb70_)(-0-6 _-,

'This whole job has been done by one person.'

As you can see from this lesson's conversation, it is also

possible to make a passive verbform into a noun for purposes of

clefting, or embedding. Witness:

3.....2:116-6-ra)(Yocrs-Ale,6wiits?;16rno rtYerup_prigcero611 Vrfg
'It is in the month of Chingam that Onam is celebrated.'

4° dh',61Y) 61 fai Si (1/7 (75% CO) ern 61 s coin Q..43 (18411.7

(14 VrNA 0 616-1 r6 r1-1 a Q..6113 ceirle) a) an .7 Erre.
'God has made all that is seen and not seen.'

The verb endings occurring with the passive are somewhat
9 g

limited. The
6*

-gla or 1111b I
endings for general truth

or habit are most common, as in:

5. g)cen5I4), ) deal CSLiDkD n...1 61Ca

czn re>4 s1- e icj %o.
'Those traveling without tickets will be arrested.'

(a common sign in Kerala trains)

Simple and remote past endings are also common.

The use of the passive tends to be limited to formal style

and to special registers of the language. Certain verb endings

are found only in what might be termed "officialese," i.e.

administrative jargon. Witness:

413
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6. n-.)16errIQ6\s cu)cNcsaans cfhpi(i-f-oc)61(-r),
raTa%ctrirn c rob am, ,...0106-) 61 t-%_s,
'The matter of your loan may be considered in the next

meeting.'

7. 6 a)616 re;Yt1 % raYb Virrtri c ZJ c

CTIS Orin 61e%. % Q7 CSOC(0) Cer-0-'30

'Elections might be held next year.'

20.6. EXPRESSING SIMULTANEOUS ACTION WITH THE CONJUNCTIVE.

Section 13.3 shows how the conjunctive verbform (past participle)
( el

is used, usually with the perfective marker - , to show

that its action has taken prior to that of the main verb

of the sentence. The conjunctive may also be used to show

that an action takes place at the same time as that of the main

sentence verb. In this case, - cannot be used, and the

subject of the conjunctive verbform and of the main verb of the

sentence must be the same. Witness:

ceibilchub ".-1 t-) rra)
'The children came singing.'

2. ga)) (To T 63 '3

'Thomas, came running!'

4° (1) 3`' asYb) rcirlIrnia c030A0 csixltsgcels),a..

'Let us enjoy the day by feasting and drinking.'

Other cases of simultaneous action are handled by the
CA

conjunction -Cni)U01 (see 21.5).

20.7. CAUSATIVE AND DOUBLE CAUSATIVE VERBS. The Reference

List for this lesson contains sets of related verbs grouped into

three columns labeled 'Intransitive', 'Transitive/Causative',
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and 'Double Causative'.

1. A. CTI S c13-6-) (lb
function,or,

B. or) s cmg) co,

'to make someone walk', 'to run or operate something',

'to make something happen'

C. C.Y1 S Cb-`r6;lelg Cet)

392
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A typical trio is exemplified below:

(intransitive) 'to walk', 'to

operate', 'to happen'

(transitive/causative)

(second or double causative)

'to have someone make someone walk', 'to have someone

run/operate something', 'to get someone to cause

something to happen, bring something about'

Not all verbs show all three forms: but these gaps in the

system vary in type from verb to verb. A few verbs, like &n1)Chdh

'to go' occur only in the intransitive, and have no transitive or

causative form of its own. Other verbs such as C Cp C10-6(0)

' to remember' as-well as ems-.1 CC) Cer6-3 C01

'to study, learn° have no intransitive. There is usually no

separate intransitive verb to fill this gap, though the passive

voice (referib 20.5) or the subjectless construction (see 16.2)

can be used to foreground whatever is affected by the action

as opposed to the cause or agent of the action'(see below).

Finally, a number of verbs show intransitive and transitive/

causative forms, but no double causative. These include verbs

deriving froispjN11)C0613('to make', 42prruzslar) 'to wake

up', etc.

These gaps are handled by sentences using c n CRA 43) 'tell'

2. Cr131) rr6 VSYb ®g(2)' % _M3% ) nmbo.
'I will tell mother to (have mother) make coffee.'

41r-
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In terms of forms, several patterns may be observed in the

List. The intransitive form, when there is one, must be taken

as basic, with the other forms derived by making additions or

changes to it. One of the more obvious patterns is that

intransitives having a single stop in their stem, double the

stop to form the transitive/causative. Witness:

3. A. sca,cldb 'to change' (intransitive)

B. Q) 94a, 'to change something, to make

something change'

'to come together, gather (as

a crowd}' also 'to increase'

'to gather something, bring

4. A.

things together' also 'to cause something to increase'

In a similar vein, intransitives having a double nasal in their

stem change this to the double stop at the same point of

articulation in the transitive/causative, c.f.:

5. A. 3 9arr%cec) 'to go out, descend°

B. cer63 ceo 'to take or put someone or

something out of a place', 'to cause someone or something

to descend or go down°

6. A. ----M) ICCI

B. &If? li(11-)
7. A. C15"c) CI-rb db

B. c-z5 a.,

'to dine'

'to feed (people)'

'to eat'

'to feed (animals)'

A couple of intransitives form their transitive/causative

by adding -03111-. Note Example IA and B above, and also:

8.. A. CIA C63 'to come'

B. Cl1 ar-3 (151-0-.... CO) 'to make someone come'

416
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The most salient aspect in terms of form is that all the
e%

double causatives contain the marker - n241- Those

verbs having --I before - tt.- also have an alternative form

with - alen -. Witness:

9. CCM C11 csaS1 (EsTb colc

'b inform someone' (literally, to cause someone to know)

In many cases, however, the transitive/causative, itself, contains

- Can -, and then the two forms are distinct in meaning, as in:

10. A. r11;CQ)-) dacidh 'to read'

B. CA.DCPS)regINICO, 'to have someone read'

When both forms do have the double causative meaning (see Example

9 above), the shorter form with 46)2is preferred, and the

longer one with`1a - is regarded as somewhat affected.

It should be pointed out that the labeling in the Reference

List joins two distinct systems within a single framework. The

notion of causative is primarily a semantic notion (though it

has syntactic implications), while the transitive-intransitive

opposition is primarily a syntactic (grammatical) notion. In

general, the two systems interface as shown in the columns, but

not in every case. A causative verb will, by definition, be

transitive, but a transitive verb need not be causative. Where it

is not causative, a single form functions as both first and

second causative. Witness:

11. A. C&:06D(1)(6) 'Ctransitive, noncausative)

'to see'

B. Ca))CrfC) Ct61

someone something'

(first causative) 'to show
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F. cfh,frry-11 05-6-6c0) or(16)641&63(05(second

causative). 'to have someone show someone something'

In terms of focus, the clearest difference is between

intransitive and transitive/causative catcgories. The

intransitive verbs focus on the person or thing which undcrgoes

the action of the verb, often called by linguists "patient' or

"experiencer." There may be an agent in the situation, i.e.

someone or some thing making it all happen, but the intransitive

constructtOn leaves no place for expressing agency. The

transitive/causative, in contrast, ordinarily focuses on the

agent. rather than the undergoer of the action. The transitive/

causative construction has ways of shifting the focus to the

patient or experiencer of the action (summarized in 20.5), but

these are all special devices to alter the normal focus of this

construction on the agent. The question of focus is not so

clearcut in the case of the double causative construction. There

are several elements in the situation. The subject is the

indirect agent--the person who gives the order to someone else

to get something done. Next there is the causal agent--the

person who receives the order and then causes someone to do some-

thing or make..something to happen. Thirdly, there is the direct'

agent who actually performs the action or, in some cases,

experiences it. Which of these agents is in focus can be

shown by stress in speaking, but usually must be read from the

context (see Examples below).

Ordinarily, both the causal and the direct agent are

marked by the postposition 61617 6IrAt 'by, by means of, with,

418
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because of', which. requires the accusative form of the noun.

Witness these first causative examples:

12. GM rri) cice)DtscrC reroo_c)--2-1 610 ce-e0-
'I will make you do it.'

13. errnA eui 1611;161m 6)c0)76-yri aricyl_am; rnsernq ci630.
'I will have the peon run the office.'

Only one agent marked with
61 b) may appear in a sentence.

Thus, most double causative sentences contain no internal cue

as to whether the noun with 61dY))6111 represents the causal

agent, or the direct agent. This must be interpreted from

one's knowledge of the situation, and from what has been said

previously. Witness the two possible readings of:

14. crts) orro 4ng. 76Vre ,.Jr) ca.
'I made him talk.' or 'I had him make so and so talk.'

15. 61-51) (yb aneatoing6Ncel)Erri ra riA6Ic311 rai.)g.24)
'I had her call Ratri.1 or ' I had her have Ravi. called.'

Here is an unusual example,however, where all three agents are

expressed within a single sentence.

16. 6ernwy1 (TOCS2b610....61(fh) CITA

,6Nrnel

"I had him show the gentleman the house.'

Note that 'the gentleman', which our English sense would tell

(>13)r-N) NI

us to regard as an indirect object of the act of showing, in

Malayalam is the direct object, as seen from its accusative ending.

Witness:

17. Cesrb a23,00 0.0 > Cl 161c r) dh 6TYCI
'He showed the gentleman the house.'

419
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There are, in fact, several very common verbs which, though

causative in meaning, do not require, and do not even allow,

61d11,011to mark the direct agent. Such verbs asek.TIOrlilr)C06I'Zb

'to teach, cause to learn', alritaCad163&) 'to inform,

cause someone to know' .)44Y1111.1.2 Ch 'to awaken, cause

someone to come awake', etc.all look like ordinary transitive

verbs in that they require the person affected by the action to

be in the accusative direct object form, rather than taking

61dh)6Nas other direct agents of causatives do.
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REFERENCE LIST

A Full List of Forms with
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VOCABULARY

g 010

crao mica)*
past dhaeszty9-)

g-Q-1>(-61-54541 gs2-3)

cera cs?...)D ca)csi3) erg) ci36)>C6

..St raittle4 Cr) COI CAI

En3 tzsil
uoutkilv,

Latian ter, nel A: hutes
i tts.rnIF-o a.rowIct
ti Y-etatCAilla

60.-C IC

La Sscbt-1

(4Lt-Lt. (I) Wa3 St"atg hak .

CI0U.A:rt

mi4kt- ct..s W vex b,
L v.e.V0 cuov.

as wJL at-sk.

tvii.akt kvtoto

Pro al, (veyb' coy
or rn 69_neS a.

to teiL Ellen oc erg
tv. telt_ EtWretlipe.-t.sor%3

Sepv-ce)v.1 ar
At yk.vn OrrsLt- UU0YCI.,

ho-V .ess
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CYO CM

(.&-Yo cm on CS2518.c) Marl

Clictil 4;01Ay) aCbl 4:#61 o

C71-1C0 6rn 641CafInseteYSACCUI6Yno

Ixtst roaTe.cit>la + 4:6)41 Cadelh

n_181* ce41c9tveh

rry eth se
cy)ee,scii,carg) ve-isso

ce-s3 dh
earl\r3i<aqj

[ trait% datove suilacti
(041(0-63 ce,

.417 crrti

Vocabulary

culne.ss
One WA Zs flat cheerful
E3.e.

py-cAt)o-bt (Jowl in.,cornil
bilaht be. ida.rit.:41, to come.

to -Pz.nri..s-, .vsz.:16*"

to cZnistl S

Sex-Jane ss 9 S C:tY Ye)Vi

r111.4-s-e be, miler be so...a.

wom-c,to cret
t bQ IA) cc-rZe.ck,

to.ke a._ bat.,
ciotiNcrt.%

to 'start
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4%.4.AJAc..3.8-r

t) be. Jr1A-Lit.

to 64:1- tLTs
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Lesson Twenty-One

A. Note how - ..dif)CSZ))617b adds to the

continuous meaning.

Cr 00cri))4ais co, cal) 6NYe

C cth Jo c061,cfb 62)) 6Yres

diS celf3 dhcs2.3) crnl?
CIS) ceeldh c9i)6Y4

) (3) c063ce)(93) 61'6)

C CY) (3151 calcS2.3 ) 6Y
(34) ce6-3 &I ca.) ) crrel

66W)-) cam.: 6yrbu

6 )...4NIceil crre
C11(-61 cf3->.cSO snrl$'

402

READING PRACTICE

verb stem to give the progressive

ass% COI Cal )tYrD°
ICtc)..Ar1.1 ce,c s u.)67n,

<1.4 6N-tryva ctn ce-Asz) re4
cCi) .atetni cth C23 )6rfg

s co=.. cSLN isyrbu

ZNI ce-63 c:SL)Yr

C9)) ismr) Ge-C c&) c5U ewe
am A co-c; cep c50 tslebu
P-22 ci-) C9.) ) ist-rD`.3

C51r8 6?..)ce-ricetICS23)6~tYZ`)

B. Note how the various forms of 61dY))6Yreglorlet-Ncel can be

added to a verb to convey the continuous in various tenses, etc.
CrUa cruZca.....6 6-1 cfh)errikelC@61 a ra is to-t. k irta .

mom)cgl.A6 4))6Yrilcndlsvrrberre ts tea. k.1.1 Ee.r"rii cdc3

Me rit),CbrLa61tt)))6`fralc)Crfece)C9.)36Trbk) IS [.art 'fie rn icist 0 c.1
tall. 6:

C-Yi3 0 CYO 2 etn.M. 61 d9>, syri/cal, orylt . Eli as -t.4:...L.k.ZeNs
.

avorro)c0.9.461cf)))6"friinrldadh(2))661030fro$WaZ L ;A 11.2, ItKast43
ktes v. .

CY0o CYO ) r-a 61c561 ) 6Y1-3-1 cal c$61,

oVo cm).) rot) -A)61c01 ) era cbt) &CI.*

CN-boN5)(15()*)610th) swsrl c-bice-n oyii
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C7U0 Ch.))cza...46) ctb 6Yr1r) COrl cer3dh CS))

CIN) C-Nttbra4 6 ldh 76YrOrbl 4193 hCS2b cetn3a

CNo cyo c{5)A cOl 76114) as rrnq c-bq ct)-63b

C) o Pup (-or) 61c6 )641 calo-nn cD) ottE) o

ovacyo.)(01_2416,4,114 e(a) ce-6-6Q, (.04)cii3,

Reading Practice

6 ts)4 t(Zr125

r7"C.642:4±Ict
ClUo crO)cal-A(51417 641(01 cer!SQ 740 Ices)). rna todt

C-f lAt ua e - I Jass ceitki
Monl) (6) nce»tsYr@CAdin) a)czq cal thssb t'- be "le t1

ka.st_i crrt toa.
cfulto.y.3

ctivo ()\)*A-216)41) 64C-01451)0 744 cl:t0) el mat b42. calte_
tca.

E-ga.A.L.ye kiss catitr)g
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CONVERSATION

e-aiSCA C.1-(1.1615 00 else faaa.1)615

Ctu..r2 gloeadh era) ?
: CrnE6Y00 efrro 6 6-1 r2.1ce-)1%) er63

errArrCiCk cb,o-rnD r,_-1 ) CeSCW067)-e era Otii
rn CD 61 (Iran 51ceil 0.1) 1515r9 drool

(3-1 cxx, i cbq csti esyrzu. r cncth
ctri) cl.irtr3 C1 7 csa c-bi cfts o . ea-g Crtn) ger)Z)°
cz)fre e..a..1S rxa Gt),

ea-in 62..)) orb corns ?
C) crt sns-17 (-4 m_b e

4-0 eSYY) ne rIngra.) tio 63m Cri)oUszi,e, tas))cr(Cl
(orb s gm :164 6-3ryn3 (11*cEh&SR.D0

n4 (*frau cbrl -4 0_1m errtf

Cel-'\ ibtSg (grael)60adalqDtO Q *Do,
Gyref et_Orrn r).1) (IQ ne-r. asrocil_ei

onri c0.63`) orrnsa czn Cb I cat)

: asy9 C-1.1 6141 (62) Ape ( 61.10

el-0 ern) errre (Ern) ellnrIsIrrj; roler) zJ (o
Tos ,-(1)(`'rm6Yri) (YZ) 661 Cr) I:01616M mr4)

U06 S CESTa cirla 0 r41 CrtS)')6"%reg 2

CZY) C1\66-'41c% errs" ON) ems), e3gd o g (ran D

C Z Y 1 9 cSa ca 6rn
ca1 54,15-1c-rti canyto uzet.)62.)?cyrie czY-D

sc-r-L Cl..1rtsbryra 6-rysgcrj
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g (fo,.4 ,s72
(1-4) rrn ea-3ne_bc, cal4)60)53 gCw)

s crt r)-G)enn d363`) 2Jo rfOvb .

cfrh r3 eu.CSI cf3-63(t. ce-Bails) (Yt
chn-A cth7f34) ant-yr).3Art

cze"1.1(133Gcl-il)Oo ,0'72eriro
ohs") ci315))0.

t, (-2-61 corn ca-6 15rin rrt, co.), 61636w%

CLI C7) 61S .

Conversation
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EXERCISES

9L. A. Combine the pairs of sentences below using go-A)00 as

in the model.

rlrn°44 ciy4 (490.ea

65r6 4-24)(41 colc 3 ce-Bce-n)eyk, c (re,

melrifle4 ,..1)) 3c) (771651s3c=i

-2-41erC1 019-63`) crio rrrb
61Pn ert coa of cers-4. C8ra e ri>&

Cb)%ret (2.4161 c---4(.0 02 cfr61 ara

2- C Ca ce->> 4cers-g)
cs-ro (-)C) e).-C) (-4° Qs-a As vancrrb.

3. (73Th Qrrnepe_i Cb 3(1 ea6.0 aryl-% 6-6cri
dhLO craycrl 61d3r,7 Trri)entnn'YZI etagt) (.)0

cbs-g" cCS neo 0 (fa az) rineyrS1 .
asm crt, (2-Orrrbc. 616)aidh f cry, Cb t. MS 661) (4)

Po 7 d33 0 . (6-*R5 Po )13ce r4 C98 c1-:56\s
is) cenD6-111 Cer3 .

5. MI Q ci\AQ 61.1 CISC) cos m'cyzr) ,..4(1)c)
crS)n-rtY cAlrorlnicirra. arra c.,,ck el-M(A) c6d2

tSrzG ( csu a...%c24 61 dyy) 6yr-4 on
CB. Combine the pairs of sentences using -ig.S(14) 7 as in the model.

Items` which must be deleted while combining are in parentheses.
Moctot, esnn,c-A (ei2.114 giheSq°0

(syn, rrb, c-nlierrnz.j .ctsClAst-rl chip raJ naj )0.
6Pr"CYL 01-4P* o Car CIS Ca4413;10273 rrn (28Scr&

criliscyn)i' =0'1)614 cer)10 CU a,
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1. an) ce60 (-)2 trac-nev ar-re cat cesranaca

61-cou 6 ce) .

2. CIPro C521 el4)61(yr) ctrI6Yr4 Crts

Can CW) %)0) n_l o rri;) car) -

3. 6yry), e en 6Q (
as an 6) rrn c9 io Nu rem ot)curric14

1+. C6ro c5a) Jo C CE-179 n_lu& 96Yri Q.S4

an 6. cm es-1 Orn o ca,r).) csUrl ng) et%lrEt ( j

ciril d)
5 . cs-ren, cyt) 61 a Ca 2196>ei ga-113 a 671_1 c9S1 cot

'24))04) pseY't C wry) as-fa (t Crui c38r)

cfh6YrZn se)aOctit ceNet 33 ce!si n'Oaso 4Arbeice630

2.A.Use the following infinitives as main 'verbs in making sentences

containing compound verbs. You may use a63 5207 carIcp-30")

and614))56080:0) as modifiers.

ran% (063 4).1 9 ri.1,65Y31 tihSce-) , cw, ct ce63 col 7

(Tb szst3 cetr. ce-7 , dr» t5.1).1 co-s3 Co)
B. Use the following infinitives as main verbs in making senten

ces containing compound verbs with4f4Vh as modifier.

o CA),Crorl&old" I:6(30 cfrecer7, dIS cal celfs co), ffiTh)di-)7

tfh 'owl) cel (3.4) (7Q. ce'
3. 'Using Section B of the Reading Practice as a guide, change the

verb in the sentence below to all possible forms with nen)61r3)COludb,.

(CS23)(1.0 63051 g .) 61_214crra

43.E
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4. Using the reference list as a guide, change the verbs in the

sentences below to all tenses which can take probability.

1.. Cr sD az 'Co cn ca.) n r-f

2. z (9)A2ca Q..rrn 61 C11 Q crn crel) Crroij CYth) norii 031*.
6. Mfb Olo ocry'zij cu,i2 ettunn 6-19-yeb C-Yralerrii
Lt. 614.'A &?, ti())11 SALO-eld3-KZ,014:.

5. c--A) 68-o2 6111ant colcsu m0.
5. Change the sentences below to the continuous using -....i.vm.)%mo.

i. an-o eli 0c) (Nirt) moan csiA C:;6 611 C arrrA% 6-)5
% cyra .

ceb dh OO wzsae1") cot azihil--46-100N6Yrsr)encricicwa.
3. ra-1 Crle-A G.) ei 040 Gilfra C6 YV) 6 (753

to DA arrA Pri) 01) 0 rA), C-Ceo) edhS rfrt
If 05Y7, COD oca dr) CA) Q_s corral, 4Q.ia Zeicgi

oselk-Acelrscrra.
5. sel <4 00 (-NIA) nicncin Earsng_n, c)

cefl crea
G. OSYbcc:3 cQ celOo ctrau n.4211%ei ra4) e col enegr."

ei-61 Masi51ren 4:50 ) sr," rrni ru...1 0 6Yuyi%61cey)§3 ce-6.3 0.ra .
..m.,(1con) etn, al Cb errb ,3_9 ca.()) cea (way
1Pnry) rA3 c4D-2-1 D CO-63 nrra .

8. k,\) ct, 616-Yrreer1W dh)cnisYnc,
n4'icrn es-1 Ctrl 6301 .-2___e7.41V3) o ell (LA ce61 .

q. r3r1 CYa racl al 6102 rn Cdra c2.3>
,t,..1 Ncirn

io . e ri"N srrt (ens) 6-rnn C-4111.01-6"VYra
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GRAMMAR NOTES

21.1. THE VOCATIVE FORM OF THE NOUN. The vocative form

of the noun is used in calling to someone, in order to get

their attention. Its ending varies according to the final

sound of the word it attaches to, but somewhat differently

than for the other noun endings as follows:

A. The ending takes the form bf lengthening of the vowel

in proper names and some kin terms ending in 0. and .

Examples: (26176) 'Mani, oh Mani, hey Mani!'

(Y001)1:93(4) 'sister, oh sister, hey sister!'

arra 'Anju, oh Anju, hey Anju!' - Ca]
B. occurs after words ending in:

1. The voweli ero and <SR, . EXamples:

Cb g 'Rena, oh Rema, hey Rema!'

asr0 gC2,2 "mother,. oh mother, hey mother!'

(1.1)64 c23 'Vijaya, oh, hey Vijaya!'

Note that the final vowel drops before adding. ta.61.

2. A few title words ending in . Examples:

.tagC1.1 guru, oh, hey guru!'

ens 'lord, oh lord, hey lord!'

Note that 0-1 is required as a joining device.

3. All final consonants exceptertlon proper names.

Examples:61416g daughter oh, hey daughter!'

Cadhern 'son, oh son, hey son!'

CiVeliaCSOCtgap.1 UV Oh doubtful ones!'

8/Wile ern) 'James, oh James, hey James!'

C-rt.,),{,c) sir, oh teacher, hey you (respectful) 1°

The older formsgeCt, and ea) are still sometimes found.
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1C. - atE, replaces final -010 in names and most kin terms.
_ I

Examples:031p ' Rajan, oh Rajan, hey Rajan!'

Ctrb-P42 'father, oh father, hey father!'

CW6411.cal) 'little brother, oh, hey little brother!'

Q.°9 .@i 'God, oh God!'
r

D. No ending is used for names ending in - Examples:

01301740LJ 'Sanjay, oh Sanjay, hey Sanjay!'

C141%4t5tr 'Vijay, oh Vijay, hey Vijay!'

As you can see, the categories for the different endings

are complicated enough so that it is probably simpler to learn

the vocatives on an item by item basis.

21.2. DEGREES OF PROBABILITY WITS TEE moDAL_Auxnratror..

It was explained in 19.5 that more and less certain probability

may be shown in equative and cleft sentences by substituting

4063oand-C&94440103o respectively for the verb

'to be' (copula). The same meaning can be added to main verbs

in all of the korms studied so far, except the imperative, by

using these same items as modal auxiliary. In this usage, they

must appear at the very'end of the verbform, after the markers

of tense and aspect. In this they are very different from the

non -nodal auxiliary which takes over the tense and aspect

markers and requires a special form of the verb it joins to,

for the modal auxiliaries are added onto existing verbforms

without changing them in any way. The one exception to this rule

is the progressive aspect (see 214 below) where they replace

the ordinary auxiliary yr
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A full list of combinations possible with the modal

auxiliary appears in the Reference List for this lesson. They

are, therefore, not reproduced here, but some general principles

deserve mention and will be illustrated by examples. Firstly,

being complete, the Reference List contains both modal and non-

modal auxiliaries. The modals contain either 03,0n(ace630.

'must or probably', CePaDCO( Q COY) )e 'may or perhaps',Wied

(g1)444616rna'must, has tol. It may be seen that they

can be joined to both realis, or actual, forms such as the

simple present, past, past perfect, present perfect, and future/

habitual, as well as to irrealis, or non-actual, forms such as

the potential and the desiderative. Addition of the modal

auxiliary, of course, makes any form non-actual, since their

whole intent is that the action of the verb is not quite certain.

Note that some of the forms are very close in meaning, even

overlapping at times. Probability of the past tense,

Clinn)CRTICi140530 for example, will often be equivalent

to that of the present perfect a1rrt14.6,73,c561e010260,

both meaning 'must have come', but the latter is more restricted

in that it indicates that the result of the coming is still in

force, i.e. that those who came are still there. Note also

thateria)anS(rra has a dual function when combined with the

future/habitual and the desiderative. CIIMS(21)452Sc83rrra

and (2.3CairrnCOCSOrgarrn can refer to continuousness

in past time, i.e. 'used to come' and'wanted to came', respec-

tively, but they also can refer to condition contrary to fact

situations, i.e. 'would have come' and 'ought to have come'.
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In this latter meaning, howeverr_these verbforms usually occur

in complex sentences with another clause.

Next, the two relative degrees of uncertainty described in

ip.5 apply to all examples of the modal auxiliary. CEPripea;.)41110

signals less uncertainty, or more certainty, as you will, while

(6144465700signals relatively more uncertainty. The words

'must' and 'may' are used to denote these degrees. 'Probably'

and 'perhaps' reflect the same relative degrees, and must

sometimes,by used for an accurate translation which preserves

the proper tense of the Malayalam verb.

It can be seen from this lesson's conversation that

speakers sometimes prefer to add probability to the desiderative

by the more complex structure of embedding them in .a superordin-

ate,ate, or carrier, sentence. Witness: (b) f10 C).1Cbe7r) --

EXICTIradra2C411A01, freely translated 'Rajan probably

wants to come along', but more literally, 'it is that Rajan

wants to come along'.

Finally, all of 'the forms with modal auxiliaries, as well

as all other forms in the Reference List may be made into

questions by adding -6) in the normal way. The negatives are-

formed in a straightforward manner by adding the appropriate

modal auxiliary to the corresponding negative of the desired

form. ClicalCiDcgiri C1961,a and CLICbCa7C5CACad"ba

have the common form ClIOSICONA,p(SOCOldhSo.
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21.3. IMPERSONAL EXPRESSIONS FOR PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL

CONDITIONS. The preceding lessons have taught impersonal

constructions for situations including health (3.1), liking

(4,1), both temporary and permanent possession (4.2), and so

forth. Mentioned among the uses of ga.611q in 4.3 is the

expression of physical and emotional feelings. Several new
em..161

examples occur in this lesson's conversation. rafbra-S
'hunger' and (6)ru-00 'thirst' are physical while

ap0U deVoldoubt',01.393)*S0 'sadness', and r):1111tal)(713b

thelief'(Conversation Nineteen) are emotional. Note that

cnKM)))/Sio 'happiness', (.1STrLlo 'grief', and Orta671.1 o

'happiness or healthialso take 4;15Prqb . <N61.1c1 is

commonly used with (Grien (see 3.3) and most of the other

words can also be used with ciagnAirrn , but are usually found

in collocation with,p_Artr4 . Note that besides the.

expressions with 2.611 , there are also impersonal verbs

for several of these feelings including e0.0%.4=7;)C404145

'to be thirsty', ("3.1)(f6663(e) 'to be hungry',(-1.1(J921(411144-6401

'to believe',070°Crodater(141) 'to doul 7, .(5)S1Wet-JrciCOOISCelb

'to wish or desire', etc.Cnendag4 and :611 c$? also

occur.

21.4. THE PROGRESSIVE ASPECT OF THE VERB. The

continuous form of the verb emphasizes the process of the action,

and not its completion or result. It is formed by the citation

form of any verb plus an auxiliary comprised of some form of

(480)&05 , the verb to be'.
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The most common forms are the present progressive,

OLlaraldhaborb , lam, is, are coming', and the past progressive,

Mi(tacelal)Ca-DIerfb , 'was, were coming'. These forms can

only refer to action in progress at the moment, or at some

specific point in past time. As in English, the present

progressive form may also be used to express action about to be

performed in the immediate future. Thus the neighbor says to

Rajan in this lesson's conversation,04) CLICUICOICU)fnerrlearlIrt

'if you are coming In general, however, the emphatic
0

form 0.1(7nal2Wrq is somewhat more-common for immediate

future meaning.

Note that the progressive aspect may be attached to

complex tenses as well with arra)aaleedh and to

compound verbs (see 21.6 below). Thus, in response to a query

about her husband, the neighbor lady tells Rajan
ff

ar)0131:06))4tea4Ndiectheabirnii1.0. he has gone to buy

tickets'. Use of the progressive here emphasizes the fact that

the action of the verb, 'the going', is still in progress.

The use of the progressive aspect is blocked if the perfective
u

marker is present between the verb and auxiliary.

21.3% TIME ADVERBIAL CLAUSES WITH -tn-1)30 AND -&Ser.

This section deals with subordinate clauses which frnction as

adverbs of time in which the conjunction or linker (placed

at the end of the clause) spells out the relationship(imeframe)

of the action of the verb in the subordinate clause to that of
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the verb in the main clause. This lesson's conversation contains
C .

examples of two of the most common conjunctions of time, -4,1....pcA)9

/

and -a,....45(11. Each has its own particular rules as to which

forms it may be joined to.

g..The linker
t
-n.J)L107means 'when' or 'while'.. It mainly

joins to the future/habitual, simple past, and past perfect

forms. It cannot be joined to the simple present. Witness:

CLSTar210,o 0.1c153 gryal)tk Imn ert rivro

When she comes, I will ask (her) that.'

2. asrao.00 Q.)criice )00o Cnn a CZgraM

'When she came, rasked (her) that.'

3. Mr-60A nar-Atslcenc.e)& 6m)ri (Ma r34
'When she had come, I asked' (her) that.'

Note that -66,41:101)can be used meaning both 'be.' and 'become'

in the past, but the future/habitual can only be used in the

n I 110
sense of 'become'. The fact that -Bni-lovv joins to the

verbal adjectiv (present participle) may be seen by the

occurrence of Ala& when the original verb is 2 .

4. 61-0,41 164:01)94Ctire1) eS2STC153/Thee-, 00-

'When I was in Quilon,

5. 6110(41, (10)V16 011,61X4g)0..'When I became a doctor

6. 61-tr)erl) e3-1 dbs-YeCb crt) (03 tfra.1) act -

'When I become a rich man ...'
.amboll

7- ('moo tr?3-0-13Qe)p_aci-7s)30 capsv-v-r c Q
'Call me when you have a doubt.'

Note the doubling of n...1 when-Cra_bGV is joined here.
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Note further that -.,A34 verbforms cannot occur with

Grammar Notes

tin-Old:at all, and desideratives require embedding Ihith the

quotative marker as follows.
8.4ail%.)

dffeet 0.00CrthAidisierfltarrearr?)(110YrnenSIA0 cn9 gg34stlearb.

'When I wanted to talk, you weren't there.'

Such time adverbial clauses may be formed with negative

verbs, but the negative' verbal adjective has only one form for

all tenses, so that tense is shown only in the main clause verb.

9. Casronr4 ern)celmnonc4iracrna,a300 6Yer 16$v3 (ZS:rba

'We caught him while he wasn't looking.'

10. arar2ler6 grn) 46))6v-rn csiAcatabsecrwao erneRS330 reYesainm Adh34

'Ke'll catch him when he's not looking.'
do

11. 4K% nicarmeSWIPAgpconnge)0 ial r 4caltano .

'teem Xzdon't want to came, you always invite me.'

ma linker -ziscro works very similarly except that,

beginning with a vowel, it requires. the joining device Ca) in

order to be attached to the verbal adjectives which can accept it.

The rules governing the use of -gptsortivar5 from those of
C
-V2.33sJv mainly in the fact that it takes the present verbal

adjective in place of the future/habitual form. Thus example

1 above would be rewritten for -ap--T thus:

12. asn(2iJo oicsIrrncST4 5 rr 6r513 rY6 csrb r3r1 Ot6))c .
'As soon as she comes, I will ask (her) that.'
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C _I 9

Secondly, cannot be normally joined to negatives, nor

to potentials. It cannot collocate with a desiderative, even

in an embedded construction. It can occur with the simple past,

and with those forms of atirm.)thce and Lam' which
A 9

can take -tni)U0 save for (Isra)cacalerra . Thus, -g!.?rVa'

may be substituted in all of the first seven examples above

except for no. four.

Finally, note that as with all subordinate clauses in

Malayalam, those treated here can occur only before, i.e. to

the left of, the main clause. In English, the reverse order

is often preferred, with both orderings usually possible.

21.6. A CLOSE LOOK AT COMPOUND.VEEBS. Section 11.3
6)

discusses an example of a compound verb where on irreb gek--1)(L)

'ran out' where the addition of tb r. modifier dOlidth

merely serves to emphasize the completion of the action shown

in the main verb (171)0$1467 . In 18.4, another example,

(2.1(1611/11VA-1) a illustrates how this same modifier verb

geuj7dhce.) may be added to some verbs to show that the

action took place accidentally or without the spe-Xer's involve-

ment. This lesson's conversation contains instances of five

more modifier verbs which are discussed in turn below.

All compound verbs are alike in that the first verb in the

main verb, carrying the basic meaning, while thy: second verb

carries only an added nuance or modification of that meaning.

In fact the second verb may be dropped from any compound leaving
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the main verb to carry the basic meaning of the sentence. The

modifier verb is, therefore, something like an adverb in that

it adds a fuller, or more precise meaning. In terms of form,

however, the modifier verb takes over all the grammatical

functions by assuming all the markers of tense, mood, and

aspect. The modifier even determines some aspects of the

sentence grammar beyond the verb itself. Ordinarily, the verb nlineike,

requires the for indirect objects, but

in the sentence in this lesson's dialogues Gyre; ftilcrn cla)444 ( AID,
IN 4 I

0.6101,14;1 naticrenryntai) 'can you tell me the meaning of the

word grief', the presence of the modifier verb determines the

dative form for the indirect object 'me' (3.4Amlow. . In

all compounds, the main verb must appear as a conjunctive

participle. Only a very limited number of verbs can occur as

modifiers (no more than a dozen are common), but the number

of verbs which can occur as main verb is veLy large, though this

varies somewhat according to the particular modifier used.

A. The modifier 614-1)6TYCW6044) adds the sense of

continuous action and is usually best translated by 'keep on'.

It is not always clearly differentiated from the progressive

aspect form of a main verb described in 21.4 above. Thus in

the sentence from the conversation 6T151,4 41 ce17 6'rrikzr3<rnga-a)(-)0

6303 013a(1OCSVe gfin)Q, 'while I was studying, I had a doubt;,

the compammanla404176Q111CVn could be replaced by

the progressive n--1 O 1 cfr61 Ce"ASU C9rair0-3 rrra .
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In other cases, however, on' meaning is very clear as:

1.asroruclz cling ernrArbe (mai o mots Li 0 Act)) Errilrg &I) 1:5C;)clem,.

'We may be able to keep on studying after they come.'

The compound can also occur with a full range of tenses, moods,

and aspects, whereas the progressive cannot. Witness:

2. gq)a in.a.S6)(01)6YriVa c@6 'Keep on working.'

B. The modifier 6g_aZaite, has two separate senses.

One adds an offhanded feeling often best translated as 'might

as well' . Thus in he conversation Rajan says:

3. asybo_ g...m.isc,cn)161cria 4._4>taicerecabo fteirfrb Caa'1)Aait Mnrnaln644

'I came over thinking that I might as well ask big brother.'.'

The other meaning is that of 'away' in the sense of

finality, i.e. of terminating all involvement with something,

or of direction. Witness:

4. Crtr),Prt Q.61roncpc. ctrIS)Actna fIctr ce,552.1)12

'I'll give all of this away to the servant CEem.P.

5. am ra:$ cif 31 celpawynran. Csr4 DIC444 renri61S 4a000.

'Let's get there before they go away.'

C. The modifiers (.15)Ct2/&) and414h).10Nelare used

to mark the benefactor of the action of the main verb. In this

function they preserve the same oppositicn as to indirect

object s-'11a.ch they have as main verbs, that is COCIS3C67 can

be used only when the benefactor is first or second persons and

CIsterOVISCel is used only when the benefactor is a third person.
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can only mean 'tell me' whereas

610b)%CeSeffi can only mean 'tell him, her, or them'.

These modifiers are limited, of course, to those main verbs

which can logically have a benefactor. Note, however, that

this is a larger class than the small group which can take

indirect objects. Witness:

6. (en ("11 cab ewl CI 6N1Nrirl ru4r) r (I) .7 g ca a?
'Will you write down (for me) what he said?'

D. Finally, the modifier CO)4410512450 , like grubdt6,

is used to emphasize the fact of completion of the action or

process of the main verb. This is used much more widely in

Malayalam than. the approxinateEresh counterpart 'finish',

'already', and the like. Witness:

7. Chi,)--AdhCPeertrYlrY)?. 'Save you finished bathing?!

8. cenforcb (1301440.000%.csracl16wo gzsann en...b4ahmiNcroo.
'They have acme; you should go see them right away.'

The use of dbe)C2oCer) to mark completion much more

general than that of embdh<e) which is limited to a

few stereotyped eEpressions such as iTANthag#2-13-e0 , 'has

run out', -..a..11MICSIADCSSI gin-1763) 'has gone bad', etc.

Note that (041M-eh cannot be substituted in those

expressions, so that the use of the two modifiers is camplumen-

tary

Comyound verbs.are usually written as units. /Rite that

the initial consonant of the modifier verb does not doubfe

when added to main verbs ending in . Those ending in

a!II , however, may as inne& 2517V)cettffltaDo.I'11 make for you."
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Two-Piece RelatiVe Pronouns
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0
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note how the associative suffix --QVIJ) joins to nouns.
C

non pc), cL al) ) (0 of -6-) C6 Cli xv) cn ctrin )c61,
2s-rb (2.) c9-6-)Dc- cith s c8n-3 cb °

61-1.1 rcl.;\,\.)6c0') ct cell ')Clce13 Ct)7 SD c/g) ceir)

(4) 'lb s ce-61 ctY)hic0-6-) D Ci37

(1.152000-6.T)ct, %cov, cl) asYvIlubJceo )4),
Orrb rsr) ciih5)) cr% C)

W) CO 6-n1 ce61 c4 eal 1:015-))c6.

cr) ct) ce-ra carbn cerncs mcy)) Dcb,

B. Note how personal noun:; denoting the experiencer of a feeling
C

or the goal of an action are formed with ® -*pm:7
(134 6) (107 t___ell51 erg (36)3a,i(t),

cso (Yonr%C11(4), CGT-9 tf-& nea_ cb,

coda 6-)ear).3(-6, Can (4) Sr/A?
C6

cft» 61(71 cb cvb Cl 1 627 6-1 scl-t
c&sracoise6-)6)r2.-Lichilal)cets)ts)rlsc-art:i.

4 ,5 0
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C. Note how the 'about to' form

428

Reading Practice

is made from these verbs.

ei._1 cfr,D

e%__1 cs/S)

capncsafil
Cer4 4S23 .) n a C52.5)

dean CSS)

CZA CO 7 n CS2.1r)

c6 aim Ca P)
BYO OW 0310 Del ) CSUri

CIS3 OSY-6> C>>C56

n...1 &1 eace-6-,,c) 7 CO

,c52i6),S.)n )cs/(,))

S,nusi.))

1
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e.31 61,11 (2)02a Gann ca )6Yrn frip CZYZ) Ch

0.1 c'ir (era 4;1 cets3chaU,04.
an etv2:21 (6-)s CA) c ?

cleartr70;25) ee)ca: eh-ig (saw; efui,cliadiscelcswar4
bra (x...) 6t ern ) rtiAga610
Parrb Clicrrz cfroom

Ceictrnn csgi cl-figigucerAu celcsuCICTra)

CaCerrn) Of) t r2-4) ern) ag Chi catqrfini ? 6n).) est
n4) t)s) MOW; e4

cftilsotts ) orn ecrp ? asYb tr 61112 g ern ?
tn2A ,22.1 ay. anan tfctrzs 603Cfre

ga6 rrra' ellmC ?
a4ne. e-1, o .15-2 VD) CZYZ Ma ELI 41sY3

Clernrma Q (5 .)e. 1a CZ 6)&1) erre ,..6)(1961s
g,i_bat.be4D czyDndits-)egleim
cza) Cele) $ Cehr Crn Cter 6-Vn >o014 : tracg1c2J,csfil ebrI cetnErno . 22

<1.11161crrtn Qs) c630.4 014M <a) Ern g qs.a

e g c3 (fa nrrd, 610.3p @cilts)abe80

CO Mers-.1 a cs2 act.to)(4)
63 13 can lc-13 a tnc e-sCZ) "cs6 el&
Ctr\ 61(rn
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QiClISIn 'Ca : CbM id3/M CO dbrg (2, krtry2171 CI g cnA
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6-Yr3) c0-61 arrb (21 6 c03.63° c2-4)

cs2)2eit. Qct2 623 2 (1)-ctrvailfa e.srp
ez.1) ei a csfA ce) cm, r6

(t-Inne5t el---16r1Cen,c-a 3 cos
V6)eJ7 di)) (-2 eadair)cti-cth,c2zyl 61_2.1 calo

Q corn MCI aag61S cel,e_So CO-161CY'r) cnaa
g.4)0 ?

cbtA " cZA erv) 6Vre. CYlig4 41)e-ACIITOrnt
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EXERCISES

1. Rewrite the following sentences by replacing the underlined
A 19 toi

phrase with a noun in
C
-CM!) plus C5Tra or

as in the model.

Mock L : ct. Cr?e ruck) 6Icts)

csYb ri.1 (J 1 (in peecib 3 Col a:23 D6-Yre.

b. tru.n caul cc-r-z%) 63 cv3 s sF61

`"a_ c-) Q i rt 63 rts-1 cit.6) CZ) M) tSreu.

c. 615 dr) r J s 0 sicrin
arty) qahOo cori0963 Ora

Q.flril s rxis dais)

61ernr) CQ 3eft) 61 .2.1(airre

2. coa Lit)) ca 0v-6%db 6-6sOo ("LID can ce-610

5. CEsTa) 6'21aart. t:TrED pr_db3c)

c4crro

n-6) 6-v-iriA ctra_=_I cro`' tr3 c'ts IsyQ ms's

5. S 05 Q caer63 CYY)flA) ".4) f1 )
CA) uti Dm o-rn C6Yr) 40boo ce-feblsyy-ov.

CCM) C23 CA3 (CSTID C.:6Th rgr) CUo YZne

C tnrb Do 6Y15)6ESG _1 ic-rt rf()) (Tr)) 64..

8. g% arrt )30 aim gcgC)1 cern Mast armacatY63ma
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q. r1-4161e11)1 CrSYD .ICr b CMY-OCC21CS)80 61Cerilrjarrn)Cra

(15) 7 Ci c-Y6) dt63Nn

lo. n...4)6-)crl ')Ctsd) -Po ctiY) c-rC)rYn 6Nerbv

2. Form nouns describing the subject of the verbs with §

as in the model.

model.: c5Nr9 crk) c)-1.15-)cz

1.

GYb cel 0 (11)4
dj141 s .

cfq4szs% 1)0 &26'Yr3) ettA csO t ua

2. asYz ran-63 ENs

l41
aa13cop g 361

3. 6Y5168Y36a Qpir) s ca rY6 163 c)

csv ck) 6 ),-1.._
if. a)Rcyl, r%.3 Gm) cf-4 nrt_

5. on 69, co Ca corrna54)) crerY (Oa-%

6. ci33 sl dh L)c) CSY9 cr@ rill g mg.,d (6> )616yr ere

cszi

4. Ce5107 ru4CrAda)0 121636V0 cfrisDelo clrr4, es4Dicts)6),..

6. an-acszi)(k) ra-McicV)eu Gag pro Mrts rc) vrra

9. c-(1)4 MI cap arro Mr?) csOcein

. C:Tr6 Cb) CSai )Cat

gas- rbr.1c c&.6-
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3. Rewrite these sentences changing the underlined verb to the

'about to' form. You will also have to drop the time adverbs

given in parentheses as in the model.

111044a: .61-1n) a5r9 n--e?-loce" °

(dh)c-rrL Cil(54)(CC)(Y) ce-> C11 762-CZYTkzao-

6.rncrb asYer) a e3 CYA\Ob ex

(-II 7 CiLr) CACI) CI 7 CSO &

1. Ch ei (ma% arm (a)c-roa) cucso N1/4'

CISYtrq CO 6-Yrio (5) cO

2. (-Cm .Are-(3 (C6Ya sMA GrVheC) rn ce-) GreprAcnclasto

C"--1)d31
5. (r)._9 cp-T) cal cr(17;\ rn ce (Y) )e4 CA 64 cal, c830...:

4.; Irrrg Ln M Wel.) Cfrb e,

50 cn cfr cst.A s .-3LL ei c errs') avv()) c2ic

. 6) (5c()) rrtl (QS, e%)t)') e. 603 ) 06) 6Y11 CSOrtsio e.

qgfrondrt) cl'On-(1)02 0161er)) CO)) 6Yri) &isle"

8 6Th orgcA c c5z)(v) rrh (?yvcacsio asY9d0grixkl

(r c) e cfh 6Y13 761 cso rtra`i isycrts

9 e C010 Cfr63 0 ,

to. 63 D 6-rrInrIQ r-rzij C 6 %,) csYa c ca I (46-) crt,
(.7JQ60b cE5Y9 cac.i))
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4. Read the following sentences making sure you understand the

iv crilessOlo n41613Y3s)m ile_te cSn..,..161rn

au) ots6v1 031)6'4 cein6yr)0 . CANS cm.) an gs4oneti
es_in 6-rwro-Cl eb) crEh61 C-63 ,Cn;j

2. Ca co-ro., > cs2,311crt, c ch 666) etsvn)?
/141e. ern 43 91mi° 6v-trrts1 cer3 rrn s,z1 Dcb1 art

t Y r b o rar e l 3 O ti l CD 61 gti rry,,

u 2 ek-4-3 csDa e.ec. r.-131c-Alce4
flksu cla egr8 . CS151 CA 63CWb e es--1 CIS1

0)-rs1 ,.....Q"ND igg, tr)._=.1 cfw,e_at, earerbi)o
cum ry-) woo cesratsm.\ (0 ...Jaw erri: Cerra-lcm

45)<-0 Cala?
I. 0-06 rrh ce4c0),e-1 0-010-C) cercg' Cb)(24

m,(123ch ®) Pre 63 cts cbcAl .V2.1610 C13,(Nam.

e4)6)c-f caceA, es4) csaJ) 4
r2-P cal. Mrt) n_14.0s (t6-5 rrg

eniC16
(y61ctrrn cRiVilaNtD4c, Nab GenCa) ctruzgfra

fin) ? marl%c-14 (8)?) 6-6G 61 can csD36-y4, .

s ei -4) ca csti ) 6-ran e4 o cn) d,61

cyu,c1c1 03)615r;)ditsWrr) 0. cal 6) trci 81)) al)
Cn Ctcitc" CePro) ca" 61s (51 6 GO) call nny, eat e.80

) cal dhs1)0. rasyrnitscl cbri*, 61c6) moo.
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ca abeaTerno .4cfrts-b csi)-1Q,818 ?
(sLa o cis'am.x Oo 633er 6, c5;43a.1 nen (Ica E) s

(66) s CUP:leSSIca44 d)).) 043 au= mil crra.
gs-y-94,400 ccol)c-trt coo(racaetl?

8. (-era- srifbeD of) CA azi t.q) Z.)
e.A..1) c"..111 C2.1 614r), 4:0-03cvaa
fa..1Mo 61D, d31551.

aep eGtst4 6)c/ran &-..rissci9-inDclz .eral
tOCA7 Ica) cru) ocvl 615YZ2 6-n4 cgostce-vforn .

c-1.1(4) rn Q6 cn CYlcA)es...() CO.Irlo I
crci 615Th Jo ctho.)6-1ets. Cann Ea-Y3 c)Z

Q_Snr1-1 6") (13-0 6rir3 gpz) n-4%) (A)cecau cesy9
tQ7a cells)oncislicsfilrincyn .14-)neii

c4'\ cb t&y, 61 cit)116^/Y3.) 45-rra,

5. A. Respond by giving your age when asked by the teacher as

in the model.

Mocia.t cfq arOo (04 .24nt) 0-1(54 (rt.) ') Wig?
ceip: 0:0 czrn

B. Practicing asking other members of the class their own

ages using the question from A above, and the ages of

other class members and of their siblings, children, etc.

You should need no models for this by now.
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6. Put the following sentences into Malayalam.

1. My wife is inside reading.

2. Wherever you go, you will always find poor people.

3. One friend or another will take me there, I think.

4. Because bad times have come, all the farmers want to
get a loan.

5. The price of coffee has gone up a lot. Coffeelovers
are experiencing great difficulty.

6. All of your things are (kept) in your room, sir.

7. I am speaking second.

8. This year's harvest is a good one. Farmers and traders
both will make a profit.

9. How old is the man from Kottayam's son?

10. I remember that I gave it to someone.
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GRAMMAR NOTES

22.1. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS WITH HYPOTHETICAL VERSUS

ACTUAL REFERENTS. The Reference List for this lesson contains

two related types of indefinite pronouns. It must be under-

stood that "pronoun" has a broad meaning. Besides the common

examples of a word standing in for a noun - denoting a person or

object (you, it, etc.), pronouns can also stand in for nouns

or noun phrases denoting time, day, place, direction,

quantity, and manner. All of the pronouns, both regular and-

relative, in the List share the feature that they have no

actual referent in the mind of the speaker and hearer, but

refer instead to times, places, people, things, etc. which

are not yet real, hence are hypothetical.

Indefinite pronouns are all formed with an interrogative

base,, This base, however, looses its interrogative meaning in

these forms and conveys only indefiniteness. The indefinite

pronouns with a hypothetical referent further add a conditional

particle '.either -ft.OeDC151) or (4), followed by

the particle - CQP

The regular pronouns covered in section A of the List are

single units and cannot be separated. In terms of their

function, they fill the role of subject, object, or adverb of

time, manner, or place within the main clause of a sentence.

They carry the meaning of 'some ...° or 'any .., at all',

depending on context. The only dependent clauses in which they

can occur are conditional ones where 'any at all'
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invariably applies. Witness:

1. cera c-2.1 w)5 ke21 S C9) 61Cz e3c)e4c, Oic63t,Q, ?
'Will someone, anyone come with her?'

2. Gra)6-eintSa O315"g ea-M61ranteet>r).0 &CI .)CSU2 r6'6 6-\ ch7a5.20
'If we get anything at all it will bG fine.'

3. ertn)cri) e4D ethi o carb clip61 g; gii3)4comcm)
'I will go and see him sometime.'

4. ri.Oesy61m 6)0..) giorlee, bran cu 3 C&In rrn a

Grammar Notes

'Somehow, this must be fixed.'

s. CN)66Y-6& asrpthil cuMfans c eh Qaa
!Anywhere at all you put it will be fine.'

Note that three of the pronouns-- e4)671(111/41)qo

-'something, anything at all', Crril>610)41414b, 'someone

anyone at all and n-a61ane31 e.40 ,Isome one (of

the things mentioned before), any one at all' --can also occur

in all of their caseforms except the instrumental. A complete

list of caseforms is given for 4RNY19syb but not

for the others(see Reference List). Here are some examples.

6. Q_C01). C-SYD) CC% 615 (SUeyertleAcoesncileso-yrk,
'This must be someone's,'

7. narrccf)-4 61111 90 (1st gn-.3 a co" 6Yn 0 2

'Vlich bus do you want to go by?' -

ol.41C416)e.)%o g"...1.300Y70, 'I'll go by any one.'

8. c C4J.3 L)C0 n-c0 rs-cperaqmrn megle4,4 c630.
'He always comes for something or other.'
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The alternative forms ending in -(14PiDepb e14,0 cannot

be directly substituted for those in-114)(9)N0 except

in conditional clauses as in:

9. CESTb(4 cr rs-6) t D 6153 85c) o ai frn)(zit 6.)cfh.)..2.? 0.

czy-brilcrt t9i) eiA0 ruory)7ctrt)
'Whenever he comes it will be fine.'

in other cases these alternative forms function as discontinuous

relative pronouns (see below) where a5f149 dr3sdb serves as

the verb in the relative clause with its ordinary lexical

meaning of 'be'. Witness:

10 .n.C) C2j) o exto, 4041 49tekthe 64006Tri n-b,
'Whenever it may be, bring it to my house.'

The relative pronouns cited in Section B of the Reference

List are discontinuous units. They are composed.of the three

parts mentioned earlier, but between the interrogative base

and the conditional particle, the verb of the relative clause

is found. The verb always has the form of the past stem due

to. the hypothetical nature of the quantity or item, or

whatever, being described. As relatives, such clauses further

explain or qualify some element in the main clause of the

sentence. Witness:
.

11C8T9 C15 orn)-2,0 asra W) ga% 1"10.blarri) ev.-1 () MIMI° ,
'Whoever comes, you should tell him to sit down.'

12. Crtsck, ra.4 1a5r16101 61-1CAerrrl.61CaVrIrb

(^r)(71064; ( trb 6T3 is)m cal, 0
'However the boss said it should be done, we should do it

that way.'

rietritr),qt,

Usually, however, the main clause item to which the descriptive

clause relates does not appear in the actual sentence, though
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clearly present in the mind of speaker and hearer. Thus the

more usual versions of Examples lland A;!above are:

13... C-617961Coda)40 CIVYT) ) con )cyb n...1(1 cs2) ern .

"You should tell whoever comes to sit down.'

14. C11))A n-41-)ERST3451C11 611....=JS161rV16ICarfro

61-0--nn ) 0 Cnq cer61 0.

'Let's do it however the boss said to.'

Both the regular and the relative indefinite pronouns

described so far have involved hypothetical referents, that is

there is no actual person, thing, time, day, etc. to which

the pronoun refers, only a possible but unrealized one.

There is a different set of pronouns for representing actual

referents whose specific identity, or other details, are

not known. Note, -these consist of two sets. The regular

pronouns are, again, single units appearing in the main clause

while the relative pronouns are discontinuous with a verb
A

coming between the interrogative base and the marker
c
-GI")

A
The 6--)

/
also detaches from the base to allow case endings

to come in. Note these examples:

15. CST-9 gni, arra cans s celssc-rra.

'Someone is lying over there.'

16.. ( egronl n-Mgcnn) centrwrg .

'They gave him something' (but I don't know what it was).

17. 61-6,)CY1) CeSytocri et-4)01Q 43) rn vs-1 N eSib Crbiti;
'I thought of something or other the other day.'

4.1

18. crqtagrboo 14naus c( slrbm cerb 0.:11 ch)erroo,
'It's probably right where you put it.'

The'interrogative bases are used to make negative pronouns
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such as:CaNyno 'no one',n411(151Cria40 'nowhere', n-cperra 0
'not every day1,410 'not all the time', etc. Here

c-a? 2

is added directly to the_base or its case unding, and the verb

of the sentence must be negative. See 9.5 for some examples.

-.722.2. ONE MEMBER OF THE CLASS OR THE OTHER. The -1a0-.)

ending just described for actual referent indefinite pronouns

(see 22.1) may also be attached to the indefinite article 63(3

When this is done, the initial Ea of Clara also lengthens.

This lesson's conversation contains the statement:

1. n-elg (l )o 633g cap asrorneutrem g22 .6-rre
'There is always one sickness or the other."

Note that in these indefinite expressions in Malayalam, the

noun which denotes the class of things being cited, must

always appear in the plural, never in the singular as in English.

Lesson Nineteen's conversation: also contains two examples of

this type of expression:

2. 457) ca3 db) ea 6rn 66116; n--10 crunrSj 61cZ.i earl) ee-bitso.
(he)gives one excuse or the other and goes out.'

3. maran en 61) ece), &wad), LX) n--io cairncb, 6Y4

1... he's always telling one story or another like this.'

In all these examples, LIare iz the implication that there

is a different specimen, or member of the class of things

cited (illness, story, etc.) for every new occasion. Though

this may cover a large number of poesibly hypothetical instances,
g

the -lb-) marker is true to its actual referent meaning in

that there is at least one instance recently observed which

has an actual referent.
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22.3. THE HUMAN SUFFIX OF ASSOCIATION OR AGENCY.

Section A of this lesson's Reading Practice contains a list

of person words formed with the irregular plural marker -dh)(1 .

The masculine (41)(N40, feminine 644), and plural

(-.0:0)(4) ) forms of this suffix were covered in 17.S.

The suffix, in whatever form, can be added only to nouns, and

it signals a close association between the person denoted and

the concept, thing, place, etc. represented by the preceding

noun. In a few cases it denotes agency, i.e. that the person

is the doer of the activity denoted by the noun, much like

the -er or -or suffix in English. Witness:

1. en-1 ei<W) MCA
service

2. gqadt6))("b(ro 'worker'

In other cases the relationsh1p is possessive, c.f.:

4.A.....16TYlg1}07(501 'ri-h people' literally, 'those who

have money'

4. Ofilk111) (rOcOnni4 'believers' literally, 'those who

have belief'

'servant' literally, 'he who does

Other kinds of less straight'xward association are also

sometimes- shown, as in:

5.0-11=11c1015)3(15(14D 'boatman'

6. ISTIAFAVIOCbrrb 'bus people' which includes those

.
who work on or around busses as well as owners.

The suffix cat. clsc be joined to placenames to indicate those

who live in, or come from a certain place, much like the -ian

or -ese ending-in English. -Witness:
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7. cammoora('@and41)cc) 'girl from America'

8. Qr71C'r &) 'the Japanese'

Grammar Notes

You may note that the initial c8) of -cp/x-D often,
C

but not always, doubles when joined to a precedh word.
/

If the word ends in -0 , the -co drops, but then) doubles

(see Example 3 above formed from el-167no ) . The Kerala

placenanes ending in -o , however, take their special

locative form before4- c6.)oth which blocks the doubling

of CO) because of the vowel

9. gctrOSSZ3d)Ortnt 'a man from Kottayam'

Note that this suffir is never changed to the plural in other

to show respectlas the pronouns for feminine referents do, c.f.:
ar

10-'00(9 46\csu cisro(c)(9.Dec,,)? cerocucl:. v4 1 mvacb)cqest)stra.
;0 you know that woman? She (respected) is our

countrywoman.'

22.4. VERBS AND NOUNS OF EXPERIENCE` FORMED WITH iSlea..1qCO)

It was shown in Lesson Twenty that 61m....14,11) is used

in indirect-expressions. for liking (20.1) and in forming the

passive (20.6). This verb also participates in direct

expressions denoting things which one experiences or undergoes.

Witness:

1. isrn)cyb 4(0).116),M. 'I had, experienced trouble.'

2 asrb cm 610 tyro ) nia6)res cga6.),,,
'Her looks have improved greatly' literally, 'to look at

her, great improvement has taken place:

,,or .412bos

466
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In some instances, however, the meaning has gone beyond

the experiencing of a feeling or condition to its result.

Thus csi-a)oluzeiorn %cen means not 'to experience need',

but 'to demand' and Certa)C:5436),6%C0) 'means not

just 'to hold an opinion', but 'to express an opinion'. See:

3. el....1)CM 6)eL.C-2.i(t) ( r3702)a asycDcliCr6lecs-rb.
'The poor are demanding justice.'

4. Os-rex-A rnc)® (rigacn6)0--TY-.? CfErrbr@

'They expressed the opinion that the film was not good '

All expressions with 6 n--1W) may be made into

relative clauses with the personal suffixesarraile,(Wrat,10,7

or arrer , or with the neuter pronoun - carral12_
/
. In

general these denote the experiencer of a feeling or condition

in which case they are equivalent to relative clauses formed

with _g_aa! as in:

5. 21) CS2i 0141%5_15-0-1Ct
-2-1) W Q..4161,%(-Yr7 ct, 'those who like tea'

6. CR) CI%)

(c2.3)crt) 61 % ern of th 'she who is having difficulty'

Where the (nes-41N clause goes beyond the experiential

meaning (see Examples 3 and 4 above) the relative clause

contrasts to that formed with - Witness:

7. AX04D)L69(13(gigaarlint'he who needs work'

..tqa mirusiyorrh.he who demanded work'

i8. A. MNC6 tee" c cn cts))6urifor Mcbcil)scsx3Cig_tacAd's
'those who hold a good opinion of the government'

s. CT13cisce6Pcb MtrActibtsli 6Yirriblj Mrbril)cSO nil
467
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'those who are expressing the opinion that the

government is good'

Note that colloguially '711)o is also used to express

a dislike for doing samet, but since this is something of

a longterm nature rather than a temporary feeling which one

might experience, it has no equivalent expression withadV>

Witness:

9. 74)(41ase car-4(.1,261m eL__ILI,Li atto;rt. c_csv) cro Ca; errg.

am having trouble teaching him', or 'I don't like

teaching him.'

The paraphrase with Clf2-44 can only refer to those

factors which adversely affect the task, not to your dislike

of it, c.f.

10. (SYZO rrts Co-a (1161m n.41667,041 (9 rrk)

'I am having trouble teaching him.'

Even passivcs phrases made with 61"--1qCb.) can be

made into .. --Itive clauses as in:

11. y fek3 cfr63 (-0 1.d3ln

'those -etc were invited to the Onam feast'

22-5. THE ADVERB MARKER -a,C9()) . Many words and

phrz.4es can be made into adverbs by the addition of the marker
G r),

Section A of the Reading Practice of Lesson

Twenty-Three contains a group of examples. Adverbs in general

fall into two types, those which modify a verb or verb phrase

within a sentence, and those which modify the sentence as a

whole. Those which modify a verb are usually divided into
:17

adverbs of time, place, and manner. The marker - Q.D001
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is used for manner adverbs and for sentence adverbs only. This

lesson's conversation contains the sentence adverb:

1 ,M5t5C1614 nmelca 7 GLI 'as a result of this'

Manner adverbs may be made from adjectives as in:

(lb rtrAcsax061.2.14. 'Do this well, correctly.'

3. mss) ItsYN 6.0 (21.,drisr a ci %c-kien 'curl (1-1
10-)

'We sold (out) the mangos completely.'

They occur, however, most often made from nouns. Witness:
I

4, (4)Cyc)(24 CecnoC),C-21U-6(2)(52.1 (h))c;)61cr) CO))6Thern0

'I need to see the boss urgently.'

5. Calf,c-e)Q,Car;) Cliar)(32)t30 Calzpaa 6yrb ?
'Who is the man who came first?'

Some adjectives, however, cannot form adverbs as they stand,

but must be made into nouns first, as with:

6. Can CtireInc-o gaccr), chi )(1) CYrk.. 4 xco)ce.63.,

'Mr. Menon will speak next.'

1
.1 7

In all adverbs formed with -MOD, thR marker I%

is present in the mind of tin.. sneaker and hearer, though often

omitted from the sentence. Thus, - 1 may optionally

be added to all of the adverbs found in the examples here.
C elk 7

When - is actually stated, the adverbs look very

much like the first clause in a compound sentence (see 21.3).

Although these clauses may appear from their meaning to be

adverbs of time, they are actually convcring sequence. It has

already been shown (see Examples 5 and 6 abovel that adverbs
c )7expressing sequence o' order of things take -( ,s, ) .

There are certain special instances, however, where adverbs of

time and place do take Ml. One is where - ara)(5611
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is used as a means of emphasis, focus, or foregrounding of a

particular item in the sentence (see 24.3). The other is in

sentence adverbials relating to time. Witness:

7. (Th-ilS'ab24S03 Canna (A cYn chawls()) -

'This is where he stabbed me.'

8. rIxaalca c0) 3eaa 40:6) 'for a long time

The concept of manner adverbial sometimes extends to the

result of the action, or a concomitant state. Witness:

9 dry) 3 CA g(s., csU Cal a6WS
'I made the doses small.'

10* ra°0 di-00 61(713 ql n,cOq61

'My daughter is going as a teacher.'

Cdrb at cyCact.$)417cs0 cra) tQa..(31

'As president, he

Several common manner

COYne 'quickly''

e ,ce3rnz

sain-ra .

has been doing good work.'

n 7
adverbs occur. without -C31 ,CPJ I , as: 44nto,
6)an s lowly , quietly' , ( ) ' l o u d l y .

22.6. THE 'ABOUT TO' VERBFORM. Section C of the Reading

Practice for this lesson contains examples of the 'about to'

verbform. As may be seen, it is formed from the present

stem of the verb, plus the marker41.1)(i)T, plus some fOrm

. It most commonly occurs with C;;N471y5L)of CV5) dr)
meaning 'to be about to' in the present moment, as in:

1. CD filerlia MS CETI) (1) 'the meeting is about to begin'

2. C2(8 Ctrn Ca, Cl ) 43) 'The rain is about to stop,

has nearly stopped.'

3. Cna246)5 CO) 3 (2, 61-Lirp(",N ) ) e(3 .-34) arns-7 xsa
'Our car has nearly caught up with the bus.'

4 70
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In many cases these verbforms mean 'about to' in the sense of

'nearly' (see Examples 2 and:3 above), but in other cases it

carries the sense of.lit is time for (see Example 1

above). Witness:

4. G744r214 cLi CO ) 'It's time that Madhavan came.'

These. 'about to' verbforms can take human subjects in

both the nominative and dative. A nominative subject implies

that the action of the verb is about to happen without the

voluntary or active involvement of the subject, while a

dative subject indicates some kind of want or need on the part

of the subjeCt. Thus:

5.(1InIA) &X ce),6m)(1)62.C1 'They are about to see (i.e.

catch sight of) the car.'
1 o

6. Cana Ittc063 tepfl 6)6111)n)C5C1 'It's time that they saw

the car (i.e. they need or want to see it).

In practice the dative subject version may sometimes be used

with the meaning ordinarily conveyed by the nominative subject

construction (involuntary involvement of the subject), but

the nominative subject construction is never used in place of

the dative (when the subject is volitionally involved).

To describe a past situation, CO becomesekriM

while en)C030 is used for future ones. Even the modal

csTz9cPcoild3-6)6Yno is sometimes used. Witness:

74,S (Aro ri 5csuinanne2i).____30-- 'When class was about over ...I

8. C1116-6YWO 0311C(01-zis ClialClabao GThrlirt) elOrtnlI))(1)&o.

'When you come back, it will be time for them to arrive.'

"Ilan clIczon)(Q(C)(Dtlarto, lIt must be time Gita came.'
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The PrefixCelb

6")-]o
co rilcv,vicr
he cat%
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REFERENCE LIST

Antonyms Formed with

(-aro ci.4,01.1.2

artZrnpczyto-Kt,
sect nd cora.

aratfllabatikt
taYnctyrted.
INa.YSconS

cdsibrf1)1/21)/Vo

tun be1Zec.
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Lesson Twenty-Three

READING PRACTICE
g

A. Read these adverbs formed with - GD:
CYU) L DC) ismCSC :CS23e) CSTtIC-tr, tf?,&)cod)) 7 MbVQ)Cal
MY-15) (LP CD t_e72 CO S CST 63 cm 34ra ,(512,

%mei can ---,--nctrrtnozz an n (CI cu (-01 csa-(3) 2

,(D ca,(A (Se,.;)cs?...3,csa a-lc n 7 Lu)(bpaca,c291,
c-ngart,-) cs2S1 rrIcm snri) e-$4051e)cii_1(11Y)A (N6)10300
CV CC rn)SI Q cs2 cICD, 9i Ca cs451,
czsin-AlcZacalasy6virrincr),(525).

B. Read the following sentences expressing a change of state

with- Cerep430

*1- n.-6161,rt n-1) 341 crre esb co() cszeil,

2. asrocni D 60&631 arbQ2eihi-16%rirrif1 chcaei6101) 41c2,,c5C).

3. Om) aUt. C4o_1 c164 t) nifYi ,63C 8.c.aim.)(9S1.

el 0.1053 crn (-444 csa
5. ("Sra.... cfiJ car csu GL1 c tp 6yrryi c7 s cern

(csz.) en3Q,

b. cr cla 6.1 6Nro-r).(4) g Q., cm

Q0-r61s 0_1(ThC,-)30 cenub al (4 .4)g4)0 Qmael )j)).
8. Qfrri6)e_i 01) __=_nroYincSZ)

q. ceyer) ce-»1) ny),

10. (2.4)6vi Qicti)6cs 63rtsi car) IQ
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Lesson Twenty-Three

CONVERSATION

ark) mra vn-zo az) ai cs2) egs4 asrbeca ({)-) cS2JCI rut

OF')Orra C1.1CDICYn Cogs '' era (2) cfl dhcb.
6)674) cets cylo ea 0-41 6-1-zra cai)cry), (-3 cs)))(Dchig
61dh'761Y-4, g (1_1 cfh Ern g gyp ?

9: sant. ann csa) csn 0 61 cft) crrCel_i cbarn 0 . Cr)Rcelg
IM.er%, o dh2CatTra csD cts3 61 cm

(Yo rP cer, dIA0 2 a..S) Ctr3 crrb el-1(pm
61-64 c-1C1n -)c-sto csCi ZIcincry-6 .

03C1cam, am vow) Qi ,cru
ca) cesra t.c-p cr..1".cr) cal g., cb, caul) tslicb coisij

norrts, c5 (50 crileela 600
c9) gen ca) ,csal-g) co(30 cfr3 0.4

egi 0 C(5115 6 E5r3 cs2J z (cf.r.)- cailC cr2_1 LX)

cz-ro c3 cevria CYOD L4D Co Ern dr-6, DC n 61S CA)oM>C60

god)) Lk) 41677 Cal Oraer)(k) &,n-r) 05(b(kort)
ct-C1 ca qv)?

CO 3-Ca Crkb : cr an c 6Yrtiv Cril)cu-6 C`r) VA', a en
cr) p crrs co.030 . matetteg

6) 21 cO) 64) Qp-C16)s WI) cab cai a c 635a.70.
5 4:60 CS1.3 61t5 csf;) c-41 C rrn (eTcer)6)5.

a Liz cal . casra6-6-nsirn arra)ch6-1.
cox:3 rdo 0-3 Cn gi 6)61 C clarrn 6)(3) c-11) rist

or)cticersil mr) (I! 00-a) n_cr cnond4 eu.1)&)) 0

a) ()-(D61ei (nal t)9 061cnc-nrn
Cb ru-0 riz.CSTo crra o` c-xlryb grans
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COI)Q,Cra-2t1 (Vara %6 arrn Ch)a1C01.6100 C81)6Yri20 0
4"2-261A Cilri-1(Y))0 cb d)c e..) cn Gyas-su ce q)7ehbC213

ear) d3-61; ce»0 csra s D.t5-n-7 2 rrb Qtasvin gpe

ctr) 6'1*(44 6161 ( Am-6 c e D cryzn ci3e79:

cam`) ca') -D4 CliCb

dt) at ei : arra (Do %41-)o..ig0 a-17 6YY16r1r3 ?
ra) 121 tiro ancrra C6 'ern g db-) c-1.3a0 c9 cm ya . (Gram (-1

)0 mil(v.i ar)) a ri'lL C db) astars) eth f2:1 161n

C;1 cY00 ca ce4
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xtht Laca. crab az) () 7.11 c-to ranei clfas) s a.? n-r?)'
cal) csaj Carr% cargj gat C2.) )(0 _21 sp 0 . GYa rin'd

gcfn s (SU stsylprirl (vux) e.16 5G )4Z co) cryil

ce)5_52,..1 (1S1 cihr) `..) -e=,e_i cte
dh Mi.) 30 scan cf3-6) CSO

n-G)(15TD 0 rTirb rrya anricrr7 ctr)ce-6-1 csats)
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Lesson Twenty-Three

RwRCISES

1. Rewrite the following sentences changing the negative item in

parentheses to positive., and adding the appropriate negative

prefix to the underlined word as in the model.

tn0 et: COQ a ceis,' 1)3 014 41'w)

apro cileg e) LSO Cerra cryclic toErrt,
1. (-era exi 6;c63 C1133W >Ga 6tr) cf)3( Cc gc\)
2. Cc' sra (-1) c-2_1_)_rua onA) (Ctsa
3. 41614 C11 )*ej r)? C, u-es Xtsyr3)celsilor4v)

. asn cam. (5. OrS ca(Y1) MO) CQJ thin (cerap) .
5. 6Th rrt 63 rn caiz,i)n%()) asses

6. Wbructo Lo)rn (IS) cu66-361 a_crlr,)
(crottcy0A) id);g cu(3 aki.
cis-nwtics ovaccd<=1/ (as-raw) 0

8. %To ai 6) c (6Y0 (4 611 0 01) ) C6* Pleigs
) col (Ira@ cat (s-r-o. r.L.a 0 (a_r5,c1cayt;)

09\30R (---2.1 6--err- 4.0 s d3-62 CYYti
619.Zr) CA) ot5Th Cr) q..,z1 o 4-1_0 2_1 0 (*1)0) D C29)

9 0 .

2. Make the pairs of sentences below into singlepast conditional

sentences as in the model.

rnoct m1,002 eArtrh -4-) (In 1 c 6 rT3
0.13 2 61 7 cyr-4 arm c-si 0 . C-Zs rz) cZi is
cv rriii s,c)

("Gm csc l cal cm egra- rL.6.1Qcerc1
63(15)3 CIS 6) dn76-ncrien (15-6 Ca cOon Cras
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f%9' SUZP T.A9 Ut-u '2 

(2.)C 
E) 4TZ42P9 ri'MOS)44,9A-0 

cc) ru c,1/4.%) i(09 1)449 stSc (72)C..) .14)L9lD-u- 
flosy{p5s4)`§Wv Er) ruus2) t.)K-QAv 

occtiocru,..9.{pcpccicA.oca(7.) 4su Spy °cow yroc: 
ciso L9 c Lskjzp % d)-1, ru (v.52) AzA.0 (2),52.) '9 

ekstsl,k0,)(9-u Ilueo) suPww(G? L.113 
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Lesson Twenty-Three Exercises

3. Using the format below, write out a full itinerary for the

nine-day tour of Kerala his friends have planned for Bill.

C31 al MID caIr clf,c-n-) (crn
crucacsuo CrU0 e_l o micacsu 0 cr ei 0

4. Read the following sentences making sure you understand the

meaning.

1. ciCe)(nQA en cz 4 0-S8,cot4?ocr6m)-
6-ry e-%-og)gel nruelarat

CYIS ce-63 cr ? s-1,1 R) ra_en s I ce-4 g ?
2. czY-6...1, ren ss-r-6z) cs-ra ()-1 cs2))

am f:, g...3) SYMeraY3 0.24ne 6ay3.) epcle40 -63(33
<12 e,cn csti a 60-153 u 61 ce>).6"Yri ea_l 0-)) e c2 ?

rz-. 330 QS) &61) el Ca, 6Nrn e Cao c041
(SYcrnsf: ry(1) .61-r) )4. ennce-64)cart
61d3-13 rrr-i co-0 0 .

cb-ra rrt nen 61M Q GO")6.11hIttS) n-I (l (98d))

CRY) 6rrY> ? n6\
crrat., esian ctsli_ozszi)clut%0 6)colporien..bcepo.

3. .c.In ez,(Wancs2.1(-6 4;4 (n*3(210061 (13-c)) 01) 9d3) cslicaxti

e-ihN ol3ch c ) c6 (YID it «D
a6)13 D ce-61 6Yn o . ml czs-1 Qt %Cn art)
clrhp,ugicsuct) codhCba.0 GkM 6m) mil C2.1 cen c9i1gq_

Zrz) raft I g P LSD CiL) ) 61_2_1 5.21 cb-0 Frra-6-6
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cry-) ej.. ,LN) acro (al MI S M9 ca god') U3 (6'6') D o

(be) raze, oz, dstn) en o r3-0Mn c131.6i rero a_kyorb o cb)

CGTbalazsk) rti)(Yrbu (11(4d3f63j 015610 wad..
5. Crn C,t4 cSra ca (C)) ce-6-1 a;14-1 eJ cihs'ert rtnindi ca 0 Ca) cb&

crylsC) ei cbsc rt rp-ro)lrons 61ti C6-Nrobcs2 0

C61) rarrl CO aD ems) ?
es-rh ObUO C-(..0(DC2i(St1 tp6)(1) 13)a 61 cp(())

61 rd.:Lei (29 CIO cieSlcsi asr-o cy-4611 a ozq

cbC15 &Arm. g D 61 crI asYQ csu

D coo 6r6))rib n_.1 Fro-rnrts))6We) cs28 0

(8NrOacer,c) eq)a.
czn cthalca cr.)9(J1 rrU 0 Cb g (50

(`'&Au 66Y3 dr63u crOo c0191 611) 0 61 <1/V3 COICI nntb

(Z5Nrb Cs2A r4-10)C6U)66Y.X1Q cz cdfan

ct'ocr% e 0013 ert) crbru ) .043.
B. Crs cacerp; el...L 6ns co cassTr cfr673 Qpiq :615 N! crYtu

c-ac) ci)) dam) 0 . r%-61= r n (528 (Yrb ?
Ase60

CZYbrt2 cra cer r1.41(v-i)szej ,41
rrra ce>" Isty) 6rn cqrA ce)--4 c-nDcloC1-4j

e g ?
chn--1 .(--n7 cacyad)-677 42. (-1-161chb el_PenaCC2J3q0

(14) Cn1 CfS"b° 63 (o Ceirj (4 tel_l 6W) 0 .

Gsroau,6-) e, ()an ce g eL__1) cwn dr> 6Yr4j cal(
lfba )4 co-CVA of:n eu4n sown.

5:re, rrir) Q, cszt16 s 6) el_mca cszteig. fa') 64,
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10. dr) g ei Q.22csi.))6)..scsv-pcs0 ("eras) cm. rrt
c'ne-lrfC) cer6v ctn.) 6rri ea___1 cer) warn d r4.rrin
cls-rA co g ofl-cci) cs?..) ) csacl 61dh a 6YY

Mr) cers-g re\II csu C8 6"Ym 061 riG6Irrn earl) (Est mr1 n-r)
(151)rt)--cai ')r5(t1) At) 6I-Inxrt cfh 6yyl n_i (52.) gm.

5. Use the words in parentheses to form adverbs to fill in the

blanks in these sentences, adding -4(51Z,Cith where needed as

in the model.

MOdeS 1-2-6)cycicer4 cs2) ,IcCcyr10`."
g MID CrrS1 E croc.]

e)(416- an c9-6-30,e-l&L

(51.31 e car)) crrn
cnscrn )(D ea can 0.(416)s

tRoCral C233 ca) mckesoc. zgp cam .:Cheiac)Q_q_.. a al tn
Z. COC21 r2.41cicts51) csal ci 6r1T)) (A-almaL6)(D)

3. (-(303-cro0 mra oz. 30 -_ _c'D'It3jcierra . E. rnAcu

erfAen-Bu\) 6-7A cf)»1 g_col 6-ro ?
.-24colf)a21

5. os, ce) coeprrQ aSniZSZID () Ct634

Cerb C5Z3 o c-z-n -41
8. (-Q6-s-Y1A1 cruo rro D CD) Cer6)05-....).[CGre cth

7. D (-to Qsra, arm Ac-11 ce6) )g5161s

61614;f4lcat ("\
D Ir6 slorroo cii)65a06105.

E. cam rap cni
8. 0q6z5N0A cf4eftivYri _t)2 gnn)sactrb
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Lesson Twenty-Three

mrAcrn (Yo)u3)(-berriD

6. Repeat the sentences below after the teacher, then change them

as in the models.

Exercises

0 ci e, o czYt)) -ec3 6-1-61,e-ft c-A1 c-n-) ca6))o-
)(ra 6 1 cyb cis-c) )

czy)cascrlA c CYC) CEVOC) (-11.) 6-61@eal.
ca a ts rrA cOv)(-1`) glszThio (11 err(4)

CSU tz) cfrg sac dh (rb
2. e, acfrtn,rbrrg rug) m_1 151 c0-1) %term

3. (STe, c-1161Q_ Cr) dhe C)-(1) 61) chS"))0

. (13)(1.6 (Ins cfer)e.)cvn osy-t@m; Prmerh. ccubefal46,Da.

'3. cnn icelZ) r j) csn cO)eart,
crIce4 an? f=ruilps cOusicil cer),



teson Twenty -Thee

GRAMMAR NOTES

23.1. THREE NEGATIVE PREFIXES. The majority of negatives

in Malayalam are postposed, i.e. are attached to the end of

the word, or other unit, which. they negate. This is true not

only of verbforms where - 6.112W , - or -marrA are '

used, but also of, relative clauses which take -QSIS)C157/5")
9

7
noun._ phrases which take -MS:1830SYZIM , and adverb

phrases which take -a.cr:1061C2n . These negatives

might be thought of as 'class' negatives, since they can be

used with all members of'a large class of items, usually

defined acoording to their grammatical function.

The negative meaning may also be added through the use of

prefixes. This lesson's Reference List contains examples of

of words formed with the three most common negative prefixes:

Ora-, CO-,. and (4) The prefixes themselves come from

Sanskrit, and can only be added to words of Sanskrit origin.

These prefixes might be thought of as 'individual' negatives,

since each individual word stem has its own particular

prefix, irrespective of grammatical class. There is no way

to tell from either the shape, meaning, or function of a word
)C C rN 7

whether its negative antonym will take1010-, 011 -, or tyll

just as thereis no way to predict that our English word

popular takes un- while proper requires im-. Therefore, each

negative form must be learned individually.

As may be seen from the Reference List, the positive and

negative words often form pairs of opposites which may be used

in various grammatical functions. Witness:
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Lesson Twenty-Three Grammar Notes

1. C'Q, 'justice' C rS rr_y) c230 'injustice'

2.cakxsuckgg__ 'just' (b%paoci, cszi 'unjust'

3° Cayx2.) Q. ci0 'justly' (6roVWCWO 'unjustly'

It is frequently the case that only one member of the pair is

in common use. Many positive words can not combine with any

of the negative prefixes, while certain negative words have no

commonly used positive counterpart. Thus:

4. 'timely'

aril, dr)) e1i

5. as-ra(42z5 rens)) C52)

'untimely'

lineanlugfult

'meaningless'

Note that there are some differences in the shape of the
/

%in- prefix. These are conditioned by the beginning sound

of the word they are dned to, much as the English in- becomes

im- before possible, ir- before relevant, il- before literate,

and so forth. Though these changes do follow some :ales, it

is generally easierita bypass these and simply learn the correct

negative forms as items.

There are certain limitations as to the constructions in

which the negative members of these pairs may appear. They can
u

only occur with(GY5WID , whereas the positive members of
v

the pairs usually occur with (7YY% , and sometimes cci-rb-) c9.3

as well. For example:

6. A.aStam̀" Ararrxe3 G 3 61.4 'It is fruitless.'

B. Ma (ZYCI(T r ,I) eA c436-rr-e 'It is fruitful.'

7. A.14faeg .(61-bracat MraaltajArtP4 "I have no faith in it.'

B.A4)n-lig alb be (2S1u2n)cfm2bari: I I have faith in it.'
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8. A. db)e r2s)cbcnIti)errzt1/41.

This trip is uninteresting.'

Grammar Notes

B. .0/1)0 61._=.1%),crt cruC% 6r Y-4,

"It's interesting to travel.'

Of course the negative may also be expressed by replacing the
0

-'d
in the posttive sentences with

EL%.1

The above limitations are also reflected in the formation

of relative or adjective clauses where the negative words can
LP

64Y0 , and the positiveonly take (ETTOSU , related to

words take642.5.1e, derived from . Comparet

A. c-ALs:iira) aica )cQJ 3c\ex

B. n..0 e_1(21$aa Cfh o

10. A. Ct3racny a2.1 C3

9.

B c&j) (10 c6 5 cm(i).e..3
11. A. C")-11Cb (t13(2,422) C011.660) 30

B (X) C2baa. CO) ID dh

'a fruitless affair'

'a fruitful affair'

'unjust price'

'just price'

'uninteresting stories'

'interesting stories'

Of course negative forms of the positive phrases may also be
C

made by replacing wit*
G4C)

23.2. SUNNING UP ON CONDITIONAL SENTENCES. Section 14.2

deals with contrary to fact sentences expressing a result

which would occur at the present moment if a given condition

was met. This conversation contains three examples of a result

which would have occured in past time had a given condition

been met. A set of prototypical sentences with-future, present,

.and past meaning.are given in Examples 1-3.

ml a-61J 61 Cae3;14 i5VII'Dort) eu_in CZ )0 .
'If you ask, I will tell (you).'
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2. orn cts-b erml wylo 0-1 .

'If you asked, I would tell (you) .1

3. 04) g.,_n_13(i140/36)(rnahICA (511N)/4 n-inabCaXaCianre

'If you had asked,' I would have told (you).'

All conditional sentences are complex sentences, since

they contain two clauses, TA connected dialogue,._however. a

speaker may omit the cif' clause Where it has been stated by

him, or by someone else,' earlier. In such cases -i-Oeh')C7A1

is retained to signal the conditional nature of the sentence. See:

4. riql)acCiTtl 611$1,0-6 c71.1(11706)cir3(111).

"Then I would have come, too.'

In conditional sentences it is the form of the verb in the

'if' clause, together with its conditional conjunction ('if'

word) which signals the timeframe of the sentence--future,

present, or past. Future 'if' clauses always end in -

and their verbforms can shbw caly non-paSt ending. The future/
C - ./

habitualf-Llo 9 , and the potential/intentive - )0 are
i op

the most common, but the desiderative -(43raCino also occurs
C

as well as simple present -Crrb , present continuous
t v 2 r %.1 '9

-alhabisra and present emphatic - neYberri, .

Dative as well as nominative subject constructions may occur

with their permitted verb endings. Witness:

5. (4))01C014 (an) 61(a6DC4 sYn)4 CO .-256) CO) .

'If you can come, I will send the car.'

. cbg (t61s nraismocle0c4 tn-mena) maim cew6W ic.,12dh),
'If you want to come along, we will take you.'

4 9
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7.atiatz, gpig &moon. 61c&Aritn6YA.6)cleactsb 4eacernano.
'If he has to submit the form today, let him. fill it out

now.'

8. ( awl) (Nis t g J) CNdhaS)6\61n ePetrt (4-1)1.ctr6)6-16 "he' .
'If they are going for a walk, don't call them, hear.'

9 cEsranAli (ig,4,mo 0.1)61ssaefircra 61 6113-etil)rtrt)

esA CM 0 61 6-11 VIII sro c D c52S) car) 6-61o

'If -she is buying something, I will probably have to pay

for it.'

As the above examples indicate, a wide variety of verbforms

are also possible in the result clause of such sentences.

Imperatives cannot appear in any conditional sentence.

Present conditionals are, for the most part, identical

to future ones in meaning. They are only different in form,

being characterized by a past tense verbform plus the

conjunction) in their 'if' clause. It is possible to

..-2[ art)have -40d400 instead of , but this is not common.

When verb endings other than the indicative are used, there is

no difference whatever between the two. Thus, Examples 5-9

aboVe could as Nell be taken as present rather than future.

The result clausa verbforms are identical in both.

The distinction between realis and irrealis verbforms

(those in which the action of the verb is real in the mind of

the speaker and hearer and those where it is not) operates

normally in the result clause in future and present conditionals,

but is ordinarily blocked in the 'if' clause by the conditional

conjunction. Occasionally, however, the present conditional
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is used to refer to something which has actually happened as in:

10.a5Th661361M ft-1001PM),Crt CSid)40,1300t1.63u (5)ft.;gCaD ?

'Will people like his saying that?' (referring to

something already said).

The past conditional is characterized by an 'if' clause

containing a remote past verbform (see 17.3) followed by-ft.4nerVer:-XIA1

Non-indicative forms of the verb which have no separate remote

past form such as the potential/intentive and the desiderative

use their ordinary past form made with (n rrra -

In the result clause, most verbforms will taker517C1663CTrb

as well. In fact, any future or present conditional:sentences

.having- non-,indicative verbform in itS 'if' clause may be

made into a past conditional simply by addingCalbySSICIRCrra

to the verbforms in both clauses. Alternatively, a special form

Is often used in the result clause consisting of the past verb-

/
stem plus -r1.4.56(11. . . This alternative form is shown

where appropriate in Examples 11-15 which are past versions of

examples 5-9 above.

11.rilw34 alra )C ,CarActr66rnla°n171)

If you had been able to come, I

12. ( 4Arrldha As clIczOna,carlisArril ePerlo

cn`161rrn 6` tr)6-rrit e)-13 g cSLI gm t-1-1 dh Qt CilrA rts3cm] .

'If you had wanted to come along, we would have taken you.'

13.MaksJ,33 mriri ac,..Opflo clsorm 610017%otrtn6ynco6clin-

1(111 4Dri) (1-6 Wipe,:ais00 g2?1,53crrip 1-4(i),661;16111Ca7dilmoTa.

'If he had to submit the form that day, he should have sat

down right then and filled it out.'

6Y6))rft &))Q CZYbC21.24C1 eel gcr
C rtn :7) cac,:actricrral

would have sent the car.'

4 9
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14. (817)(1.1Ct Cihn)rf6 Po gi D of3- dru5z.) 7 csa-tr3A-Imi g)ret
cr6) CeSsrb 1 Cb n._(.1)(1)-616-ra 4s3-1 col Crrb
'If they were going for a walk, you should not have

called them.'

15. mrb t.)o c2.1 gzi C-11 675f3141.§yy3pcorn 6) P(154)

iSYT)) crb (.6_1 Ono 61 dh ) gc0-0 6-ma "cs(1) e/s3 (Yra .

If she had been buying something, I would have had to

pay for it.'

Negative verbforms may appear in either, or both clauses

of conditional sentences in all timeframes. They must take the

4 Iconjunction - (141141 cirb' , never. -) C A When the
I

negative is a desiderative ending in - 6-Yr3 , it may

be embedded in a carrier sentence with ri-OCM)6Yre . Note:

16. creArn 4;143 CIAO ) rrt -tan ei aciCzri, thrtr) rrt dh
CtsraCC ctisl dh 62S1 g,z1

'If you can't come, I won't send the car.'

17. Crn fo_a_1) (31 461- 4)(A ClInni cfrtle (Erb(210 COVICO

'if you didn't ask, you wouldn't get leave.'

18. c-41 ca...,(0scA SC)1(12, rin
braCLIO dih) ace-1 cs0 (153Cfrb

If you hadn't asked, you wouldn't have gotten leave.'

19. C66) cs-rb r tc m soe-)err'1 rt13 61 ern ea-7) 63 ern) t)
(52.) pries, csCilrncral .

'Even if you had seen him, you shouldn't have said anythinq.1

%.1

Conditionals withaGlandertiCe) are formed thus:

.20. rJ 6T C)0 p_61 errs eer71 orb ism) ertt nal az) atIct) czs1"b)cf,-3..
'If I have money then,.

I will become a doctor.'
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21,QA.8)1 n_wrnc2156-rts )(561f1nArr ei,i dst 6715)?4 nctr3 CID 3cer)A OSO)Cal GM.s
'If I had money now, I would become a doctor.' CC8 TI9dr3Cipaalr3ffrE

22. eiPrb Cc., OD es-1.6Th(416-113 CO c-61 61(Yrt 6;)(73-1, 6.1171, A 153 (n
.0,01 a h ct Cinvych: ca x0, c- 6 ur r a . tc6-4-19-1,c2jc en3 .
'If I had had money then, I would have become a doctor.''

23.3. EMPHASIS USING THE CITATION FORM OF THE VERB.

Most verbforms can be made more emphatic by changing them to

a citation form, actually a noun (see 24.1), adding the suffix
C

, and bringing in 6) _2_1(w) as the verb

which. then takes over the endings for tense, mood, and aspect

which the original unemphatic verb carried. The citation form
1 9

plus then functions as the direct object of 61-2104(511 .

This construction is usually used in positive statements,

rarely in questions, and never in negatives. Negative verbforms

addlEcHf --Ifor emphasis (see 24.3). Witness:

1.a-roc-me cnczat.)o ° ra.4161(r) C/I1 (14) chrls & aD>c3t8 0 61.1 0.

'That'That day we will stay over at my house.'

2. n-.1) (1.1q (1.%(11("1) GenellgIc0-1 0 n cE4c
'The poor will suffer for sure.'

3. an-b el) CM osi) nen M0rieWoCic9 nd-1 (94 0 63

'They did talk about that.'

This construction is often used to emphasize one thing

over another, or in addition to another as in:

4. acrd C523 C)1 C2-1CSIS) Certe CZVD(DO,

r3-4)(XCQ..co> .

'He not cnly reads Malayalam, but writes it as well.'

5. CY1 Gra L>c, S &_9;:a as 0324e. (OS ce-61,41080 6)..2i sAcmc,
'We should both eat and stay over here.'
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23.4. KERALA TEMPLE FESTIVALS. Ordinarily a Hindu temple

is dedicated to a specific god, somewhat in the way that

Catholic churchss have particular patron saints. Many temples

have a special festival day once a year in honor of their

deity. The image is highly decorated, and oblations and

offerings of food will be made to it. Once offered, the food

becomes sanctified and is then passed out to all present and

distributed to the poor. During the daytime, a procession will

be mounted in which local, musicians play an active part.

Floats are made for some of the larger processions in cities,

but the main feature is always a highly decor,tted likeness of

the god or goddess, usually carried atop a richly adorned

elephant. At night mythological stories are presented in

kathakali (a Kerala dance drama) or other dramatic forms.

The Puram -festival in Trichur is one such well-known

festival. It derives its name from the fact that it is held

on the day which in the Hindu calendar is associated with the

star, Puram. One of the unique features of Puram is the

spectacular fireworks display presented in the evening.

Kerala temples frequently have special celebrations of other

Hindu festivals, some of which last for several days.

23.5. COMPOUND VERBS SIGNIFYING AGREEMENT OR PROBABILITY.

This lesson's conversation contains examples of a compound

verb formed witheLC0-6) . As a main verb, it meanslto.

join' or, colloquially to agree'. Whey, forming a compound,

it conveys one of two meanings. It is often used to indicate

a willingness to go along with some kind of proposal.
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As such., it is used either in commands which in essence give

permission or agreement related to an alfeady stated request,

or in a statement agreeing to carry out what someone else has

just asked or proposed. In this latter usage, it generally
e 7

takes the intentive ending . Witness:

1. m(9 cropeta) snmrs-L Cr ce'r) ) (CI 'Ocith'D %cftin 61S -
'Shall I give this sari to the servant?'

61 (1h2)510V6116) QS. 'Sure, give it to her.'

016) Q27 d31 ner,,%c0-tspgca,
'Will you give this letter to the teacher?'

fid:t.0%-e,Cerv)d}6"))0, 'All right, I'll do that.'

This compound can also convey the meaning of 'might'. With

third' person subjects:- this is the only possible meaning. See:

3. n--0 cl»%61A ni (-yr" dho3t, .
rl

'Harold might come along with Rajan.'

7
23.6. DEFERENTIAL AGREEMENT WITH -e455 The particle

-415 may be added to certain verbforms to signify

deferential compliance, ,r a tone of pleading, in addition to

the emphasis which it ordinarily coAveys. Thus when added to

a negative imperative, it is in the seemingly contradictory

role of emphasizing and softening a command at the same time.

When added to a positive vaelform, it carries an air of

submission along with a pleading tone. Witness:

1.(tira6M1001 es!klar6W)'For heaven's sake, don't talk like that.'

2.Q.Qa2a. 4G,A, ubacs2.33a%
'From now on I will do all (my) jobs well' (pleadingly.)
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READING PRACTICE

A. Note how comparisons are made in the following sentences.

j. (Ann Co Q t (sz) cats') Cil% citta C9J

2. eaDo 6Y-Li QLD)crii.lern cots) )6o 0.1ow eLiSan '2'64 -

3. CIV3Q3 609 ar9 La ryCI aa e...6)g.,s "al gcb
cs4c-rir2

IF.aCael Cb)C2iCancttn)N cri-g.cya>za el1,24

5 3 ) niC(2) 0.1 cm ctscl g m c0.61 D6cs Vs" Cri)

(GYID perCes) Ott Ca g )e0Ca C-11 7 CDS) ise151 (Nrn

B. Note how superlatives are expressed in these sentences.

I. Ullan 6`1*4 A) n(LeJ 4ao ra)%4 oh@

2. CI 6n.1)0 6)cal csu 5 AEA n-0 n-Ao
ci.tejcsj s ono .

(2 (ft) ei_0610-a-61) (Yu, n76-rrou (-43 No
arils uS1 ds g

db ei sYrij P ciA a 01 gen'A (131''')6).
5. r,__0 Co asy-aDish. m94..ce, cefc nen

cagm,c0Q02),6-pri".
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Sample Newspaper Advertisements
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ft...(11. cbat) cLirt4)
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c.61n6rn, to-bact -28.
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co) (ri c-r2.15 ry4) g.,c) ) Sikt) CrOcOcelaa3675.Geg?
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§ict ctri) szsY3 cerce cwilarb
dhaiel Oeh

ecru) cqc-r\71u cr, (-ml t -Bo,
C4C.m)cbc1) Cce),scsoo.

_ 616-). cPn-2 carnij
C6rthe6145)-ii csulczAt grn Wu-) gQ'e(-A eSP-

am trrn1 ra agYb ) calS) o 61r1qpra-1
n o 7 C)..1 a 43(16-rpm .5:1t 'MI Cr) ) avcb CS)ArunrCI dY631

nalori,.) Adz)en) (1).3314) n Qs-re9 6-c-zr6

m csoct coca 6 rn (45Y79 c-fb3 916-1ri,
c-G-ra en...lc:eat arra ai cft63 .

(..),)ruort rn,c5p
r4S1c-i) c").11 %`'

gdyy, csocs .
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CZSYD Clr) CS2IVII 3 04, syn (14 cdProAD n-cel) ce-sa crra
c-r)°) aim 4.6) s co,60 6To-)6arg_6)s as-10)6101
cyq(rro C1I 5 Cb cilersaNIG7csaActiftifiCaggp.

dhca 41-a Glc-tr) . crIP-1 6-ere3 s cY), Its) c75V-e)4.dh&
ON\ ex_ni C1.1 3 cl-ri 0 94C-rra .

6-11r1 6-i5r34.61 s can 6161 et Qt1c0-6)21.) CI 0
ceroqp% tolo a 67 9))

rr?; Cet61 CTV-23 Ca°a)an", 6 rr CY) CO 4.6 is
cad cri") cth (AD <-6)(1:aele4a.5 rAgini,cruo O.

6rnert : m_ crl (4)'e_11 cOy)erh e2411(41c6hr3
(:9_,) rev cl)syre. ,24ps.13,(11144 o asThainaid

rid ) .k.11 s)....iscp cr9.1(svn gn ea-cqcrinmb
nU w can D eL-Olcro cisrn) cA166.1-010 n dlyrnD

diva isZsn cn ts-rtn)n-13 cram catria .
cugswa c-S-rb acel 0 reTy4641

Cdn-b ryo) LAS) cihr -.2f11 e-1 C&ST37) gsgsfoo dhci)
cayb ow u.S1 ce-c3 dr) (9S1 g.4) ebr1 d3-IG

611%4 (zsra e2.2 3Z) °Can II-al 040 .

&I ® czsr:b ("lei N, n_n cal ,cam =(17
(-LA 6sr3*.0 mfg crit) art ce-a crrb
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cth 6W3 Dcrst C).1.3Qy-r) (14 Ca on (-40

c-IS) rt-0gJcno m c-21 ca

ce-cicrro .

anSIcz547- ces n cel cr) ) 6-rn e q1 c).41 C019,

Ctr), rrra errb 6115) 65Y3 pr..6 s rlarl (3.1-1 anel

(Al Q_gsc-trcl,c cn ce-6) a 6 en grz) Cr)) 6161-n ryri

dh cg`ro 6-6Y1 61 (Y1 6"r-6%ficl s . 6-3 (-DI cgkIntil

Q 06) ce;;) (2) cetn, 1)0 Cr /4 rts) 6-nn rime;

c5z) (- ce)41c9i c.c2) isn alma' c4ficyCl c4
gas)) c-rra errqg,A . (5)151 65n q_6) s cbletsSI

cre)) oszpistNo ce-63" as-ra ez_.1 r(71 aziQ...in Geooil
(ra 66-136-Im crt;) fasm dY6-6u .ganDnyi) en'n 04-
6 C) (-Tr)) cfh510 cm 11511 Crrl CSL1

06'nn 675Y3 4.0 c)(-40-) 54$ 6 rr4:3 aG)r3--.0*--

Cb6YrICa, d Cer34.61 s CY) ) cb4)

c6-T-23 uacel 0 ()-2 r).1 -2_im 6zsm (-110
acsra C . CZMQ.. Clq 6--61-64sn s nn

csvIs cn cevIr-zi g.N
Grtr) c;r4) am) ts-er 6-1m (1 crurin risq c754)

ch_13 cc) cp-1516-rn o . c-rckisy-3()0 et_l oGYErrrn go
(fa rbrl cJ ) CDr) Cello ,
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EXERCISES

1. Combine the pairs of sentences below into single sentences using

the comparative as in the models .

mocle.ts: (1-6)61 ri (-).4 CY) gvl ts-Yrbu. m 16Z r3 s
chn-zak rYvtion )-6-YY21`1,

cri) asn46")s c--211 0-n;lemtlY6))60
rn P ,1czr1 trrrav

b) & ael (04 04 Ca strrb1/41. c a e
05)),41 caraecsta. Q.4 on silt

dth ei cs2.3 dh 7 g CO'n
Q.. rid CI Tregi

#2-0 cal (v) alcs-)46)csii &is.; CY'rb en-n q;
Ici3) ate 6 i J MTh (D 'NO' ea NI ri-61 c Crg)f4

2. Co eyt rum 0 . M S GNI cta n
(S) g (vtile. Cri s (1)-) c

3. Cr3 r, 61ci 0_11 ra) ca.0Q&C)) rrt) MY, Cfh 0

6'"Ir r CLni) cut c-17canlince-tn)4
Cart (..D csy 0 cf\Y9 ce 44 Carl .

GI 61^r)r) 6-3 Cts" CN)CIS cad C51.1 6"rri. C0 Q ei oehnt;) r-r) CS23 7 6YYS.

@, CO I L A C Y bu C a r o 6 Y 6 ) t C O M I S C I 61 ful c06)

g an Ca CY\()) nra`j (neap n 61i sttf)

6. CL rYkS1 Crb amusko o gsrl;
CIA CNQ VYk Cb CS15S) C11 S9) e. &Oaf )164

5 0 g
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7. Gs -LI c2), co-6)crt cer3 n--34 R/.csai (n) tsyn?

Q.c. nnto n_Acer-6-y2A asre)(9.28,

a. Mr/K2:a MrouS dene (A) 0 (Yu, C-1)) G6-61 0 .

aSYb orb cs-rb(D MI 0(YU ) (0r)c&A C:56-1G,1 .

9 . cr 66(3__61 s e)-4\ 07) nrt) CO> 6-) an au

a6-yri). 6) (-4? %arrtsc) crrt Ca%ris(D CIL3 0

61 CU) Ar) ST\' dam, calift teui 7 c8 rrt Cr) e.,c) O(\) Gi 7 6-4.

cfb s

riv el > 6rrau.

2. in the four sections below, rewrite the sentences changing the

underlined item to a noun (see Ref. List), making any changes

that may be needed, as indicated in the models.

A. mock ens) OSYbe cih.9:11:66-30 eYS1567b (X) 15
ma

g (1)00

n-616)r43 CGIZ cea (;))66 63mb ce)tlio

I aSYlj 5 615rtsrn rtr.) rr (-4 617) cyt

r__. CD1".-1 ;) 6-cr-ro cf35, 6Yr) 61%.

2., OM 21 ct) cw. (Yu D cg c6,63 rm g 037 cfrn m, 6-yr3
ca QA CdrY9 Oh c6461 s els .Fr1 ce-ca (Yr)

3. as(b (1 ()is) (3_1 (Nen cels-r) crb rY)Erj

CbrivOi, 6111 E Cart9Erreou u-11. c ha. "t a6Triv
B. Medd (4 "le) g__.aoza 6)$ (sr?) of,1,611, cf) n6 ivrya .

s69x,a&g.c946-Is (MNalarnst)14 crivIri 6-nue
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Mra CA (1_3 CS6 Crk) (.()168NS Oc) 6%-) (-6 cfrisl orra

2. Q CA) dh ))6NtIrkrzsl tit
rai elgiczrren ca-6 asNra Lath 0 c1.1Qc-v;?> .

3. edh co-1) 61 rm.) Clan ca.TD c6 »6-rq%)

M, tob Ch3 Crew), air) 4653 n'Th.

C. YYtodds cO @c13-631 rfrb ceh51 CM-6 .

cerl Ste, l3v ez) C5VYb

i. CZ-5`) cU crze° crb drs3 (Wa el-4) (Yrb eN-
Jr

C9c1

2. e, cfh cro ("Lim rligG-v--6 asTa u(3) ter) o c D crj
2,1 cesracci CS8 3 c -

.3. on e5c2a daf-63u C; 3 nCC) 3 Crric, 61 c( 6Yr%%1

cr) ce-611" Q5111 s Q51 a° dr3icet6134).

mocuz_t: Orli) co c5L) 6.)%cyr&J.
r)m cf)-6' (r co s trrrbu 6.

i d3 ilco.)00 c-Gy-orlIrtran 5

2. t cer) CbdCSti rb r1.1) g m Crrrtic) 61m
ri-4) ck: cet63Crrb

3. Change the sentences below according to the model in A, B, and C.

A. ni ocla. rn3o eL_ThsvytA (tA5Ns c1 c crr trA

Mra r).13 r3-6)614 61 s CIA CT& rri-)) g,d

n-6) Q...6) sra rm a ar) Mr) (i3 Oci

m-g) 61 (IA ctos cucz)e-rb to ei

csra aa 0,61ra

8
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Lae csnaolo
Z. acumatN; c-.21Q.$) ca Cca 0 cnsass CTT grj .

3 cer) val rx.0-6 as-r9 gQ)e,i) 6121(40-4198.
cairo rr csu eft ) cta;) c0-63 ce, cing8

5. gal el cenc) )01 4:00004) coles2iqceics0g,i
B. Modal, Ma) (4)6) cr) (36s s 0-10710-Q f8

ru 4-4) 61 eit (61s c1.1(-no-41§4
cf3-) ) 6l 6Yr3 9CD40 CZ .r2.! t)o

(1-6\461C)i 3Ins cilcb,ri-L FLO-P-rriY

(T n_infrsrs2, .

CSIZ ala) r41614(tols risc-ncA,A6,
M r a r l Jo ez..6) c yjl 6s ex.1 cra crnq
r24) c 6 fze? 6161-r-erm ctr6 Ct rai 1)
r7-6161ci s (*.iorraCt s es4 cm"
Cerb cza tcrirnra

4. Add the meaning of 'can' to the sentences below using the three

C. rne=to_L:

7

auxiliaries shown in the model.

6-rfilcbt. elcs23')..0 C11, CO Get 0

MarllaCrbu Q el C58 )&c. (1-1 aced") fr6 "I P o

6r) )s0-14Q JCejo CRS) 000) Crb Oth9)CSIlo
arztl S;1)("YZ? +au csii,o 04) cv.S1 GOO) erb (TO)acty60.,

i . cro ri).1:06) cb ce/1461%,c1-r)(1.1(6c0-6-1'
61db ) %cersIo .

a. c0 es.4161crn G ri>; es_nr-Le-61 ("] ?

3. (111 cm c-14M 46)(4, enilctri) aboun,tc203

509
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4.. anQM g %`" Mr)) Cu 7 o9.6116103) Mro 0510 0

c1 1

5. fx....16M) 2616 lnrg 83) 61-vn (4) cl3co,04

5. Read the following making sure yOu understand the meaning.

i. arill% enarnn CNA) Wd CZS-Ya2 ran c- c6 ern)
gart nlea:1 0 GsCrle 63 as3 cfhau

Cra g ;%_1(13-19:ifl ca>>6-rre. n_..161 c0)1
c

CJ 6) co

2: 6 (la k,4ce061rn cary-lwayc?)errii.
of0 n-ca acmg02 cam zl d l G9-(1 ca).

cfb narsbesaa ,cy9 ry.tg,

cr),Inn-Liso, gce),SCZia.
3. (8), g certs rncl errs cel certs3

csiA cYt s nr41 c -1c230 6Y1-194
5 &was.) rO es o crp2artil

C6ra6M4 n-1 Q es-r4.
if-. CAI CSY3 L, s c0-6-11 s cer61%) c rn (Q)

g 01) <061 ern sns) peril cih 6-yr% . 6-ms cnca. cab
fl-Onerts-) e0e4c2teosyn,

5. (-2S) 4 Ca ,-.2-1c00 61.-=.1(14,71 (ba:As:Mb
ck) cam %tin c-ca et) ce-cl 0 ci.t.$) c csoperuqa6a.
ra3 ecetr)rt&21)6Yre am etsI E 5 Q (tic) d3153V

CZ ca) ern cfft5))40 tcsa)) (J Q) 67-rbu.
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an6)(be0)qo caa1C11-0("53Coa-l'6°
C2ra (SD ,Q_61 s c 0(1_01 6) 1)) 6-rayin nr6

GYD CO .2 00 c2n e.1 D c2(;) cm.S1 rai Can d3-6-3 0 , rai Ct

CG-ra c523 isSY3 CSIA ce) _
013 a, 6rin eele.) am) r rimy) elgi 61530 .

7. an? e3ei,ce,,,,risc)ctA fugyg4., c;Slwasy024Q_Q,.

8. am gQ4ce-61cD6ei cari) cfro(X) CdY9, cfh
61()1 g_ccreri crel-V) C26 CZ) Errou.

9. cllictsjo*ca cs2.) 60-)ac-1.4) r2.r..11Lai r I dra (In

Cricro)Qcen QS2 ft__1s)rtrt cnCia Jo c6-6-3

ca uS) cef-) O r1-1 co-6, cr6 d4csztl..
io. al (bcu, rts-1 s oftbel c).4)co.1 68Nr3Qc,

ctm CZacrn..: Fr,c 6-rro .

CISTbg Ca cal ehn can 61 e1 cal cc 0513,6
CI 3 c2.1 De:) cO)oo &eV ran Cb) col ) 6"Yre.

eur) a36mQ g cf)> 0_I 0498 ) aZJ

clsYb....cca)crso MTh C2r2t 'ono QcftinQs)s (t6)s
ca cYt(31 c8e3n^ra CZSYb C. at cC1.1c0.15, csa (A)

nt.) Ica 6m cz) 81,c)

i2. (-TO eln CtrIQ 61_ r2-6) (IQ (43 &IS (Yr) CesNlet)c-tri o

d3)416-1(2.0.
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GRAMMAR NOTES

24.1. NOUNS DERIVED FROM VERBS. The Reference List for

this lesson contains examples of nouns derived from verbs. The

three groups reflect a rough categorization according to meaning.

Nouns in the first group represent the result or, in somecases,

the object, of the action.. Witness:

6Nrn1. Gail co-61a> 'to die' cb o 'death'

2. CD), evYb C151 'to see' CO)711 'sight'

Nounsin the second group represent the abstract result of the

action in the verb. See:

1/41

'to be hungry' C4.3)(Abri=& 'hunger'Ciri)CA d361 CO-)

4.
(VG-11)4163(1h 'to grieve, be sad' (1:6711 ® !grief'

Nouns in the third group represent the action depicted by the

verb, as in:

5. ),ICnclit, come' C)--Irorle

(the act of) 'coming'

6. rrc) CACDO CB) 'to stand' CYS)C0-6 (2.-3) .

Lthe act of) 'standing still' (notarising:from a,seat),

also 'stance' i.e. the way one is standing.

All of the pairs in the Reference List should have at least one

familiar member, as either the verb or the noun has appeared in

these lessons. A couple of items do not occur until Lesson

Twenty-Five.

There are actually four types of nouns which derive from

verbs. Some types are more like nouns, while others are more

like verbs in their characteristics. In fact, the four may be

ranked along a scale of nnounishness" on the basis of four

512
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factors: 11 how many structures it may occur in, 21 whether or

not it may take the regular noun endings, 31 whether or not it

may take postpositions, and 41 whether it. takes verb-type or

noun-type modifiers. The derived nouns in this lesson's

Reference List are fullfledged nouns in every respect. They can

appear in any structure in the language where a noun is

permitted; they can take all noun endings (accusative, dative,

etc.); they can take all postpositions without limitation; and

they can take only noun-type modifiers. This fourth factor may

deserve some clarification. A noun in Malayalam may only be

qualified by another noun (with appropriate endings), or by, an

adjective . If a word of any other type is to be used to

modify a true noun, it must) be made into either a noun or an

adjective. Compare:

7. CSra Clirrt CM)Cana-Cilrif3rrn0 01 r:14(171gIci
'Hiq late caning is not good.'.

8. Mrbr116Y111 cr)343(Y61_242-irbn4 OlyrzYSV.

'His coming late is.not good.'

In example 7, the elements associated with the verbal noun

OICISICMQ are in the same form that they have when the

noun functions as the main verb of g sentence. The subject of

the action is in the nominative, and the adverb(15W2Irr61--

shows the conjunctive form. In Example 8, on the other hand,

the word expressing the subject or doer of the action described

in the derived noun CI-JO c2.4) shows the possessive form,
if

while the adverb has been made into an adjective by adding -1:>Q51.

513
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4 '0

Verbal nouns formed with - Wagaare only one degree less

noun-like than the derived nouns in the Reference List. They

can occur in all structures which permit nouns, can take all

the noun (case), endings, can be governed by all postpositions,

but their modifiers are those which accompany verbs, not those

for nouns.(see Example 7 above).

C I 7

The -)CTII, verbforms, referred to elsewhere as the gerund

or infinitive (see 5.2), is much more verb-like, and less noun -

like, than either the derived noun or the verbal noun in -0MR121.

Not only does it take verb-type modifiers, it can accept neither

postpositions nor noun endings. It can, however, occur in a

few structures where regular nouns are permitted.. These include

the subject function in equative sentences in general, the

function of object for a small number of verbs, and the dative

case role in. some
%.3

instances. Witness:

9. Cer6 gtelt>qco 61Actt.6)34, r4cf(11.63 iztWat)C1)6"irb

'It's difficult for me to recall it right now.'

1" y cfra009-61.)m6,-ra'.

'This water is for drinking.' .

11. C(Z CL (ran 61&._ O.GIA1 ) 2 eiari)r-irt)

chozsmrft c11) QM roc) ce-G c cS2S) fr,cl CD Cr3 rreb

'They wouldn't let us enter the movie theater' (literally,

they would not agree to our entering the movie theater).

Least noun-like of all verbal nouns is the citation form

of the verb ending in -g40.0W). Lt is commonly found in a noun

slot only as the object of6:1-0-191CM in the emphatic verbform

(see 23.31. It may also appear with. CS)) CYL)o , and

514
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S CAImay be substituted in Example 9 above, though the -) form

CM)
7

is more common. The use of the - QM) form elsewhere

requires embedding of one sort or another and, therefore, are

irrelevant to this discussion, since they are not places where

ordinary nouns can occur. Here are a couple of interesting

examples.

12. Mr00"..L ))zs 6 1ctrado6l n9Y-IL

rnr) (44-`1 qP--Q- C61.) Z3 atm\
'It's not an easy matter for me to remember that now.'

13.0!1)615MX) CSYbraCIS Poe, OihdY)csz)W)6-xin

r1,2 n C L isr31 61 cs0 ryrb Qi .s.,z1

'There's no 64-her way but for you to go there.'

Example 13 might seem to show the -g15017 form governed by

--- a postposition, M.612)61061 'without'. Actually, CESng4)61(15)

here functions as a subordinate conjunction linking the

appositional clause to the main sentence. Now, here is a

relevant example with the emphatic construction.

14. dhildb00 arra)%efilcs/30 n_A)%ohatID
The children danced and sang.'

Returning to the derived nouns in the Reference List, it

may be seen that they show a variety of endings. Andrewskutty

has suggested that there is some connection between the ending

and the meaning of the noun. These are not regular enough to

be of value in learning the language. The best policy will be

to learn each verbal noun on its own terms, for this is how you

will have to know them in order to control the language well

in any case.
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24.2. HOW TO FORM COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES. The

standard comparative statement consists of four elements: 1)

the item being compared, which occurs as the subject of the

sentence, 21 the item, or standard, with which it is compared,
C

which.requires the postposition - )) 0o7 'than', 3) the

quality being measured, and 4) the verb. The postposition
d16.7

-011P/Uu takes the accusative, so that the standard of comparison

always appears in the accusative. When the verb of the sentence

is 614, the quality being compared must be in the form of

a noun, never an adjective. With other verbs, the quality

being compared may take the form of an adverb. Witness:

1. Q9 C"):141 Cr eS) (-CA ce-6-)Daz ()J csz)nr) errtbi ,
This house is bigger than that house.'

2. M) )(S)6-vyi (-60 r 4 61rr3 cr) cern )u:1

cst.\ rel s cerr3 cvni.
'Your (polite) school runs better than my school.'

Indirect sentences with showing possession,

feelings, or character traits having dative subjects, and

'to know' and dar)-11201indirect verbs such as (ero(C)C:944:01

Ito get, find' which require dative personal subjects do not

change their subject in comparisons. Witness:_

3 .( Q3cMu m cza eg....cto)30 %ctnctA (-alb r6TY3) (a 1tt6ICIro

'Mother must be hungrier than we (are).'

cf1.1.1 dig Ci2.) c0-6) )J0 %rzr c
MCI) (f)) CZ 6Viaren 0-4 rl-TICA)C1Y61j (15) Orif

'I think that the dog knows more than the master.'

Note that in these sentences the quality being compared

516
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usually takes a qualifier denoting quantity such as: %ctr) rts-t5

'a great deal, too much',65rbOaho 'a lot, a great deal',

and colloquially often CI)1101 (literally 'good', but here)

'very' in the sense of 'good and. ..1.

Clefting is often used in responding to questions asking

for either a comparison or a superlative. In such cases the

standard of comparison is usually omitted. Witness:

5. A. CbQ ceg ca6SY3 agsan 'Jo 61n-13 ce-6) g CYTS) ?

'Is Rema taller than you?'

B. mg.,) A.0(4) &)) )err (A ce-c)

'No, I am taller.'

6. A.mro cut ceroD ckb 6-y4 n..61q (t%mast 6)&2 cern*?
'Who is the tallest of them?'

B. Q cB-s) )451.-n3j ex-61 &tno.

0

'Rema is the tallest.'

Negative comparative statements take a slightly different

structure. Firstly, the quantifier ( mbe) C24c, 'as much

as' is required before the characteristic being measured.

Secondly, the standard against which the subject of the

sentence is compared, does not take the postposition - 66)) LAD

in this structure, bit appears with the possessive ending and

no postposition. Witness:
U

7. 1.4)c-r-ilditr3 cacicw)s asYb(cszl. rcalg,A

'I am not as tall as Rema.'

84-2.14.66N F Y) (2crs73405 mca. rnw a)hc1;0sg.
'Older sister did not get as good marks as younger sister.'

This same structure. may be used in the positive to show
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equivalence, such. as:

9. 61-rbrdo rNarlIni1614 male csztle o scintsYrrtsloirrt Q,srrb.
'I am just as thin (a person'. as-Satish..'

10. A.6T1,X110 1bC3IJ61g caslim6I32-1A)sra7:141(M(T)Ne 61'67;74-
'I showed him as much as CEdidl you.'

B. Cella-WV A6ZVf3ng_dh?4rr) csnioN. sys-Drfb.

'I showed you as much as he did.'

Note that the suffix -2o is obligatory in this structure,

always being attached to Mr00 'as much as', the suffix

is common, but optional, in the positive comparatives shown
1

earlier, and when used, attaches to the postposition -(U)DIND1

Superlative consist of three basic elements: 1) the

subject of the sentence (the superlative item), 2) the quality

in which. the subject is outstanding, and 3) the verb. The

quality is ordinarily preceeded by the qualifier !1-61R(-14c.
'the most', though other qualifiers, particularly itlsrtriC)
'a great *deal, too much', are also added in context.(see Example

6 above). Here are some examples:

11. as-(e) rug_t_Ca 7 trr-4" .-L.41 (4 oel so) el,
'That boat is the best.'

0
12. e)(15)(fb cliM)6YrB ct-63 reln40 ir-3),;)&63nra4

'Keshavan drives a car the fastest.'

The concept. of 'less° is handled with Ch(")-7,72.4
to

'a little', and that of the 'the least' by ei--(R azke. cer
(literally) 'the most small amount'. Witness:

13. r CNC) ce-6i Mr?) 60 X930 cn 76`rl t)

'I got less than he (got).'
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14. C6Yb csZ.) ce.6))6r(t 43 (4,0 ci).()
'He's the one who has the least.'

Negative superlatives, in terms of qualities, are made

with n--61W14:6b 'the most' plus a nominalized negative

adjective.' The only basic adjective with a negative meaning is

-.000111 'bad' which has the same form as both noun and

adjective. It handles the concept of 'worst' when preceded

. All other negative adjectives are formed from

a positive adjective plus -
ni
1)(11,rs1 'without' or '-less'.

Witness:

15 . 'D.27 et.$) aa61 61-ra 6Nrin crt C61r)144,-
_...a.rz'1rr6 e,,--63 9(o nrrin 6-yyzn

'This hotel's meals are the worst I have ever eaten.'

16. rrt, cel 6Yrrgl a.taprc)( r24. e

nNg g,j) earnr11 (Y6 agrb CSL3 errrij
'He is the least happy Ghost unhappy) person I have ever met.'

As you can see,from Example 16, the negative adjective may be

made into a noun with a personal relative pronoun--1-01410007,
%.1 7

or4.41--as well as by the neuter 4s106 . Note that the

negative may be added by a prefix onto an adjective, or

derived human noun as in:

17. CYO)))(A Ce111511.3) g....nC11 (-A rli-ak t-1-(rw, C 0

0..iirors-3 net ("SY?, .6-yr8J.

'He is the least interesting person I have ever met.'

Note further that it is possible to move the subject of such

sentences to the end where it may either precede, or follow the

copula verb (see Examples 16 and 17 above).
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24.3. THE. COMPOUND VERB SHOWING SELF-BENEFIT. The

formation of compound verbs was explained in 21.6. One of the

more common compound verbs is that formed witb.C1Cfr00.4Ce) .

Its lsxical meaning 'to fit within something, to be affected by

something, or to hit something (one thing hitting another)1

has no relationship to the shades of meaning it adds as second

member of a compound verb. Most of its uses have the common

meaning that the action of the main verb is for the benefit of

the speaker, hence the term "self-benefactive." It is often

used in a positive response to a request for permission to do

something. Witness:

1. A. CA) c8-61 6Yra da? 3 a . 6)151)(A
C"&re rn rat (b _.)6"") 6
'I'm feeling the cold; may I close that window?'

B. C5) arra 5
'Sure, go ahead and close it' (if you want to).

2. A. 61111)(4) afy) r4cwbc. .1.6)%c= 61d1 SYfisCeLl) ribailsconms.
'May I take this book and read it?'

U.?) rgNI 7 61 c )6rr J)6G\ ciA)coA6,cerv)_%._
°O..14:;--go ahead.r

A compound with6-Nb"Pggdh may also be used in the

request, itself, as in this lesson's conversation:

3.*)(21e,ei 6-rtn)nt 61na 671 e re31.31 61d),32..a.6-)s.
1

1Kamala, may-I ask you'something (which I want to know)?'

Compounds with6)(0)3g164i)are also used in making

statements to indicate what course of action the speaker has

decided he will follow. Witness, for example:

5.2
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4. A. (YUDr,:i 61r3 Ca6rn1(cs3 (c) rn ce-) 0 anr) rarl 0-1 rts1 a,

Cer3 g A17 csa g 33 r6C)(b1-1 (-61 g,cm)?
The boss will be back in an hour. Why don't you come

B.

back then.

6III)cr4
(1-161(?) g.12513rrrb

(I think) 'I'll just sit here in the meantime.'

Finally, in spoken Malayalam,CiChVaga is used with

unsolicited commands to give permission for a possible, or

sensed desire. With verbs whose past ends in -

often shortens to e_g--)7, and in those ending in -1 , it

educes to -Car)) . This makes the compounds with -a final

verbforms sound neRrly the same as the yes-no question form of
t

the past. The intonation is slightly different, and the is

slightly longer when it represents 616)&lio , but these cues

are hard to piCk up in rapid speech. Witness:

r1-061(41 Q.e..)611S n-i)lilecOO'Sing along with me.'

6. .14c114)(11(610 E.273 g III). 'Everyone pay sit down.'

24.4. PLACEMENT. OF ARTICLES AND OTHER -ELEMENTS IN THE

NOUN PHRASE. In general the order of elements within the noun

phrase in Malayalam parallels that of English, hence no notes

have been given on it previously. The one exception to come up

in these lessons so far is the relative clause (see 14.4 and

20.1) wt-lich must appear to the left of the noun, in the normal

adjective slot, in Malayalam rather than to the right of the

noun as in English. In the mock advertisements in this lesson's

Text, however, a few phrases show unusual ordering which bears

comment. In these the definite article 67-1 ca-3 'a, one'
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occurs between the. adjective (actually a relative clause in

this case). and its noun rather than before the adjective as

both your English intuition and the previous lessons would lead

you to expect. Witness:
dr\ 0

1. qp-fb s g (.trAcsli 63(63 (-11

'a three-bedroom house'

In most cases, this is an optiOnal order which emphasizes the

adjective, with the standard order of article, adjective, noun

being more common. Compare:

2. A. 63 C6 rle) CO-3 ) 'a good child'

B. rn g. r3 6-3 i) a good child'

3. ( 1 3 rn M g) cr3 053
c:54.3 6-Yra°

'Rajan is a good child.'

When the adjective is a possessive, however, this order

obligatory. Thus the version in Example 4 below is

the only possible one for that, and similar phrases.

4.4-14)4ncr c
6

1- 'one of my teachers'

This order is so strongly fixed, in fact, that it is often found

in Indian English in phrases such as 'my one friend', not

meaning 'my only friend' as this ordering does in English spoken

outside India, but translating:

5. n-6) 610421 crl 3a) 'one of my friends'

The same ordering applies to all quantifiers, including

numbers, in .a noun phrase containing a possessive,, or any other

determiner. Witness:

6.4)Cnr1C0153) (mama awls n_le.A C ce,tA)

$1 received several of mother's letters.'
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g (bd) cso rts-.6 615 cglcAlce-,00
'many customs of the Keralites'

Putting the above patterns together yields a phrase like:

8. an-a..6.)4 G23 air) cs2i (m ) oz.) szYs

'several of father's outdated opinions'

It may be seen from Example 8 that the order of elements

in the noun phrase is: possessive (determiner), quantifier,

adjective, and noun. For completeness, it must be pointed out

that a second minor quantifier may also occur. It immediately

precedes the major quantifier and specifies the quantity in it,

whereas the major quantifier specifies the quantity with respect

to the head noun of the phrase. This phrase, containing two

quantifiers, has already appeared in Lesson Nineteen:
eN

9. CU g..61 CESYb UJ 1 40) o g la°u.To

'a very I great deal of I work'

When the quantifier is a number, 6 (63 may be used as minor

quantifier, rendering the number approximate rather than exact,

as in:

10. 61 rtr3 ctr6 0-1 ra-1 ei C30 ce3 .

'The price will be around twenty rupees.'

A few other items fall into the same, class as possessives

in terms of their order. Principal among these other determiners

are the demonstratives 12 'this' and CZY17) 'that', as in:

11. m.fncr,brlce-6 u caY9 6 3 n coe a )1D o ec 6 61y3

'I don't want to hear.that one (particular) thing.'

The rule of having the possessive as the first modifier is

normally inviolate,,but in cases where the adjective slot is
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filled by a relative clause containing a noun to which the

possessive might be mistakenly applied, the relative clause is

moved from the normal adjective slot to before the possessive

in order to avoid the ambiguity. Witness:

12. onei chn scry6 ) -)cy-bQ26 0\3( ce-r) ) (1).161

ci;) ) (13100
'some of the government's plans for reducing prices'

An alternative order also exists for any noun phrase

containing a quantifier. This consists of making the quantifier

itself the head noun of the phrase. Any of the plural quantifiers

may be made into pronouns by adding either the personal relative
C _1 /

pronoun -CD , or the neuter marker-(SYbaThe remainder of

the noun.phrase stays the same,save for the original head noun

which takes a locative ending:4AI. Witness:

13. CMYb (S U) (5',6) s ce-)) (IC) rzrili dzt

'Some of his friends'

14. Cate(n)frt CYQ.3(1)61(Y nJ S) C56 a4rt>111Cen 6%(3aC154) rij tha

'several of Mr. Menon's old books'

24.5. ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO MARE RELATIVE CLAUSES FROM

POSTPOSITIONS. Postpositions are usually made into relative

(adjectival) clauses by adding (see 14.4). A

couple of postpositions may alternatively directly add the

adjectival ending -cera, with an appropriate joining device

namely CZ . Witness: .

1. QM) r.1 (10 cef3 gal 6rrl
'the pen which is for her'
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2. ME V% 0016) QbAl § %u

la house with two bathrooms'

Section '14.5 dealt with some words which. take the special
7

possessive ending -bifIrrO) . This same ending is used to make

relative clauses from phrases ending in a locative postposition.

Witness:

3. Gtcen (-p.m cehrls
'the upstairs bedroom'

4. 91-1) CS/161 Mr7:0 01 61 arirtS1 CYO )wCY1 call 0.0

'the things inside the room' ,

5. CC24 61S ts rzi %col t;t

'the houses beyond the church'

24.6. SEVERAL MORE WAYS TO SAY 'CAN'. In 6.3, you learned

. 9
that the -)o verbform in its potential sense, i.e. with a

dative personal subject, carries the idea of 'can'. This

construction can refer either to internal ability (a person's

innate capacity to do something) or to external ability (whether

or not the conditions in the situation will permit one to do

something). Often the situation, or the meaning of the verb

being used, makes it clear whether internal or external ability

is intended. Witness the two possible interpretations of one

sentence in:

1. mg) c-nr) d3-63U 6\ cfh 6Y\1 C11 C?)

'I can bring it.' (either Ali am physically able to carry

it, or(E)it is convenient for me to bring its

Potential statements in either meaning may be used in both the

positive and negative, but do not permit clefting.

52 5
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This section will discuss three specific verbs which add

the idea of 'can' to a sentence, and then will explain three

special verbs found only in the negative 'can't' sense. The

three verbs nOUS)(01r5() (0)40)0alef 4 and .11.-44)

are pretty much. interchangeable in the 'can' structure. They

take a dative personal subject, and the action which one can or

cannot do must appear in the 6-NY1), (infinitive) verbform,

immediately before the 'can' verb which, being last in the

sentence, carries the markers for tense. These verbs cannot

take aspect markers such as the progressive. All three refer

to internal ability. Witness:

. CalaSY300 celf-S) COI )( 1.° ce'.6-31 kip°14;

vb cal CSU 1:N13 riet CeAterl att ) DV Mb ace-63 g Ca ni a,e Ca ?
'Will you be able to fix the car before tomorrow noon?'

Note that the infinitive may have an object, 3r adverbs of time

(see Example 2), manner, or place. See, for instance:

3 Mfb (TO Qprirl 6V-4 1,41121r %di-) cfh r1 ryt 2
'He can climb to the very top of it.'

All three verbs may be used in the negative as well as

positive. They most commonly occur with the future/habitual -g15)

ending. The verb endings which they can take are rather limited,

but they do occasionally occur in the past or desiderative,

4. (C0 ) n-nrarb scts6t4 CRAG% &d:r.s3 ( 623)615

'We were able to see him before he went.' Ce/"I1"(1110 (PI"
5 . ca)Lo 21 Ca! 3 CY) clh CS/ci 0 -

kr

'Madhavan should be able to do it.'

Once it has been specified in previous conversation, it is
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possible to omit the. infinitive. This happens in responses to

questions and in statements in connected dialogue, as in:

6. A. asybcs1.33 Jo ce-c asya C;\0 cu oz..)

rgJO ms mr-tni-DN-10 rev) LAS) co-Lcb Po C1)

'Can he run such a large school?'

B . CS1)) rafQ 1)-31

'He certainly can.'

The verb 01.33W1d/614:0 has no other functions, but the

other two also function as independent verbs. The intran-

sitive verb (04)&0) means 'to finish, end, be over'.. it

takes nominative subjects only in this role. As an independent

'verb ni..-Jadlib means 'to happen, occur' and it's subject is

that which happens. 'Both verbs are logically blocked from

taking animate subjects, but the person to which an event

happens can be expressed by a dative form, as in:

7 - C i li ) ( 9-11 " 3 6 361(63 61_201:56 Cirran_J dhso

'A small accident happened to me on the way.'

There are three additional expressions for 'can' in

varioL3 senses which only occur in the negative. Some scholars

have called these"defective verbs," The three have differing

usages and structures, so are treated separately, The verb

atrzi was introduced in Lesson Thirteen in the phrase

8 (n-10 CYC)CenCr) CGYZI CC1 CCU) n't )
'I don't know, have no idea'

This defective verb, like the three 'can' verbs described above,

takes the infinitive and refers to internal ability when taking

a dative personal subject (Example 8). External inability is
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shown with a nominative subject which. is omitted when the

admonition is of a general nature, as in:

9. (-era tacasrs) (GA 6v6) nelo6rri;&rTioYa dqcet6-wyt .
'One doesn't eat meals with one's hands in America.'

A second defective verb tcaei, is also used only in the

negative. It is the only one of the three which refers to

internal ability exclusively, often in the sense of 'cannot bring

myself to...'. Witness:
0

10. rt-Orre1)teroS3 ..frrb nyb n.j 0 &If) )ort t
'I can't (bring myself to) study anything today.'

This verb is structurally identical to all those described above,

in that it takes the infinitive and that a dative subject

indicates internal ability. A nominative subject cannot occur

with kiCALA) . It is used with etQapi as is n-..1);18,

The structure for the final defective verb ki.1.#255, differs

from that for for the other five 'can' verbs in that it requires

the conjunctive verbform for the impossible action. Like

it has two alternative structures. With a nominative subject,

it carries the meaning 'should not', much like the admonitions

with n-A S above. With a dative subject, it carries the

meaning of 'cannot bear to...' or of permanent inability such

as a phyiical handicap. 4 Like ri--bg-4 and g e...1 , it

is used almost idiomatically wit/ha:MD(5)001 where the subject,

though often omitted, is always dative. Witness:

11. riL.414:;) canCcl srprITA, $

don't know, I couldn't know.'

12. Cni MR) G1SY3 (1-1 61.x.1 5 .
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'You shouldn't do it that way.'

13. n_OrYlighd) asrb r2i 61 cO sw-4.
can't bear to see her again.'

14. MfaC3Z3)00 cfr3 cO) s.) n--I

'That man is deaf, poor fellow.'

All three defective verbs may form negative questions with -1%.0.7.

o.

24.7. ADDITIONAL USES OF THE ADDRESSIVE/ASSOCIATIVE FORM

OF THE NOUN. Section 8.3 described some uses of the addressive/

associative form of the noun. It is required before the post-

position

with verbs

Ito ask'.

(t 61S 'with', and must

such as (16.-1()Cqda")

It may also be used with

be used for the addressee

'to say' and t...2.1,AlertriCer
the direct object of the

verb es-.2-1r61C5 in the sense of 'to matchl.(see Lesson Nine).

Certain indirect expressions of emotion, i.e. those with

a dative personal subject, also require the associative form

for the direct object of the emotion. In fact, these objects

appear in the accusative in direct expressions of the emotions

using a verb with a nominative subject. Witness:

1. A. Ch Ce) 00 cerazac2.)gcb engclA rd.
'Children love their mothers.'

B. ( CerV an, ( ca)10 )4j e run
'Children have love for their mothers.'

2. A. Gtt) al OU ct, (--):".(i),..ng12)_21rn CM;1161(Y) 4011c&6507),

'Keralites oppose divorce.'

'"1
111

B. gcwbacsu cb c0-61 (11 n.1)ns) %aim csits) igrn)% nAlm L6Y11.

'Keralites are opposed to divorce.' (literally,

have opposition to)
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3. A. Gm > cyb
'I respect

507
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Cl5r;lrn me) 61 w 6y11( cQ dy.tcylira

his Holiness.'

B. ru4)CA)ce-6 0311M go2(1141g(5/0 ca) m
'I have respect for his Holiness.'

Alternatively, the verb aSrb)( rO) COZS CO) 'to tender

great respect toward' and its derived noun CS70
'highest respect' may be substituted in Example 3 above.
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Compound Verbs and Their Meanings

Lesson Twenty-Five

A. Completion of action in main verb: (with intransitives)

gij) dj3 cet) (with transitives) ... CPACACI))

1. trns»cft CAnCrra glel_1,csa 'I forgot.'
%.1

2. CS2i) coo a-g) c CZMCW-ai cet))6-1-zrr3

'Biel:, already sent the letter.'

4p.

B. For the benefit of first or second person: ... (MICar;Nta).

1. crv)(1 cnI6s-r600 ( 1 1 63 (73Th csUA co) on 0 .
'The boss will send it to you.°

2.ra6V330 e%--OCYr)l' C4I r"-In61 a5)(b)CQ°)2

'Can you tell me the way.'

C. For the benefit .of a third person:

1. asibo-lasasi" gOr9 Cm.106)(10 CCSYbcQ3.±61(A)
'Send them this form'

D. For the benefit of self, go ahead and . . . 61 cf)) DeS 4511) 0

1. MO A) ce13 CO e Crr3 2 Cy (Nn Ce7-0) n 0 C8'b623 461c6)ag,
'Send them two or three forms Cif you feel like it).

2. n4)r7co,6YO (-113 GiSn1 --4 61 CO) 0?D.

'I'll go ahead and buy this one, then.'

E. Might as well ..., or go ahead and

1. ad))rfb ecaacri)ritc4)3(i) rb csm gce, i) asreco.aidhaQ),c,
'I might as well send a copy to Mr. Nenon.'

2 . am) as-r-oni % Orro) 00) 0 JO efir%colaebyt,
' He went: ahead and told her' (the matter).
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F. Nonvolitional involvement of the doer: ... en_bda3C0)

1. ISCZT) rr*.) cs-r-o iJ arra r))(pi n 6)-21%t02-1)4.
'I did it without realizing.'

G. Away from the scene of action of focus: ... d3)053211c0) .
1. ni al crib cab(*) _1g, mail, ca rrrC) ( grui 7 csaco-6)5_6mq.

'The boy waited a little, then went away.'

2. 461 rrn lib611f3 grz, 00 (CM(/' 1) (216-1.10 ( s)(1;1_alcel_6-rtrity2,
'When she saw me, she turned he face away.'

3.056bniclb 6-rtn6E5Thn c0).:11 dh#1:),41.111 c*g:Lfrinr61
'She went ahead and made us drink coffee' (regardless

of our wishes).

H. To keep on ...ing, or be in the process of ...ing:

. . 61c131) 6rrei) (-be) dm-3 cb
1.n__tDS) co.ln)GNyesl rbel @alc3 . 'Keep on singing.'

___-

2. gx1.7 (714) yonE). on I nce6)76)131orcsrn graip();)

41 calsi n i Clir-Cr) CIA
'While I was writing this letter, I received the news.'

I. Go ahead and ..., might as well ... (not necessarily for

self benefit): ... n_ados.51cet)

1. ron c-Ligao cU 302 a13 .

'Why don't you go and see the boat races.'

2- rnqicelij rb cO)Cia cen),Q c01 )o.

We may as well stop in for coffee at this restaurant.'

3' A. Q..417 gra3)00 WOCIAcet, y aSsacsidInm Ca, ?
'Should this form be sent to them?'

B. uzicr;,) can csa.3
Q.

'Yes, go ahead and send it.°
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'Mkt:Via LaXIACf:a eia C3 Ube)

or)csr)

asra cnc-/S)
(.9,cao
tslopiaA n4) t (In r4
Cal Cr
(.11)r) csy dt) [1,okst: r;)0 6-rrnqj

clt;) cs-rarn
a5Y6) 05-3 S C528 o

ei_OCICSU0

cal (1.1 ct)% [past: ceanril'a3

5tre.a...rn

Coca" Lit4 roVe_

co Yest
ta be L1 .A.41 EZntrcurtsCte.3
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w czacefl,dh
CeNroera 6w)

rts-» ctrl c-v-lo

csu (0) csz)

crAcst) glahn cab

511
Vocabulary

tack. 1,0a..h2
telip

. Coco nut ty4p_e,_
taco nut

r. p o_ac=I-3

crop
n e_s s

sea-Y ne_Y-S

te;

_14e- 5t611/2-

L i E ckail

TY) cue)

LOLZirg- S (=L.-cm v.8_,U.k.e.

(low (2."( ao-s-

idruzi a sktxt
t GLY

(;)Y r1 srx,r)1e_vt..t

0 Cc (-A+ Lo

itt.ocstilvIr oc
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ga5) csu

ca) Lc c8,61

512

Vocabulary

-FL s t\ ;.v- Cakc_Vu:na c,(.!s

z.nak.Lste

n RAJ

ctt4:C: tel

Ariteosa st

bsz Qcn211 t
Stect r:c

facul csa_ c;Lra...rn IC214-0-a-

base.-6i. art 4-1,014LA. rite..0ton.,

(3-YN elRe-Y c.C. a CLI4 c_ e_

ek-rci_vv

CL 2Y CLLYt 1,Y Y`

SA:1011 RAJ/ et )1 (A. rata4-.P1

Tc1-101

S ak.C.
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nasn crf ceh

crQ,0-11d, it)
E past : 014,615)*3.

Vocabulary

t 6Q. v ?tell_

to -co 21 -kcxvcks

welcome Lurtk ccdckci
lianas C.:trey...a:trona
13.1aZav Weit.8 0-c Wialcx-shiltil

ScvtZs -rct-c ticrn

to e. rxkt.
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READING PRACTICE

Note the noun and adjective forms of colors in these sentences.*

(Yln r7-1 6SYb 0'0

White

Q.CtSC)) n(YA cs-) asYr9 6Yre,

Q.(&' 63cn n_vctsytz cy) arro)6Y115.

Black

("t5r1) rek c);)rl o ) (1, r2: OM)TrroQ.

M.c.0 sac r3 cen rictren Grrb) 6Nrrbu.

Red

6r) c." tcs rtn rrY) csrD6-r-a)Q.

Blue

CW1\ c-rA o M6) e j asytD6-rraQ.

rn m) )61 g e2.1 rn c j 6-Nil-a°.

Green

CZ:;;) Cit) Crr)1 am))6Yraj.

p g fi_i m 6-rrts

Yellow

(15.r1)45("4/ rr)r) n 0. a 6-rsyks)

6-.1(63 Q 6Yo1901 e Jm
asNroys111r.

CZY15)6Y'rb .

For other colors, the English words ate normally used.
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'rt.=

Gialcz3D e:)&161 6)s qc-caCrwaQ)cs/.)
.

gt)COaa po-bc-werqs-)s 61 Cen ifr ENasym )61n

t <0) ) cts-6 cyv.6) risq 6-) e_tbovyb crom.%.)
cif n ctrvoc) rrb o C-S"r"D c-N ce-s-) s c-Ya 0

catC22)Jj Chrl S CO-IC).(TY1 Q27 6-1 --n-1 Cri) Mo
C-r?)(n ref GI, israsu ol (ncen0 cen )csb.e4cD)40

CE5Y3 rzr gch (D ca 6.dy3 4.0 ni so-1-n 6-6T3 0
61ein ZQ grzy).),4-)Q...0 CiCflSeN3 gQ
ry)r) n 6rtretr) Can %`3 cicrir) cros s cstzi

`lO( c, c)3 coo .

db cSu rro cn3ca.(1 ca elm )

S M D%, nu a nCO e_t r4mYra Gym 7 csaS1

gc0)c-oc)ca-r-b-). ct-in )0 . C11 an ec tia
Ca CR) Q tx rn, Omit c) 6"Y3, (6 g (6) aa ei

cf}) DrIg ru_peib c-1_61(m9cu i(yra
psm,i1c-irt Q__Grzoc0 san-trral 00 cea a5-3C2bacai'l
GI a cyc) San e_.1 (-1.1 Ca8b ma as) -e_s ctrYQ (-A

6-lan 6-6Y1416 6-1 cgsr75) 6-mu i&A)) rn ariln-Ad5) .

Qn) (A3 rry2i nr_.1k5 0.40-) L30 J , cm (-6(7))

cSai na) nlerri %mast cal cry-)

cern)) &I (4) nail cu.-6 cryz
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tdcbglavrn 61 QC) (nor) 41(-04) eirLp4-24,0

eial anNca)6Trov . 6-)n_vctms) (U 0 g_nti vro
01 CO) erree%) GraaCO) No ra:t Cap Ct) Clts-w-i

(34 0 Lorg)cet63rym dss t)0 CW, g Celia

6n4 "2 ()N1 # g5,4:06-sCrirb. 6v15-) 81d))0o
cts) cb 0- as-rt)c-cto isry, am42, w cbei co-6-3 rreb

t Gen cogi zi ( 61 S u M 151cts'Y icrAD attgati.-:
6') Ern 031)1 <lb cai cat) ctMart, Cal 4_11 va-ru) cz

qctn cai ri .rry c:50 6B,r3&c. Q5Ydr2A({), csrrii.

61 S C:52.3 %) CGYZ n-.1) S C'n (r)

c-Liej r)-1 rA) 66Y3 c, 611-Y0 CS2S) 6Intj.

ciri)(N) CD 0 Li) cxes31 /woo

01).D) en ciltaf. c5u ceN szi3)-ei cerQr).-e4t5

cua6-)c-o Cts)) ccr6 ,11_1 (L)Ct33S-2-1 (/),G114):- eceh re_51 az)

4th cel C32i CO) LOCela 50QCErt) g (21
Cnn CZ) ° crrq cLI ceiDct) r).@()Zi)

masi.314 )6M)). CR) Un C6) cirr6c1 24
cY0) raaj rtrQ 4,0 clh Cb (a) cerqu rf.n
(Y\20 rn .v.trfrij e (8> rbactraRi e4 6-Yrs cet-s3 rrr)

dh.c cal.° )(I ae_lerU .)JrnMr-36z1 d315-) c-rv))2-4)0

cOg:C3tfca n_i2)0z) gctric0Q5u-r61e.1

arruc220 6)6NinC1,.-Yrai Qin %61cInin

(-Liteon ca cu.) Qi n cj rci) gco,g
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ncLu.s c.RD L94) cr_suc?-c° routi_sucilg 
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Lesson Twenty-Five

FYRRCISES

1. Give Malayalam responses to the questions below based on the

Text of this lesson.

gotelCbcSnCSUCZY36)5 (Lx.)rr) 61C15-44, n451 0-6) s-rrei ?

2. g &log c-11-4 61 J r3...4cirsrai cc ara a (9)4
cg) cers1 (rn r)-1 6-61-3 r4 ran > 6Mu

cfbrY6) (ZAS) gicInAc5k) edi)cbgDoZi celeicerA
(1-63 anD c0.6) cs2) -; 6).4 ?

4. g ce) g-50-4(114, r2-6-; C 6-> cO Qs c 6, .15-a1 c -4-1

catrai cytS1 1:0-6"J rro C-S7r7Dpr_cer)Ot CI> ) (1-S) atts rryb?
5. CZ cso d)1425) s eavD cznl.) n.1 0 r3-63(r), 6Trli?

6. g cft, ro ao g (-)jcstil s (1.0 CC Lc) rts-r-try) 6-TAI ?

7 cts-C1 (-713 (-or) -e dr) co 6Th ro-Yzn

r-A-4-)(D 023)0D Cr)nce-tC))0 ?
8- 0\3 ca rates e_i co) rn raQp_Icer) coo

r1-6) 6)(--nr) 61 &IS) ca.) ISTYbu ?
9. csfq6-6y3ce 61 s Q,cciecb(J bc) 11-43(15))64?

Jo- at) co,. cuy-ti;\61 X161 rrn ? t51 CtIn CSU 2 6-YnSIeta c fa 05-YZ9dhAors-2:Ar) Lel

u,
2. Give the derived noun equal to the verbal noun in -(25nrcIl

as in the model.

0aa dr) -) rrn - cer» 1
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CZMCS1C52)6101*() el-g)Ci...rYY/1.-i

6 'D C4 disTh crn %CrY7 cOS ce-153 crn

Oa and') rq (0-63 c-rr).-: CZYb e2-3 ce*ain dtis1 cYn

acrbA9%5-63 c)^11 (,.7 C13--.1C6hC% cm
clet3ern Crt.)c, OrtiD CatISCYrt

3. Combine the pairs of sentences adding the 'even though' meaning

as in the model.

ode/ D r-f-b 63D Trn o\.1 a, a.) COY got('ca gcs
n-orn ithn -40 .6"'rr%`'.

dr> srr-sel t.,c1

15Ytn 7 crb 75-1, Try, ryv cz Cam:
oek3 al 6-16W3 L4-1

(0) Cen 6`rril iY7x1
L. 6Ytr) (-ft LOD r-t)2. cC1 et,-161

cbi c(Nil c7, Er8 ca a.0crl2. p el) rn cs-N-D 4cer) ctsi) asybLi)dho
SIA . rt-:1 61c h21 ariTh CL1 (t) Cr) fr,z

(1-0 cZ) CW a (-IA ro
3. CI e_iCz.3 (, LA) c-r; (ID) calQ?

x._..16) celb 7 asYa c/..1 cb 6-ra-rtrx-1.1 co) crrg
111 u-zr)l)c-zy6 ce-6i) n-16-6) (4 jaineu) CZbaS13()0

..,6NnIu ell 6) Ce-293 rey-a (-).3 CIS 61 S reki0 clyn., c
(y) csa Qr_615 ("8-ro csa4 0 rxi cQi nr) a el 6-rn
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ca.eicrl.cf)-Q,613 Rn2cGubc en (I) a.ca
:7_1 6 cih9d 7 ceNra cu 61 a n4 c ei r2-6V
e. Cal 7 crnri e4,0 db) urn, .

G. c-A) 674-Y3 Oa e0-6-3° e"..i 6-Y11 r4,0 (-41 ST), v.)

c0)4A 61911Q_LD en in-rs.)cai;\ c0-630 AI,
(0 csa 61 s4 801 rz3-6 rru g crtn,eall ce-6), cr

LS109-0, dt)cs/Sig.)

p ry6 nAe)cs2(1 rt5) GzsQ) .24

cara) c j (-1-%.c) c cm ca.1 res-361rye. ra_i 61 dh9:1
r2.4) a.1 an0 tG co% CI g c2.) % t*0 c0-63 rneo

8. ex-a) 61rr) rn, 4ocb")ru3 615 ra cts) 0

(Ct2.3) nvc2t,Q_actyy) 6yra. J 6 ) cer2917 tA.) r&..) ) crWg

9. n-....1,cz3 r3:1 CQ3 rYk) czq celr3 ce-) cai1;71 csUrl rari celg 0
ri__16)ce').11, (61cer)t)c, cra, tsi
r2_4cts-3 c`42N et) ceisIU 451)) eth0 r(1) z.J c4Zscs1.(41.

Jo. r)-( (No co-nu (-141ecyyl);° grYmn_no
n--1 Ce-Si 6r6) rY-lo n ce-tr3 rrnQL-'
cri) cn 6-63 g (-11 6Yra cL1 ) 6-rrov

4. A. Make relative clauses from the pairs of nouns as in the models .

Be sure to add the relative pronoun of the right gender and

number for the second noun of the pair.

M oda dhs-) p esICaanrt
Gen

b) 61C 1145-rren c-41 c, 0 7

goStrrs) C1-1()C)
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02%0 Cg5) .errr) 0 6o ("11 eJ cois-» r crt a,n_sjoir,
ce3 n (-4 ra-4c ; an-z3A) n-L) c6

gnmms-le 7 Ce3 ilte") 30 97 Ca) OM) t)0 ; 61%<:et,c25a,
(-too, ns cze Jo dr) Q ei j el-0 (3 C9.30 (Yl ) C>

r4 g cowarli erb 0 g rrb
_c2 2 rYG) eri)(21

B. Form relatives from the adjective-novn pairs as in the model.

Mode...! Cfl 7 e c Vb (1

o_al.rt-ilcsu 7 rk_is,040; niacszi, ();.
(5) (-3_1 Dats,zz cern6rts-rtr) , ;
61 an 9<3c. rirn)c, 6y.tyytn

nSIe-1 ad; es_.1

5. Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with the.most

appropriate second-member from the list provided: so as to form

a compound verb giving the right shade of meaning.

I_Let ma). , 6-Idt)?a?0, (A (4)&6-3 7 grft--13Ca 711*Cet51)0 GeV-) 203 , Oftlt, 6N-15N-61

alQ_C:2.))0 7 61 COI %C (SO,
Cfb (En CX1,CCa > .

I. Q f v , a 6 ) cs4cm ("Qc211/41r)..0 e1
(21 mei) cal tst610 . eA") cm, mcilceqrs
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3. asTa g cvn,Azens-) ) rtnl 414)can Ern o r1-(3) cr-et
Grts) r-r6 ra2.1 c-g1-24). e-3411 crri o rr-6

ram grfAA

4-4 rba euTgcrrID%° (STD (IA ) cthscI6-10, rt-rb ci;)_0
) (3) -ai) 6Nrn rer0) ca-s3' ("?r

n crtsyr%
5: re, ) 6 crt, y rte! 1616 6%rn crallj 11-0-)Crq CO-61V

Mrb rei)

6 , c, rr) r ass cmcal) Crb CV1.41%)p (-IS) S (-41 crrOu g .)

7. rine) esm (Nr-r- .ray db o ("1-1) criA*.
f,

8, nv (-):1 ro-a rrn cr) . 0.161CO irrtn 6EiY3 3c
p n s (rn

9 . C g n o 4-1-010(1) c& csa.) e2-(1) c Qpn

(1-41 an 61 en esv ) 61 cryl a2..4).1 ora
cres-rtr%

dh c f. ? 63 col 0-7 cl(A) rrk) P))
c-Lilasr;)

11. g cet) (ft) nJ c csupcy\),R5a,Q__ t a es)
(4 CS r cro o 61

6. Read these sentences making sure you understand their meaning.

m m Cry olet) (j0 certsg rn.) Crol ceis3

net) (1,6") ca-b co-63`)

c-63 CISYb ro..3 e-105-.Q rc (YLICa

545
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. CiYa ca c.) ceAncv s c ce-cs- c6C4 gahn ) (f)

gctba)0....ctrrzA6-v-r1 an(Dm8e.
ne3rba,6ne6. ry,Dcer)p 0 9 CC b C431

Q9) Ca 6-6-r3 c-Y-11 6-rann e%9 c" LTh
(n..) rr3 670 rrt ga Q7_6-1 S

610-1 ie") 63
3. rtrren cfhs cut rtsrEn61 ce

rn certS3 nrY) «ie,c0-7p7...5) s .1.0)(1-1

ctn) 4)) cut dl rrt ,11"%asYzn Q > errb°.

CO) at g ei Cnen CR) 6rrt3 6-rul A. Ce) 611e3
c063 0 (-1.1 cOlrgo (1,(8, rghsu .1 02)

61 . (lc) q6-110 rzr3 c°24(-2-1 ge3-3 )
9arra) 6-rez, (in chlu (10 6PYI Cern )(0(Y) Q.)

t L . .4 1 6 1 11Pn (1 ( y ) c e r Ca, ?

"zzn Cr6 tr&_
ri-LO ri)In6YermL ) (f)61 aro.

n-6-) erg cs-6-. 4ts2.3 7 tr-Snr) W1Qeei. (2-0 041 cfre3
pp

0_161 (1 61 rwb cu 6ry-3 .

n ex-1 &1 t a (fa c(j nig czr- rir.160441A)
c-A3 Cd ctnel cnrtsc") (-A acts-1 cer csun g1

CY\ain can CY\) CIU t9S'n 30 nerz,
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*. (-eft talo\ 40.0ca ask:t u..)

Lesson

) reogn:f etiCrn 0 g....6'fli..

Tstrent pie

cOM(-0 frl
. c-f-c\e_lr11-7 0) C4s ...C1517 ,E.1A

CrIecttv,(51S\

t%,e,S) 61.2-1,C5Adhc50,ncrn aere)(7A cs--(6)()dta.
ruN ei 4-6-) et> c-r1 -7 ctp , rra ..Q. Crrb C-2-1 Ca) Cb 0
C 6rb n.S\I45-1 s ,45:4%0 aro. 0.. .61&06ra

090)gc_ct")45-1Q1Sn'ta
roel cf).61 Mrzyce-,Jo eDefra WA

S 6-115/ ,CA Ct."' Cb &In) tfb e., Cv,.. U3 CY1 6-6r63'0
6.c?...6-rrs , cer/Pc-rr, 01...."` .....1 6-rn orr (617\ rat gz,C11 &or.; t g .

rl--1.0cer, es...0.cfr*N\ck4 CtVrtsr6CArrsk)
Ctrv), rfsk, &)

qr6vS (4Y1 CYO0 CVC-6
((;)rri

g % 75 n ..a..N,sc116-rn
b . CrEro W 6Th (TN cent)s (Yra

rev..)1S\ cs.k) 1.1_3 Ir \

JO. CY00 LANon
eitne..,ICSS)Ctrt a e,..N, Ci)-t( gAg-f)

e rn CSIS\%.g.P._&,crl ', CZ 6\ Co r).(1)tfbeerirr;\61(Y\

GYEICS0'60
Thi CI cirl (,.-1 rY\)....A,kriCle)

cts-rilles4g...._ Cts'eDgcrcer.) 6"1g...-ety,
.

6-V-06 cm..(:\A 41)Os 6`i cm ei) (IA

6Th ....n-1 csAcy-n)

(1-61(..... cn nn, (56\ c-tGt, Cm Rt,cri i
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Lesson Twenty-rive

GRAMMAR NOTES

25.1. COMPLEMENT OR RESULT CLAUSES. Certain transitive

verbs have two objects: a direct object which.experiences or

undergoes the action ae the verb, and-a second object which

represents the results of the action on the direct object. The

result is held to be grammatically a "complement" with respect

to the direct object. Witness:

1.. nsct5c) cum c-n) c-br-l_a4) lapicy,%,.imsfy)3§:,

ork)cactsle.10 t4)cYro cyrn mei) ce6 rag in comn
LA) ce-630

'From the point of view of geographical layout, (we) can

divide Kerala into three (parts), highlands, midlands, and

coastal plain.'

2. orn 012 eL,41 g Qp_2,(, _ma ( cj
Alral6Imesrla, szs2 dhcrraceto
'Mother always cuts up the meal into small pieces.'

3. 6"nsl 675Th t3c1 g 61'TC) 61m co) 41.3._Irtsq ca; aun
C rb 6161151.15 c"

'We elected John president.'
("1

Note that the complement is always marked with -(11MICnil,

the conjunctive form of (1517D dit6dh meaning 'became'. This

clearly designates the nature of the complement as an

established result.

25.2. COMMON TITLES IN MODERN KERALA LIFE. Traditionally

those .outside one's immediate social circle were refevred to

by kinship terms, or the caste designation. In modern life in

Kerala, persons of all backgrounds interact in public functions.
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The following four terms, derived from Sanskrit, but zJflecting

Western style social distance and neutrality, are popular.

1. 96 \ °short for' (51(2)4 `mister'

2.
CA citsc) 'Mrs.'

3. Q 2 cbr) 'miss'

4. CO3 12 (b rvi3 'master'

These are most often used in mailing addresses, or in speaking

to, or about someone during a public speech. They are not

generally used in one to one conversation. In these cases,

eru)c-z, is appended to the last name for men, and given names

would be used for children through college age. Women now

achieve positions of high responsibility, but the conventions

loAve not solidified as to how to address them. The term r11.3)CVJ

is sometimes also used for women, and occasionally the English

ward chcloo is employed. For unmarried teachers, the

English. word `miss` is often placed before the name. When in

doubt as to how to address, or refer to, someone, it is always

safe to follow the examples of Malayalis of similar social

standing to yourself.

25:3. CHARACTERISTICS OF WRITTEN STYLE IN MALAYALAM.

Several lessons in this course contain samples of written style.

This lesson's text attempts to bring together most of the

features of written Malayalam found in earlier lessons. The

written style, in most uses, is quite different from the spoken

language. A sketch of its main characteristics is given below.

549
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I. The use of longer and/or loftier vocabulary:

A. CiSrpceivTio in place of ClarcysTrb Cme 10.21.

B: MOO 6-1-2.1CakCYY?) in place of 02W-tu (see 10.2).

C. Sanskrit-derived words in preference to Dravidian ones:

1. Ssk. Cn(Q dhtX) instead of Dray. Crs)QA0c10

'rivers'

2. Ssk. &11(5416613 instead of Dray. .61 (24C0)

'to do,to work'

II. Lengthier sentences with higher grammatical complexity:

A. Clefting of long equative sentences, as in:

1 -13-a1406).0 L) tfc)&14.0 Can 61 es3 QO r11 g.5) co
cei)eiCzt)(sa 63calat 01)34 d.1)-31r2snsIrry) rir3

M s g ceocac,

'Kerala is a land. where Eindus,Christiads and Muslims

have been living in harmony for a long time.'

This is particularly common where the predicate represents

new information, and the subject of the santence, already

established in the discourse, represents' old information.
- .

-1-

B. Extended series of nouns or other items joined by -grls

(see the third. sentence in this lesson's text).

C. A higher frequency of complex sentences with two or more

clauses linked either Inv ..00rdinate conjunctions such
*1 7

as - I in the sense of 'and' or ni--16)dal 'but'l

or by one of the several subordinate conjunctions as
C fl ,) 1

- in 'a_ sense of 'before' or 'after', -gm...1)0e
C 1

or 74>1.Stio 'when, as soon as', - VI) 61 C7

'but to (see 24.5), and so forth.

D. moia. 404 longer relative clauses. One common result of

0
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this is the inversion of the usual determiner-adjective

order in noun phrases (,see 24.41 as in:

1. CYO ng Cblrtytayb 0 Cenn6-rilrnS arra*
Ca C. axle) cfh's1Scettl cm Q27 6-21 C)) M) CA30ND)Cnol
'This small state, lying between the Sahara

Mountains and the Arabian sea,'

E. More embedded sentences for various functions and case

roles in the sentence including: subject, object,

adverbs of time, manner, or place, sentence adverbials,

dative or instrumental case roles, etc.

F. More common occurrence of object complements (see 25.1)

with an

G. More frequent use of the passive voice, and of the

subjectless construction. Note that whereas the

subjectless construction usually occurs only with transi-

tive verbs(see 16.2), this lesson's text contains an

example of an intransitive verb
6I

example 'to live'

in this construction (see Example 1 in A:above).

It should be remembered that there are different subtypes

within written language style, depending on the topic, and the

function of the writing. The samples of written lanauage in

these lessons fall mainly into the categories of "description"

and of "advertisements." One of the chief differences which

you will note in other types of writing, such as "narrative" and

administrative writing, i.e. "officialese)" will be the relatively

higher or lower frequency of particular types of sentences and

of certain verbforms. "Descriptions" for example, contains a

551
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relatively high.proportion of equative sentences, and abounds

with verbs in the simple present and future/habitual forms.

"Narrative," on the other hanclp will have fewer equative

sentences, and contains an especially high.proportion of

simple past and remote past verbforxns. It is hoped that the

preceding lessons have. provided .adequate preparation so that

the student can deal with the particular types of texts which.

suit his interests with the help of a dictionary, or of a native

speaker of the language. Malayalam is a profoundly rich language,

capable of both precise expression and extreme subtlety. It will

certainly reward the efforts of anyone who studies it with

good. will and diligence.
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APPENDIX A

PRONOUNS AND ADDRESS PORMS

I. -First Person

A. SINGULAR

1. 6174,C6

2. ("ro

B. PLURAL

1. ellaatik)

2. 6Tin 6Sr6
II. Second Person

A. SINGULAR

611. CY)

2. ( U),c6
3: given name

4. kinship term

5. given name plus

kin term

6. cri)am Do

7. (.0) ea)(N)

8. mroarri'

B. PLURAL

1. n.C166-r-i

I

the royal we (archaic) .

we (including the hearer)

we (excluding the hearer)

you (to intimate age inferiors)

you (to intimate contemporaries)

you (to less intimate age

inferior family members)

you (to close family members

superior in age)

you (to less imundiate family

members superior `in age)

you (anyone outside the family

with whom the relationship

is not intimate, i.e. distant)

you (persons of very high status)

you (of incomparably high

status)

you (all relationships)
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III. 'Third; Person*

A. SINGULAR

aSnoirrt) 7 w-Itcyb
2. agar1160 Mort 6t)

3. RST-60,007aCIJ,00

4. OSTh( le6 milvb

331

he Cinferior to speaker)

she (inferior to speaker)

be (equal to speaker)

she (equal and distant, or

superior to speaker)

5 TSrogm.rio, Crime®. he (superior to speaker and

respected)

B. PLURAL

1. asrarlic6 , they (all relationships)

Two distinctions of physical proximity are made in the

third person pronouns. The first item in each entry is

the "far" form, which is the most commonly used. 'The

second item in each entry is the "near" form, which is

only used when the person is within the conversational

group, or within close physical proximity to the speaker.

the "near" forms may also be used in referring to

someone whom another speaker has just mentioned.
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A COMPENDIUM OF MALAYALAM VERBFORMS

1. CITATION FORM, 'to send' (-6100.3(01516)

II. IMPERATIVE MOOD

A. Forceful /familiar,. 'send', CGra csa) ce6-3

B. Polite, 'please send' (-Gm cz)

C. Polite Impersonal, 'send',

'you should send' Cer0CD)CW)61.7)0

D. Super Formal, 'if your lordship

would send' CST-OC9.3-1A,40

III, INDICATIVE MOOD

A. Simple Present, Isend(s);

am, is, are sending' Ci5Tb ciLldt63 ern

B. Present Emphatic, 'do(es)
V

send, am, is, are sending' anqba_4153rnro6-11r4

C. Present Progressive,

v'mn, is, are sending' Mal al cats-6 di.) cs23 6T(b

D. Future/HabitUal,

aSYZICV..) Cer6Ssend, send(s)' o

E. Future/Habitual Emphatic,

'will send, do (es) send' (sroza)d)-aco.)co 6.1c o

F. Intentive/Potential, (with

nominative subject) 'will,

may send' (with dative subject)

'can send' CES%(bC9-)CD.6),0

5 5F5
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G. Intentive/potential

Emphatic, (with. nominative

subject? 'will, might send'

(with dative subject)

can send' CgraCQ) (0'63Ce) csa) 0 61 ) 0
S. Desiderative, (with nomin-

ative subject) 'must, have

to, ought to, am/is/are to

send' (with dative subject)

°want Cs) to send' Cana) ce6 Grn
M. Desiderative Emphatic,

(with nominative subject)

'must, etc, send' (with

dative subject) 'want(s)

to send' ar(b t63.CO C940- 6")_21 calo'rn
J. Stative Perfect, (subject

focus' 'has/have sent°

(object focus) 'is/are sent' CSYZICS2J.

K. Present Perfect, Simple,

'has/have sent' cesnc50-acre;) ce'r;rrra
L. Present Perfect Habitual,

'has/have, been sending' (Gil{ QZ3C0-67) Q1617%

M. Present Perfect Progressiy1,

'has/have sent, is/are gone' ( a) Ctl,CtrtZ 6194

N. Simple Past, 'sent' (Gra C92j..4

0. Past Emphatic, 'did send,

oiro cakthn co.) o 6 -211_
P. Past Progressive, 'was/

were sending' C C9,..) &Po CD) CQJ a CIZSI CC5Tha Cnrer

sent'

11142t10..
16.ftee.
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4. Past Habitual, ,t used to C(S'rZSCQ) (1)"6,)261rrSCRSICISCrets

send, would have sent' {a5r) GU grr afbakell a 7 CaCArera

R. Remote Past, 'sent, had

Caro C52.3 col crrasent'

S. Remote Past Progressive,

'was sent, had been sent' (ZSMCSa-ar0 (C)) CeIr2JCOKSZ) 7 earn rrni

T. Past Intentive/potential,

(with nominative subject)

'would have sent' (with

dative subject) 'could

have sent' M(?) CS)..3 Cep) Ca all Meal

U. Past Desiderative, (With

nominative subject) 'should,

ought to have sent' (with

dative subject) 'wanted

to send' Mrocszicetc)orncncactscrra
V. Past Habitual Emphatic

'used to, even used to

send' Cer8 ISO dill de, CR),0 cw3 Orra

W. Past Progressive Emphatic

'was sending' CeSThCZ&OzdihCi40 6).21Sidh 7 orZil ( (-raj

Z. Remote Past Emphatic

'sent,hadserit' reit CSL3c±hC6I0C540 61 Orl cyrb

Y. Past Intentive/potential

Emphatic, 'would have,

could have sent' (as in T) acreg5Zkihr5CDICS40

6) -a-1 SI) CI r63 (-Deb
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Z. Past Desiderative Emphatic

''should have,' wanted to

send' Cas in UleralaWS41(94o .6)...2.1S16ThcalCaarMYY)

AA. Double Emphatic

''do send' aCTO COCNI CO) atb a 61 *rb 6TY-,1

AB. Present Perfect Emphatic

'has/have been sending' (afaaldhldlatp 61...14(dbarn
IV.. PROBABILITY

NOTE: A complete list of the forms which can occur in Vie

two degrees of probability, indicated bya5rearraLe63c, and

(814igft.appears in the reference List for Lesson

Twenty -One, hence they wil not be repeated here. Probability

can also be combined with any of the emphatic forms made

with61.2.1Carer) illustrated above. Only a few samples

are. given below to demonstrate the pattern.

A. Future/habitual Emphatic, (Z03 ce-63 cen c5:4,
'probably will,' does send' 6> cracehOa

B. Double Emphatic, 'probably

does send,. aryis /are

sending' CerOcSdid!Kb Cqo 61-ai atcryberas c9(ila7t ceP, 0
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Periods of Time

Szconci.

dh

61n10-0 b

Deco.Aa-

Cci_ntur8
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APPENDIX C

ATal, ABOUT TIME

Other Days
di Cf110"Yrtblprrer.0

cn6e.3 m.)30

46.1 CIY77 Jo
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Seasons of the Year
erlirna Getrbejo

ex")) e__1 0

sr2-1,8,r4S1

i=) M0(111 4:16

M our _ tickorZL

Mo6.

Scow,.

Su-La --kut

.{1 St-krmytex*
%-3>t-ter SO-4LScsr's

fiRCX.LbA SCUL-Seal

'AA

ist Mov)seovt
oc yake
kt0vern6eie RAS-hs

140P1 own
cA- b-e_m_i

(VmS1 da),e1 S 1,-rA:vkce

db,i) ktAtu..prol

(J LAI0) CO) 3 U a toW Ptte-Y

Words For- Time

TA:ri,e.
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654 0044
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lVl Oh-e.

tArne..
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MOuJ o-

ekose_ c ads
FvorkliNks 5t:ary.e_

4tentaScHIL

ConjunctionsjEtt_....ons for Subordinate Clauses
ecki3Ou Yet OI:ve totNen
Verb + C036.1.1 do LA-ale. + Vg...Y 6 ;Ti65

cei Wetk.f n

raci),29corrh)ryke, Iv`
0-6 ers2

63c3 ck
cefil6YncurrnIcesle.
CrIr) allto enn)(ao Instait

t40

ectr) o _)

G... ill 0 hlext
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cl9nD kt
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ctrLaiArY4) wki

cl5Thtizia cimdu be.grr.e._

M.c4rro qc-nzs' Biz.PovrChu:s

cancrn,earrN: Atta-yukt.

cht5rAintrgra irtG,
garA)crb Cvin9363
arbrncrocba Mat
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APPENDIX D

POSTPOSITIONS AND THEIR CASES

NOTE: The postpositions are grouped according to
ending required for the preceding noun.

Nominative

(Cf3))CES 0 -.1

Ehott -Nat tk -cdtg.xlcd.

1-01 o tke. tracecLI
ci,a)17s3

reThCre)01..Q4

cncia)c-A

9,cts1 ecrb

6-1c-6T)

tvb

the case

(`mss)a
n ytuwAey

0.c...c.ouch

o e GLn otiley-

itko ut, .e_x. des vs

Tor tNe. sake oc
CLcco Lunt o

L.(, It

7 on

Possessive

All unstarred items often take the dative in colloquial speech.

caaerrtre4tst*?.

sori) rot

061Vor agag
M;Orli crf n");;gril

1.41 b-ette.Le.an,

tkk_

6 e.t.a.)zen 7 iNUaSt
bracIAL

562
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cMcis)4))c-Ert
(Trb (-6) 61 otil

oicea-271)

cantavt
am)

aM21(nb (r1 D

asro cO)

Gra dr)c.

rut)

C216)

Q16\ cer)

C (-A

c0)5)6)(9
cern cErl crq

c-t5176)T

G-rt551 cif)) rirt

61(11"..1CsDnst

0\3c361

crQ0°16--)rzi

cl\)061,1_1 cz=`:

Meal( 7196

Or true. a1-c rm

Ortt12. S G, cYe, btkAk7

aet: Ja-e csy-

LvIsZcie, LtiZtki-h

over, a_bov

Apr'
IbizroaDAIN, 6saious,
Guld.e-Y0 =Lotion

ctt beslUrel 1-.01 claY

au±sZde.

niza...T1947 t:;
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rnI, 61ch
C :)crIS) ort

ca6v-11.1
el_rryLri)c-cri)
ru-In cOlt)

anen) 61E1

,r1-1(mr)cA

CE5ron49

QATI
Gra4c.

lc C6 ceQcls-

Ce.-1 art

MiC21(9,,c;\ c-csib

* p6.

Af al Lib cam

)y-

PY noca,rna'
rr) 00 3

be:cc:ore Zn -P-rovt cz-c,
Z-1 MR._ 19Yesenca. 4

beiNA:nd.

, a.cker,
ct.ce.,fuJoix.cts,

©n s Lae

can tkils sLcLe.

415 rCtLe. czACie_y- toy-

L°PPosZta. sZde

t tiksz. cov nivr

0..t the 6czu-vket_ck.Y...

cat curoculak arownot

outsZoLe

on -eke- tat sIcte,
o n. the rie st
Ja.t..01. to
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Dative
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Accusative

CtirwviN (.4.1 C.A.V\

cL-th

oL ct.LvtSt, te) o-3f4S

Ztc?... to

c4 st

o-f. 7 -fltor 'tit\e.

instaa.A. elc
st ittcps.itift_ tor;

0..9 te.:(

b e_-core.

LT1 ck.d.c11-tto n

bp-s aes
than
ttice
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6)6)) (sn'i"

blot?. -Nat tiNA aces.
RAckiv1/45 ÷ C3 3= CI)]

Locative

A'ssocia'tive

koLt1-

CIL6 ut ConCernitla

trn s2.001 s C3 F

s S
r9.A.t a..s

a s CL S

11/4 tLyttA:t

mVIM.,
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0..t 7 AI r)

tk.Te k

wa_yds, ZYNtl

cct_s as
0.s 3
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MALAYALAM-ENGLISH GLOSSARY

erbC0)0 [Yeff/U:t_re.e.5
c:10..tve noun

Ceres:Eh c CtocotZve
0 c. ces-recesg3

CiSrb6E5M6r0

2i

22

5

Om Ctrn ? Eskoit 5
corn, of orb68T36V066>e6M1

CSTagV3T3D

cayb...4@ dairct),
arr6.-24

s c--2.1rn 0 14

CES-ro 3

a_Igilcs11)4m1-6Icit 3

CZTrb

Mar

Cesra C, (11 c6rn.)?

3

20

cznasSlczst 20

e

thcit wat tacett-tcAt.

Ls that ?

ouertlexa.

t2. pyi-nt

-ccde.y.

-f,A6zy _EpTieSt Q. cluacig

Time.

Step, 1>0.ce. 7 .coct Erne a.s terej

cio(ou..)Loo-At Q. sy,P.k.kin?

ben esZth, at e 6Ottom
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7

3

8

Ct3-0w._4-2_1) rrll &Ins 1.5

rri)cR) ay'rQ105-rbrThgra]

eglacaSt)rrt Carocraqcrri 3

next, dose

near, next tD

V1m,ar,13Nose

13%4. is (..otv.

osc

KT3
.4*-L be. tater.

Yes, k. ,mss y-Z5kt

G. Irria.ss

Virtett rnu_c_4i7tiNsh.t. n1401.7
SC> hfU.),,GA1 .7 Sc 'Ma-2ml.

QS rwttkch as
7
as rntaxiA as that

E.1-.0-ficzca

IG 9arnic.3-t kl:vntres121"-t]

(L. areckt,

0 1:nottl.yr
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airarracai >c'

cerbcracroc-a...24:" 20 accord z

ctrarrr90 14 encl

CerbrrOCb41CS2..) 16 Lnternateb

Oratcy-rau 23 thAt ctaa

CeNro clap 22 Lhokst:c.e.

CCiNca g cap mj0 2if -ftuct,,ect.dt otl,.,:"-

-C61-B cexii appieccIte..on, retu.e.st

peyrn ks she)n

asTag,...Je:418134:61
pe%st cs-ra cals1 -A)]
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CESro 62.3330 &Id'
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CGracij
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23 v ct.c0.i.Z.cr, 2.0.the. So
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8 ft C witr. verbs
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2 oprepc e...k.0.11

S e. cl-hA cw3

6
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(-6'mn,s-ng cis rb-h

Mr)asi.) )61 cts) ie

i3

6

14

10

Aya-bio-n S.e.a...

WaN. out ket..owirl
II do not knou,Sir ilcuJ42. lib

ZaLL.a..

[-14:,v. Qt.c.3 k.hoW

rytzakt bkOLO

t Ma. ICA. kitow iel
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